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FOREWORD

A major objective of the Great Lakes Research Program for the past
few years has been to determine which mathematical models, if any, could be
used to predict with reasonable reliability the characteristics of thermal
plumes from surface outfalls. The present report is the final one in a series
on the subject and summarizes our attempts to test the usefulness of existing
mathematical models by comparing model predictions with laboratory and field
data. In conducting these comparisons, we had to examine many aspects of
hydrothcrmai prediction. These included an in-depth study of the formulation
of the models being tested and a close examination of the physical processes
being modeled. Comparisons of the nioctel predictions to experimental data
were the major ingredient in our evaluation of a given model. At the same
time, however, our evaluation of the formulation of each model was an integral
part of our judgment as to its competitiveness. The present effort to evaluate
models updates previously published works in this research area, such as
those of Poltcastro and Tokar (1972); and Benedict, Anderson, and Yandell
(19?-)}. Furthermore, we feel that this report presents a viewpoint not avail-
able in other review documents, such as those of Brady, Edinger, and Geyer
(I97-J); and .lirkn, Abraham, and Harleman (1975). This report advances the
state of the art by its evaluation of existing models, its discussion of important
modeling issues, and in its suggestions for further modeling improvements.

Because all the models described here were developed by persons
outside Argonne National Laboratory, frequent consultation with model authors
was necessary to resolve questions. We are grateful to all authors who gave
generously of their time and knowledge through conversations and personal
correspondence. Without their cooperation a report such as this would have
been impossible. Among those researchers who provided valuable assistance
we re :

!. Dr. Barry Benedict, now at Tulanc University, on the Motz-Benedict
Model (in Sec. 11. B).

i. Dr. Keith Stolzcnbach and Mr. Eric Adams of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology on the Stolsunbach-Marlcman Model (in Sees. II.C and
IV.D).

3. Dr. Edmund Prych now with the U. S. Geological Survey on his
own model (in Sec. II.D).

4. Dr. Mostafa Shirazi of the Pacific Northwest Environmental
Research Laboratory cf the U.S . EPA and Dr. Lor in Davis of Oregon State
University on the Prych and Shirazi-Davis Models {in Sec. II.E) and Shirazi's
data analysis (Sec. IV.B).

<i. Dr. Donald Pritchard of The Johns Hopkins University on the
two Pritchard Models (in Sees. H.F and II.G).

6. Dr. John Edingcr of Edinger Associates Inc. on the Brady-Geyer
Model (in Sec. II.H).



7. Dr. John Paul, now at the U. S. EPA Grosse He Laboratory, and
Dr. Wilbert Lick of Case Western Reserve University on the Paul-Lick Model
(in Sec. II.K).

8. Dr. William Waldrop (now with the lennessee Valley Authority)
and Dr. Richard Farmer of Louisiana State University on the Waldrop-Farmer
Model (in Sc-c. ILL).

9. Mr. James Taft, Dr. Walt England (both now atScience Applications,
Inc.), and Dr. John Pritchett of Systems, Science, and Software on the Pritchett-
England-Taft Model (in Sec. II.I).

10. Dr. Henry Till of the Electric Power Research Institute on his
own model (in Sec. II.J).

11. Dr. Frank Fang of the Virginia Institute of Marine Science on the
Surry Plant field surveys (Sec. IV.B).

12. Dr. James Weil now with the Coppola Co. of San Francisco on his
work verifying the Prych model at Oskarshamnsverket (in Chapter IV, Sec. E).

13. Mr. Jim Davis of the Boston Edison Company and Mr. Dan Frye of
EC&C Environmental Consultants for their discussions with us on the Pilgrim
Plant studies (in Sec. IV.D).

14. Dr. Heinz Stefan of the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory
for his helpful review comments on Chapter III.

The fact that the model authors mentioned above reviewed our dis-
cussion of their work before publication should not be construed as agreement
by them with the opinions expressed nor as an endorsement of the presentation.

The length of the present report necessitated its publication in two
parts. The titles of the chapters contained in each part are as follows:

Part One

I. Physical Aspects and Mathematical Modeling of Surface Thermal
Plumes

II. Summary and Evaluation of Individual Models

Part Two

III. Discussion of Near- and Complete-field Modeling Issues

IV. Verification Efforts for Surface-discharge Models

V. Observations on the State of the Art

Appendixes

The two parts of the report do not stand alone, and the reader it. urged
to acquire both parts because they are often cross-referenced.
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WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH PROGRAM

SURFACE THERMAL PLUMES: EVALUATION OF
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR THE NEAR AND COMPLETE FIELD

by

William E. Dunn, Anthony J. Policastro,
and Robert A. Paddock

ABSTRACT

This report evaluates mathematical models that maybe
used to predict the flow and temperature distributions result-
ing from heated surface discharges from power-plant outfalls.
Part One discusses the basic physics of surface-plume disper-
sion and provides a critical review of 11 of the most popular
and promising plume models developed to predict the near- and
complete-field plume. Part Two compares predictions from the
models to prototype data, laboratory data, or both. Part Two
also provides a generic discussion of the issues surrounding
near- and complete-field modeling.

The principal conclusion of the report is that the avail-
able models, in their present stage of development, may be used
to give only general estimates of plume characteristics; pre-
cise predictions are not currently possible. The Shirazi-Davis
and Pritchard (No. 1) models appear superior to the others
tested and are capable of correctly predicting general plume
characteristics. (The predictions show roughly factor-of-two
accuracy in centerline distance to a given isotherm, factor-of-
two accuracy in plume width, and factor-of-five accuracy in
isotherm areas.)

The state of the art can best be improved by pursuing
basic laboratory studies of plume dispersion along with further
development of numerical-modeling techniques.

xxxv



111. CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF NEAR- AND COMPLETE-FIELD ISSUES

A. Introduction

This chapter considers many diverse issues relating to the modeling
of suri.ice discharges in the near and complete fields. Many of the issues are
now, or have been, points of controversy or confusion in the literature. This
discussion brings out potential areas of concern to the thermal-plume investi-
gator and illustrates the often overly simplified viewpoint adopted by model
developers. The issues are grouped into four sections. In Sec. III.B, we dis-
cuss the philosophy r>i near-field modeling and the often-implicit assumptions
associated wifii tfie near-field approximation. Section III.C is a general dis-
cussion of plume physics which attempts to show the large body of experimental
observation that often cannot be accounted for within the narrow conceptualiza-
tions of the plume commonly advanced. Sections III.D and E treat the integral
and differential-numerical methods, respectively. In these last two sccUosts,
we identify important difficulties with each of these modeling techniques. This
chapter covers most of the areas of current interest and identifies which of
these areas merit further study.



B. The Near-field Approximation versus the Complete-field Analysis

During the past several years, the focus of attention has been on near-
field modeling. This emphasis is the result of several factors. One is that,
because plume velocities and temperatures deviate the most from ambient in
the near field, it is the region of greatest biological concern. Another factor
is the widely held belief that near-field mixing largely determines the size
and character of the measurable plume, almost independently of the environ-
ment. Yet a third consideration is the relatively greater ease with which the
near field can be studied in the laboratory. Far-field processes such as turbu-
lent diffusion and surface heat loss are not easily scaled. Nevertheless, the
study of prototype cases has revealed that the use of near-field models alone
is probably inadequate. Prototype data taken under apparently identical near-
field conditions often show order-of-magnitude differences in plume charac-
teristics. Unfortunately, the present state of plume modeling does not permit
an adequate treatment of the complete-field problem.

Our discussion of this important issue begins with a brief look at two
of the basic assumptions upon which near-field models are based. This is
followed by a general description of far- and complete-field modeling tech-
niques. The value of far-field models lies solely in their combination with
near-field models for a complete-field analysis, since purely far-field models
alone are too crude an approximation to be of much use in treating far- or
complete-field thermal-plume dispersion without some consideration of near-
field mixing.

First, two minor points warrant comment. One is the difference in
length and time scales between the n; ar and far fields. On the one hand, the
near field is characterized by the small length and time scales associated with
jet turbulence, entrainment, and advection. On the other hand, the far field is
characterized by large scales corresponding to surface heat loss, buoyant
spreading, ambient turbulence, and gross circulations. In a sense, the govern-
ing equations are stiff in the spatial variables. One seeks computational lever-
age from this stiffness. The difference in scales can be handled naturally in
a numerical model, through the use of a variable grid spacing. A fine hori-
zontal grid is used in the near field, where detail is important, and a coarser
grid is used in the far field, where greater lateral coverage is needed. In
contrast, separate treatments for the near and far fields are generally required
for the integral and phenomenological approaches, due to the restrictive ideali-
zations involved with these models. In some cases, the separation of near and
far fields gets muddled. For example, in a near-field phenomenological model,
certain far-field effects may be present in the near-field data used for model
development if prototype data are used. If, on the other hand, laboratory data
alone are used, the model will probably not reflect any far-field influences.

The second point to be made here is that there is a somewhat arbitrary
distinction between near- and complete-field models. The precise location at



which a near-field model is no longer applicable is always unknown, and an
arbitrary choice must be made Numerous near-field models are often used
improperly in the far field far beyond the point where the assumptions of the
models have ceased to be valid. A similar problem relates to the use of
nu serical models. These models are. in principle, complete-fieM models,
if tneir iormulation contains sufficient far-field physics. Yet, in practice, the
completeness of many numerical models suffers in their application. If the
computational grid is too small, if turbulent diffusivities are improperly
selected in the far field, if boundary conditions are misapplied, or if surface
heat loss is inadequately handled, then the model cannot perform well in the
far field Thus, although the labels near and complete field are useful for
descriptive purposes, they are not hard-and-fast distinctions.

1. The Near-field Approximation

The use of near-field models for thermal-plume problems (inte-
gral and phenomenological) is based on a number of often-implicit assump-
tions, of which many are open to question One is that heat is removed from
the near field at the same rate at which it- enters and, thus, a steady plume is
possible Moreover, heat that leaves the near field is assumed to be absorbed
by the far field and never returned. This is not always true in prototype
applications.

Removal of heat from the near field is a key consideration in
using steady, near-field models, since a steady plume cannot exist unless heat
leaves the system at the same rate at which it enters. In the picture commonly
advanced, heat is mechanically diluted in the near field by jet turbulence and
entrainment, advected out of the near field by the jet flow, and finally either
lost to the atmosphere through surface heat transfer or carried away by the
ambient c-irrent. Our experience indicates that such a picture is grossly
oversimplified and is. perhaps a significant reason why existing models have
fared do poorlx in prototype testing. Confining geometry, low surface heat
loss and a stagnant ambient ran prevent heat from being dissipated in the far
field. Heat accumulating t.iere may return to the near field through buoyant
spreading, through circulation set up try the entrainment demands of the near-
field plume. >r through a current reversal.

A prime example of bottom and lateral boundary interference is
provided by the once-through Diablo Canyon Plant discharge into Diablo Cove
off the California coast. Entrainment of ambient water is sufficiently cut off
by the geometry of the cove to invalidate the application of the usual near-
field models. Tidal variations further complicate the situation Problems
involved in applying existing analytical models to the Diablo Canyon case led
eventually to the use of a hydraulic model.

Highly stagnant ambients can be found at a number of sites, and,
even at many sites where an ambient current exists, reversals are common.



When a reversal occurs, dilution is significantly reduced, since entrainment
water is at a higher-than-ambient temperature. In his report on the develop-
ment of a transient, two-dimensional, far-field model that can be used to pre-
dict the effects of current reversals, Eraslan1 concludes that, for discharges
into large ambient receiving bodies,

"a near-field model by itself is definitely inadequate and unreli-
able for the assessment of the thermal impact of a power plant
unless it is preceded or supplemented by an analysis which can
account for the effect of the discharge on the ambient receiving
body of water."

Thus, there are several cases of practical interest where heat either remains
in or returns to the near field, invalidating the near-field approximation.

An important difference exists between the mechanisms of heat
removal in a laboratory model and the prototype situation. In a flow-through
hydraulic model, most of the heat flows completely out of the svstem through
the end or side walls of the tank. In a stagnant tank, on the other hand, heat
builds up in the tank until the entire tank temperature approaches the discharge
temperature. Surface heat loss is typically much smaller in laboratory models
than in the field.

A second key assumption rlosely related to the first is that plume
characteristics are solely determined by discharge parameters such as the
initial densimetric Froude number and other factors such as a steady, uniform
orossflow. This assumption is iften violated in prototype plumes. The study
of prototype discharges has shown that outfall parameters do not alone control
the size and character of the discernible plume. Not surprisingly, models that
do not consider key environmental efiects have been generally inadequate. An
excellent example, here, it the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station. The initial
densimetric Froude number varies from less than 2 to more than 10 as the
tide ebbs, yet no statistically significant difference in high- and low-tide plumes
has been observed. This probably is because wind- and tidally-induced shear
currents and bottom interference are controlling factors at the site. Popular
models that do not consider such efiects cannot be expected to perform well,
and, in fact, they have not. At most sites where model/data comparisons have
been made, environmental conditions appear to affect plume behavior as much
as, if not more than, discharge parameters. The Pilgrim site and its attendant
difficulties are fully discussed in Sec. IV.D

A subtle yet important consequence of the near-field approximation
is a change in the mathematical character of the problem. The governing equa-
tions, in their most general form, are spatially elliptic. Implementation of
the near-field approximation (especially in the integral approach) makes
the problem spatially parabolic, i.e., changes it to an initial-value problem,
beginning at the outfall and extending outward into the receiving body. An
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initial-value problem is easier to solve, but the gain in mathematical tracta-
bility comes at the expense of lost plume physics. In this parabolic form, the
equations can never take into account changes in the ambient and the conse-
quent feedback on the plume. A parabolic model determines downstream con-
ditions solely from previously calculated upstream parameters with no
reentrainment or feedback effects possible. Of the various modeling tech-
niques, the integral approach relies the most heavily on the validity of the
near-field approximation. Although fix-ups can be used to account for far-
field effects in the same way other physical mechanisms (buoyancy and ambient
currents) are treated, the basic elliptic nature of the problem can never be
handled by the integral technique. The phenomenological and numerical models
often make use of the near-field approximation in some form, although it is
conceptually possible to retain the elliptic nature of the problem.

2. The Complete-field Analysis

a. Far-field Modeling Techniques

For the purpose of discussion, let us consider the far-field
as being semi-infinite in the offshore direction, infinite in the shore-parallel
direction, and of constant depth H. Further, let us define a Cartesian coordi-
nate system for the far field in which x represents the offshore coordinate,
y the shore-parallel coordinate, and z the vertical coordinate. Let positive
z be downward and positive y be such that x,y,z is a right-handed system.
Placement of the origin is arbitrary, but let us suppose it to be at some con-
venient point representing the location of the discharge.

The three basic physical processes generally acknowledged
as governing dispersion in the far field are advection bv ambient currents,
turbulent diffusion, and surface heat exchange. These processes can be em-
bodied into a single expression for 6, the local temperature excess, and the
attendant boundary conditions. Thus,

| • i > • jp* • £(

(4)
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9 = e o ( x , y , z ) a t t = 0 , ( 6 )
I

where S is a known heat source and the other variables assume their custom-
ary definitions.

The same equation is applicable to the dispersion of any pas- !
sive tracer with one minor addition. If the tracer decays exponentially with j
time (as is the case with some fluorescent dyes), then 9/T (where T is the j
decay time) must be subtracted from the right-hand side of Eq. 1. J

This single linear equation is considerably easier to solve
than the set of several linear and nonlinear equations typical of near-field
models. Of course, the proper choice of coeificients (e.g., u, Dx, etc.) for the |
far-field model is a key difficulty in obtaining adequate predictions. To re- ';
duce complexity even further, most investigators eliminate at least one spatial >
dimension and, in some instances, time. For example, the two-dimensional,
depth-averaged, far-field dispersion equation can be shown to be i

whe re

- 1 f
9 = — / Bdz, (8)

l r
u = — I

e Jo

H
u8 dz, (9)

etc.

Since the dispersion equation is linear, a solution for an
arbitrary source can be written using a Green's function. As a simple ex-
ample, consider the depth-averaged case and suppose that the coefficients
are constant and that 9S is proportional to d. With these assumptions, Eq. 7
becomes

| |+u^-+vf = Dx|4+DyS-ke+S. (10)
Ot Ox Oy x gx2 y ay2



With the introduction of transformed variables

a = exp(kt)9, (11)

X = (x - ut)/DJ/2, (12)

and

Y = (y - v t ) / B ^ , (13)

Eq. 10 becomes

at ax2

This is the heat-conduction equation for which we have the well-known Green's
function

, r (X - Xo)2 + (Y - YO)
G(X.Y,t;Xo,Yo>to) = ^ [-o'Io>'-o' = Ar,(¥ _ f \ ™H>|- 4 ( t . t o )

The solution for 6 can now be written as

9(x,y,t) = exp(-kt) f f f G(x,y,t; x0 ,y0 ,t0)S(x0 ,y0 ,t0)dx0 dyo dto. (16)
0 0 —oo

Examples of far-field models based on the analytic solution of the advection/
diffusion heat equation are those of Van Dam,2'3 Christodoulou et al.,4 Koh and
Fan,5 Koh and Chang,6 Ahn and Smith,7 and Adams et al.8

In the general case, an analytic solution is too cumbersome,
so some form of numerical solution must be used. Any of the techniques ap-
plicable to linear equations is suitable. For example, Leendertse,9 Kolesar
and Sonnichsen,10 Ahn and Smith,9 Abbott et al.,11 Tsai and Chang,12 Giles etal.,13

Wu and Gallagher,14 and Boericke and Hall15 have developed finite-difference
solutions for the far field.

Eras Ian1 formulated a far-field model using the so-called
discrete-element technique. Finite-element solutions of the far-field heat-
transport equation are given by Leimkuhler16 and Loziuk et al.17'18 Ahn and
Smith7 describe a Monte Carlo solution of the two-dimensional, depth-averaged
heat-dispersion equation. With this method, far-field dispersion is modeled
through a computer-simulated release of heat-containing particles. Time is
first divided into discrete increments. Then at each time step, a large num-
ber of particles, each containing a small fraction of the total heat produced
during the increment, are released to simulate the real instantaneous heat



source. Each particle is tracked by the computer until it leaves the finite
solution domain. Particle movements at each time step are determined as
follows: First, the particle is displaced deterministically according to the
local velocity assumed for the ambient. Turbulent diffusion is then included
by adding a second displacement that is a Gaussian random variable of zero
mean, and variance determined by the local diffusivity. Finally, the "excess
temperature" of the particle is reduced to account for surface heat loss. Once
all the particles have been advaaced to their new positions and temperatures,
the local excess temperature is calculated by averaging particle excess tem-
perature over a suitable sample volume. Policastro and Tokar19 discussed
several individual far-field models in detail. Other techniques applicable to
linear equations, such as response matrix and synthesis models, are poten-
tially usable, but, to our knowledge, no model does so.

Our opinion is that far-field modsls that lack a proper simu-
lation of near-field mixing are of little or no value for environmental-impact
assessment. The primary value of these models lies in their ability to pre-
dict the temperature of near-field entrainment water and thus improve near-
field calculations. Major difficulties with this approach arise in devising an
imaginative scheme for coupling two largely different types of models. The
techniques for and difficulties associated with coupling near- and far-field
models are the subject of Sec. b. below.

b. Complete-field Modeling Techniques

This section considers only those models with different treat-
ments for the near and far fields. Furthermore, this discussion is kept on a
fairly superficial level to avoid the detail of each individual model, each with
its separate parts. Single complete-field models, as are conceptually possible
with the recently developed numerical schemes, are not discussed in this sec-
tion. The primary difficulties in applying these models to the complete field
are grid resolution and the proper selection of diffusion coefficients for both
near and far fields. These matters are addressed in Sec. III.E.

When separate near- and far-field models are used, the
coupling may be carried out iteratively. Here, the near-field model is applied
first, assuming an unperturbed ambient. Then the far-field model is applied
using the predictions of the near-field model as a source term in the advection/
diffusion heat equation. The far-field model provides an estimate of the tem-
perature of the near-field entrainment water that is used in the next calculation
of the near-field model. Ostensibly, this procedure is continued until con-
vergence is achieved, but in actuality, only one or two iterative steps are
made. With the current state of model development, the need for converging
the iteration is rather unimportant compared with the difficulties in obtaining
adequate near- and far-field models and a satisfactory coupling scheme.



Pr it chard20 uses a background temperature excess to include
far-field influences in his phenomenological models. This background tem-
peratuie presumably accounts for the circulation of far-field plume water into
the near field. No specific method is given by Pritchard to calculate this re-
entrainment temperature, however. (Reentrainment is discussed further in
Sec. III.C.)

Sundaram et al.2> developed a closed-form integral model in
which they match near- and far-field solutions at the point where the eddy
diffusivity associated with near-field (jet) turbulence becomes equal to that
associated with far-field (ambient) turbulence. They then fit the model to data
from the Milliken Station on Lake Cayuga in New York. Giles et al.'3 com-
bined a closed-form integral model for the near-field with a three-dimensional,
finite-difference solution of the advection/diffusion heat equation in the far
field. Loziuk et al.17 used a two-dimensional integral model to obtain the flow
field and then executed a two-dimensional, finite-element solution of the heat-
energy equation. Wu and Gallagher14 added a three-dimensional, finite-
difference solution of the heat-energy equation to the Prych model in an effort
to assess far-field influences. Recently, Adams et al.8 coupled a three-
dimensional, integral model (similar to that of Stolzenbach and Harleman) to
a two-dimensional solution of the heat-energy equation based on the Green's-
function method. None of these models have been sufficiently tested for us to
comment on their adequacy for complete-field analysis.

Koh and Fan5 made a significant effort to model the interac-
tion of the near and far fields for heated surface discharges. They coupled
their integral models for the near field to an analytical-solution-based model
of the far field. This analysis considers only longitudinal and vertical co-
ordinates, making it useless for impact assessment. Yet the models do give
insight into the nature of far-field backwash on the near field and the associ-
ated possible breakdown of the jet structure. Laboratory studies of this phe-
nomenon are described in Sec. III.C.

Koh and Fan designate four separate flow regimes within the
Zone I, an initial region of flow development; Zone II, a jet regime;

Zone III, a transition region be-
tween Zones II and IV; and Zone IV,
a stratified flow regime. The
four zones are shown schemati-
cally in Fig. III.B.l. The typical
discharge is visualized as follows:
The plume is initially a relatively
high densimetric Froude number
jet with a region of flow establish-
ment (Zone I) and a region of
established flow (Zone II). As a
result of vertical entrainment,
momentum is diluted more rap-
idly than heat, decreasing the

Fig. III.B.I. Schematic View of the Four Flow Regimes
Considered by the Koh-Fan Model.
(Adapted from Koh and Fan5.)
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local densimetric Froude number along the jet centerline, until a critical value
is reached. A hydraulic jump (Zone III) then occurs, and the flow, thereafter,
resembles a stratified two-layer flow (Zone IV). Large surface heat loss and
ambient mixing can destroy Zones III and IV. Conversely, if the initial densi-
metric Froude number is low and surface heat loss and ambient mixing are
sufficiently small, then Zone IV may inundate the outfall.

Table III.B.I summarizes the essential features of the Koh-
Fan model development. An intuitive understanding of the model can be gotten
from Fig. III.B.2. Here, consider the flow as it enters the receiving system.
To overcome interfacial shear and sustain forward flow, the interface must
maintain a slight positive slope; therefore it intersects the surface at some
location X. As the volume of water in the plume grows due to continued efflux
at the outfall, the maximum plume thickness and X will increase as long as
vertical entrainment can produce such ar increase. When the limit of vertical
entrainment is reached, a hydraulic jump must occur (according to this con-
ceptualization). The jump (Zone III) divides the plume into a jet (Zone II) and
a stratified flow (Zone IV). If low surface heat loss and poor ambient mixing
allow heat to accumulate in Zone IV, then the jump can be forced all the way
btck to the outfall, resulting in an inundated source.

The key nondimensional parameters in this analysis are:

Initial Densimetric Froude Number

F o = PoUo/(2<»,Apoho) (17)

Reynolds Number

R = houo/(co«2) (18)

Heat-loss Parameter

k = CK*2K/(poCpU0) (19)

where

po = discharge density,

Uo = discharge velocity,

h o = discharge depth,

ApQ = discharge density disparity,

e = effective viscosity,

», al, a2 = constants dependent on the similarity profile used,

K = surface-heat-loss coefficient,

and

cp = specific heat.



TABLE III.B.I. Koh-Fan Model for Two-dimensional Surface Warm Jets

Basic Assumptions

a) Velocity and density profiles in the vertical direction are similar.

b) Steady-state solution exists .

c) Boussinesq approximation may be made; density differences are only important
in the gravity term of the vertical equation of motion,

d) Flow is primarily horizontal (boundary-layer assumption).

Conservation Equations

du &W
•g- + 5— = 0 continuity

^ ( u z ) + ̂  (uw) = - i | ^ + •— x momentum

dp
0 = £— + Pg z momentum

3 & 5 / &P \
T~(Pu) + g—(pw) = 5~ lDg~) density deficiency

where

x. 2 = horizontal and vertical coordinates

u, w = velocity components in the horizontal and vertical directions

p = pressure

T = kinematic shear stress (shear stress/density)

p, P o = density, ambient density

D = eddy thermal diffusivity in vertical direction

Further Conditions and Assumptions

a) Similarity of velocity and density distribution

u(x, z) = U(X)f(^-^J

p(x, z) = Po - T(x)f(—^—J

where

T)(x) = free-surface elevation

h(x) = characteristic thickness of the warm-water layer

p |5|< 1
f(5) = shape function = <

U |5| > 1

Further Conditions and Assumptions (contd.)

b) Kinematic surface boundary condition

D

— (z - Tl) = 0 at z = 7](x)

c) Vertical-entrainment assumption

w{-«) = eU

where

e = e(Ri) = •

' r 2. i n

eo r:— - 1 , Ri< (Ri)

l l + (H0cr J
0 ,Ri>(Ri)cr

for

gTh
Ri = Richardson number = ——j

(Ri)cr s critical Richardson number (*)0.85), beyond which e s 0

n * exponent (*<7/4)

cQ = constant (^0.075)

d) Assumptions on shear

T, (intcrfacial) e c ~", («, constant)
* n

T t (axirface) = 0

e) Surface heat loss = -KT

(K, conttant)

f) Initial conditions: U = Uo. h = ho, T = To at x = 0.
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Fig. HI.B.2. Jet Structure as Conceptualized by the Koh-
Fan Model. (Adapted from Koh and Fan.5)

Note that these parame-
ters deviate somewhat from the
customary definitions. First,
the constants are usually ex-
cluded, and second, the densi-
metric Froude number is the
square of the usual one. Despite
these differences, the physical
interpretation is roughly the same:

FQ is a measure of inertial to buoyant terms, R indicates the importance of
interfacial shear, and k measures the rate of surface heat loss.

Koh and Fan discovered that the type of solution predicted by
their analysis depends on F o and the product of k and R. The solution types
expected for various combinations of these parameters are shown in Fig. III.B.3.
These results are based on empirical observations made by Koh and Fan from
many different computer outputs. Interestingly, the same results can be de-
duced from the equations themselves. For example, it can be shown that the
equation for the line separating pure jet flow from jet flow with a hydraulic
jump is

kR = 2
2 F CR +

2 F

1/3 6.35FO
/3

2FO + 1 ' (20)

where F^.^ = 1/0.85 is the critical densimetric Froude number. These re-
sults indicate that backwash effects decrease with (1) increasing initial densi-
metric Froude number, (2) decreasing interfacial shear, and (3) increasing
surface hear loss. These trends are certainly plausible.

Fig. IH.B.3

Types of Solutions Predicted by the Koh-
Fan Model. (Adapted fiom Koh and Fan.5)
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In our opinion, the problem of the complete-field analysis is
important and should be given priority consideration in future work. None of
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the models mentioned in this section have been adequately tested. Conse-
quently, no endorsements or specific indictments are given. The following
observations are warranted, however.

(1) Complete-field models that use closed-form or integral-
type models for the near field can be expected to suffer from many of the
same difficulties as do their near-field models alone.

(2) In general, no existing model adequately treats the ques-
tion of the intermediate field. The intermediate-field question would most
adequately be handled either by a phenomenological model that is based upon
complete-field prototype data or better by a numerical model that had its
turbulence parameters "properly" evaluated in both near and far fields.

(3) At the present stage of development, no method for cou-
pling near- and far-field models has been shown clearly superior to any other.
Purely far-field models are of little or no value without a proper treatment
of near-field mixing.

(4) Sophisticated numerical schemes offer the potential of a
single complete-field model and thus avoid the difficulties in coupling separate
near- and far-field models.
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C. Physical Aspects of Thermal Plume Dispersion

This section discusses several physical aspects of surface thermal
plumes that are important to analytical models- Some are well known and
widely studied. Others are more obscure, but their impact on modeling may
be as profound as the more generally acknowledged physical aspects. The
order of discussion is arbitrary; no ranking of importance is implied.

1. Ambient Current and Wind Effects

Ail natural bodies of water possess a current structure that de-
pends on many meteorological, hydrological, and topographical factors. Near-
shore currents in lakes are generally believed to be wind-induced. Wind-
induced currents depend not only on the immediate wind characteristics, but
also on the wind history of the water body. The effects of storms, for example,
are known to linger for several days.

The most commonly used formula for calculating wind stress is

where

TS = shear stress at the water surface,

Cf = friction coefficient,
pair = a i r density,

and
Uw = wind velocity at some short distance above the water surface.

The friction coefficient, Cf, is actually a function of the vertical wind-velocity
distribution, which in turn is dependent upon local land topography (for a
shoreline discharge), the type of lake-surface disturbances (waves, ripples,
etc.), and the fetch of the wind. Some investigations drew an analogy to uni-
form flow over a flat plate and use the Blasius skin friction coefficient. The
above wind-stress formula and analogy assume the lake is smooth and the
wind velocity is steady.

The prevailing current in lakes is generally shore-parallel,
although periods of upwelling or downwelling can be brought on by strong off-
shore or onshore winds, respectively. Nearshore currents in lakes are com-
plex, even when upwelling and downwelling are absent. Variations in all spatial
directions and time are possible. The bottom topography can strongly influ-
ence nearshore currents.

In coastal areas, the current is generally made up of a combina-
tioiof wind-induced surface currents and tidally controlled subsurface currents.
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Large shear currents can result. Bottom topography can also be an important
factor in determining nearshore currents in coastal waters. Coastal currents
such as those of lakes can e hibit large changes with time.

The current in rivers is largely controlled by gravity and seasonal
flow patterns. It is far more steady and usually much greater than the current
in lakes or coastal areas. Wind is typically a small effect because i J the domi-
nation by gravity and the shorter fetch of the wind over the river. Again, bottom
topography can be an important factor.

Thus, the size and type of current encountered depend on the nature
of the receiving body of water. Currents can range from large, rather steady
currents, such as are generally found in rivers, to highly transient shear cur-
rents, as can exist in lakes and coastal waterways. Each type of current pre-
sents unique problems to the modeler.

The most obvious effect of the ambient current is the bending of
the jet trajectory. In numerical models, bending is handled as a part of the
total flow, entering the problem naturally as a boundary condition on the up-
current, open-water boundary of the solution domain. In the integral models,
jet bending is generally singled out for special consideration. Two mech-
anisms of bending are usually postulated. One is the entrainment of ambient
momentum. The other is form drag on the jet, occurring as a result of the
ambient current moving under and around the jet. The first mechanism is
most often the primary one. The treatment of ambient current by the integral
and numerical models is discussed more fully in Sees. III.O and E, respec-
tively. Knowledge of the most probable plume trajectories is important to the
architects who must locate the outfall and intake so as to minimize recir-ulation.

In addition to bending the jet trajectory, the ambient current may
produce:

a. A shorebound plume and the cutoff of lee side entrainment
(discussed in Sec. III.C.Z).

b. Deformation of the plume cross section, resulting in plumes
having sharp-upcurrent edges and diffuse-downcurrent edges (discussed in
Sec. II1.C.3).

c. Internal circulations in the jet due to interaction between the
ambient current and more slowly moving water near the edges of the plume
(discussed in Sec. III.C.4).

A rather subtle question concerns whether wind directly affects
plume trajectory or whether its effects are indirectly manifested through the
ambient currents it induces. It is generally believed that the ambient current
is a global effect of the wind working in combination with tidal forces and
bottom friction. The question really is: "Are there any significant local
effects not already accounted for by the ambient current?" There is some
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evidence (mostly visual observations of surface disturbances) that indicates
chat wind affects the surface of the plume differently than that of the adjoining
ambient waters. The minute elevation of plume surface and a possible de-
pendency of surface shear on water temperature are sometimes offered as
explanations for these observations. Although some local wind effects arc
apparent, the meaning of these effects is usually unimportant in light of the
very simplistic conceptualizations of vhe wind and ambient current used in
existing models. Better models of nearshore currents are needed before
significant progress can be made in improving the treatment of wind and
ambient-current effects.

Wind may also indirectly affect plume behavior by modifying the
ambient-turbulence structure and by generating surface waves. Various em-
pirical relationships are available in the literature to relate ambient eddy
diffusivity to wind speed. These are mostly of the type *n which eddy diffu-
sivity is proportional to the nth power of the wind speed, where n depends on
the properties of the water surface. For strong winds and an unstable water
surface, the height of surface waves can be related to surface shear, which
in turn can be related to wind speed through empirical relationships existing
in the literature on oceanography.

Wind is also a controlling factor in evaporative heat loss at the
water surface. Evaporative heat loss is significant in the far field, but is
generally thought to be of little importance to near-field dilution. Several
empirical formulas in the literature relate evaporative heat loss to wind speed.
The formulas are generally acceptable for near-field modeling, but care
should be exercised when applying them to other situations, e.g., the analysis
of fully mixed rivers.

2. Cutoff of Lee-side Entrainment for a Shorebound Plume

Most integral models overlook the possibility that inshore entrain-
ment can be cut off for a shoreline jet in a mode rate-to-strong ambient cross-
current. If such shore interaction occurs, the usual assumption made in the
integral models of a uniform and unperturbed lateral entrainment is incorrect.
The problem is often exacerbated by the presence of a shallow bottom, where
the ambient crossflow is blocked from moving under the jet and forces the
plume water up against the shore. A crosscurrent produces dynamic pres-
sures in the lee of the jet that increase the tendency for reentrainment of
partly diluted plume water. This situation, occasionally referred to as the
Coanda effect, is important because the cutoff of entrainment water from the
lee side of the jet will reduce dilution and is possibly more critical to design
engineers than the stagnant-lake case.

The most thorough attempt at studying the shore-bound plume was
carried out experimentally and analytically by Adams, Stolzenbach, and
Harleman.l Other useful experimental results were obtained by Carter;2
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Carter, Schiemer, and Regier;3 and Koester.4 For a three-dimensional jet
in the presence of a crossflow, -with or without bottom attachment, there is
entrainment demand that cannot be completely fulfilled on the lee side of the
jet.

Carter2 noticed, in his hydraulic experiments, that the fluid being
entrained on the near-shore side comes from a large eddy, which possesses
little momentum in the shore-parallel direction. Water in that eddy was found
to travel upstream along the wall of the tank, and then follow the lee side of

the jet downstream, creating a circula-
tion pattern. Dropping a large number
of small pieces of paper or a small dye
spot in this eddy revealed a large-scale
circulation of a relatively long time scale.

Carter measured the velocity and
temperature profiles across this highly
bent jet. Typical profiles are shown in
Fig. III.C. 1. Temperature decays ap-
proximately like a Gaussian profile from
the jet centerline to a very large distance
offshore. On the lee side, temperature
falls to a value that remains fairly con-
stant all the way to the wall. Velocity
is zero at the wall, is negative near the
wall, indicating significant return flow,
is maximum at the jet centerline, and
finally decays to the large ambient value
offshore. Carter observed that velocity
and temperature profiles were neither

symmetric nor similar along the jet centerline. These observations throw
further doubt on the ability of the integral models to treat jets discharged
into large ambient currents.

Adams et al.1 analyzed their own data as well as those of Carter
et al.3 and Koester4 and came up with the following conclusions on reentrain-
ment due to crossflow.

a. A crossflow increases the dilution of a detached jet. The exact
relationship between the crossflow velocity and the amount of entrainment is
uncertain.

b. Reentrainment due to a crossflow can significantly decrease
the dilution of a jet that is attached to the bottom. The data of Carter et al.3

revealed that, for two-dimensional jets (discharge depth and bottom depth
constant) with high F o and under moderate currents, all the lee-side entrain-
ment water was partly diluted plume water, sharply affecting dilution.

Fig. HI.C.1

Typical Nearshore Velocity and Temperature
Profiles. (Adapted from Carter.2) ANL Neg.
No. 190-1177.
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c. The predominant mechanism leading to crossflow reentrain-
ment on the lee side for detached jets is a density-driven counter current that
causes lateral reentrainment. For detached jets, with or without crossflows,
the ratio of lateral to vertical entrainment is small; consequently, the con-
tribution of the lateral reentrainment is small.

d. Drag forces play an important role in the deflection of the
trajectory of a surface jet in a crossflow. If a jet is completely attached, the
drag force is apparently significant and needs to be included in a model. If
the jet is unattached, a formulation without drag should adequately predict
the trajectory; a small drag force should give an improvement, however.

An interesting case is the limiting situation of an extremely large
current that completely cuts off inshore entrainment. Although not common,
the centerline temperature in this case is maintained at a significant level for
large distances downstream. Figures III.C.2-5 show the shorebound plume;5

water at least 2 C° above ambient extends more than 2.5 km southeastward
along the shore. Due to rough lake conditions, the strong ambient current was
not measured. The vertical plume sections in Figs. III.C.2-5 show that the
plume changed very little with depth. This fact indicates that this plume (in
contrast to those observed under weaker-crosscurrent situations) was not
dominated by buoyant forces. The isotherms in the vertical cross-section
drawings in Fig. III.C.6 are almost all vertical. In spite of the slow decay of
centerline temperature, plume surface areas for this case were smaller than
for plumes directed offshore, because the plume was much deeper. The case
of a jet in a very large crossflow appears to be beyond the integral approach.
Extension of the integral approach to handle jets with boundary effects (bottom
and shoreline) as done by Adams et al. needs careful verification.

3. Sharp Upwind Edge of Buoyant Surface Plumes

Surface thermal plumes are often observed to have a sharp upwind
edge and a diffuse lee edge; i.e., surface isotherm maps often show isotherms
that are well defined and closely spaced on the upwind side of the plume with
isotherms drawn out, sometimes with separated pockets of warm water down-
wind. This phenomenon is especially dramatic from aerial remote sensing.

One possible cause of these sharp-edged plumes is discussed by
Sundaram and Wu6 in their paper on the effects of a wind-induced shear cur-
rent on a thermal plume. They conclude that the surface layers of the plume
will show greater deflection due to a higher surface current. Figure III.C.7
illustrates this point. A typical vertical current profile is shown in Fig. III.C.7a.
The contour ABDC is the distorted jet cross section that results from the
vertical gradient in the ambient current. Since the lower layers are less
strongly deflected, region ACD will underlie cooler ambient water. Because
of buoyancy, thermal-convection currents are set up that increase the nominal
width of the jet from AB to EB. Sundaram and Wu therefore conclude that the
interaction between the buoyancy of the jet and the shear current leads to a
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Surface let. (Adapted from Sundaram and Wu.6) ANL Neg. No. 190-1205.

widening of the surface jet and a sharply defined upwind edge. They also state
that the downwind edge of the plume will be more diffuse, since the upper
layers are sheared over onto colder underlying water.

Based upon experimental data, Sundaram and Wu estimate the in-
crease 6b in jet width that results from the difference in velocity 6u from the
surface to the bottom of the jet as

where

6b 6u
-r— «a - 3 . 0 ,
b u s

b = jet width at any centerline cross section

(2)

and

u s = surface drift current.

From their empirical relationship, Sundaram and Wu note that,
since 6u/us is usually quite large even for fairly shallow jets, an appreciable
increase in jet width (over a uniform current) can be caused by wind-induced
shear currents.

No integral model, in its present form, treats shear currents. In
light of Gaussian-like distributions usually assumed for velocity and tempera-
ture, no sharp upwind edge can be predicted by these models. Sundaram and
Wu note that, quite often, field data on thermal discharges are used to deduce
horizontal entrainment coefficients by fitting model predictions to data. This
approach could lead to unrealistically high values for the horizontal entrain-
ment coefficients because the effects of shear currents are not explicitly con-
sidered. Sundaram and Wu suggest this scenario as a partial cause of the wide
disparity in entrainment coefficients deduced by various authors from field
data taken under apparently comparable conditions.
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The differential-numerical models should conceptually be able to
predict a sharp upwind edge due to the more general nature of their formula-
tion, although no model has done so yet. This is perhaps because of problems
of inadequate resolution in the finite-difference grid or is because of a poor
choice of dispersion coefficients. Other more profound difficulties may be at
the root of the problem, however. Although the phenomenon of the sharp up-
wind edge has been seen in both laboratory and prototype plumes, it may not
be significant to overall plume characteristics.

A second theory that could explain the sharp edge of a surface
plume is presented by Tulin and Shwartz.7 They attempt to explain observa-
tions that show the presence of sharp edges at the lateral interfaces of a plume
spreading under stagnant ambient conditions. These investigators draw an
analogy between the spread of oil films and the lateral spread of a buoyant
plume on the surface of a stagnant receiving body or in a coflowing ambient
current. From the work of Benjamin,8 they conclude that the type of head flow
that occurs in spreading oil slicks also occurs in buoyant plumes, both being
the result of density differences between the slick or plume and underlying
ambient water. Due to the retarding effects of lateral shear and to the hydro-
static pressure force acting on the buoyant plume, a bulge or "head" develops
at the edge (or head) of the laterally spreading mass.

Tulin and Shwartz develop a simple theory which includes gravi-
tational, inertial, and certain drag forces acting on the spreading mass. En-
trainment of mass and momentum is assumed to arise from three sources:

(a) Breaking of the head or bulge that develops at the edge of the
spreading plume.

(b) Turbulent diffusion resulting from the residual turbulent
energy of the discharge; this turbulence is assumed to decay with time.

(c) Turbulence that is continuously generated in the spreading
plume due to the action of wind shear.

Tulin and Shwartz formulate a simple one-dimensional, time-
dependent integral model for the late stages of spreading. The model estimates
the influence of initial conditions, mixing, and dissipation on lateral velocity,
layer depth, plume-density difference (above ambient), and turbulence intensity.
Time-dependent conservation equations are written for mass, volume, lateral
momentum, and turbulent energy. These equations include four empirical co-
efficients: an entrainment coefficient associated with the turbulence in the
plume, a second entrainment coefficient associated with breaking and dissipa-
tion at the head, a drag coefficient for head drag, and a drag coefficient asso-
ciated with the decay of turbulence. In the case of wind-sustained turbulence,
the de.ay equation is not needed, nor is the associated drag coefficient, as the
turbulence intensity is assumed constant. The solution of these equations
under certain special assumptions gives information about the asymptotic (in
time) spreading and dilution that occurs naturally under a variety of initial
conditions.
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Tulin and Shwartz conclude that, in the late stages of mixing in a
stagnant environment, after the initial plume turbulence has decayed, the
transverse spreading of the plume is governed only by gravity forces, and
"head" flow at constant Froude number results. This head flow is hypothesized
to cause a sharp edge of separation between the spreading plume and the am- :,
bient fluid. Such a sharp plume interface has indeed been often observed J
under calm ambient conditions, especially for highly buoyant discharges under
zero wind conditions. [

4. Vortex Phenomena within Thermal Plumes '

It has been experimentally observed that an internal vortex circu- ij
lation pattern is set up for a large-initial-densimetric-Froude-number heated !]
surface jet in the presence of an ambient crossflow. Drag forces acting at the ij
boundary of the jet are generally believed to be responsible. These circula- ;]
tions are similar to the ones that are present in a vertical round jet in the }i
presence of a horizontal ambient crosscurrent. In the submerged case, two ;>
counter-rotating vortices are observed in the plume cross section (normal to \
the jet center line); the surface jet in a current shows only one such circula- !
tion pattern. Circulations in the submerged jet are a significant cause of |j
increased entrainment. [j

ji
Low-densimetric-Froude-number discharges do not have such i)

circulations, since buoyancy opposes their formation. Stefan et al.9 set tenfa- 3
tive bounds for the initiation of these circulations based on the initial densi- |
metric Froude number and radius of curvature: fi

F L > 6.3 (3) j

and |

R/b < 100 (4) |

(larger values of R/b acceptable as F^, decreases), |

where I

F L = local densimetric Froude number,

R = local jet radius of curvature in the horizontal plane,

and

b = standard deviation of velocity distribution at water surface. §

For F-[a and R in the above range, circulations can occur, voiding the assump- |
tion of Gaussian-like distributions of temperature and velocity made by the i
integral models. Stefan et al.9 speculate that a more uniform temperature \
distribution will result from these internal circulations. In spite of the above |
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remarks, Stefan et al. state that experiments in the laboratory and in the field
paradoxically support the symmetric Gaussian-like distributions for large-
initial-densimetric-Froude-number discharges. The proper choice of entrain-
ment coefficient for use when these circulations occur is difficult. Present
integral models have ignored the impact of internal circulations on horizontal
entrainment and similarity profiles.

5. Bottom Interference

Boundary interference is a serious modeling problem. Unfortu-
nately, it is often completely ignored or inadequately treated by existing near-
field plume models. Even for numerical models 'where boundaries enter
naturally, a correct simulation is hampered by an inadequate consideration
of bottom friction, by an irregular or unknown bottom and shoreline topography,
or by too coarse a horizontal and vertical grid spacing.

It was noted in Sec. III. B that boundary interference may void the
use of near-field models altogether. This section focuses on those instances
where the plume cannot dilute freely because of a shallow bottom, but where
such interaction does not totally void the near-field approximation. This case
is one of great practical interest, particularly in view of the trend towards
high -velocity discharges.

Assuming the jet conceptualization to be correct, the principal
effect of a shallow bottom is the cutoff of vertical entrainment. This reduces
dilution, causing larger plume temperatures and perhaps greater lateral
spreading, although the relationship between a shallow bottom and increased
spreading is presently uncertain. Secondary effects include shaping of the jet
trajectory by an irregular bottom topography and distortion of the jet cross
section.. Observations of both laboratory and prototype plumes indicate that
a plume may be attached to the bottom at its centerline and may be simul-
taneously spreading laterally at its edges.

Bottom interaction has been studied in the laboratory by Wiegel
et al.10 as early as 1964, by Stolzenbach and Harleman,11 by Carter, Schiemer
and Regier,3 and by Carter and Regier.12 The most complete measurements
of bottom interaction have been made by Koester4 and Adams et aL l The re-
sults of Adams et al., which include data for both a flat and a sloping bottom,
provide some sorely needed information on bottom interference.

Figures III.C.8-10 present the data of Koester for a circular sur-
face discharge of diameter Do into a stagnant tank for three different initial
densimetric Froude numbers. These tests were made in a flat-bottom tank
of depth H. The data indicate the effects of decreasing water depth on center-
line temperature decay and isotherm areas. Here, 6C denotes the temperature
at the surface at given distances along the jet centerline, 9 denotes a particular
surface isotherm, and 6O denotes the temperature of the discharge--all values
referenced to ambient. These plots show that dilution is reduced by a shallow
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bottom. Quantitatively interpreting these results for prototype discharges is
difficult, however, because of the many complicating factors present at pro-
totype sites.
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While bottom interaction is important for most existing discharges,
analytical tools for its analysis are few. Most attempts at treating bottom in-
teraction have been simpleminded at best. Generally, the bottom is taken to
be smooth with constant slope. Bottom friction has often been neglected.

Attempts to include bottom effects in existing integral and phe-
nomenological models have so far proved unsuccessful. Stolzenbach and
Harleman tried to include bottom effects in the original form of their three-
dimensional integral model, but generally found their treatment inadequate.
Pritchard13 attempted to model bottom effects in developing his second phe-
nomenological model, but this analysis has not yet been shown satisfactory.
Adams developed an integral model that includes bottom effects. The model
involves some modifications of the normal integral approach and is compared
with the hydraulic-model results noted above. Hopefully, this new model will
provide an improved treatment of bottom interaction, an important prototype
effect.

The numerical models conceptually handle bottom effects, but due
to the complexities of these models, the treatment is often grossly simplified.
Paul and Lick14 have attempted to treat the irregular bottom topography at
Point Beach by transforming the vertical coordinate to yield an equivalent flat
receiving basin. This procedure is discussed isi Sec. II.K and Appendix B.
More work is needed, however, before the important question of bottom inter-
ference can be considered resolved.

6. Breakdown of the Jet Structure

Adams, Stolzenbach, and Harleman1 discuss the breakdown of the
basic structure of the jet after a long period in a stagnant ambient receiving
body. This breakdown occurs at some large longitudinal distance from the
outfall, is followed by a buildup of heat in the far field, and eventually results
in a return of the heat into the near field due to buoyancy-driven currents and
the need for the near-field jet to fulfill its entrainment requirements. Adams
et al. note that the problem is exacerbated by a low initial densimetric Froude
number and a shallow receiving waterbody. They also state that an analysis
of such a breakdown is extremely difficult because it involves the study of an
instability and probably depends rrreatly on both discharge and receiving-body
geometries. The density spreading and the uncertain method of heat removal
from the stagnation area complicate it further. Note that the available integral
and phenomenological models for the near field ignore the possibility of re-
entrainment and may, in some cases, give significantly incorrect predictions.

This section discusses some of the experimental work that bears
on this type of near/far-field interaction. Most studies have been made in
two-dimensional (longitudinal and vertical) laboratory models. The phenomenon
is more obvious in such two-dimensional experiments, because of limited sur-
face area available to remove heat accumulated in the far field.
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This type of near /far -field interaction actually stems from the
fact that a heated surface jet exhibits characteristics of both a turbulent in-
compressible jet in the near field and a stratified flow in the far field. The
effects of downstream stratification have been studied experimentally in two
dimensions by Stefan and Schiebe.15 To describe the effects that dovn- cur rent
stratification can have on near-field flow patterns, we first consider the non-
dimensional groups basic to jet flow. The dynamics of a heated plume are
largely determined by the densimetric Froude number, IF, defined in Chapter I.
For homogeneous flow in which there is no temperature difference, the densi-
metric Froude number is infinite, indicating that dynamic forces completely
govern the flow and buoyancy is absent. On the other end of the scale is the
case of zero densimetric Froude number in 'which the flow is hydrostatic,
governed entirely by buoyancy (zero dynamic forces). The initial densimetric
Froude numbers of prototype surface discharges vary over a broad range,
indicating that real flow patterns are a combination of both homogeneous flow
and stratified flow. The Reynolds number is a second important parameter
in determining flow patterns, but for most prototype discharges, the dependency
on Reynolds number is assumed to be weak.

In estimating the relative influence of outlet and downstream pa-
rameters, one needs to consider both the initial densimetric Froude number,
IFO, and the downstream or asymptotic densimetric Froude number, IFt.
However, it is more expedient to characterize downstream flow by its asymp-
totic depth, dlP rather than the downstream densimetric Froude number, since
velocities there are small. Invoking conservation of mass flux, Stefan and
Schiebe'9 derive a simple relation between outfall and downstream conditions
in two dimensions:

EL - (5)

where do is the discharge depth. The parameters IFO and do /d l are then taken
as the outfall and downstream control parameters, respectively.

If the initial densimetric Froude number is larger than about 1.2,
a well-defined jet will exist. As one progresses out along the jet centerline
from the outfall, the local densimetric Froude number decreases. Depending
on the initial densimetric Froude number and the rate of surface heat loss, the
local densimetric Froude number may become so small that a transition to
stratified flow must occur. This transition may take the form of a submerged
internal hydraulic jump, as shown schematically in Fig. III.C. 11. The rapid

MOMENTUM BUOYANCY Fi8- M.C.ll
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deceleration of fluid from jet to stratified flow requires a correspondingly
rapid increase in plume thickness to ensure conservation of momentum.

If the initial densimetric Froude number is less than about 1,
stratified flow starts at the outfall and no jet regime exists. The source may
be inundated with heated effluent discharged into a layer at essentially its own
temperature. A full analysis of downstream conditions is required. Modeling
of outfall conditions alone is inadequate. The integral models for the near
field presently available in the literature are not applicable to this type of flow.

Steady flow conditions cannot exist in the thermal plume, unless
heat is removed at a rate equal to the source influx. The mechanism of heat
removal, combined with such other factors as interfacial shear, bottom fric-
tion, and turbulent diffusion, determines the asymptotic depth of stratified flow
in the far field. This mechanism is markedly different for hydraulic models
and prototype situations. For physical hydraulic models, surface heat loss is
small, and the depth of stratified flow will be determined by the overflow weir
and the sidewalls of the tank. In prototype situations in which the receiving
body is large, surface heat loss will determine the stratification pattern, unless
ambient mixing is so great as to destroy far-field stratification.

Stefan and Schiebe suggest that the relative importance of outfall
and downstream factors may be assessed by considering tne propagation of
interfacial waves. They state that interfacial long waves will travel with the
jet velocity in outlet-controlled flow and will travel counter to the jet velocity
in downstream-controlled flow. Based on these traveling-wave arguments,
Stefan and Schiebe divide the parameter plane consisting of JFO and dj/do into
several regions of flow as indicated in Fig. III.C.I2. If the initial densimetric
Froude number is less than 1, then one of the three types of ilow shown in
Fig. III.C.I3 results, depending on the relative value of di/do. Under suitable
conditions, given in Fig. HI.C.12, a cold-water wedge can intrude into the out-
fall as shown in profile A-l of Fig. III.C. 13. If stratification is unable to force
its way into the outfall, but the asymptotic plume depth is less than the outfall
depth, then the flow pattern shown in A-2 of Fig. III.C.13 will be obtained. If
da/do is greater than 1, then the flow pattern shown as A-3 in Fig. III.C.13
may be expected.

If the initial densimetric Froude number is greater than 1, then
one of the three profiles shown in Fig. III.C. 14 results. The differences among
profiles B-l , -2 , and -3 lie in their stability to interfacial short waves.
Flow B-l possesses neutral stability to interfacial waves, the pattern illus-
trated in B-2 is unstable, and pattern B-3 is stable against interfacial waves.
The regions of the parameter plane corresponding to stability and ins' bility
are indicated in Fig. III.C. 12.

As previously noted, a submerged internal hydraulic jump may
result if the flow passes from the jet regime to a regime of stratified flow.
Figure III.C. 15 shows the types of internal hydraulic jumps considered by
Stefan and Schiebe. Profiles O-l, -2, and -3 represent increasing densi-
metric Froude numbers with increasing amounts of interfacial mixing.
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Fig. U1.C.12

Regimes of Flow. (Adapted from Stefan and
Schiebe.15) ANL Neg. No. 190-1210.
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The above classifications of flow are based on traveling-wave sta-
bility considerations of the plume/ambient -water interface treated in two di-
mensions. These results may not be generally applicable in three-dimensional
prototype situations, due to the effects of lateral mixing and to the general dif-
fuseness of the interface. However, Stefan and Schiebe16 support these theo-
retical results with observations from three-dimensional hydraulic studies.
We consider a few of their results.

Figures III.C. 16 and 1? taken from Stefan and Schiebe,16 show,
respectively, longitudinal and lateral cross sections of the thermal plume
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Isotherms and Isovels in Vertical Plane
along Centeiline of Tank, Fo = 0.62.
(Adapted from Stefan and Schiebe.16)
ANL Neg. No. 190-1211.
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resulting from a discharge of very low initial densimetric Froude number
(IFO = 0.62). The longitudinal profile given in Fig. III.C. 16 reveals stratifica-
tion over a significant portion of the plume. In this low-initial-densimetric-
Froude-number case, stratification has projected its influence all the way
back to the point of discharge and a cold-water wedge has penetrated into the
outlet channel. Such behavior is expected only when buoyant forces are strong.

Of interest are the lateral wave patterns illustrated in Fig. III. C. 17.
Again, this phenomenon is associated only with very low-densimetric-Froude -
number discharges. At x = 3.0 ft, the plume has divided itself laterally into
three pools of warm -water with slightly cooler water in between. At x = 8.0 ft,
the stratification has become almost uniform laterally.

Figures III.C. 18 and 19, also from Stefan and Schiebe,16 give the
longitudinal and lateral cross sections, respectively, of a thermal plume with
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an initial densimetric Froude number of 3.73. As in the previous case, strati-
fication is apparent over a significant portion of the plume. Stefan and Schiebe,
however, note that this stratification is partially controlled by the far end and
both sides of the hydraulic tank. The influence of geometry was less severe
in the case of strong buoyancy. Referring to Fig. III.C.18, there appears to
be a well-defined jet initially that is separated from the stratified flow by
some form of an internal hydraulic jump. A stationary-wave pattern is ap-
parent in the stratified region of the plume. Stefan and Schiebe attribute the
asymmetry of the lateral profiles of Fig. III.C. 19 to the limited -width of the
tank and to the diverging boundary.

Apparently, a hydraulic jump can occur under special conditions
in a three-dimensional flow during the breakdown of the jet structure. This
is not an often-expected phenomenon, since three directions for heat dispersion
provide a more effective means for the disposal of the heat. The jet break-
down is more likely and undoubtedly occurs more often in two dimensions.
Yet, the above study of the two-dimensional jet does provide some physical
insight into the three-dimensional jet.

7. Transient Environmental and Discharge Conditions

Existing thermal-plume models are largely designed to handle
steady-state problems, although the recently developed numerical models have
made possible first attempts at treating unsteady cases. The next section
describes the thermal-front phenomenon, which is an internal transient effect
beyond the capabilities of any existing model. Here, we concentrate on the
gross transient behavior of the plume associated with changing environmental
and discharge conditions. An excellent example of a prototype situation in
which transient effects are obviously present is the Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Station described in Sec. IV.D. At this site, the thermal effluent is discharged
into a tidally influenced bay. Environmental and discharge conditions (through
the level of the tide) are continuously varying. Even at lake sites, environ-
mental parameters are usually transient. Field data taken at the Point Beach
Nuclear Power Station show that thermal-plume maps acquired in close suc-
cession are surprisingly different. Rivers are, psrhaps, the most steady of
all. The flow rate in rivers is normally slowly changing, and other environ-
mental parameters are usually dominated by the large gravity-controlled flow.

No truly adequate way of including transient effects into available
integral and phenomenological models presently exists. One common practice
is to assume that the plume is quasi-steady, i.e., that the relaxation time for
the plume to reach steady state under truly steady environmental and discharge
conditions is much shorter than the characteristic time during which these
conditions are changing in the prototype. If such an assumption is used, then
one can calculate the transient plume by inputting the transient environmental
conditions to the steady-state model in a step-wise fashion. It is doubtful that
such an approach is valid for thermal discharges, because of the significant
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amount of heat (typically, 3-8 hr of heat from the discharge) contained in the
measurable plume. An alternative approach, with even less justification, is
to average environmental and discharge conditions over some period of time
and then input these time-averaged quantities to the steady-state models.
Both of these approaches were tried at the Pilgrim plant.17 In one attempt,
the Stolzenbach-Harleman model -was run for conditions existing at various
tidal stages and the results time-averaged to give a mean plume. In the second
attempt, time-averaged input data were used. Very little difference was ob-
served in the predictions of the two methods. The investigators found both
approaches inadequate, since the steady-state model could not account for the
significantly reduced dilution that occurs during midtide when discharge and
environmental conditions are rapidly varying.

In environmental-impact studies, the usual approach is to seek
out a worst case. The difficulty here is that one must often speculate as to
the worst steady-state case and, even if one is successful in finding such a
worst case, the truly worst case may still be an unsteady one.

The problems associated with transient environmental and dis-
charge conditions are indeed formidable. More experimental and analytical
studies of this matter are sorely needed.

8. The Thermal-front Phenomenon

The thermal-front phenomenon refers to the often rapid internal
temperature variations that have been noticed within the thermal plume, even
when discharge parameters and environment conditions are relatively steady.
Scarpace and Green18 have found, from thermal images, that prototype plumes
often possess a series of concentric thermal fronts that spread radially out-
ward from the outfall. The periods of these thermal fronts ranged from 5 to
8 min. Most of these measurements were made at the Point Beach Power
Station on Lake Michigan. Boat measurements at the same site showed changes
of 4 C° in 1 or 2 sec at 400 ft from the outfall, with an approximate period of
10-30 sec. Figures III.C.20 and 21 are infrared images of the thermal
fronts observed at Point Beach. Superimposed on thd thermal fronts is a
series of remarkably regular secondary waves. The wavelength of the sec-
ondary waves is about 70 ft with a period of about 40 sec. These secondary
waves are only barely visible in the photographs. Figure III.C.22 best illus-
trates the secondary-wave phenomenon.

Scarpace and Green have determined that horizontal temperature
gradients across the thermal fronts can be as high as 0.5 C°/it, with that in-
tensity persisting for the first 3/4 mile of their propagation outward through
the plume. High waves and rough weather tend to destroy both the fronts and
the secondary waves. In very calm weather, on the othe* hand, plumes in
lakes appear dominated by sharp concentric thermal fronts with a strong ap-
pearance of secondary waves. These spreading fronts raise questions on the



Fig. III.C.20. The Thermal-front Phenomenon Observed at Point Beach on September 17, 1971; Flying Height is 1600 ft.
The wind direction is indicated by the arrow. (Adapted from Scarpace and Green.18)
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Fig. III.C.21. The Thermal-front Phenomenon Observed at Point Beach on September 15, 1971; Flying Height
is 1600 ft; 5 min between Images. (Adapted from Scarpace and Green.I8)
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Fig. III.C.22. Secondary Thermal Waves Observed at Point Beach on September 15, 1971;
Flying Height is 1600 ft. (Adapted from Scarpace and Green.18)
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applicability of steady-state models and on the adequacy of nonsynoptic boat-
based measurements of plume temperatures. These significant local tempera-
ture oscillations will probably go unnoticed by a passing boat monitoring the
plume. The instantaneous plume may be quite different from the "mean"
plume determined by boat measurements and predicted by analytical models.
More specifically, traversing boat measurements of the plume may lead to
erroneous pictures of the mean plume by masking the large temperature
gradients that can exist in the instantaneous plume.

In addition to the above study of thermal-plume images, boat-based
measurements of thermal fronts have been recently completed by Frigo et al.19

Observations made on four dates during May, June, and August 1973 revealed
systematic oscillations of temperature and current when measured at a single
point about 250 ft from the lakeside end of the discharge canal. A thermistor
boom was used to sense water temperatures simultaneously at 0.5-m intervals
beginning at the water surface and extending to a depth of 3 m. A full set of
seven temperatures was sampled every 2 sec. The local plume velocity was
also measured and recorded.

Results of a study conducted on June 7, 1973, are shown in
Fig. III.C.23, where all seven temperature histories have been superimposed
on a single plot. Several aspects of the transient behavior are immediately
apparent. First, there is a coherent oscixation of all seven temperature
records appearing as slightly oblique slashes with a period of about 140 sec.
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of 2.5 m (between triangle marks) and 1.5 m, at 67-m from the Point Beach Nuclear Power Plant
Unit 2 Outfall: June 7, 1973, 1525 -̂1645 Hours. (Adapted from Frigo et al.19)
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The character of these oscillations is as follows: The temperature of all seven
thermistors drops 3-5 C° in about 60 sec, followed by a scattered recovery
during the rest of the period. A somewhat less regular oscillation, with a
period of about 1200 sec, is discernible in the lower edge of the envelope of
data points. These lower-frequency oscillations appear to coincide with cur-
rent oscillations, as can be seen from the plot of current data in Fig. III.C.23.

To verify the period of these oscillations and confirm the cross
correlation of temperature and velocity fluctuations, the power spectra of the
disturbance were numerically determined by fast-Fourier transform methods.
The results are shown in Figs. III.C.24 and 25. Several interesting features are
revealed. First, the power spectrum of temperature variations appears to be
dominated by a reciprocal frequency behavior, with a peak clearly evident at
a period of about 140 sec. The current speed spectrum also reveals a peak
near 140 sec, indicating strong coherence with the temperature oscillation.
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Fig. III.C.24

Power Spectrum of Plume-water Temperatures,
Point Beach Unit 2, June 7, 1973. Data points
are average of spectral estimates for the seven
simultaneous measurements in the previous fig-
ure. Emu bars ate one standard deviation of
the seven estimates. Each of the seven estimates
was computed witfi seven degrees of freedom.
(Adapted from Frigo et ?1.19)
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Fig. m.C.25

Power Spectrum of Current Speed in the Plume,
Point Beach Unit 2, June 7, 1973: Eleven de-
grees of Freedom. (Adapted from Frigo et al.-9)
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Temperature and velocity measurements were made in the dis-
charge channel to determine if fluctuations existed there and what influence
the discharge channel might have on the period of the fluctuations- Both cur-
rent speed and direction showed a fluctuation having a period of about 140 sec,
although no temperature variations were detected. No evidence of thr slower
oscillation was found. The fundamental longitudinal resonant oscillation of the
channel was calculated to be about 50 sec. The difference between the natural
frequency of the channel and the observed frequency of the disturbance, coupled
with the fact that a transverse component of the oscillation was observed, sug-
gests that the channel is responding to and not generating the disturbances seen
in the jet. Presumably, the temperature in the flume is determined by the
plant-discharge temperature, whereas velocity fluctuations are the result of
momentum feedback from points farther out in the jet.

The correlation between current fluctuations and the lower-
frequency temperature oscillations supports the contention that these varia-
tions are the result of plume meandering. Recent and yet unpublished dye
studies conducted by Argonne National Laboratory confirm this statement. In
these studies, both red and green dyes were used. A timewise continuous line
source of red dye was placed at the south lakeside end of the . .orth flume at
Point Beach, while a line source of green dye was located on the north lakeside
end, both sources being in the indigenous ambient water. A photograph of the
resulting dye patterns is shown in Fig. III.C.26. Pools of red and green dye
are apparent, each on their respective sides. In addition, regions of alter-
nately red and green dye are apparent in the jet portion of the plume. The
wavelength of these dye patterns is about 50 m, which corresponds fairly well
to the 140-sec-period disturbance previously detected. The existence of these
patterns has not yet been explained.

Similar types of wavelike phenomena have been observed in other
experimental situations, e.g., Stefan and Schiebe,1* Thorpe,20'21 and Kuhlman
and Prahl.22 Stefan and Schiebe investigated the waves with alumina powder,
lycopodiumpowder, and fluorescein dye. Particles floating at the -water surface
were observed to accumulate in streaks or fronts. The investigators state that
the streaks or fronts were caused by an interfacial wave pattern that began at
the bottom of the outlet channel. The internal waves were observed to break
after only a few wavelengths.

Thorpe20 studied the propagation of interfacial waves in a long,
closed horizontal tube containing a highly stratified fluid. In these experiments,
the end of the tube was raised (to angles of 5-30°) to produce a laminar, accel-
erating flow. To aid in visualization, the heavier fluid at the bottom was
colored with potassium permanganate crystals. Thorpe noticed developing
interfacial waves fairly sinusoidal in form that later (in time) distorted into
spiral configurations. Most of the heavier fluid "rolled up" into a series of
evenly spaced spirals along the tube. Rows of dyed and undyed fluid were seen
as line vortices in the top view of the tube. These line vortices (appearing as
a long row of spirals in the side view of the tube) then moved downward due to



Fig. IH.C.26. Spread of Dye Placed at Edges of Point Beach Unit 1 Flume. ANL !Meg. No. 190-1540K.
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the gravitational force on them. At the latest stage of motion, the onset and
growth of transverse instability leading eventually to three-dimensional tur-
bulent motion were observed. A type of roll-up phenomenon was similarly
observed in the studies of Kuhlman and Prahl discussed below.

Thorpe21 compared his experimental measurements to a theory
developed for small-amplitude disturbances in an accelerating free-shear
layer at the interface of two fluids of different density. The study involved
the early stages in the life of interfacial instability. Thorpe's work suggests
that the instabilities that developed at the interface between the two fluids is
of the so-called Kelvin-Helmholtz type. As noted above, the waves observed
by Thorpe are similar to the ones seen in the laboratory experiments of
Stefan and Schiebe and of Kuhlman and Prahl for surface thermal discharges.

Kuhlman and Prahl22 noted a series of transverse line vortices in
their laboratory simulation of low-initial-densimetric-Froude-number dis-
charges. These vortices, apparently generated at the plume thermocline, were
observed to rise toward the surface. Kuhlman and Prahl explain this phe-
nomenon, which was only noticeable for initial densimetric Froude numbers
less than 0.52, as a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. For the same range of ini-
tial densimetric Froude numbers, a cold-water wedge was observed to pene-
trate the discharge channel. Also, small sinusoidal disturbances were noted
in the channel thermocline. These small disturbances apparently form line
vortices transverse to the plume centerline, once the plume has entered the
ambient crossflow. Kuhlman and Prahl surmise that the small waves seeding
the instability were the result of internal-gravity waves formed at the plume
thermocline. The instability led to cold and warm water being rolled up side
by side in the vortex. The vortices rose to the surface due to rotation and
mixing. Colder water in eacli vortex was thus brought to the surface, creating
definite bands of warm and cold fluid at the surface. Dye injected at the plume
thermocline was first drawn into the line vortices, then convected to the sur-
face, and finally appeared as bands of dye on the surface. The spacing of the
vortices was approximately equal to the channel dimensions. For initial densi-
metric Froude numbers above 0.52, a regular pattern of vortices was not ob-
served. Vertical mixing, however, was even more significant indicating a
random, turbulent process. The regular pattern of vortices was found to
break down as an initial densimetric Froude number of 0.52 was approached.
The vortices become less and less regular and finally break down to a more
random turbulence at a point that becomes nearer and nearer the outfall as
initial densimetric Froude numbers increase. Note that thermal fronts have
been seen in the field at initial densimetric Froude numbers significantly
larg ir than 0.52.

Many questions remain unanswered on the nature and origin of the
thermal fronts, although the existence of these fronts is fairly well documented.
There is still controversy as to the mechanisms that produce the thermal
fronts as well as the real connection between the fronts seen in the field and
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the apparently similar wavelike phenomena observed in the laboratory. The
possibility of mathematically modeling the thermal fronts has not been thor-
oughly explored. It is generally agreed that conventional integral models
cannot do the job, but uncertainty exists as to whether diffsrential-numerical
models can simulate thermal fronts. Our general feeling is that present
differential-numerical models will be inadequate. The models that treat
turbulence as a diffusion process can only handle transient effects that are of
a scale much longer than the typical mixing times of the plume. The thermal
fronts, however, occur on a time scale only slightly larger than that of the
turbulent mixing.

Some investigators argue that, although intriguing, the thermai-
front phenomenon has little impact on overall plume estimation. They claim
that a "mean" plume can be clearly identified and that it is the "mean" plume
that should be modeled. We feel, however, that the significance of the thermal-
front phenomenon lies in ics commentary on the very grossly oversimplified
view that is commonly held of a heated plume. The relationship of the thermal
fronts to the key jet-mixing processes such as entrainment is presently un-
clear. Our inability to explain these fronts underscores the backward nature
of our understanding of plume physics and the art of plume modeling.

9. Ambient Stratification

During winter and early spring, most temperature lakes exhibit
a nearly uniform temperature distribution. As spring continues, the lake
experiences longer and more direct exposure to solar heating. Initially, this
absorbed solar heat is mixed throughout the top and deeper layers of the lake
by wind-induced currents and turbulent mixing. As the rate of heating in-
creases, the rate of removal of heat to the deeper layers lags behind, pro-
ducing a warm, well-mixed surface layer above a second, well-mixed, but
cooler, layer. The plane of maximum temperature gradient separating the
two layers is known as the therrnocline.

Ambient stratification inhibits vertical mixing of a surface plume
into the deeper layers of the lake, while at the same time producing an almost
uniformly mixed surface layer. This circumstance is a boon to two-
dimensional models that ignore vertical mixing. Conversely, a situation of
no ambient stratification benefits three-dimensional models in which vertical
entrainment is allowed.

Another problem occurs during and after periods of natural up-
welling or downweiling. In large lakes, such as Lake Michigan, for example,
upwelling often produces a nonuniform temperature distribution ii: the upper
layer. The temperature distribution tends to be a function only of the distance
from shore, with temperature increasing as one moves away from shore.
Upwelling results when the wind remains offshore for a considerable length
of time. Numerical models, once sufficiently refined, may handle ambient
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stratification as boundary conditions on temperature. For integral models, the
treatment of ambient stratification requires more complicated assumptions.

10. Recirculation and Reentrainment

Recirculation refers to partly diluted plume water that directly
enters the plant intake. Recirculation produces an outfall temperature greater
than that calculated by using the ambient temperature and need be considered
only when the discharge temperature is not measured. In contrast, reentrain-
ment occurs when partly diluted plume water is circulated bacl: into the vicinity
of the outfall and eventually becomes entrainment water. Reentrainment must
be considered by any model that fixes the temperature of the entrainment water.
These definitions, although not universally used in the literature, are used
throughout this report.

Recirculation is particularly important for preparing environmental-
impact statements, since direct measurements of discharge temperature are
usually impossible. Normally, the calculated discharge-temperature excess
60 is multiplied by a factor that depends on the fractional amount of recircu-
lation r that is assumed to occur. The value of r is usually guessed, although
values of 10-15% are typical worst-case estimates for a properly designed
discharge. Two typical formulas used to find the corrected discharge tem-
perature excess 9 o r are

e o r = 9o(l + *) (6)

and

e o r = eo(i - r)-1. (7)

Reentrainment is an importejit prototype effect, yet the tools for
including it in the popular models are lacking. It is conceptually simple to
include reentrainment in the integral models by simply raising the tempera-
ture assumed for the entrainment water. Adams et al.1 urse a far-field model
to calculate the "ambient" temperature for the near-field plume. Pritchard23

includes reentrainment in his integral/phenomenological analysis by postu-
lating a fictitious background temperature that is used to correct calculated
temperatures by

e1 = e + (1 - e/eo)<P. (8)

where

9' is the corrected temperature,

0 is the uncorrected temperature,

and

9O is t n e discharge temperature.
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The value of cp is determined by certain undesignated, site-specific factors;
tp serves to improve predictions and explain the discrepancies between data
taken under apparently identical conditions.

Numerical models implicitly handle reentrainment, provided that
the far-field processes responsible for returning plume water to the near
field are simulated. If, as is usually the case, the computational grid is too
small to contain a significant part of the far field, then the reentrainment
mechanisms are lost. The difficulties of setting up a numerical scheme are
more fully addressed in Sec. III.E.

11. Surface Heat Exchange

Surface heat exchange is an important far-field and lakewide
physical process, but is usually negligible in its direct effects on the near
field. Therefore, far- and complete-field models are forced to consider sur-
face heat transfer, but near-field models generally are not. Surprisingly,
surface heat exchange is included in most near-field models, since addition
is usually trivial.

As was pointed out in Chapter I, proportionality is normally
assumed between the surface heat-transfer rate and the difference between
the local surface temperature and the equilibrium temperature. The equilib-
rium temperature is defined as that temperature at which no net heat exchange
occurs. The coefficient of proportionality, usually referred to as the surface-
heat-exchange coefficient, depends on many factors (including the equilibrium
and surface temperatures). Brady et al.24 made extensive studies of surface
heat transfer. Theirs is a typical analysis. Yet, there is some evidence that
values based on this or one of the similar studies are grossly incorrect, per-
haps by an order of magnitude. Even such a large error is forgiveable in the
near-field model, but more accurate values are required for complete- and
far-field models.

Surface heat exchange can control the type of stratification in the
far field. Stefan and Schiebe25 noted that there are two general categories of
stratification in the far field, depending on the relative values of the outfall tem-
perature To, the ambient temperature Ta. and the equilibrium temperature, E.
These types,illustrated in Fig. III.C.27, distinctly influence downstream flow

ir_

Fig. HI.C.27

Types of Stratification. (Adapted
from Stefan and Schiebe.25) ANL
Neg. No. 190-1185.
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and the ultimate fate of the thermal discharge. For a lake in the heating part
of its cycle (E < Ta), cooling ends when the plume reaches the equilibrium
temperature and the discharge forms a continuous surface layer. For a lake
in the cooling part of its cycle (E < Ta). stratification terminates when the
plume reaches ambient temperature and the plume mixes into the deeper layers
of the impoundment.

These flow patterns are valid only when all temperatures are
greater than 4°C, the temperature at which the density of water is greatest.
When temperatures above and below 4°C are involved (e.g., a discharge into
a freezing lake), a sinking plume can result, and the above flow patterns will
no longer apply. The sinking-plume problem is discussed in the next section.

Stefan and Schiebe suggest that two parameters are useful in de-
termining the type of downstream stratification. The first is defined by

Positive values of ô  indicate that a continuous surface layer will form; nega-
tive values indicate a plume that will mix into the deeper lake. Stefan defines
the second parameter as

To - E

which is interpreted as "degree of stratification loss" or "buoyancy loss" as
the heated water cools to equilibrium temperature. Large values of az indi-
cate that buoyant stratification will be governed by surface cooling. The two
stratification types of Fig. III.C.27 may be destroyed by ambient turbulence,
surface waves, or currents.

12. The Sinking-plume Phenomenon

A problem important in thermal plume research is the prediction
of the winter sinking plume. As noted earlier, a sinking plume can occur if
the ambient temperature is less than 4°C, the densest point of water. As an
example, consider a freezing lake at 0°C; then plume water between 0 and
8.2CC will be denser than ambient water. Therefore, the plume will sink to a
position of neutral buoyancy or until it contacts the lake bottom, where it will
spread laterally by negative buoyancy. A sinking plume can also occur when
water drawn from the hypolimnion of a deep lake or reservoir is not heated
sufficiently to provide a buoyant plume at its level of discharge.

The principal biological effect of the sinking plume concerns the
incubation period of fish eggs. This effect has been studied experimentally by
Hoglund and Spigarelli26 at the Point Beach Nuclear Power Station. They found
that the sinking plume could advance the emergence of lake herring by about
seven days.
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The negatively buoyant jet is observed in many other problems of
pollutant discharge. Any chemical-waste discharge that is heavier than the
receiving water will sink. The dispersion and settling of ocean-barge wastes
also involves sinking jets.

Available integral and phenomenological models for buoyant sur-
face discharges are unable to treat sinking-plume dispersion. An implicit
assumption made in the development of these models is that the buoyant force
is always directed upward. Moreover, the data used in model development
come from buoyant surface discharges. Any of the differential-numerical
models can, however, handle the sinking -plume problem directly, since no
algebraic sign is presumed for the buoyancy term in the vertical momentum
equation before the equations are solved. The variable direction of buoyant
forces in the plume is naturally accounted for in numerical models. The
Paul-Lick14 model has already been applied to sinking-plume problems. Other
three-dimensional numerical models can also treat this problem. The proper
assignment of turbulence parameters for the sinking plume (buoyant as well
as sinking portions) remains a problem, however.

We consider the problem of the proper modeling of the sinking
plume as one of the most difficult problems facing plume modelers. A paucity
of laboratory and field data on the phenomenon is perhaps the major difficulty
in any such modeling effort. Some sparse field data on the winter sinking
plume appear in Pipes, Pritchard, and Beer.27 There are several laboratory
and analytical studies for single round- or slot-port submerged discharges
into a lighter receiving environment. These studies should be of some value
for an investigation of the sinking-plume phenomenon, especially if an integral-
type model were being developed.

Fir3t, Andc:-son, Parker, and Benedict28 carried out 24 experi-
mental (laboratory) invr -stigations of a submerged round-port sinking-plume
discharge and then modified and calibrated the Fan29 and Abraham30 integral
models for heated submerged discharges to handle sinking jets. Jain and
Pena3' modified the Fan-Brooks32 integral models for single round- and slot-
port submerged discharges in a stagnant environment to treat the submerged
sinking plume. Koh and Chang33 developed an integral model for a sinking
plume discharged from an ocean barge. The effects of an ambient horizontal
current, density stratification, and diffusion (in later stages of dispersion)
were simulated. A region of bottom interaction was considered, and the
possibility of a collapse phase preceding the region of bottom interaction
was allowed. These submerged-sinking-plume studies provided a starting
point for sinking-plume model development. The acquisition of more ex-
perimental data should be a top priority, however.

13. Natural Temperature Fluctuations in a Thermal Plume

Data taken at the Piacenza Plant on the Po River in Italy show
significant temperature oscillations in specific regions of the jet. Rota and



Zavatarelli34 measured these temperature oscillations by recording ~30 tem-
perature measurements at intervals of 2 sec at numerous points of lateral
plume cross sections. They determined the average value and standard devi-
ation of measurements at each point and compared the average temperatures
(see Figs. III.C.28 and 29) while varying lateral distance from shore (Y direc-
tion) and keeping the longitudinal (X) and vertical (Z) distances constant. In
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Fig. UI.C.28, standard deviations of each experimental point are represented
by vertical segments of height 2 6 having their center coincident with the av-
erage value of the point referred. In Fig. III.C.29. the shaded area represents
the noted temperature oscillations in a lateral cross section.

The largest 6 corresponds to the points of strongest oscillations,
which are found in the zone of largest thermal gradients. This zone coincided
with the region of greatest interaction of plume and ambient water. Rota and
Zavatarelli found 6 to be a good parameter for determining the edge of the jet.
Significantly, they also found that, for points in which more than 30 tempera-
ture measurements were made, the average temperature and standard devia-
tion varied very little, i.e., only a few percent -with the increase in the number
of measurements. The value of the two parameters stabilized to within ±1%
for sampling of more than 60 measurements. Rota and Zavatarelli do not ex-
plain these oscillations, i.e., whether they are random or systematic, or
whether they are thermal fronts. They are continuing their work in this area.
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D. Integral Models

The integral model has been the most widely used technique for the
study of the near field of heated surface jets. Probable reasons for this are
its greater simplicity relative to the numerical methods and its well-known
success in treating classical nonbuoyant jets. Yet, the comparisons with iield
and laboratory data made to date have been largely disappointing. The "add-
on" method of including key phenomena into the theory appears to be at least
partly responsible. Here, an important prototype effect is treated as causing
only a small perturbation of the dominant jetlike character of discharge.
Certainly, a second factor in the poor performance of existing models is their
failure to include all important prototype phenomena. However, certain phe-
nomena conflict with the basic jet idealization and therefore can never be
handled by an integral model. Thus, the integral model is somewhat limited
in its applicability and should be restricted to those situations closely match-
ing its idealizations. There has been an apparently irresistible tendency over
the past several years to extend integral models to situations for which they
were not designed. In our opinion, the integral approach has been extended to
its limit and, in some instances, well beyond its limit of applicability.

Our discussion of the integral model begins with a review of certain
results from classical jet theory. The common methods of extending the clas-
sical theory to the study of heated surface jets are then described in an effort
to show how the integral model has evolved into its current state of development.

1. Equations Governing a Classical Jet

The submerged nonbuoyant jet is a classic type of free turbulent
flow. For this reason, it has been widely studied both analytically and experi-
mentally. Related flows are the jet boundary, the free turbulent v/ake, and the
release of fluid into a coflowing ambient of greater velocity. The subject of
free turbulent flows is covered in several standard texts, the treatise by
Schlicting1 being probably the best known.

A classical nonbuoyant jet results when fluid is discharged through
either a round or slot orifice into an infinite body c. ambient fluid at rest and
of the same temperature as the discharge. Due to the ideally discontinuous
velocity (infinite shear) at the edge of an issuing jet, the flow passes through
an initial zone of flow establishment where the lateral jet-velocity profile at-
tains dynamic equilibrium and the flow becomes established. The zone of flow
establishment is discussed in Sec. III.D.6. We now restrict our attention to
the zone of established flow and, for convenience, to two-dimensional, steady
jets.

Assuming incornpressibility, the general equations governing two-
dimensional, steady jets are
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7 • V = 0

a n d (1)

p V • VV = -Vp + VT,

where

V = vector velocity,

p = density,

p = pressure,

and

f = stress tensor.

The same set of equations applies to any steady, incompressible,
isothermal flow. An analytic solution is not possible for the general case.
Fortunately, for a classical jet, certain simplifications can be made that allow
an approximate solution to be derived analytically. This follows the approach
commonly used in the study of boundary layers developing over plates, wedges,
wings, etc., and is, for that reason, usually referred to as the boundary-layer
approximation. The boundary-layer equations are typically derived by scaling
the various terms in Eqs. 1 and 2 and then eliminating those of small magni-
tude. The details of these arguments are not considered here, since they are
given in a number of standard texts on fluid mechanics. The essence of the
boundary-layer approximation is as follows.

a. Longitudinal gradients of stress are assumed to be negligible,
and momentum transport along the jet centerline is assumed to be dominated
by advection. Thus, upstream conditions can and will influence downstream
flow, but downstream conditions cannot influence upstream flow. In this sense,
the boundary-layer approximation makes the problem spatially parabolic, i.e.,
an initial-value problem.

b. Pressure is taken as approximately constant throughout the
entire solution domain. In treatment of the true boundary layer, due to fric-
tion losses at the boundary (wall), longitudinal pressure gradients must be
considered. In free turbulent flow, such losses are absent, and no accounting
is made of pressure.

c. With the elimination of pressure as a dependent variable, the
set of equations is overspecified. Therefore, the y-momentum equation is not
considered in the solution.

If the above assumptions are applied, Eqs. 1 and 2 become

+ 0
<3 )
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and

du
a

du 1 3 ,.*
s - = - T - T , (4)
Oy p oy Jty

where x and u are, respectively, the spatial coordinate and velocity along the
jet axis; y and v are, respectively, the spatial coordinate and velocity perpen-
dicular to the jet axis; and T ^ represents the xy component of the stress ten-
sor. For the classical jet, the appropriate boundary conditions are:

Ambient at Rest

u; T ^ -» 0 as y •* ±». (5)

Symmetry

v; ^ = 0 at v = 0. (6)

Alternative forms of the x-momentum equation are easily derived.
One alternative form of Eq. 4 obtained through the use of continuity (Eq. 3) is

5u2 duv 1 ̂  , .

This so-called conservative form is sometimes preferred in finite-difference
solutions of the boundary-layer equations. Also, an integral form of the x-
momentum equation can be derived by integrating Eq. 7 over y = -« to y = +<*>
and applying the boundary conditions. Thus,

_d_ r
dx J.c

puE dy = 0. (8)

The intuitive interpretation of Eq. 8 is that the total integrated longitudinal-
momentum flux through any jet cross section is constant. This must be true,
since no mechanism for addition or loss of momentum is considered.

To solve the governing equations, we must relate stress to the
local flow field. This is commonly done through the use of an eddy diffusivity
as follows:

Txy = •(*>!£• (9)

Here, we have made the customary assumption that the eddy diffusivity is con-
stant across each jet cross section. Substituting this expression into Eq. 4,
we have for the simplified equations governing the classical jet
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| ^ + | ^ = 0 (10)
ox Oy

and

du , du 92u / , . *
u-s—+ V-;— = e ——zr. ( I l l

ox dy 3y2

It is well known that boundary-layer equations of this type admit
s imilar i ty solutions, i .e. , solutions of the form

u{x,y) = U(x)f[y/b(x)], (12)

where U is the local centerl ine velocity and b is a local charac te r i s t i c jet
width. If a s imi lar i ty solution exis ts , then the problem of describing the flow
reduces to that of finding the one-variable functions U, b, and f.

Fo r the simple case of the c lass ical two-dimensional jet , equations
can be derived for these functions by substituting the s imilar i ty form into the
governing equations and separat ing var iables . However, for heated surface
jets where more t e r m s a r e present in the governing equations, the usual ap-
proach is to assume forms for f and b and then der ive an equation for U
based on the application of the law of conservation of momentum. We refer
to the former technique as a s imi lar i ty method and the la t te r as an integral
method. These labels a r e used in lieu of bet ter terminology by which to d i s -
tinguish the two approaches . Section 2 below briefly descr ibes the application
of the s imi lar i ty method to the c lass ical two-dimensional jet in an effort to
i l lus t ra te several important modeling concepts.

2. Similari ty Solutions for Plane and Axisymmetr ic Je t s

The s imilar i ty solutions for the plane and axisy ',r Jtr ic jets a r e
outlined in Tables III.D.I and 2, respectively. The resul ts I -^ a r e very much
like those of the t rue boundary layer . A th i rd -o rde r ordinary differential
equation is developed for the. s imi lar i ty profile. (Unlike many boundary-layer
prob lems- - the Falkner-Skan Problem, for ins tance- - the ordinary equation
may be integrated in closed form.) Then a pair of f i r s t -o rde r equations a r e
developed for the charac te r i s t ic velocity and width. Once a form of the eddy
diffusivity is specified, these last two equations can be solved as an ini t ial-
value problem. The choice of diffusivity traditionally made in the treatment
of the classical jet follows Prandtl's second hypothesis that

e = *Ub, (13)

where n is a constant.
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TABLE IU.D.l. Obtaining a Similarity Solution
for a Plane Nonbuoyant Jet

1. Begin the solution by stating the governing equations and boundary
conditions.

(A)

du . ou i \d uU'r—+ vr— = *(x)ox oy 9y'

Ambient at Rest

u -* 0 at y — ±<*>

Symmetry

v = 0 at y = 0

3u/oy = 0 at y = 0

Z. Transform variables to simplify notation.

T| = y/b(x)

F =/f(Tl)dT|.

Continuity becomes

Conservation of x momentum becomes

v
b"

The similarity form becomes

u(x,y) = U(x)F'(Tl).

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

(I)

(J)

3. Deduce from the conservation of integral momentum flux (Uzb = constant)
that

U'b = - |Ub" . (K)
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TABLE III.D.l (Contd.)

4. Integrate continuity to obtain the similarity form for v,

v = Ub'(T|F' - *F). (L)

5. Substitute the similarity forms into the conservation of momentum equation
to derive the basic equation for F.

(F')z + FF" + iY2F"' = 0,

where

V = ,

(M)

(N)

For similarity to hold, Y must be constant so that the basic equations governing
U and b are

and

db

dU
dx

1 4e

JLli
' Y

2 b 2 '

6. Determine boundary conditions for F, U, and b.

From u -* 0 at y -*• I00

F — 0 as T| -• «.

From v = 0 at y = 0

F = 0 at T] = 0.

From 3u/9y = 0 at y = 0

F" = 0 at 11 = 0.

Initial Conditions on Region of Established Flow

and

U = Uo at x = xo

b = b o at x = x 0 .

(O)

(P)

(Q)

(R)

(S)

(T)

(U)
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TABLE III.D.l (Contd.)

7. Integrate Eq. M three times to obtain

F(T1) = Y tanh2(11/Y) (v>

and

F'fH) = sech2(Tl/Y). (W)

8. Evaluate •,, by defining b such that

u(x, b) = I ( x )

Then

Y = 1.125, (Y)

and

^ - -1.584. (AA)
dx b

9. Obtain the solution.

u(x,y) = U(x)sech2(0.889—] (AB)

v(x,y) = U(x)b'(x)[(y/b)sech2(0.889y/b) - 0.563 tanh2(0.889y/b)], (AC)

where u and b are the solutions of Eqs. AA and Z, respectively.

TABLE III.D.2. Obtaining a Similarity Solution
for an Axisymmetric Nonbuoyant Jet

1. Begin the solution by stating the governing equations and boundary
conditions.
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TABLE III.D.2 (Contd.)

Ambient at Rest

u — 0 at y — ±cc. (C)

Symmetry

v - 0 at y = 0 (D)

du/Sy = 0 at y = 0. (E)

2. Transform variables to simplify notation

T\ = y.'b (F)

F =/Tlf(Tl)dT!. (G)

Continuity becomes

f^±||;<T,v>=0. (H)

Ox b T] oT{

Conservation of x momentum becomes

d u v ^ u c l d / 3 u \

The similarity form becomes

u(x.y) = U(x)F'0f})/T}. (J)

3. Deduce from the conservation of integral momentum flux (Ub = constant)
that

U'b = -Ub's. (K)

4. Integrate continuity to obtain the similarity form for v.

v = Ub'(F' - F/Tj). (L)

5. Substitute the similarity forms into the conservation of momentum equation
to derive the basic equation for F.

FF"/T] + (F')2/T1 - FF'/Tl3 = P(F'/T| - F"). (M)



TABLE IU.D.2 (Contd.)

where

For similarity to hold, P must be constant so that the basic equations governing
U and b are

dx P ub

and

dx = * B bJ"

6. Octcrmint; boundary condition for F, U and b.

From u -• 0 at y •• t—

F' finite as ts - » . (Q)

From u -• U as y -• 0

F'/Tl = I as II - 0. (R)

From v a 0 at y = 0

F/Tl - 0 as Tj - 0. <S)

initial Conditions on Region of Established Flow

U = Uo at x = : o (T)

and

b = bo at x = xo. (U)

?. Integrate Ecj. M three times to obtain

and
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TABLE III.D.2 (Contd.)

Then

and

9. The

U(x)

? - 0.

dx" = l

dU
(is

2

302.

, . s . ,

-3.31

solution.

c

«

8. Evaluate P. by defining b such that

u(x.b) 1 ( x )

(Y)

(Z)

(AA)

(AB)

v(x.y) U(x)b1(s«)4j-(l * 0.4S4(y/b)8]"!l! - 0.414(y/b)2]. (AC)

where U attfi b are the solutions of Eqs. AA and Z, respectively.

From the results of Tables III.D.I and 2, it is readily observed
that such a hypothesis 1-j.uls to a constant spreading rate given by

^ = 3.16* (14)

for the plane jet and by

^ = 3.3U (15)

for the axisymmetric jet. Experimental data* have shown that jets do indeed
spread linearly with

— = 0.116 and H = 0.0366 (16)

for the plane jet and

~ = 0.0847 and * = 0.0256 (17)
dx
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for the axisymmetric jet. The similarity solution further shows that

U~x- 1 / 2 (18)

for the plane jet and

U~x" : (19)

for the axisymmetric jet. Moreover, the experimental data2 show that, for
y/b< 1.5, the shape of the velocity profile is accurately given by f. Note that
use of a constant eddy diffusivity for a plane jet leads to the erroneous con-
clusion that b ~ x*/3. |

An interesting consequence of the similarity solution is that the
longitudinal mass flow rate increases along the jet center line (as x for the
plane jet and as x for the axisymmetric jet). This growth in mass flux with
its corresponding diluting effects on momentum is the result of entrainment,
i.e.. fluid drawn from the ambient into the jet.

Entrainment is often treated with an entrainment velocity and an i
associated entrainment coefficient as follows. The jet is conceived as having i
a boundary at some point on the lateral profile (y = b is a convenient choice).
The lateral velocity at that point is then the entrainment velocity, and the en-
trainment velocity normalized by the centerline velocity is called the entrain-
ment coefficient. To illustrate this point with a simple example, consider the )
boundary of the jet to be y = b. Then for the plane jet, the entrainment coef- j
ficient a is given by j

= 0.219b'

= 0.0254, (20)

and for the axisymmetric jet, c is given by

«(x) = b'[F'(l) - F(0]

= 0.146b'

= 0.0124. (21)

Thus, for both the plane and axisymmetric jets, the entrainment coefficient is
constant. The concept of the entrainment coefficient is returned to in
Sec. III.D.4b.
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3. The Integral Approach for Nonbuoyant Jets

A somewhat easier method of obtaining the basic jet characteris-
tics than the similarity method described in Sec. 2 above involves the use of
the conservation laws in integral form. For classical nonbuoyant jets, the
only such law not trivially satisfied is the integral form of the conservation
of momentum. Equation 8 gives the appropriate mathematical statement for
two dimensions. For the more general case of three dimensions, we have

pu2 dA = 0. (22)

where A is a plane region containing the jet cross section. As before, no
sources or sinks of momentum, are considered. With the integral method, one
assumes a similarity form for the velocity such as

u(x.y.z) = U(x)F[y/b(x)]G[z/h(x)], (23)

where the functions F and G are assumed to be known, usually based on ex-
perimental data. Upon substituting Eq. 23 into Eq. 22 and performing the
indicated integrations, one obtains

^[U2(x)b(x)h(x)] = 0. (24)

The similarity forms F and G have disappeared from the equation, indicating
that tki exact functions chosen are relatively unimportant. This is also true
for the more general case if one is careful in defining macroscopic iet
parameters.

Unfortunately, there are now three dependent variabies--U, b,
and h--and only one equation, so that further assumption is necessary. Any
two additional relations may be specified, but, in general, selection is made
from among the following three alternatives:

a. Specify a form for db/dx, the rate of lateral jet growth.

b. Specify a form for dh/dx, the rate of vertical jet growth.

c. Specify an entrainment function for use in an equation of dilu-
tion. The equation of dilution is obtained by setting the rate of growth in longi-
tudinal mass flux equ&l to the rate of mass entrainment through the jet
boundary. Thus,

^ fpudA = fpVedC,f (25)
A C
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where C is the circumference of the jet and Ve is the local entrainment veloc-
ity. Typically, the entrainment velocity is related to the local jet centerline
velocity through an entrainment coefficient a(x, y, z) as before:

Ve{x , y,z) = a(x,y,z)U(x). (26)

The two-dimensional integral models implicity assume dh/dx = 0
and then use either a specified spreading rate (e.g., Pr it chard3 Model No. I)
or an entrainment coefficient (e.g., Motz-Benedict4 model). For three-
dimensional models, the customary approach is to specify a spreading rate
db/dx and an entrainment coefficient <*. This procedure is the result of the
way buoyancy is included in these models (increased lateral spreading and
reduced vertical entrainment). We shall return to this point in Sec. III.D.4.b.

Once the appropriate functional forms are decided upon, one or j
more ordinary differential equations are derived. These equations are solved j
either analytically (usually done for only the simplest cases) or with one of i
the standard numerical schemes such as a Runge.Kutta or a Predictor-
Corrector method.

4. Extending the Integral Formalism to the Study of Heated Surface
Jets

Sections 2 and 3 above have outlined, in the most simplistic terms,
the formulation of an integral model for the classical free completely turbulent
jet. This section treats tne more practically important question of how such
simple ideas are extended to buoyant surface jets. Here, however, the treat-
ment departs from the experimentally based and universally accepted success
of the nonbuoyant theory. The treatment often becomes highly intuitive, par-
ticularly when treating the prototype case, since it is usually necessary tc
schematize many potentially important effects so that an integral model may
be applied. Indeed, the highly intuitive analysis discussed belcw and the at-
tendant need for much schematizing of the prototype problem are serious
shortcomings of the integral approach.

a. Adding Temperature to the Model

The first step in extending nonbuoyant jet theory to buoyant
surface jets is adding temperature as an independent variable and simultane-
ously developing a conservation-of-heat equation. Again, starting with the
basic integral conservation law, we have

where H is the integral heat flux given by
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H = f pCpuT dA (28)
A

Cp = specific heat,
T = local temperature, (29)

Q = / q dC.
C

and

q = rate of heat influx across the boundary C.

Since the heat-energy equation is linear, it is permissible and usually more
convenient to write it in terms of the temperature excess 4T given by

AT = T - T E , (30)

where Tg is a suitably chosen reference temperature.

If one is particularly fortunate, the temperature profiles will
be similar to those of velocity. If one is even more fortunate, the presence
of temperature gradients and the associated buoyancy forces will not destroy
the velocity similarity. This latter circumstance, of course, voids the appli-
cability of an integral model. Obviously, in the limit of very small tempera-
ture differences, indicated by very large initial densimetric Froude numbers,
the similarity of velocity will not be appreciably affected. Also, in the limit
of a highly buoyant discharge, where advection does not dominate, it is doubt-
ful that jetlike flow really exists. In the middle, where most prototype plumes
fall, there is no definite answer; there is no universally accepted criterion
with which to judge if a jet exists.

Yet another complicating factor is the change in density caused
by the elevated temperature. This is normally disregarded, however, in ac-
cordance with the Boussinesq approximation. Assuming the best of all possible
worlds (no change in the similarity of velocity, similar temperature profiles,
and negligible density effects on the advection terms), one can derive an ordi-
nary differentia! equation governing temperature decay, as was previously
done for velocity.

First, a suitable similarity form must be chosen for the tem-
per at i re profile across the jet. The mixing-length hypothesis tells us that
the nondimensional temperature and velocity profiles should be identical.
Taylor's Vorticity Theory, which gives results identical to the mixing-length
hypothesis for momentum transport, indicates that the similarity form for
temperature should be the square root of that of velocity, and there should
therefore be a more rapid lateral transport of heat as compared with momen-
tum. Experimental evidence indicates that Taylor's Theory is the more nearly
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correct and that temperature does, in fact, have a wider profile than velocity.
Some integral models (e.g., Motz-Benedict model) fail to recognize this fact
and thus give plume isotherms that are far too narrow.

Jf temperature behaved as a passive tracer, then with the
addition of temperature as a dependent variable and an equation of heat con-
servation, the model of the heated jet would be complete. Unfortunately, den- |
sity gradients caused by temperature differences, although insignificant in the i
evaluation of the various integrals, do create buoyancy forces that can be !
quite significant. It is therefore necessary to alter the treatment of momentum j
transport previously advanced. This is the subject of Sec. b below. ;

b. Buoyancy j

Buoyancy is generally thought to inhibit, or at least lessen, |
vertical mixing and to induce horizontal spreading through longitudinal and j
lateral gradients of the hydrostatic pressure. Not all integral models explic- j
itly handle these dynamic effects, however. For example, the two-dimensional :
integral models such as that of Motz and Benedict assume that buoyancy, or |
perhaps a shallow bottom, restricts vertical mixing completely. Some inclu- :

sion of buoyant lateral spreading is undoubtedly made in calibrating the model. :
The three-dimensional integral models generally treat buoyancy differently ;

in the three coordinate directions of the jet. In the vertical direction, the en-
trainment coefficient is reduced, usually in accordance with the experimental
results of Ellison and Turner.9 Increased literal spreading is included by
adding an additional term to the usual nonbvu>yant spreading rate. Longitudi- j
nally, a pressure-gradient term is added to the conservation equation of inte- j
gral momentum. There is some variation in approach from model to model '
(e.g., the model of Stefan, not reviewed, does not include a longitudinal pres- j
sure force), but the ideas are roughly the same. 1

j

Before discussing each of these items in more detail, let us |
consider a unique exception offered by the quasi-two-dimensional, quasi- I
integral model developed by Pritchard3 (No. 1). This model is basically two- j
dimensional, nonbuoyant jet theory with a fixup for vertical entrainment. This
fixup is based on Pritchard1 s observation that lake plumes tend to be about
10 ft deep asymptotically, and that, if not constrained by the bottom, the plume
will indeed mix vertically until an asymptotic plume depth of 10 ft is reached.
The principal shortcoming of this approach is that the asymptotic plume depth
is not universally 10 ft, but rather depends on many factors. Pritchard5 tried
to improve this formulation in developing his second model, although it is not
yet clear how successfully this was done.

Experiments with application to the vertical entrainment of
heated surface jets have been carried out by Ellison and Turner,6 Lean and
Whillock,7 Stefan and Schiebe,8"9 Kato and Phillips,10 and Wada.11 Ellison and
Turner found that the entrainment coefficient e defined by
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where

U = mean velocity of the jet

and

h = average depth of the jet,

is a monotonically decreasing function of the local Richardson number Ri,
defined in Chapter I. Their experimental results, also given in Chapter I,
may be approximated by any of several expressions. One example has been
noted. Others are

0.075[2/(l + Ri/0.85) - l] 0<Ri*0 .85
(32)

0 otherwise,

and

0 075 «»P(-5Ri) - exP(-4) 0 * R i s 0 85
1 - exp(-4>

(33)

0 otherwise.

These results show that vertical entrainment is negligible for Ri exceeding
about 0.85.

Present three-dimensional integral models typically use one
of these formulas to account for the effects of buoyancy on vertical entrain-
ment. Not accounted for are the other factors affecting vertical entrainment.
For example, Wada" discovered that vertical entrainment depends not only on
the local Richardson number, but also on the slope of the jet/ambient inter-
face. He observed that entrainment increases as the interfacial slope increases
for a fixed Richardson number and that no vertical entrainment occurs for
interfacial slopes less than 0.04.

Stefan12 therefore questions whether the entrainment concept
as developed by Ellison and Turner for nearly uniform flow along a sloping
boundary (and used by the popular three-dimensional integral models) can be
applied to rapidly varying flows such as often occur in heated surface jets.
Stefan quotes Charles and Lilleltht:13 "This theory (Ellison and Turner) pre-
dicts that in most practical cases the layer will rapidly attain an equilibrium
state in which the Richardson number does not vary with distance downstream
and the gravitational force on the layer is jast balanced by the drag due to
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entrainment together with friction on the floor or roof." Stefan concludes that
the flow from a horizontal channel into a receiving body of water is essentially j
a nonuniform flow, making inappropriate the use of a local entrainment coef- i
ficient as described above.

Most of the popular integral models do not consider the effects
of buoyancy on lateral entrainment. Yet, the investigations carried out by |
Abraham,14 Hoult and Weil,15 and Ooms16 have revealed that choosing two lateral \
entrainment coefficients, one for use in the momentum-dominated region of the j
plume and the other for the buoyancy-dominated region, yielded better com- {
parisons with data. This approach was thought to eliminate the need to fit the j
entrainment coefficient with environmental and discharge parameters, as done j
by Motz and Benedict4 and Fan.17 j

The second major macroscopic effect of buoyancy generally
recognized by the popular three-dimensional integral models is that of in-
creased lateral spreading. The models of Stolzenbach and Karleman,18 Prych,19

Stefan,20 and Shirazi and Davis21 all treat lateral spreading in a similar fashion. j
The rate of growth in plume width db/ds is written as the sum of a nonbuoyant \
and a buoyant spreading rate. Thus, }

ds
n b

where the subscripts nb and b are used, respectively, to denote the nonbuoyant
and the buoyant contributions. This simple summation neglects the nonlinear
interaction possible between buoyancy and entrainment when both processes
are effective at the same order of magnitude.

Except for the Stolzenbach-Harleman model, the above inte-
gral models write the local buoyant spreading rate as a function of the local
densimetric Froude number and, in the case of Shirazi and Davis, the local
jet aspect ratio. The formulations are:

Stefan:

(35)

(36)
F" - 1

Shirazi and Davis:

(37)
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where

F = local densimetric Froude number,

b = local width,

h = local depth,

and

c = a constant.

The form used by Stefan is based on an analysis of a spreading
density wedge. In adding this result to his integral jet model, Stefan assumes
that spreading takes place perpendicular to the jet axis. Prych uses roughly
the same analysis, but assumes that spreading occurs perpendicular to the jet
boundary. The attendant geometric considerations lead to a slightly increased
lateral spreading rate as reflected in the above form.

Shirazi and Davis modified the Prych formulation in an attempt
to account for lateral shear. Their approach is loosely linked to an analysis
given by Koh and E an.22 The net effect of the Shirazi-Davis modification is a
reduction in lateral spreading. An interesting point is that the Prych and
Shirazi-Davis formulations predict an infinite spreading rate at certain low
densimetric Froude numbers, although in the Shirazi-Davis model the discon-
tinuity is seldom important.

Stolzenbach and Harleman18 include buoyant spreading through
the use of an integrated y-momentum equation rather than through an explicit
expression such as those given above. The analysis proceeds as follows:

(l) Based on an order-of-magnitude analysis of the
y-momentum equation in its general form, Stolzenbach and Harleman obtain

dz

for the nonbuoyant surface jet and

Suv Sv* Svw Eg f"°° 5AT 1 dPd ov'2 ov'w' . .
ox by + dz " p a j Oy d Z " Pa oy " oy " oz 1 3 9 '

for the buoyant surface jet, where the symbols take on their usual definitions.
(See Sec. II.C for details.) Assuming that the overlapping terms are identical
for the buoyant and nonbuoyant jets, Stolzenbach and Harleman subtract Eq. 38
from Eq. 39 to obtain
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O UV . ^ v . w w h*o ( v " -1- i / * rt \

(2) The integral form of the y-momentum equation is gotten
by integrating Eq. 40 over half the jet cross section and applying the boundary
conditions. Thus,

± f uvdA-fi f r ^ d z , (41)
AAl/2

where A1/2 denotes half the jet cross section.

(3) A similarity form is then assumed for v:

and the indicated integrations of Eq. 41 are carried out.

The validity of Eq. 42 is certainly open to dispute. Unfortu-
nately, there is no method by which to test its validity independently of overall
model performance.

Comparisons between model predictions and both laboratory
and field data generally show that lateral spreading is greatly overpredicted
by these formulations. Even with the substantial reductions incurred by
Shirazi and Davis with the use of the local aspect ratio, these la:ter investi-
gators still found it necessary to have a multiplicative factor by which to cali-
brate th. model with existing data. In our opinion, the treatment of lateral
spreading is a serious weakness of all these existing three-dimensional inte-
gral models.

The third and last effect of buoyancy is the longitudinal pres-
sure force that should be included in the conservation-of-momentum equations.
The longitudinal pressure is usually given by

P(x) = / J^ &pg dz1 dA. (43)
A

Stolzenbach and Harleman, Prych, and Shirazi and Davis all consider the force
associated with the horizontal gradients.of this hydrostatic pressure field, but
the model by Stefan does not. From his study of various integral-model formu-
lations, prior to the development of the Shirazi-Davis model, Shirazi23 con-
cluded that longitudinal gradients of the hydrostatic pressure can be important
for low-initial-densimetric-Froude-number discharges and that the omission
of it by Stefan is a serious shortcoming.
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5. Jets in a Crossflow

In setting up an integral model, one usually idealizes the ambient
current as steady, horizontally and vertically uniform, and shore-parallel,
although off-shore variations are easily handled, since model equations are
ordinarily integrated as an initial-value problem. It vas noted in Sec. III.C
that such an idealization of the current is grossly oversimplified. Further-
more, most integral models assume that the bending of the jet trajectory is
the only effect of the ambient crossflow, although Motz and Benedict correlate
their entrainment coefficient with the magnitude of the ambient current.

Bending is generally treated as the result of two physical effects:
(1) entrainment of ambient momentum and (2) form drag associated with the
ambient fluid being forced under and around the jet. The entrainment of am-
bient momentum refers to the fact that ambient water drawn into the jet during
the dilution process possesses momentum in the direction of the current and
thus can affect the momentum flux both parallel and perpendicular to the jet
axis. This mechanism is by far the more significant of the two.

Form drag on the jet is typically treated by using the standard
drag formula for a solid body in crossflow modified to account for the fact
that some ambient fluid mixes into the jet rather than moving under and around
the jet, as would be the case for a solid body. When a blunt, solid body is sub-
jected to a turbulent crossflow of fluid, a net pressure force develops across
the body in the direction of flow due to the deceleration of fluid on the side
exposed to the flow and to separation and eddying (wake) on the rear side. The
integral models assume (1) that a similar situation arises when a surface or
submerged jet experiences a crosscurrent, but (2) that the increase in pres-
sure is somewhat less than it would be at the wall of a solid body of the same
form as the curved jet, due to the mixing of fluid into the jet. The contribu-
tions of dynamic pressure to the overall pressure field are essentially un-
known, as no one, to our knowledge, has successfully measured total pressure
either in a hydraulic model or a prototype situation to the precision required.
The best direct pressure measurements available have been made for gas jets
of fairly high velocity, for which the measurement of pressure is a fairly
standard procedure.

In developing his integral model. Carter24 defines the drag force
across the jet by

P aCDAu|
drag force per unit length of jet axis = 5 , (44)

where

Pa = density of ambient fluid,

CQ = coefficient of drag,
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A = cross-sectional area normal to the jet centerline,

and '

ua = ambient current. i

|
Other forms used in integral models for both surface and sub- j

merged discharges replace u | by a multiple of u | sin P or u^ sin2 P, where P I
is the angle between the jet and ambient current. Such forms for the drag are j
not equivalent. The use of form-drag formulas to account for jet bending rep- j
resents only a very crude approximation to the actual situation. In fact, these
formulas merely provide an additional coefficient, CJJ, for fitting the models
to data.

6. The Region of Flow Establishment j

The region of flow establishment refers to the initial region of the j
jet beginning at the discharge port, in which the initial velocity (and tempera- •
ture) profiles develop into self-similar profiles. For descriptive purposes, i
consider a classical, nonbuoyant axisymmetric jet. Intense mixing due to j
shear begins around the circumference of the discharge port and jet boundary ]
and gradually eats its way inward toward the jet centerline. Simultaneously, ;
longitudinal momentum is transported laterally due to self-induced jet turbu-
lence. As a result of these two interactive phenomena, the jet boundary grows.
At about 4-6 outfall diameters along the jet axis, the mixing reaches the cen-
terline and the velocity profile becomes established. The so-called potential
core, where mixing has not yet reached, is conical in shape, its base coinciding I
with the discharge port and its apex lying in the jet cross section that marks
the end of flow establishment. The jet boundary has a megaphone shape, the
small end coinciding with the discharge port and the large end forming the
edge of the jet at the end of flow establishment. The region of the jet outside
the potential core is commonly referred to as the shear region.

The meaning of flow establishment is complicated somewhat fos'
heated surface jets, since the integral analysis applies only to the region in
which both temperature and velocity are self-similar. Conceptually, one pro-
file can become self-similar before the other, and consequently one decay can :
be observed along the centerline before the other. Moreover, with the presence
of buoyancy, mixing acts differently in the vertical and horizontal directions.
Therefore, profiles may be similar in one direction and not in the other. These
ambiguities make the classic meaning of flow establishment somewhat confusing.

For prototype surface discharges of condenser cooling water, the
situation is further exacerbated by the fact that velocity profiles at the outfall
are not uniform, as uniform profiles are assumed in the classic visualization
of flow establishment. For example, Fig. III.D.I shows a typical outfall-
velocity profile as measured at the Point Beach Nuclear Power Station and
reported by Frigo and Krye.25 Clearly, velocity is not uniform across the
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL
REPRESENTATION OF
IHE 0UTF1U VELOCITr
PROF:'E

outfall. Other sites have similar problems. For ex-
ample, as discussed in Sec. IV.E, a cold-water wedge
intrudes into the Oskarshamnsverket discharge. The
experimental observation that some form of fully de-
veloped open-channel flow exists in most discharge
channels has led Stefan26 to coin the term zone of flow
11 re-establishment." In contrast to velocity, tempera-
ture profiles are generally found to be uniform in the
discharge channel.

Fig. III.D.1

Thiee-dimensional Repre-
sentation of the Outfall-
velocity Profile at the
Point Beach Nuclear Power
Station (Unit 1)

Assuming that a region of flow establishment
exists in the classical sense, there are two fundamen-
tal ways of including it in an integral model: experi-
mentally and analytically. Experimental results with
emphasis on the region of flow establishment are
given by Motz and Benedict,4 Shirazi and Davis,18 and

Stefan et al.2fc Analytical treatments of flow establishment are given by
Stolzenbacb and Harleman18 and McLay et al.27

Motz and Benedict developed phenomenological relationships for
the length of the region of flow establishment s e and the angle between the jet
and the ambient current at the end of flow establishment @. In laboratory tests,
the ratio A of the ambient velocity to discharge velocity was varied from 0.18
to 0.73 and the discharge angle &'o was set successively at 90, 60, and 45°.
Curves were then drav/n for s e / b o and So/Po as functions of A, where bo is the
half-width of the jet at the end of flow establishment and is taken as 1.6 times
the discharge half-width. These results were previously presented. (See
Figs. II.B.4 and 5.)

Shirazi and Davis based their analysis of flow establishment on a
few tests carried out in a stagnant tank at the EPA Laboratory in Corvallis,
Oregon. The length of the region of flow establishment Sj was measured for
several different aspect ratios A and initial densimetric Froude numbers Fo .
The data were found to be well correlated by

= 5.4H0(AVF0)I/J, (45)

where Ho is the depth of the outfall. It was noted in Sec. II.E that this form
suffers in the limit as F o -• •» and A —• • .

By far the most complete study of the region of flow establishment
was made by Stefan et at.2* The length of the region of flow establishment, the
volumetric flow rate along the jet axis, and the angle between the spreading
jet boundaries were correlated with initial densimetric Froude number, chan-
nel aspect ratio, and the ratio of the ambient velocity to the discharge velocity.
These correlations and their ranges of applicability are summarized in
Table III.D.3. In addition, Stefan et a!."* noted the following:
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a. A significant deviation from the correlation was noted for a
rectangular discharge with an aspect ratio of 2.4, but a semicircular discharge
with an aspect ratio of 2 did not show such deviation. Since 2 is a common
aspect ratio in outfall design, such behavior could be very significant.

b. Except for narrow, deep outfalls, vertical mixing appeared to
dominate horizontal mixing in affecting surface temperatures apparently as
the result of large eddies and breaking internal waves.

c. In the presence of a cross flow, large eddies dominate mixing.

d. Buoyancy effects were apparent in the region of flow establish-
ment for initial densimetric Froude number up to about 15; moreover, the
initial densimetric Froude number was found to be an important parameter in
the experimental results.

TABLE III.D.3. Correlations for the Zone of Flow Establishment
due to Stefan et al.26

1. Length of Flow Establishment

Correlation:

- (16 - 12. . e x p ( . 0 . 9 R ) [ l +

Range of Applicability:

l . O S A S 9.6 (see discussion for A =• 2)

0 s R £ 0.41

2.0 * F o £ 15

0.8 £ T s 0.98

2. Volumetric Flow Rates

Correlation:

Range of Applicability:

1.0 S A S 9.6

R = 0

F o a 1.8

S < 30hQ (varies with particular case)
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TABLE III.D.3 (Contd.)

3. Angle of Jet Growth

225 + 10F~
o

2.25 + FO
POTEKTUl CME

Range of Applicability:

4. Symbols:

A = aspect ratio, b o / h 0

b o = channel width

F Q = initial densimetric Froude number

hQ = channel depth

Q = volumetric flow rate

Qo = discharge flow rate

R = ratio of ambient velocity to discharge velocity

S = distance along jet centerline

T = excess temperature ratio

cp = (defined in sketch)

Theoretical treatments of the region of flow establishment for use
with integral models are few. Stolzenbach and Harleman use an integral tech-
nique in which four separate regions of the jet are considered, similarity pro-
files assumed for each, and the solution executed as an initial-value problem,
just as in the region of established flow. This procedure and its attendant

[! difficulties are discussed in Sec. II.C. Prych applies the same integral con-
servation laws to the region of flow establishment as are applied to the region

H of established flow. The Shirazi-Davis model follows Prych's analysis quite
! j closely, except for some minor alterations. The Prych and Shirazi-Davis
f' formulations are critically summarized in Sees. II.D and E, respectively.

McLay et al.27 use a multiple-layer, two-dimensional numerical treatment of
i flow establishment to obtain initial conditions for the Hoopes-Zeller-Rohlich

integral model.28 None of these theoretical treatments have been sufficiently
tested to comment on their validity, beyond the statement that if the region of

i flow establishment is important, then existing experimental data or a hydraulic-
model simulation are preferable.
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7. Other Phenomena

Various integral-model developers have attempted to schematize
potentially important prototype effects into their models. For example,
Stolzenbach and Harleman18 tried to handle bottom interaction, Prych19 (and
Shirazi and Davis21 following Prych) derived an expression for including am-
bient turbulence, and recently, Adams et al.29 attempted to treat attached jets.
The difficulty here is that these treatments are often so highly heuristic that
they evade theoretical assessment. In some cases, there is practical merit
to the treatment, as they can improve another aspect of the model. For ex-
ample, the inclusion of ambient turbulence by Prych and by Shirazi and Davis
tends to improve width predictions. Jnfortunately, no amount of schematiza-
tion or "adding in" of additional effects can ever remove the fundamental limi-
tations of the integral method. Additional schematization can only provide
more knobs to turn (calibration parameters) for tuning the model to laboratory
and field data.
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E. Numerical Models

Solution of the Navier-Stokes and heat-energy equations by finite-
difference techniques provides the most general and promising method for
the proper modeling of surface thermal plumes. An excellent summary of
numerical methods for the fluid-flow problem is given by Roache.1 This sec-
tion reviews the basic governing conservation equations, along with the nu-
merical finite-difference formulations that are presently available in the
literature on surface thermal discharges. A general discussion follows on
methods of reducing the governing partial differential equations to finite-
difference form, along with the practical problems of obtaining a computer
solution.

1. Basic Assumptions in Translating Physical Reality into
Mathematical Equations

a. Governing Equations

All finite-difference models for surface thermal plumes begin
with the traditional form of the three-dimensional, time-dependent equations of
turbulent, incompressible (in the Boussinesq sense; see Sec. III.E.I.b) flow
and heat transport. Two generic forms of these questions are given in
Tables III.E.I and 2. The models account for the sub-grid-scale motions
through specification of the eddy viscosities and eddy thermal diffusivities
(see Sec. III.E. l.g). Note that the diffusion terms in Tables III.E. 1 and 2 are
different. The form given in Table III.E.2 enforces symmetry of the stress
tensor. This symmetry is a result of Newton's law of motion, which states
that the rate of change of total moment of momentum of an infinitesimal fluid
element is equal to the moment of the external forces acting on the system.
As a result of Newton's law of motion, the stress at a point in a continuous
material is easily shown to be a symmetric tensor. The different forms of
the diffusion terms given in the tables require different rules for the eddy
viscosity coefficients, if diffusion is to be represented properly by both forms.
Note also that Coriolis forces have been neglected in the two equations sets
due to the small spatial scale of the plume. Several assumptions often made
in the study of surface thermal plumes are reviewed below along with state-
ments concerning their validity.

b. The Boussinesq Approximation

It was first noted by Bouseinesq that if variations in water
temperature, say over a range of 10 C*, are small, variations in density are
at most 1%. In addition, variations in other coefficients dependent on these
density variations are of the same order. For thermal-plume problems, tem-
perature variations are within the above small range. Consequently, in the
Boussinesq approximation, one neglects density variations in the inertial terms
of the equations of motion, yet considers these variations in the gravity term
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T A B L E 111.E.I. Genera l i zed Governing Equations for Surface T h e r m a l - p l u m e P r o b l e m s {•{

Conservation of Mass jfi

3u av aw ;]
3x 3y + 3z U ^

y
Conservation of Longitudinal Momentum rf

Su 3u au au i ep a / au \ a i a u \ a / a u \ ur - t U T - t V r - + ŵ — = =;— + r—I A u . j - + — A U , T - + — I A y r •'
at ax ay a z D O X S X \ " i a y / ay \ M 2 3 y / &z \ v a z / .;

Conservation of Lateral Momentum H

ov t 3v 3v 3v 1 dP , 3 / dv\ S / A 3v\ d / 3V \ %
r— + ur— + V - + W— = r— + T" l A H l 5 ~ ) + r~(AH2T~) + ^~ I AV T" i
a t 3 x 3y Sz p 3y 3x V n l a x / 3y \ "ziy / oz \ V 3 z / ;j

Conservation of Vertical Momentum -̂

3w 3w 3ŵ  , 3w 1 5P 3 / 3w\ 3 / 3w\ 3 / 3w \ *l

I
Conservation of Heat Energy il

Equation of State

o = f(S, T)

where

x, y Horizontal coordinates

z Vertical coordinate

u, v, w Components of velocity in x, y, and z directions, respectively

P Local pressure
AHi' AH2 Longitudinal and lateral coefficients of eddy viscosity, respectively

Ay Vertical coefficient of eddy viscosity

Bjjj, Bfj2 Longitudinal and lateral coefficients of eddy thermal diffusivity,
respectively

By Vertical coefficient of eddy thermal diffusivity

f Function relating temperature _ad salinity to density in equation of state

g Acceleration due to gravity

S Local salt concentration

T Local temperature

p Local density
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TABLE I1I.E.2. Alternative Set of Generalized Governing Equations for
Surface Thermal-plume Problems

Conservation of Mass

| u | v + iw __ „
bx by dz

Conservation of Longitudinal Momentum

&u au 3u Su i ap A _ a / au\ a r / a u , sv\ ] a f / a u awy|
&t ox By bz Pdx 3xV ^ S x / SyL^VVay 3x / ] Sz^ x z V5z Sx/J

Conservation of Lateral Momentum

av Sv 3v av i ap a f / 3v au \1 a / av \ a f / 5v a»
aT + uSr + v s7 + wa? = " ?^T + tah-fe + a7)J 2a7 Wva7) ^L '^Val + a7

Conservation of Vertical Momentum

aw aw 3w aw i ap . . a f / a w

Conservation of Heat Energy

aT aT aT br a / 3T\ A a / aT\ a / aT\
-r— + UT— + vr— + w;— = r~ l«pe v v r—I + r~ l*P c vv >— I + T~( Qv**w X.— J
at hx ay sz ax\ p x x a x / ay \.

 p yyay / az\ F 2 Z a z /

Equation of State

0 = f(S,T)

where

x, y = Horizontal coordinates

z = Vertical coordinate

u. v, w = Components of velocity in x, y, and z directions, respectively

P = Local pressure

e-; = Molecular plus turbulent eddy viscosity coefficients

Orp = Turbulent Prandtl number

g = Acceleration due to gravity

S = Local salt concentration

T = Local temperature

f = Function relating temperature and salinity to density in equation of state

p = Local density

of the vertical equation of motion. This assumption implies that, since the
density difference Ap occurs in the inertial terms as

(• - f )§r-
•where p is the variable density, the inertial term may be simplified to Du/Dt,
since Ap/p is assumed to be « 1 . However, the term (Ap/p) • g is not neglected
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in the ver t ica l equation of motion, since the accelerat ion resulting from \\
(Ap/p) • g can be significant. In fact, the simulation of stratified layers within [j
a heated plume as well ->s the often sharp interface between a the rma l plume %
and the underlying cooler water depend on the p resence of this t e r m in the §
governing equations. Hence, in the Boussinesq approximation the density p i
is treated as a constant (some reference density pr) in all places except in $
the gravitational term.

The Boussinesq approximation is regarded as quite accurate
for water jets, since the compressibility effects it eliminates are vanishingly
small. Thus, the fluid is treated as incompressible, but of variable density.

c. The Hydrostatic Approximation

The hydrostatic approximation involves the removal of the §
vertical advection and diffusion terms from the equation of vertical motion. |j
The x- and y-momentum equations remain unaltered. Two different state- s
ments of the hydrostatic approximation appear in the literature. The stronger f
of the two is |

P = Po " Po8z. (2) jj

where po is a constant reference density. This assumption eliminates the |
possibility of x and y dependency in the pressure and further requires a |
horizontal water surface. Neither of these conditions is satisfied in an actual j|
jet. This relationship, applicable to fluid statics, is not used in differential- |
numerical models of surface thermal plumes. I

A somewhat weaker statement of the hydrostatic approximation b
allows x and y pressure gradients and is expressed as i!

— = -o(x,y,z)g. (3) |

I
This form allows determination of pressure by vertical integration of the p
density field. I

If the equations of motion for the jet are nondimensionalized, jj
the pressure and gravity terms become, in the x-momentum equation,

1 3P . . .
Z=r; (4)

in the y-momentum equation,

- -L *£• (5)
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and in the z-momentum equation,

(6)
JT'2 OZ F ' 2

where

1

F'2

F1 =

P =

x =

y =

z =

p =

ap;+ _£_. .

F.z

Froude number

P/(pogdo).

x/do,

y/do.

z/do,

p/po-

and

If the stronger of the two hydrostatic approximations is applied
to the above equations, then Eqs. 4 and 5 both become zero, while Eq. 6 re-
duces to

LL-L = J_ (7)
F'2 IF2

where IF is the densimetric Froade number. If, on the other hand, the weaker
approximation is used, Eq. 6 becomes zero and Eqs. 4 and 5 are related to
horizontal density gradients. Thus, despite the relatively minor difference
between the two forms of the hydrostatic approximation, there is considerable
difference in the corresponding effects on the governing equations. All
differential-numerical models that employ the hydrostatic approximation use
this weaker form. This form is also used in numerous models of coastal,
ocean, and lake circulation. Note that this weaker form allows the coupling
of hydrodynamics and heat transport through the terms represented by
Eqa. 4 and 5.

A question arises as to the validity of the hydrostatic approxi-
mation in general surface thermal-plume problems. The strong form is not
generally valid, as it ignores buoyant convective motions and decouples flow
and heat transport. Based on the realization that the strong form of the hydro-
static approximation requires horizontal planes of constant density, the validity
of that approximation may be ascertained by locating the surfaces of constant
density and determining their deviation from horizontal.

The weak form of the hydrostatic approximation is valid only
for situations in which the vertical scale of motion is small compared to the
total vertical dimension of the fluid medium and in which the dynamic contribu-
tion to the total pressure field is small. As a check of the weak form of the



hydrostatic approximation, one can examine the scale of vertical motion. In
most cases, the use of the weak form of the hydrostatic approximation can be
justified by scaling arguments.

In general, we expect the hydrostatic approximation (weak
form) to be vaHd for discharges with small and moderate initial densimetric
Froude numbers. Higher-velocity discharges produce significant vertical en-
trainment near the outfall, involving significant transfer of momentum in the
vertical direction and a rapid growth in jet thickness. In this situation, it is
doubtful that the vertical advection and diffusion terms in the vertical-
momentum equation are negligible compared to the pressure and gravity
terms. The full vertical-momentum equation probably should be treated in
such cases.

The opposite case of discharges with very low initial densi-
metric Froude numbers is interesting. The effluent here is very buoyant
with significant vertical buoyant convective motions, a thinning of the jet, and
augmented lateral spreading. In this situation, we expect that the hydrostatic
approximation will be valid, because the vertical motions are induced by the
vertical pressure gradient and by gravity (through density coupling and not by
the inertial effects that were neglected by dropping the vertical and diffusion
terms from the hydrostatic approximation). Based upon calculations made
with their numerical model (using the hydrostatic approximation and applying
the model to discharges with very low initial densimetric Froude numbers),
Paul and Lick2 state that vertical velocities in the problems treated are one
to two orders of magnitude smaller than are necessary to invalidate the hy-
drostatic approximation.

Even when the hydrostatic approximation is not made, it is
often convenient to define and use a "reduced" pressure, i.e., a pressure that
is referenced to the hydrostatic pressure. This is useful because the dynamic
components of the pressure are small compared with the hydrostatic part,
resulting in reduced accuracy in the numerical calculation of the dynamic
component. If the reduced pressure P r is defined by

- Pogz ' (8)

where P is the actual pressure, po is a reference density, g is the accelera-
tion of gravity, and z is the vertical distance measured from the free surface,
then the pressure gradient and gravity terms in the equation of vertical motion
can be written as

ff r + pg = - s r + (p -Po)e- (9)

The Brady-Geyer3 and Spraggs-Street4 models employ a reduced pressure in
their formulations.



d. The Rigid-lid Approximation

A surface thermal piume is a free-surface problem. To ac-
curately compute thermal-plume dispersion numerically, one must be able to
calculate the location of the free surface. Free-surface variations within the
plume are on the order of a few millimeters. Yet, the free-surface location
must be calculated with good accuracy, since the slope of the free surface is
directly related to local pressure gradients that generate the dispersion of
flow.

A difficulty in solving the free-surface thermal-plume prob-
lem is the presence of free-surface gravity waves. These waves are physically
real, yet their small magnitude makes them insignificant to the overall plume
determination. The very small time steps that are needed for the stability of
the solution when these free-surface gravity waves are included, can greatly
reduce the efficiency of tha numerical calculation.

An often-used method of circumventing this problem is to
assume that a rigid frictionlcss lid has been placed at the undisturbed hori-
zontal free surface of the ambient receiving body. No surface motions are
allowed, and surface gravity waves and their corresponding small time scales
are eliminated. Eliminating the surface gravity waves is expected to greatly
reduce computation time. Paul and Lick2 estimate that the rigid-lid approxi-
mation reduces computation time by one-hundredfold. In addition, the rigid-
lid approximation allows the use of a fixed computational grid.

Since the surface level is fixed by the rigid-lid condition, a
surface-pressure distribution is introduced to handle the slight elevation of
the surface associated with even a steady plume. These surface-pressure
variations may be translated into equivalent water levels above the surface
plane. It is generally thought that the free-surface levels calculated using
the rigid-lid approximation are only negligibly different (in terms of magnitude
and its effect on the internal hydrodynamics) than the water levels calculated
from a free-surface model. Any difference, in fact, implies a violation of the
continuity equation, but this violation of continuity principles will be negligible
whenever T|/H « 1, where H is the average water depth.

Note that the rigid-lid condition does not eliminate the internal
gravity waves that hopefully die out as the solution approaches steady state.
The rigid-lid condition might, however, change characteristics of these waves
by damping out the higher frequency components.

A more subtle effect4 of the rigid-lid approximation is that it
changes the character of the pressure boundary condition at the surface. In
a free-surface model, a Dirichlet boundary condition on pressure is applied
at the surface (i.e., pressure is equal to atmospheric value) that allows a
faster solution for the three-dimensional pressure calculation at each time
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step. In contrast, the rigid-lid approximation introduces a Neumann (deriva-
tive) boundary condition at the surface; i.e., a vertical pressure gradient is
calculated from the vertical-momentum equation that slows convergence in
schemes iterating on the pressure.

The use of the rigid-lid approximation in conjunction with the
hydrostatic pressure approximation appears reasonable. This effectively re-
duces tho; pressure determination to two dimensions and decreases the com-
putation time accordingly. This is done by Paul and Lick.2

One may say, in general, that the rigid-lid approximation can
be used whenever surface elevations are much less than (he depth of the flow
field, but cannot be used when free-surface variations are rapid in time (be-
tween time steps) or large in space such as in storm-surge problems. The
disadvantage of the rigid-lid approximation in some problems is that the
surface cannot move, for instance to account for new water storage in an
impoundment. Overall, however, we expect the rigid-lid approximation to be
a valid and useful approximation in surface thermal-plume problems, ssttc<*
surface-elevation changes are small and should not be rapid in time.

e. Equation of State

One may write the general form of the equation of state in
the terms

p = p(P,S,T,C). (10)

where p is the local density and P, S, T, and C are, respectively, the local
pressure, salinity, temperature, and constituent concentrations (more than
one, perhaps). If we assume that no contaminants are present that effect the
density, this reduces to

p = p(P,S,T). (11)

It turns out that pressure effects are also negligible, since we are dealing
with rather shallow water on an oceanographic scale. A simple numerical
example illustrates this point. The relative-expansion coefficients for water
at 20*C and 1 atm of pressure are

i | | = 2.7 x 10-VC (12)

and

- ^ = 4 . 5 x 10-6/(meters of water head). (13)

Thus, a change of 1 C° in the temperature produces roughly the same change
in density as does a change in depth of about 60 m. So in these shallow-water
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plume problems, the effects of pressure may justifiably lie neglected. Pres-
sure effects in the evaluation of density are not always negligible and must
bet included in the equation of state in oceanic modeling.*'*

Omitting pressure, lite Aquation of state becomes

s = sfS.T). (14)

An empirical equation ©I state has been developed by ocoanagraphers and is
u#«rful in thermal-plum*/ applications. U- this form, density is calculated in
terms of a sigma-l defined from

* t = (« - 1)1000. (15)

Here s t has eg* units and measures the deviation in density from 1.0 g/ml.
Now the equation of state in tseneraS use by oeeanographer**"' is written

<?, = lt • («o * O.tS24)(l - At * » i (s o - 0.1324)). (16)

where

<T * * • *r

"** " SOI. 370 T * 67 26*

At = tO"*T{4.786? - 0.098185T + 0.0010843^). (18)

Bt = ICT*T(18.O3Q - 0.8164T + 0.0t66?Ts), (l<?)

and

<J0 = -0.093 • 0.8149S • 0.000482Si * 0.0000068S1. (20)
In the above equations, T is in degrees Celsius and salinity is in parts per
thousand. The quantity <?o is the density of sea water in sigma-t units at
zero pressure and temperature. For fresh water, c o = 0.1324 and <?t = 1^.

An alternative approach to the use of the above equations is
used by Paul and Lie!-/ Dealing with fresh water only, they employ a linear
least-squares curve fit over the specific range of temperature variation used
in the problem they are simulating. They find that the data fit is fairly close
over the range used. Paul and Lick2 note that a quadratic least-squares fit
would have to be used for much larger temperature variations or for tempera-
ture variations in the vicinity of the maximum density point (4*C). A general-
ization of the Paul-Lick procedure involves defining any density change as a
bilinear function of any corresponc'ing changes in temperature and salinity.
In mathematical terms, this linearization of Eq. 14 yields

p - p_ = -a(T - To) + b(S - So), (21)
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where a and b are constants (over a range of temperatures and salinities)
and T o and So are the temperature and salinity at a reference density po.
Equation 21 is often used in numerical models of thermal plumes, although
the above formulation in terms of '~qs. 15-20 will be slightly more accurate.

f. The Simulation of Turbulence

The modeling of turbulence is very complex and has an ex-
tensive literature of its own. This section reviews the classifications of
turbulence models, placing emphasis on those that are appropriate to the
numerical simulation of thermal plumes.

The importance in developing a proper treatment of plume
turbulence cannot be understated since the entire hydrodynamic and energy
calculation may be thrown into serious doubt if a poor simulation of turbulence
is used. Unfortunately, the simulation of turbulence is very difficult since
interesting and important motions exist on many different scales (in both
space and time). In particular, the larger the Reynolds number, the smaller
the scales that need to be considered.

Turbulence in a thermal plume can be generated in two dif-
ferent ways. Near the outfall, turbulence is initiated by the internal motion
of the effluent stream. The nature of this internal turbulence depends on the
outlet geometry, velocity, and turbulence levels. Turbulence is also generated
in the ambient due to wind stress at the surface of the receiving body (also the
plume), wave action, and friction at the shoreline and bottom. A complicating
factor is that the jet-induced and ambient turbulence interact nonlinearly.
However, the self-induced jet turbulence is expected to predominate until
most of the jet momentum is lost. The ambient contribution then becomes
important. Thus, ambient turbulence is generally secondary to jet turbulence
near the outfall, unless the ambient contribution is inordinately high, as might
occur, for example, in rapid rivers. In any case, the ambient contribution
dominates in the far field of the thermal plume.

The literature on turbulence modeling suggests four classifi-
cations of models. The first are the algebraic turbulent-viscosity models that
use Boussinesq's suggestion10 that the stress-strain law for time-averaged
turbulent flows be represented in the same form as that for a Newtonian fluid
in laminar motion. Algebraic formulas involving only the properties of the
mean velocity profile are then used to determine the equivalent turbulent
viscosity, known as the eddy viscosity. The second type of turbulence model
involves the solution of differential equations for one or two properties of the
turbulent motion, but the goal still is to determine an equivalent turbulent
viscosity to relate the turbulent stresses to the mean flow. A third type of
turbulence model dismisses the use of effective turbulent transport properties
and employs differential transport equations for the turbulent fluxes them-
selves. This third type is most ambitious and is beyond practical application
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at present. A fourth type of turbulence simulation may be loosely referred
to as the vortex-transport method. Here, individual vortices are constructed
and moved through the flow field as discrete entities. This is usually done
by tracking vortex movements on a computer using a combination of deter-
ministic and stochastic displacements. This approach avoids some of the
difficulties associated with the other techniques at high Reynolds number. It
has had moderate success at calculating such things as form drag over rigid
bodies, but has, to our knowledge, never been used for thermal-plume prob-
lems or free turbulent flows of any kind.

The ideas underlying each of the various types of models will
now be briefly summarized.

The equations of incompressible flow may be written, after
the variables are decomposed into mean and fluctuating components, as

and

(23)

(24)

.US). (25)

where

/oiL duj\ /9u- 3u-
?ii = v r 2 + * I a n d Tii = v( r 2(

\OXJ

These equations are in tensor form. Equation 23 represents the momentum
equation for the mean velocity 5j, and Eq. 25 represents the momentum equa-
tion for the fluctuating velocity Uj.

The terms uĵ ul- in Eqs. 23 and 25 are called Reynolds stresses
after O. Reynolds, who first used the decomposition of velocity into mean and
fluctuating components. Very little is gained by this manipulation, however,
since these turbulent stresses are still undetermined and assumptions must
be made regarding the form of these extra terms in order to solve the govern-
ing equations. The need for additional assumptions in order to calculate the
Reynolds stresses is the so-called closure problem of turbulence theory.
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The algebraic and differential-equation-type turbulence models
use Boussinesq's analogy'0 to laminar Clow, in which it is assumed that

( 2 7 )

where vt is a scalar quantity that may be a function of space and time known
as the kinematic eddy viscosity. Often a constant value is used, although this
may be shown to be theoretically incorrect.

Although the eddy-viscosity concept is in popular use, it is
grossly incorrect theoretically for the following reasons."

(t) The kinematic viscosity Vj is, in actuality, a fourth-order
tensor consisting of 64 independent scalar elements for three-dimensional
flow, rather than a single scalar coefficient (zero-order tensor). ;

,i
(2) Equation 27 implies that the length and time scales of jl

turbulent motion are of the same order of magnitude as those of the mean flow. :
This is perhaps a good assumption for pure shear flows and is probably not ;'
bad near the outfall in a thermal plume, where shear dominates, but it must
fail when buoyant forces become important, since these forces have their own
characteristic length and time scales. Beyond the inertial regime of flow, i
buoyant scales play at least a coequal role with inertial scales in determining jj
the turbulent motion. jj

(3} The eddy-viscosity model assumes that the turbulence !j
adjusts immediately to changes in mean conditions and that a universal rela-
tionship exists between the turbulent stresses and the mean strain rates. No
such universal relationship exists, since the history of the turbulence field and |
the effects of the mean velocity field and turbulence levels of nearby points are f
very important in establishing the local turbulence.

It is found11 that Eq. 27 is satisfactory when applied to bounded
flows if a single scale exists--for example, in pipes, where the basic scale is
the nozzle diameter; in boundary layers, where the scale is the momentum
thickness; in jets, where the scale is the nozzle diameter; and near wakes,
where the scale is the blockage diameter. In such flows, the strong effect of
local shear dominates the history and transport mechanisms. On the other
hand, Eq. 27 is known11 to fail completely in unbounded flows such as the far
wake and free convection, because turbulent transport is dominant over shear
in these cases and the characteristic length scales are determined by the
turbulence itself, since no solid boundaries are present.

In thermal-plume applications, we expect Eq. 27 to be adequate
near the outfall where the plume is shear-dominated. As the inertial forces
wane and buoyancy effects begin to be of equal importance, Eq. 27 is probably
only marginally adequate. In the region where buoyancy is predominant, the
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eddy-viscosity concept should fail altogether. Pratt11 notes that in a
buoyancy-dominated region, ujul is positive due to turbulence generated
by buoyant convective motions, yet the gradient of the mean velocity ap-
proaches zero; an infinite eddy viscosity results.

In spite of the above-stated shortcomings of t''ie eddy-viscosity
approach, it is nevertheless the mos1; widely used in modeling turbulence.

Turbulence results not only in the transport of momentum,
but also in the transport of scalar quantities such as temperature or the con-
centration of a pollutant. These scalar quantities will themselves exhibit
turbulent fluctuations. Thus, when the transport equations for these variables
(e.g., the heat-energy equation for temperature) are time-averaged, additional
terms, like the Reynolds stresses, arise. In analogy to the eddy-viscosity
approach, an eddy conductivity or an eddy thermal diffusivity can be defined
to treat the turbulent transport of heat. This parameter, like the eddy vis-
cosity, can be space (and perhaps time)-dependent.

We next consider the two basic types of turbulence models
that use the eddy-viscosity approach.

(1) Algebraic Models. Most turbulence models, especial'
those of the algebraic type, are developed with a specific flow in mind. The
most widely studied is the two-dimensional (parallel to wall and normal to
wall) boundary layer. Other widely studied flows include turbulent pipe flow
and free turbulent flows such as jets and wakes. In all these cases, one is
primarily interested in the lateral transport of longitudinal momentum due to
turbulence. Consequently, the Reynolds stress of greatest interest is

u ^ = v t | ^ , (28)

where u is in the principal direction of flow and v and y lie in the normal
direction. If the flow is nonisothermal, then the turbulent heat exchange

(29)

must also be considered, where et is an eddy thermal diffusivity.

A partial list of available algebraic turbulence models
is given in Table III.E.3. A brief statement is included for selected models.
Although there are other types of algebraic turbulence models, the most prev-
alent are ones based on some form of the mixing-length hypothesis. This
concept, briefly considered in our discussion of integral models, has been
supported by many experimental investigations. It has, in fact, been deduced
from at least two different conceptualizations (von Karman13 and Taylor14)
as well as by Prandtl.12
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TABLE III.£.3. Partial List of Algebraic Turbulence Models for Calculation of Eddy Viscosity
— — — — _ _ _ . .
1. Mixing-length Theory

a. Prandtlu suggests a mixing-lenglh hypothesis in which

•• • " R *
where I is the mixing length. Prandtl fives I =• y for boundary-layer flow, where y is distance to
nearest wali.

b. von Knrman" derives a mixing-length hypothesis ucing local similarity, but gets

where * is a "universal constant" equal to about 0.4 This form agree* with experiment only near a
wall, where t = Hy.

c. Taylor14 derives a mixina-lcngth hypothesis using vorticity-transport analogy.

d. Rotta15 alters the von Kantian form to give

t = »ylt - 6.8(v u*y)l.

where u* is the friction velocity given by T/TJJ/P. TS is she wall stress, and v is the kinematic viscosity.

e. van Driest16 alters the von Karman form to give

4. s *y[l - expfyu* vA)J.

where A ^ 26. Others who have derived similar expressions are Patankar and Spalding.17 Launa«r and
Jones," Cebeci et al. ," Pleteher.™ Kays. Moffat. and Thielbahr.21 and Powell and Strong."

i. Escudier21 alters the von Karman form to give

TKV y/ 6 < K '¥.

(,\6 y / 6 i \,'K

where ^ ̂  0.09 and 6 is the thickness of the boundary layer.

g. Nikuradse24 deduces a mixing-length distribution for pipe flow to be

t = 0.14 - 0.08[l - (y/R)f - 0.06(1 - (y/R))4.

where R is the pipe radius. This form agrees with von Karman (t = ny) fairly well for y/R< 0.2.

h. Spalding25 gives a "universal" velocity profile for pipe flow based on Nikuradse's
measurements.

2. Other Eddy-viscosity Models

a. Clauser26 derives

vt"U6*f(y/6). I

where U is the free-stream velocity. S* is the displacement thickness of the boundary layer, and f is
a function at one variable. Mellor and Gibson21 use this formula along with the velocity-defect law to
calculate equilibrium wake profiles.

b. Johnson and Sparrow28 use a similar idea for pipe flow. l
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The crux of the mixing-length hypothesis is the simple
relationship that

where I is a parameter with dimensions of length (the mixing length).
Table III.E. 3 gives several expressions for t developed for boundary-layer
and turbulent pipe flows. Free turbulent Hows, such as a classical jet, typi-
cally assume that the mixing length is independent of y, the lateral coordi-
nate. Moreover, it is found that

I <- b, (31)

where b is a characteristic half-width of the jet. Tne mean velocity gradient
is further assumed to be of the form

|au/5y| = (U - U e x t ) /b . (32)

where U is the jet centerline velocity and Uext is the external free-stream
velocity. Thus, the mixing-length hypothesis gives

vt = C(U - Uext)b. (33)

where C is a constant, for the classical jet. This results in the simple simi-
larity solutions for the classical jet given in an earlier section.

For heated jets, the situation is much more complicated.
If temperature variations are small (so that heat behaves as a passive tracer),
then a mixing-length hypothesis can also be used for the eddy thermal dif-
fusivity. Prandtl's original thinking gives

= vt. (34)

On the other hand, Taylor's theory gives

e t = 2vt, (35)

which has been found to be the more nearly correct of the two expressions.

Careful experimental investigations has revealed that
none of the above relationships between turbulent transfer and mean gradients
are valid exactly. The mixing-length hypothesis is nevertheless sound. For
many problems in nonbuoyant jet theory, the above relationships do predict
the gross characteristics of the jet reasonably well in the region where free
shear is dominant. The limits of cheir applicability to buoyant surface dis-
charges are not clear, however.
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Launder and Spalding29 point out that the mixing-length
hypothesis may be used with good results when mean velocity gradients have
reasonable magnitude and a mixing length can be easily defined, but breaks
down when velocity gradients are very small and the mixing length has doubtful
interpretation. There is almost no successful experience in predicting re-
circulating flows with the mixing-length hypothesis. In such cases, the rela-
tionships between the stresses and velocity gradients are too complicated.

The rrixing-length hypothesis has two more disadvantages.
First, it predicts that the effective viscosity vanishes where the velocity gra-
dient is zero. In reality, turbulent fluctuations can be nonzero. Second, the
hypothesis does not account for the convection, diffusion, production, or dis-
sipation of turbulence.

The main advantage of the mixing-length hypothesis is
that it can provide realistic predictions of the velocity and shear-stress
distributions, provided that good choices are made for the mixing-length
distributions or profiles. It has been successful in predicting the general
behavior of boundary-layer flows. In addition, it is simple to use, requiring
no solutions of differential equations, and much experience has been accumu-
lated with its use.

(2) Differential-equation Models for the Calculation of
Kinematic Eddy Viscosity. The second general class of turbulence models to
be discussed also makes use of the eddy-viscosity concept, but calculates it
by solving one or more differential equations. These models are based on a
concept probably first suggested by Kolmogorov,30 but usually attributed to
Prandtl,31 that the eddy viscosity is given by I

i
v t = k1 / 2 t , (36)

where again I is a length scale characteristic of the turbulence (similar to
the mixing length) and k is the turbulent kinetic energy given by j

k = (u'2 + v'2 + w'2j/2. (37)

Most of the models in this category involve a differential transport equation !
for k that is derived as follov/s. First, a transport equation for u' j - is ob-
tained by multiplying the equation for the fluctuating velocity u! (Eq. 25) by
u ,̂ reversing the subscripts, adding the two resulting equations, and averaging.
This process yields

v -SU.I . 2v ~ I^i + x x + x;u;.
i 2 OXlc OX1, l J J l
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This transport equation gives the substantial derivative of the turbulent stress
in terms of production, diffusion, redistribution, and dissipation of turbulent
stress. Then the transport equation for k is obtained by adding the three
scalar equations that correspond to Eq. 38 with i set equal to j and dividing
by 2. Thus,

A B C D E F G

!r + £;fik + ^I+ =F - * S * <-^)£} - T J ^ + ^- {39)

The various terms in Eq. 39 are defined by Pratt11 and
Tennekes and Lumley,32 as follows:

A. advection of k

B. turbulent transport of k by velocity fluctuation

C. pressure gradient work

D. turbulent transport of k by viscous stresses

E. production of k from the mean flow

F. viscous dissipation of k

G. production of k due to body forces.

Models of this category may be further subdivided on the
basis of whether they solve some form of Eq. 39 alone and prescribe t alge-
braically or whether they solve an additional differential equation for t. For
obvious reasons, the former class are called one-equation models, while the
latter are called two-equation models.

A partial list of one-equation models appears in
Table UI.E.4. Regarding these one-equation models, Launder and Spalding29

conclude that:

(a) The expression k1'2 is preferable to i|Su/9y|.

(b) The Prandtl-Emmons-Glushko simulation of the
unknown terms in Eq. 39 is the best available.

(c) Under most circumstances, the one-equation model
is only marginally better than the mixing-length hypothesis.

A partial list of two-equation models is given in
Table III.E.5. Because of the complexity of these rr.odels, only the basic vari-
ables are indicated.

The two-equation turbulence models have come into
prominence due to the often-occurring difficulty in prescribing the length-scale
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TABLE III.E.4. Partial List of One-equation Turbulence Models

1. Prandtl32 suggests that
i

v t = kl/zt.
I

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and •£• is a length scale prescribed
algebraically. The various unknown terms in the transport equation for k
are specified by Prandtl, and lat^r improvements are made by Glushko33 and j
Emmons.34 Wieghardt35 gives t =. Cl/4)ty near a Avail, where Cp is the drag j
coefficient, and Einmons gives t = 0.04b for a free plane jet, where b is the |
total (to free stream) half-width of the jet. j

|j

2. Nee and Kovasznay give a differential equation for v̂  that is similar to jj
the transport equation for k. A length scale that is prescribed algebraically f
is used in the equation. •

LSEIC one-equation lurDuience moaei.
This model was discussed in Sec. II.H.
3. Gawain and Pritchett37 develop heuristic one-equation turbulence model. i

. TABLE III.E.5. Partial List of Two-equations
Turbulence Models

Model Dependent Variables

Kolmogorov30 k, f = ki/2/lA

Choui8 k, e = k3/2/lh

Davidov39 k, e

Ha r low and Nakayama40 k, e

Jones f.nd Launder41 k, e

Rotta42 k, I

Spalding43 k, I

Rotta44 k, kt

Rotta45 k, kl

Rodi and Spalding46 k, kl

Ng and Spalding47 k, kl

Spalding48 k, W = k/-tz°

af represents the characteristic frequency of the turbulence,
e represents the kinematic turbulent dissipation rate.

CW = f2.
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distribution throughout the flow field. There is uncertainty, even with rea-
sonable guesses. Moreover, in flows governed by elliptic equations, the pro-
files of •{, are too complex to guess. Convective transport of the length scale
is important and difficult to simulate; furthermore, it is more difficult in
elliptic recirculating-type flows (such as most thermal plumes) to determine
the length-scale profile by measurement (as compared to boundary-layer
flows).

The most pjpular second equation is for the turbulence-
energy dissipation rate, e. An equation for e is usually used, rather than the
length scale t itself, because of the relative ease with which the exact equa-
tion for e can be derived and partly because e appears directly as an unknown
in the equation for k.

The dissipation of k (defined as e) is given by

€ s T'.-r-1 = r - (uW;. ) - u - - ^ . (40)

Recall that

Substitution yields

ou \ 3u /9u Y J

When the Reynolds ni'mhar Re » 1, an order-of-magnitude analysis shows
that the last term is negligible, from which

when Re » 1. (43)

The equation for e is derived by taking the derivative of the fluctuating mo-
mentum equation for uj (Eq. 25 with approximate buoyant forces) with respect
to x ,̂ multiplying by 9ui/dx:, and time-averaging. The result for steady flow
is J
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A B C D

ox?

H

For Re » 1, all terms except F, G, I, and J may be neglected. Equation 44
then becomes

- 2vzl
 d x J ' J

} (45)

Each of the terms F, G, I, and J are then modeled from k and mean flow quan-
tities. Pratt11 does this for a thermal plume application with the result that

A G F I

C.e2 , C2eps

hjC^}' (46)

I
where [

ii

C1(C2 = constants, |

p0 = the production of k from the mean flow, |

ae = turbulent Prandtl number for transport of dissipation, I

Orj, - turbulent Prandtl number for heat, 1
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Pi* - p

A = , nondimensional buoyancy parameter (47)
Pr " Po

pr = reference density (ambient value),

and

po = outlet discharge density.

The reader is strongly urged to acquire a copy of Pratt1 s
report and follow through his detailed derivation of equations for k and e, with
assumptions on closure for thermal-plume applications. The k, e model is then
included by Pratt in the Trent-Welty49 numerical model for heated discharges
from a submerged vertical outfall in shallow water. The Trent-Welty model
is axisymmetric (two-dimensional); consequently, Pratt11 l-educes his general
k, e equations to two-dimensional form. Boundary conditions are also pre-
sented and discussed for the k, e turbulence model. Pratt11 and Launder and
Spalding29 note that the values of numerical constants in these differential-
equation models, although recommendations are often made for them, may
have to be carefully adjusted or fine-tuned to achieve best agreement with
measurements.

The mean turbulent energy methods (two-equation type)
are receiving considerable attention at present and are at the brink of be-
coming state of the art for the numerical treatment of thermal plumes.

A specific example of a two-equation turbulence formu-
lation used in a surface thermal-plume model is given in Table III.E.6 as
employed by McGuirk and Spalding.50 This McGuirk-Spalding work and the
work of Pratt on the Trent model are the only investigations we are aware of
that use two-equation turbulence models for thermal-plume applications. The
only one-equation turbulence simulation used in a plume model is that employed
by Pritchett, England, and Taft in the STUFF model51 (see Sec. II.H).

The two-equation turbulence model should be a significant
improvement over the mixing-length hypothesis for more complex flows, where
the mixing-length hypothesis is not generally valid. Much guesswork is re-
moved from the choice of mixing lengths, and the two-equation model is hope-
fully more universal. However, the two-equation model is not completely
satisfactory in itself. First, the criticisms of the eddy-viscosity concept apply
to two-equation models as much as they do to mixing-length models. Second,
the same set of so-called "universal" constants does not apply for all applica-
tions. For instance,29 the flow from an axisymmetric round jet cannot be pre-
dicted accurately with the same set of "constants" applicable to plane jets.
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TABLE III.E.6. Two-equation Turbulence Model Usoil in the McGui rk-Spalding Thermal-plume Model"

Eddy Viscosity (momentum transport}:

ueff = Cuok*/e (Prandtl-Kolmogorov formula),

where

Cu = constant (taken as 0.09).

0 = local density,

k = turbulent kinetic energy,

and

e = energy-dissipation rate.

Transport Equation for k:

r—(ouk) + r-(ovk) + ̂ -(owk) = r—'

where

Sk * C - o«

and

Here. G represents the generation rate of turbulence. 0€ the disappearance of turbulence, and Sfc the net source of tur-
bulent energy; ^e{(,j< is an effective transport coefficient related to ue£f as described below.

Transport Equation for c:

where \\
it

i
Here, Se is the net source of «. The generation and dissipation rates of turbulent energy are amplified by constants ;j
C t andC;, respectively. Normally. C, is 1.44 and Cz is 1.92. T"eff(€ is an effective transport coefficient for e related h
to ueff 3.8 described below. ji

Transport Coefficients $
s , I

In addition to the two transport coefficients used in the turbulent energy and dissipation rate equation, an effec- '.}
tive conductivity r

efftx
 tB used in the heat-energy equation. These three parameters are all related to p.eff as follows: f

reff,k = ^eff/°k f
reff.e = ^eff/^c

reff,T = »ef£^°T-

The constants have the following values: a^ = 1. ce = 1.3, and 07 - 0.7.

Boundary Conditions f:

[J
At bottom or shoreline boundaries, near-wall values are prescribed from simplified forms of the full differen- H

tial equations applicable near walls. For planes of symmetry and the water surface, zero gradients for k. c are as- jj
sumed. The value of turbulence intensity in both jet and ambient is assumed to be 3% of the longitudinal velocity (for (|
lack of better information). The specification of energy diaaipation rate at the jet exit and ambient inlet ia given by ]\

e = pkJ/2/-t. jj

which was derived from dimensional analysis. The length scale of turbulence in the jet and ambient is estimated and
given the value I. McCuirk and Spalding note that their jet-inlet conditions are idealized, since they neglect (i) the
presence of boundary layers inside and outside the jet nozzle and (2) the small recirculation region that might be
present just downstream of the nozzle edge. Close to the nozzle exit, these factors may be dominant. Consequently,
McGuirk and Spalding modify e in the region near the inlet to produce an effective viscosity value that results in the
correct mixing just downstream of the discharge point.
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(3) Stress-transport Models. The stress-transport models,
also known as the Mean Reynolds Stress (MRS) closure method, rejects the
use of the eddy-viscosity concept and instead solves equations for the Reynolds
stresses such as Eq. 38. The simplest of such methods is one conceived by
Bradshaw et al. ,52 which is very much like a one-equation eddy-viscosity
model. The main difference is that the Reynolds stress is taken proportional
to k, the turbulent kinetic energy. Thus, the k-transport equation becomes
that of stress transport, and the length scale appearing in that equation is
specified algebraically.

Most of the other stress-transport models solve for in-
dividual correlations such as u'v1 using several differential trj'nsport equations.
The many transport equations involved are derived by considering higher- and
higher-order correlations. For example, the transport equation for u'v1 con-
tains third-order (or triple) correlations such as u'v'2. To solve that equation,
either some plausible assumption must be made about the nature of triple cor-
relations or else a transport equation for the triple correlations must be
derived. In the latter case, fourth-order correlations appear. The question
of closure now becomes apparent The problem is to decide at what level as-
sumptions can be made concerning the unknown terms so as to retain the
greatest generality of the model. Table III.E.7 gives a partial list of stress-
transport models, along with a brief notation concerning the level of closure.

TABLE III.E.7. Mean Reynolds Stress Models for Turbulence

1. Chou:JB equations for mixing length, sht-ar stress, normal stresses, andtriple
correlations for fluctuating velocities.

Z. Rotta:42 equations for mixing length and for shear and normal stresses.

3. Davidov:39 equations for mixing length, shear and normal stresses, triple
correlations for fluctuating velocities, and the various components of length-
scale diffusion.

4. Donaldson:53 equations for shear and normal stresses only.

5. Daly and Harlow:54 equations for mixing length and for shear and normal
stresses.

6. Hanjalic':55 equations for mixing length and shear stresses.

According to Launder and Spalding,29 triple correlations
are small in practical flows. They state that an engineer should never need to
simulate them by separate transport equations. If this is true, the models of
Chou38 and Davidov39 are more complex than necessary. Launder and Spalding
also state that it is usually more important to provide an equation for the
length scale than for the normal stresses As a result, they do not regard
Donaldson's53 choice of differential-equation set as appropriate for the pre-
diction of the majority of turbulent flows.

An important consideration is the number cf additional
equations that require solution in these MRS models. This is important, since
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additional equations involve additional computer time and cost. Typical cases j
are the models of Rotta42 and Daly and Harlow.54 For three-dimensional ap- j
plications, three mean-flow equations must be solved along with seven turbu-
lence equations (a total of 10 equations in all). The turbulence equations
consist of six stress equations and a length-scale equation. In Chou's model,38 j
20 equations must be solved. In the turbulence equations of Rotta and Daly j
and Harlow, there are 10 triple correlations that require assumptions. The
assumptions often use undetermined constants that must be optimized upon
comparison with data. Each additional turbulence equation increases the task \
of optimizing the constants. This is a disadvantage in using higher- and j
higher-order models. !

Launder and Spalding29 note that extensive investigations \
have reached only the level of two-equation turbulence models. They recom- I
mend that, when the flow is too complex for faith to be placed in mixing-length |
models, the two-equation level probably provides the best starting level for f
engineering calculations. In our opinion, a top priority in future modeling
efforts for thermal plumes should be to include the two-equation turbulence
treatment in numerical model formulations. Such models should be tested to
determine the level of improvement (if any) observed in model predictions over j
the mixing-length models.

(4) Vortex-transport Methods. A relatively recent and some-
what interesting treatment of turbulence is the vortex-transport method. Here, f
a large number of discrete vortices are artificially released into the flow field
and individually tracked on a computer. The method described here is due to
Chorin,56'57 although other investigators have used similar concepts. Chorin |
gives two advantages for his method. First, since the model does not solve f
any differential equations, it avoids the difficulties associated with grid re- ]
finement at high Reynolds number. Second, the model numerically simulates
the physical processes of vorticity generation and dispersal in a way that
makes intuitive understanding possible and consequently improves the physical
nature of the treatment. Of course, the latter point could be debated. |

In a typical application of this method, one considers
vortex blobs moving in a potential flow field. The solution proceeds in a
sequence of time steps just as in the explicit forward-difference solution of
any time-dependent problem. At each time step, each vortex is displaced
(1) deterministically according to the local velocity it experiences and then
(2) stochastically to simulate diffusion. The calculation of the deterministic
displacement includes the effects of both the potential flow and other vortices
in the field. A vortex dies when it crosses a boundary; vortices are simulta-
neously created at the boundaries by the natural flow. This method has been
used by Davari58 to calculate form drag on a cylinder. Base59 used a similar
idea to simulate the behavior of a particle in turbulent flow. These are typical
applications of the idea. To our knowledge, no one has gone beyond these basic
problems and attempted to use this technique in a complex flow such as a
thermal plume.
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For thermal-plume applications, buoyancy effects become
important as inertial (shear) effects diminish. A turbulence model for plume
dispersion should account for the turbulence energy generated or removed by
buoyancy. Shear forces enhance mixing and turbulence, while positive buoy-
ancy tends to stabilize the destabilizing effects of shear. Buoyancy effects
affect not only the level of turbulent energy in the plume but also the length
scale. In any unstable density field, gravitational effects tend to increase the
dimensions of an eddy, but in a stably stratified fluid, the opposite trend holds.
Although buoyancy effec*« are easily incorporated into the turbulent-energy
equation (as done above following Pratt11), it is not possible to derive exactly
the factor that amplifies the length scale in the equation for -t. Turbulence
models of the differential and MRS categories that include buoyancy effects
nonheuristically in the k and K. (or c, etc.) equations are presently under
development.

Concerning the algebraic models of turbulence, much work has
been done in the field of oceanography to help determine the vertical diffusivity
in the presence of stratification. Th.1; basic parameter used is the local
Richardson number that relates the relative effects of shear and buoyancy on
vertical diffusion:

g dp

Ri = ^ - (48)

Vdz/

If Rj is less than zero, then the flow is unstable and considerable local mixing
should occur. Table III.E.8 lists the most prominent Richardson-number cor-
relations for vertical diffusivity. At times, the formulas in the table are used
for the vertical spread of heat, momentum, and mass interchangeably; occa-
sionally a Prandtl-type number is used as a multiplicative factor to account
for the different rates of spreading expected. Since any of the above correla-
tions is rough at best, the effect of the Prandtl or Schmidt numbers should
not be significant. Note that the formulas given in Table III.E.8 are derived
by multiplying the diffusion coefficient under neutral conditions by a multiplica-
tive factor containing the Richardson number.

A sample of formulas used for the vertical diffusivity under
neutral conditions is given in Table III.E. 9- Although the formulas in
Tables III.E.8 and 9 are really for ambient stratification, some numerical-
model investigators have used such formulas to simulate plume stratification
since no better information is apparently available. Horizontal viscosities
and diffusivities are generally taken to be constants and assumed to be the
same value in the presence of lateral buoyant spreading.
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TABLE III.E.8. Summary of Formula* on Correlation of Vertical Diffusion Coefficient Kz with
Richardson Number Ri (or Density Gradient c*) (Adapted from Koh and Fanw)a

investigators Formula

Rossby and Montgomery (1935)b Kz - KIO(1 t I

Rossby and Montgomery (I935)b Kz = Kzo(l * I

Holzman (1943)b

Yamamoto (i959)b

Mamayev (1958)b

Munk and Andersen (1948)c

Harremoes (1968)

Kolesnikov et al. (1961)d

K-z ~- Kio(l " e R i ' ' R i * f

K.z = K£O(l - BRi). •i

Kz - Kjofl • BRi)-"2

9 = 3.3 3 based upon data by Jacobsen (1913) and Taylor
(1931)

K 2 = 5 « NT1 x «-«" cmVsec

Note: c in m'1: approximate experimental range:

zmin ̂nin • • '« i n -ni'/aec
Kzmin a n d 9 a r e empirically determined to be:
Kzmin = 1 1 ! = 8-3 x 10"* (1958 and I960 observations)

Kzmin = 2. B = 10.0 x 10"* (1959 observations)

a K z o defines Kz at Kj = 0. i.e.. the neutral case: 3 is the proportionality constant and varies
from case to case.

*>As given by Okubo (1962).
cAs given by Bowden (1962).
dThe formulas presented in the translated version are apparently erroneous.

TABLE IH.E.9. Selected Formulas for the Neutral Diffusion Coefficient Kzo

(Adapted from Trent and Welry")

1. Kent and Pritchard:61 for wave-induced component frotn James River Estuary Study

KJO - 0.0ld(l - ^ . " " " t .

where

d - distance from the surface,

L = depth of the water body.

H = wave height.

T = wave period.

t = wavelength

Z. Golubeva" and Isayeva:** for well-mixed surface layer only

3. Wada:64 for tidal currents

where K is the Karman constant. U s is the surface current, and Lo is the scale of the bottom
roughness. Where both tidal currents and wind waves are acting. Wada gives

..-A..
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Trent65 makes the point that estimates of Kz or Kzo (also
horizontal values), when determined from sea measurements, are of question-
able accuracy. This is due mainly to the nonsteady ambient conditions as well
as the unforeseen spatial variability that often occurs as the measurements
are taken. Also important is that these turbulence pt ;ameters are often de-
duced from concentration measurements and back-calculated though an ana-
lytical diffusion equation. Hence the values are strictly valid only for the
diffusion equation used to calculate them in the first place. The appropriate-
ness of such values is certainly open to question. The determination of ambient
as well as plume diffusion coefficients requires much more extensive research.

2. Some Basic Concepts and Terminology

Much has been written about the study of the numerical solution
of partial differential equations. Like many other sciences, it has acquired
a jargon of its own. Since we assume that many readers are unfamiliar with
some, if not all, of the concepts and terms used, we have included this section
in an effort to make the subsequent discussion more lucid. This is, however,
a very brief and basic treatment; the reader wishing to pursue the development
or use of numerical thermal-plume models should consult the standard refer-
ences in this area. The treatise by Roache is quite insightful and, even though
several years old, is still very relevant.

The ultimate goal of the numerical model is to calculate an ap-
proximate solution using a computer. It is therefore necessary to discretize
the governing equations, i.e., derive a set of algebraic equations that, when
solved, can be used to reconstruct an approximate solution of the continuous
system. Most often this is done using a finite-difference method.

A finite-difference scheme requires that a grid system be estab-
lished. The most common method of defining a grid system is to first lay out
on each coordinate axis a number of equally spaced points and then from each
of these points draw grid lines parallel to the remaining coordinate axes. The
po-.nts of intersection of these grid lines are called nodal points or simply
nodes, and the many small regions bounded by the grid lines are called cells.

Since most plume problems are cast using a rectangular Cartesian-
coordinate system, the grid pattern most often used is a rectangular array of
nodes. In an effort to match the two distinct scales of the plume problem, the
vertical separation of nodes is normally made small compared to the hori-
zontal separation. In addition, some use has been made of variable horizontal
and vertical nodal spacings in an effort to improve lateral coverage of the flow
field and to accommodate the irregular bottom.

Several problems arise immediately from the choice of grid sys-
tem. One is resolution. To cover a reasonably large lateral extent and hold
computer storage requirements to a tractable level, nodal points must be
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selected tens to hundreds of feet apart. With this type of grii1 structure, the
numerical model fails to detect the fine detail of the plume that is necessary
for a valid numerical solution. To cope with this problem, one must either
increase the number of nodal points substantially, or draw the grid structure
closer to the outfall. The former greatly increases the cost and complexity
of the model without an assurance of success; the latter increases the influ-
ence of the far boundaries. This brings us to another of the problems pro-
duced by the finite grid structure.

Forcing boundary conditions on the flow field at the free extremities
of the grid system is highly undesirable since it imposes unnecessary and in-
correct constraints on the system. Since it is impossible to know beforehand
what velocities and temperature exist at the free boundaries, any specifica-
tion necessarily distorts model predictions.

Even at natural boundaries (shoreline, surface, and bottom), the
specification of boundary conditions is tricky. The irregular nature of a
typical bottom and the presence of surface waves make velocity and temper-
ature specification at these boundaries difficult. Moreover, surface height
variations are hard to accommodate within the framework of the rigid grid
system.

Little has been done to study the effects that limited resolution or
inappropriate boundary conditions have on differential-numerical model cal-
culations. These issues need to be carefully studied as part of an effort to
improve the predictive capabilities of these models.

Once the grid is established, the second step is to "define" the
dependent variables at various locations within each cell. This means that
one evaluates the dependent variable at one or more points in space and then
associates these numerical values with the grid cell or node, as the case may
be. Each of these so-called discretized variables becomes an algebraic un-
known to be solved for by numerical manipulation.

Now, with the grid established and the locations of discretized
dependent variables fixed, the third step is to derive a set of algebraic equa-
tions in the discretized variables that, in some sense, approximates the con-
tinuous system. One way of deriving such an algebraic system is to first
represent the various partial derivatives in terms of the discretized variables
and certain grid parameters, such as the nodal point separation, and then sub-
stitute these expressions into the governing equations. The two common
methods of deriving approximation to individual derivatives are the Taylor-
Series method and the Polynomial method. The essence of these methods is
discussed below.

a. The Taylor-Series Method

In the Taylor-Series method, the derivative is approximated
by truncating a Taylor-Series expansion of the dependent variable about its
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point of definition. For example, let f be an arbitrary dependent variable and
x a representative independent variable. Let xj represent the point of defini-
tion and fj the value of f at XJ. Assuming that the derivatives of f exist and
are continuous, we can write

t t . di i \i \ , x d 2 f / \t M ± /Higher-order\ . ,
£i+i = fi + fe(xi)(xi+1 - ̂  + 2 ^ ( x i ) ( X i f I " Xi) + I terms ] ' ( 4 9 )

where fj+l is the value of f at xi+j, an "adjacent" point of definition. Solving
for the first derivative gives

( 5 0 )

where Ax = Xj+i - xj and O(Ax) means terms of order fix. If one neglects
these terms on the premise that Ax is "small," then one has a simple expres-
sion for the first derivative. The truncation error is of order Ax, and thus the
above expression is said to have "first-order" accuracy. This approximation
is referred to as a forward difference since it is based on a Taylor-Series
expansion in the direction of increasing x.

One can also find the "backward"-difference form by expanding
fj_i about x .̂ The result is

This expression also has first-crder accuracy. The term "one-sided" dif-
ferencing is sometimes used to denote either a forward- or backward-
difference formula. One-sided differences using the value of the variable
upstream of the point of interest are called an "upwind" difference.

A third finite-difference expression can be found by subtract-
ing the forward and backward differences:

This expression, called the central-difference form (for obvious reasons),
has second-order accuracy.

While the above discussion is concerned with only the first
derivatives of single-variable functions, analogous expressions can be found
for higher-order and mixed derivatives. Higher-order approximations (as
opposed to higher-order derivatives) can be found for any derivative by using
a Taylor-Series expansion about additional neighboring points.
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b. Polynomial Method

An alternative method of generating finite-difference expres-
sions for various derivatives is to interpolate between the discretized variables
using a polynomial and then differentiate the resulting interpolation formula.
Up to second-order derivatives can be satisfactorily handled in this fashion.
Unfortunately, polynomial fits to three or more data points can be decidedly
poor. This is true since the intermediate values of the polynomial are not
constrained to lie between the two extrema. As a consequence, polynomial
interpolation is not used beyond second order. (In fact, very seldom is any
finite-difference scheme for flow simulation higher than second order.)

The major drawback of independently deriving finite-difference
expressions for individual derivatives, and then substituting these into the
governing equations, is that there is no guarantee that the resulting approxi-
mation will be physically meaningful or mathematically acceptable. Two addi-
tional methods that derive the finite-difference forms by considering the
equations to be solved are the integral method and the control-volume ap-
proach. These are discussed below.

c. The Integral Method

In the integral method, finite-difference expressions are not
used to replace individual derivatives. Instead, the whole partial differential
equation is integrated over a mesh-cell volume and over a short time incre-
ment. In this way, the differential equation is satisfied in an integral rather
than a differential sense. Typically, the order of multiple integrations is
interchanged and the mean-value theorem is used to evaluate the integrals.
This results in a finite-difference equation based on the original partial dif-
ferential equation. In this method, there is also much arbitrariness in de-
veloping the finite-difference equations, depending upon where in the region
of integration the integral is evaluated using the mean-value theorem. For
example, the forward-time, centered-space differencing formulation may be
recovered by carrying out the above time integration from t to At, the space
integration from x - Ax/2 to x + Ax/2, and using the midpoint in the mean-
value-theorem evaluation.

d. The Control-volume Approach

This approach is the most physical in its basis. A control
volume is constructed in space. Within the control volume, each conservation
law is assumed to hold; i.e., the total increase in the variable is set equil to
the net flux into the volume by advection plus the net flux into the volume by
diffusion. This verbal expression of the conservation law is then put in mathe-
matical form by analyzing the fluxes across each face of the control volume.
Even at this, one must make some assumptions regarding the distribution of
the inflow through the surface; in the evaluation of the diffusion terms, some
finite-difference expression must be used for the derivatives.
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Thus, in the course of deriving the discretized equations, some
arbitrary choices must be made. These choices are not unimportant, how-
ever, since many things can go wrong if a poor arbitrary choice is made.
We next consider a few of these.

A finite-difference scheme should be simultaneously convergent,
stable, transportive, and conservative. These four terms are widely used to
describe finite-difference formulations. The first two pertain to generic
qualities of the finite-difference scheme; the latter two are specialized to
numerical simulations of fluid flow. Basically, a finite-difference formulation
is said to be convergent if the solution of the algebraic equations approaches
the exact solution of the partial differential equations as the nodal separation
or element size tends to zero. A nonconvergent scheme may be either diver-
gent (that is, fail to approach a constant set of values) or inconsistent (that is,
approach a constant but misrepresentative set of values). For multidimen-
sional problems, the shape of the cell as the limit is taken may be a factor in
the convergence of the solution. It is normally tacitly assumed and not proven
that the discretized equations are convergent if a reasonable numerical solu-
tion can be obtained.

A numerical scheme is generally called unstable if random trunca-
tion or round-off error is amplified rather than attenuated by successive steps
of the solution procedure.

A good example of a "reasonable" approximation gone wrong is the
use of centered differencing to express the time derivative in the equations of
motion. This results in an unconditionally unstable finite-difference scheme.
On first examination, such a formulation may appear to be advantageous due
to its second-order accuracy.

The transportive and conservative properties of finite-difference
methods are widely discussed in relation to the numerical simulation of fluid
flow. A scheme is said to be transportive, if "events" move in the downstream
direction only, in the absence of physical diffusion mechanisms (say, when the
turbulent viscosity is set to zero). For example, the use of centered-space
differencing of the advection terms can result in upstream transport, even if
the eddy diffusivity is zero. Upwind differencing, on the other hand, is trans-
portive, since events always move downstream in the absence of physical dif-
fusion, although upwind differencing is not synonymous with the term
"transportive." Unfortunately, upwind differences are subject to numerical
dispersion, since the truncation error is of the form

The second-order derivative here makes the one-sided differences subject to
numerical dispersion.
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The conservative property refers to the way in which the advection
terms are written. Specifically, the conservative form is

^(ucp) + | (v«,) + |(wcp), (54)

where u, v, and w are the components of the velocity in the x, y, and z direc-
tions, respectively, and to stands for the transported quantity. Roache1 ex-
plains, in some detail, why the name "conservative" is used for this form.
Basically, however, the name stems from the fact that, when the above form
is integrated over any volume element, the result is equivalent to integrating
the product of <p and the normal velocity over the surface or the net inflow of
cp through the surface. Thus, the advection terms retain their physical mean-
ing in the finite-difference formulation.

An alternative approach to finite differencing is the finite-element
discretization. The finite-element technique requires the derivation of a func-
tional for the governing equations that is minimized by the correct solution.
A functional is a mathematical transformation mapping functions into real
numbers. Representing the functional by V, a variational principle is of the
general form

V(u) £ V(u"). (55)

where u is the exact solution of the equation set and boundary conditions as-
sociated with V, and u' is any arbitrary function.

In the finite-element technique, the flow domain is divided into
discrete finite elements of an arbitrary shape selected mainly for convenience.
Within each element, an approximation to the solution, u*, is written as a syn-
thesis expansion of trial functions, f£, as

N
u* = I uifi(x,y,2), (56)

i= i

where uA is an expansion coefficient. One can minimize V(u*) with respect to
the coefficients u| by setting the partial derivatives equal to zero as follows:

4 V ( U + ) = °- (57)

This results in one algebraic equation for each of the coefficients uj and thus
yields a proper system. Once the coefficients have been numerically deter-
mined by solving the algebraic equations above, the approximate solution may
be easily reconstructed.
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Little use has thus far been made of the finite-element method
for treating plume dispersion. This is due in large part to the somewhat
more complicated procedure needed to produce the finite-element equations.
The finite-element method derives from a variational principle, whereas the
finite-difference equations are obtained by straightforward substitution into
the governing partial differential equations.

The finite-element method outlined above is a member of a broader
class of solution schemes known as synthesis methods. (The terminology is
not standard. Other synthesis methods are sometimes called finite-element
methods.) The name "synthesis methods" derives from use of several func-
tions to synthesize the solution as in Eq. 56. A synthesis technique known as
the method of weighted residuals obtains the discretized equations by substi-
tuting the synthesis expansion (Eq. 56) into the governing equations and then
averaging over all space using an "appropriate" set of weighting functions {Wj}.
These averages are set to zero as follows:

WjAu* dV = 0, (58)
All Space

where Au* represents the governing equations with the synthesis expansion
substituted. The number of weighting functions must be equal to the number
of expansion functions so that a proper set of algebraic equations results.
This technique is formally similar to the solution of self-adjoint linear partial
differential equations by eigenfunction expansion. In this case, the weighting
functions are the eigenfunctions themselves. Due to the orthogonality of eigen-
functions, the matrix system is diagonal and a solution of the algebraic equa-
tions is easy.

After the governing equations have been discretized, the resulting
algebraic equations must be solved. A separate algebraic equation is developed
for each variable at each node. Thus, with several variables and several hun-
dreds or even thousands of nodes, the number of equations to be simultaneously
solved is enormous. This last step in the solution procedure consumes ex-
cessive amounts of computer time and thus affords the greatest potential for
savings. Computer times must be reduced by at least an order of magnitude
in order to make the differential-numerical models really practical for general
use in predicting thermal plumes.

Two types of methods may be used to solve the algebraic equations
arising from finite-element or finite-difference discretizations. The first class
is generally referred to as direct methods. A direct method is a step-by-step
procedure that results in an exact solution (except for numerical imprecision)
after a predetermined number of steps. A familiar direct method is Gaussian
elimination. Because the governing equations for plume problems are non-
linear, the discretized algebraic equations are also nonlinear. For this reason,
direct methods are generally not applicable, except possibly to solve a sub-
problem as part of a larger solution scheme.
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The second large class of solution procedures is called iterative ;
methods. Briefly, the iterative approach is an algorithm to obtain successively i
better approximations of the solution. The iterative procedure is terminated |
when a simple test known as the convergence criterion shows the approximate i
solution to be acceptably close to the exact solution. Designing an iterative
method that yields the most rapid approach to an acceptable solution is a
trial-and-error proposition. Due to this empirical nature, a number of equally
valid algorithms exist. Usually, selecting the most efficient procedure from
among the feasible alternatives can only be done by first implementing the j
algorithm on the computer and then measuring its convergence rate. A number j
of different problems should be considered, since the convergence rate may ]
vary with the problem. f

In the above context, convergence of iterative solutions means |
that, in the limit of an infinite number of steps, the iterative solution ap- i
proaches the exact solution of the algebraic equations. The fact that a solution |
that becomes constant has converged is typically taken for granted. This may j
or may not be true. An iterative solution can become constant enough to satisfy j
the convergence criterion without being very close to the exact solution. j

The differential-numerical models reviewed in Chapter II use an •
iterative procedure known as the asymptotic-time technique. In this technique, j
the steady-state solution is sought by time-integrating the time-dependent j
governing equations beginning with some neutral situation and hopefully ending j
with the steady plume. Each successive approximation is ostensibly an in- j
stantaneous picture of the plume after time t has elapsed. Preliminary tests i
of the Paul-Lick2 and Waldrop-Farmer ' differential-numerical models I
indicate that they predict plumes consistently two to ten times smaller than f
those actually observed. This had led to speculation that these calculations \
were not run to steady state. To test this possibility, Waldrop and Farmer $
ran an already converged problem for a few additional hours of computer |
time. They found that the plume grew in size, but at a slow rate (see Sec. ILL.).

Being parabolic, the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations can
be solved by an explicit finite-difference scheme. An explicit scheme is one
in which the values at each successive time step are calculated using only
known values from the previous time step. This is contrasted with an implicit
scheme, or one that requires the solving of a coupled set of algebraic equations
at each time step. The explicit scheme is obviously much easier to program
and requires less computation at each step. However, the size of the time
increment may be limited for explicit schemes by stability and convergence
considerations, thus requiring an extremely large number of tiny time steps.
Linear diffusion equations (first order in time and second order in space) have
been extensively studied in this regard. Usually, an explicit scheme is stable
and convergent (as the nodal separation tends to zero) if the time increment
satisfies a restriction of the form
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At < c £ , (59)

where h is the characteristic spatial separation, D is the characteristic dif-
fusivity, and c is a constant. This type of criterion can be heuristically
justified as follows: In an explicit scheme, each node is directly connected
only to adjacent nodes through the previous time step. Thus, an explicit al-
gorithm restricts the rate at which a local disturbance can propagate from
node to node. The time increment must be small enough to match the rate of
diffusion dictated by the problem. The situation for the time-dependent
Navier-Stokes equations is complicated by the nonlinear transport mechanism
of advection, but in general one •wishes to restrict the size of the time incre-
ment to correspond to the rate at which mass, momentum, and energy are
transported through the grid system.

There are several possible schemes to accelerate the convergence
to steady state. One of the most obvious is over relaxation. In this technique,
one tries to anticipate the correct solution by adding to each successive guess
a certain fraction of the difference between it and the previous guess. One
hopes to oscillate from side to side about the exact solution rather than ap-
proach monotonically. The fraction added, called the relaxation parameter, is
usually determined empirically so as to give optimum convergence for one or
more problems.

Other simple methods to accelerate convergence of iterative solu-
tions exist. Recasting the equations in alternative variables or shuffling the
order in which the equations are solved can occasionally improve algorithm
efficiency. Often unnecessary calculational steps can be eliminated with a
corresponding savings of computer time. However, these modifications will
probably not result in the savings of computer time necessary to make
differential-numerical models practical for general use.

Since many models include a Poisson-type equation as part of their
formulation, it is worthwhile to note the various methods that can be used to
solve such an equation. Owing to the linearity of the equation, direct methods
such as Gaussian elimination or Cholesky decomposition are applicable, but
direct methods are not widely used in fluid-flow simulations. A large class
of iterative solutions exists; three of the most popular are the Gauss-Seidel
method, the successive-overrelaxation (SOR) method, and the alternating-
direction-implicit (ADI) method.

The Gauss-Seidel method is an iterative procedure in which each
variable is explicitly computed using the present value of the other variables.
The algorithm treats each variable in succession, replacing each old value
with the new value as soon as it is calculated. The same process, except that
all old values are retained until an entire set of new values is computed, is
called the Jacobi method. This latter approach is commonly not used due to
its greater storage requirements. The overrelaxed (in the sense of the above
definition) Gauss-Seidel iteration is usually called the SOR method.
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The ADI scheme is an iterative technique in which a direct
(implicit) method is used in only one direction at a time. After an intermediate
solution is calculated using implicit coupling in one direction, a second step is
made using implicit coupling in a different direction. One-dimensional implicit
coupling gives a tridiagonal matrix that can be quickly solved using a special
procedure. It has been shown that, in rectangular domains, the ADI method is
preferable to the SOR method.

Another matter to be discussed is the problem of numerical ac-
curacy. Inaccuracy results from both the truncation error in the discretization '
of the continuous system and from the limited precision with which numbers
can be stored in the computer. A certain level of inaccuracy can be tolerated
in individual values. The concern is for the accumulation and propagation of
numerical error. For example, consider pressure. The dynamic and density-
induced components of the total pressure field are usually quite small com-
pared to the hydrostatic pressure, and yet these small components are very
significant. Small errors in the pressure field may result in large errors in
the velocity and temperature fields. This problem is commonly overcome by
defining and •working with the reduced pressure, i.e., the pressure measured
relative to a local hydrostatic pressure.

A final point that warrants general discussion is the applicability
of spatial-marching techniques in thermal-plume models. Boundary-value
problems are generally more difficult to solve than initial-value problems.
This is particularly true of numerical simulations in which the solution can
be advanced step-by-step using an explicit finite-difference scheme. Many
models use explicit forward-marching techniques in time, since the governing
equations are truly parabolic in time. In certain problems in which a principal
direction of flow can be identified, it may be possible to solve an initial - value-
problem approximation of the true boundary-value problem. Certain effects
are necessarily sacrificed, but the gain in computer time can be substantial.
The models by McGuirk and Spalding,50 Till,68 -*nd Waldrop and Farmer66'67

all use a spatial-marching technique. The specifics of these models are dis-
cussed elsewhere in this report. The applicability of these methods is pres-
ently uncertain. •

g

3. Formulations of the Governing Equations

a. Introduction

Numerous formulations of the governing equations of flow and
heat transport are used in numerical thermal-plume models. Although each is
unique unto itself, the various formulations fall into several broad classes.
This section summarizes the types of formulations in present use, by first
describing each formulation in general terms and then considering the various
models that use that formulation. First, a few words are warranted concerning
the motivation behind the formulations.
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As one ponders the hydrodynamic equations in their standard
textbook form, two features are immediately recognized: The momentum
transport equations are nonlinear, and continuity is of a different mathematical
type than the transport equations. The nonlinearity of the momentum-transport
equations means that the corresponding algebraic equations must be solved
iteratively, or at least with a technique that treats the nonlinear terms as
known quantities and thus solves a linear system. The simplest technique
possible is an explicit one in which the coefficient matrix of the linear system
is diagonal and the solution can be computed by an explicit formula. The im-
plicit methods, on the other hand, require some matrix reduction, but still
solve only a linear system. Thus, a prime motive behind each formulation is
the need to find a linear system of algebraic equations that can be solved for
the approximate solution.

The most common iterative scheme for calculating a steady
thermal plume is the asymptotic-time technique. Here, the steady solution is
obtained by relaxing the time-dependent equations beginning with some arbi-
trary and presumably unimportant initial condition. Normally, the boundary
conditions are held steady during the process, although it is only necessary
that the boundary conditions eventually become steady. Surprisingly then,
most of the successful numerical models for steady thermal plumes are built
around the time-dependent governing equations.

The use of the time-dependent equations has a number of bene-
ficial side effects. One is that a model can easily be extended to time-
dependent problems such as plant startup. A second is that existence and
uniqueness of the solution are somewhat less troublesome if the unsteady
equations are used. Since the time-dependent equations ostensibly represent
physical reality, it can be argued on physical grounds that a solution must
exist. The steady-state equations, on the other hand, are based on the assump-
tion that, in the limit of large times, the unsteady solution approaches the solu-
tion of the steady equations. There are actually four possible outcomes:

(1) No steady-state solution exists.

(2) One steady-statt solution exists, and the unsteady solution
approaches it as time goes to infinity.

(3) Two or more solutions of the steady-state equations exist;
one is the limit of the unsteady solution, while the other(s) are extraneous.

(4) Two or more solutions of the steady-state equations exist;
more than one is the limit of the unsteady solution, depending on the initial
condition, while any others are extraneous.

The steady-state equations are valid only in the case of outcome No. 2 above.

The problems of existence and uniqueness are exacerbated as
the amount of approximation or tampering increases. If absurd boundary
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conditions are specified, then the existence and uniqueness of the solution are !
severely degraded. Moreover, since the discretized equations always have a j
different eigenspectrum than the analog equations, they have different existence i
and uniqueness characteristics. j

Although most formulations are based on the time-dependent j
equations, there are methods for solving the steady-state equations directly. J
These methods can offer important practical advantages to the asymptotic- j
time approach. This is particularly true when the equations are stiff in time. !
Stability may necessitate a very small time step, whereas the steady solution {
may be reached only after many, many such steps. The time-dependent solu- I
tion may grind on, time step after time step, without reaching steady state. |
Obtaining the most efficient numerical procedure is the second factor providing j
motivation for trying various formulations. ' i

As noted earlier, the governing equations in their standard i
form are of a mixed type. The hydrodynamic equations are of the general 1
transport form consisting of a time derivative, advections terms, source j
terms, and diffusion terms. The source terms contain pressure gradients j
that are, in combination with body forces, the driving potential for the flow. )
However, the pressure is unknown and must therefore be regarded as a de- I
pendent variable. Continuity closes the equation set and also does not contain j
pressure explicitly. In addition, in contrast to the momentum equation, con- i
tinuity is a first-order relation among the components of the velocity. Thus, ;
a third significant motivation behind various formulations is to resolve the j
problem presented by the mixed nature of the governing equations. j

i

In summary, three of the prime motives behind the various ',
formulations are: j

(1) The need to find a linear system of algebraic equations.
(2) The quest for an efficient numerical procedure.

(3) The desire to handle pressure and continuity in the solu- j
tion procedure. J

i
It is interesting to see how each formulation accomplishes these objectives.

b. Methods Using the Textbook Form of the Governing Equations
(Brady and Geyer;3 Waldrop and Farmer66'67)

The Brady-Geyer3 and Waldrop-Farmer66'67 thermal-plume
rnodels solve the full Navier-Stokes equations, yet do so by iterating directly
on the basic governing equations in their standard time-dependent form. No
auxiliary equations are used. Both models are completely explicit using pre-
viously calculated values to obtain by simple algebra the new values. Both
models also make use of the asymptotic-time technique.
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Brady and Geyer (see Sec. II. H) solve a set of equations con-
sisting of the three equations of momentum conservation (no terms dropped);
the three equations stating the conservation of mass, heat, and salt concen-
tration; the equation of state; and a separate equation stating the hydrostatic
approximation.

In solving the above basic equation set, Brady and Geyer
employ central differences on all spatial derivatives and simple forward dif-
ferences for all time derivatives, except during the early stages of execution
when mixed differencing is used to empirically determine the largest time step
that yields a stable solution. Forward differencing in time allows the com-
pletely explicit integration of the model equations. Brady and Geyer always
use the latest value of the variable that has been calculated and consequently
do not retain the entire solution from the previous time step. This inter-
mediate updating process makes the stability of the solution dependent on the
order in which the equations are integrated and may necessitate a smaller
time step than if the entire solution from the previous time step were saved.

The solution procedure at each time step is listed by Brady
and Geyer as follows:

(1) Determine relative pressures at all fluid cells by inte-
grating vertically downwards from the free surface.

(2) Search for solid boundaries adjacent to fluid cells, and
set pressures equal to adjacent fluid pressures.

(3) Compute velocities for each fluid cell due to pressure
gradients, advection, turbulent mixing, and wind stresses.

(4) Cons alt boundary conditions on velocities, and adjust
computed values where necessary to achieve conformity.

(5) Apply the principle of continuity to each fluid cell, and
distribute any surplus inflow by adjusting velocities of adjacent fluid cells.

(6) Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all cells balance satisfactorily.

(7) Compute salinity and temperature changes at each fluid
cell due to advection, turbulent mixing, and surface heat transfer.

(8) Consult boundary conditions on salinity and temperature,
and adjust computed values where necessary to achieve conformity.

(9) Compute surface-elevation changes from vertical
velocities.

Thip approach is similar to the velocity-corrector-potential
(VCP) method described in Sec. c below. The basic philosophy here is to first
determine the velocity components by finite-differencing the time derivatives
in the momentum equations (step 3) and then correct the computed velocities
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to bring them into confornriance with continuity (step 5). We shall return to
this point when the VCP method is considered. Unlike the VCP method, how-
ever, Brady and Geyer use the results of continuity to evaluate pressure as
follows. The vertical velocities calculated at the top of the grid are translated
into surface-height elevations (step 9) that are, in turn, used to determine the
three-dimensional pressure distribution by integrating the hydrostatic body
force vertically downward (step 1).

The Waldrop-Farmer model66'67 (see Sec. ILL) is also a com-
pletely explicit treatment of the basic Navier-Stokes equations written in j
standard form. The model solves the continuity equation, three momentum I
equations, equations for salt and heat conservation, and an equation of state. |
The complete vertical momentum equation containing all the advection and jj
diffusion terms may be used, or else that equation may be replaced by the I
hydrostatic-pressure approximation. i

!
The device used by Waldrop and Farmer is the dropping of the

acceleration term from the vertical momentum equation. This enables the
model developers to write the complete equation set as a sequence of parabolic
equations that can be solved as initial-value problems by explicit finite-
difference formulas. The x-momentum, y-mcmentum, heat-energy, and salt ]
equations are rewritten with the time derivatives on the left-hand side of the j
equation and the remaining terms on the right-hand side. Simple forward dif- j
ferencing is then used to approximate the time derivative. On the right-hand {
side, all variables are evaluated at the earlier time step with central differ- j
encing used to approximate the pressure gradient and diffusion terms, and
upwind (one-sided) differencing to approximate the advection terms.

Instead of using the z-momentum equation to calculate the
vertical velocity, as is usually done, Waldrop and Farmer integrate continuity j
from bottom to surface by explicit forward-differencing of the vertical deriva- I
tive. At the surface, the typically nonzero vertical velocity is translated into j
a free-surface-height elevation. The z-momentum equation is then integrated j
vertically downward from the free surface to obtain the pressure field by
forward-differencing the pressure gradient term. Thus, whereas in the
Brady-Geyer method the vertical velocity is obtained from the vertical mo-
mentum equation and pressure is obtained indirectly from an application of
continuity, Waldrop and Farmer reverse the role of these two equations, cal-
culating pressure from the vertical momentum equation and vertical velocity
from the continuity equation. The sequence of steps in the Waldrop-Farmer
model may be summarized as follows:

(1) The x-momentum equation is solved for the u-velocity
component (x direction offshore, u velocity in the direction of the x axis).

(2) The y-momentum equation is solved for the v-velocity
component (y direction shore parallel, v velocity in the direction of the y axis).
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(3) The conservation-of-salt and -energy equations are
solved for the salt concentration and temperature at each node.

(4) The continuity equation (time-independent) is solved from
the bottom to the surface for the w-velocity component (w velocity in the ver-
tical or z direction).

(5) The free-surface elevation is computed (adjusted) by
performing a mass balance on the topmost layer of grid cells.

(6) The z-momentum equation is solved in space (time-
independent) for the pressure field. The integration is carried out vertically
downward from the free surface. This integration and determination of pres-
sure at each grid row does become simpler if the hydrostatic approximation
is made.

A casualty of integrating the elliptic governing equations as
a parabolic set using simple forwarding differences is that certain boundary
conditions are never enforced. This result implies that the calculation pro-
cedure violates the basic elliptic nature of the problem and may therefore be
expected to give an inadequate approximation of the true solution under certain
conditions. Unfortunately, there is no way (not even an empirical one) to de-
termine how severe this omission is in thermal-plume problems. Other
boundary conditions and the attendant difficulties of the Waldrop-Farmer
model are described in Sec. ILL. Briefly, no-slip conditions and zero normal
gradients of salt and heat are assumed at fluid-solid boundaries. The kine-
matic surface boundary condition is simplified to a mass-conservation re-
lationship for the topmost grid rows, and velocities are specified at the
upcurrent boundary.

c. Velocity-corrector-potential (VCP) Method (Pritchett, England,
and Taft;51 Macqueen;69 McGuirk and Spalding50)

A popular method of solving the hydrodynamic equations is a tech-
nique using the primitive variables described by Chorin70 and Harlow and
Amsden." The models by Macqueen,69 Pritchett, England, and Taft,51 and
McGuirk and Spalding50 all use a variation of this technique.

For the purpose of discussion, we write the hydrodynamic
equations as

7 • u = 0 (60)

and

911/at = A(u) - vp, (61)

where A("5) stands for the terms not written. The velocity can be explicitly
computed from Eq. 61 by simple forward differencing. Thus,
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Un+i = Un + [A(Un) - 7p]At, (62)

where the subscripts denote the number of the time step and At is the size of
the time step. The problem here is that velocities calculated in this way do
not necessarily obey continuity, depending on what pressure distribution is
used. The tlirust of the VCP method is to first calculate the velocity with a
jauiciously chosen pressure distribution in the above way and then correct
that velocity so that continuity is satisfied. To see how this is done, consider
the following. Let q be a suitably selected pressure distribution (an ingenious
choice is described below), and let V be calculated from

V = Un + [A(Un) - Vqjftt. (63)

Subtracting Eq. 63 from Eq. 62 yields

Un+i " V = -7'9, (64)

where

cp = (p - q)At.

Thus, Un+! differs from V only by the gradient of scalar function cp, called the j
velocity-corrector potential. Since we want Un+l to satisfy continuity, we must jj
have (taking the divergence of Eq. 64) that I

72<p = 7 • V. (66) I

A velocity field that satisfies continuity can be calculated by the following ;
multit-tep process. jj

I
(1) Choose a convenient pressure distribution q. a

(Z) Calculate the first approximation to the velocity from j<

V = Un + [A(Un) - vq]At. (67) j

(3) Solve the Poisson equation f

72cp = 7 • V (68) I
B

for the velocity-corrector potential cp.

(4) Calculate the velocity that satisfies continuity and the
pressure corresponding to that velocity from

Un+. = V - 7(p (69)

and

p = q - cp/At. (70)
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Since the choice of q is theoretically arbitrary, it is desirable
to select a distribution that minimizes the difficulties involved in solving for
the velocity-corrector potential. The choice that seems to be most advanta-
geous is the one that leads to totally homogeneous boundary conditions on cp.

Before we examine how such a choice is arranged, we need
to review what boundary conditions are possible on the primitive variables.
First, either pressure or normal velocity, but not both simultaneously, must
be specified at every point on the boundary. The tangential component may be
set to zero (no-slip condition), its normal gradient set to zero (free-slip con-
dition), or its normal gradient set to a fixed value. The no-slip condition is
generally used along rigid boundaries, although, unless the grid resolution is
fairly good near the boundary, free slip is probably a better approximation.
Let us denote the solution domain by F, that portion of the boundary on which
the normal component of velocity is specified by U, and that portion on which
pressure is given by P, and let

p = p B on P (71)

and

u • n = uB on U, (72)

where n is the unit normal. Of course, if'the normal velocity is specified on
the entire boundary, then consistency requires that

T U B dS = fv-udV= 0. (73)
U F

Given the conditions specified in Eqs. 70 and 71, we can choose q to satisfy
the requirements that

q = pB on P (74)

and

- „ uB,n+i " uB,n . . .
n q = U ' Uf i>n on Ut *75)

With q selected in this way, the boundary conditions on «p become

«p = 0 on P (76)

and

n • Vcp = 0 on U. (77)

These homogeneous conditions greatly facilitate the solution procedure.
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Macqueen uses the method described above for two-
dimensional plume transport with no vertical variations. A constant-depth
receiving body is assumed. The region of flow is divided into a rectangular
grid system. Pressure, temperature, and the velocity-corrector potential tp
are defined at the center of each grid cell. The u velocity is located on the
left and right faces of the cell, with the v velocity defined on the top and
bottom. In Macqueen1 s model, the heat equation is solved after the flow equa-
tions as they are uncoupled from one another. The method of upwind differ-
encing as developed by Gosman et al.72 is used.

The Pritchett-England-Taft model51 also uses the VCP tech-
nique. The details appear in Sec. II.I. The model is three-dimensional and
couples the hydrodynamics to the flow. Free-slip conditions and zero normal
velocity are assumed at all boundaries, including the free surface at which
the rigid-lid approximation is marie. Consequently, the three-dimensional
equation for the velocity-corrector potential has all Neumann boundary con-
ditions. The Pritchett-England-Taft model also solves the equations of fluid
density, passive solute, concentration, and turbulent energy along with the [
flow, but using an Eulerian/LaGrangian technique for them.

McGuirk and Spaiding also use the VCP method, but it is only
a part of their three-dimensional model. Instead, they couple a marching
procedure in the predominant direction of flow, with the VCP method used to
solve for the two-dimensional flow in the plane normal to that direction. The
flow- and energy-transport equations are thus solved in two dimensions at a
succession of locations along the direction of flow. No-slip conditions are
assumed at solid boundaries, and zero gradients of all variables are assumed
at the free surface. The staggered grid setup described above is used. The
McGuirk-Spalding algorithm called SIMPLE (semi-implicit method for
pressure-linked equations) solves for the three velocity components, the pres-
sure, temperature, and two turbulence quantities (turbulent energy and energy
dissipation rate).

d. The Divergence of the Navier-Stokes Formulations (Spraggs
and Street;4 Paul and Lick;2 Castellano anci Tozzi73)

In this report, the DNS method refers to any method that uses
a Poisson equation for pressure that is developed by taking the divergence of
the Navier-Stokes equations. The most famous of the DNS methods is the
MAC (Marker and Cell) technique described by Welch et al.74 Numerous
MAC-like methods have been developed in recent years. Among those de-
veloped for thermal-plume problems are the models of Spraggs and Street,4

Paul and Lick,2 and Castellano and Tozzi.73 Our discussion begins with a
brief summary of the MAC method, followed by a brief look at the MAC-like
thermal-plume models.

The MAC method is characterized by four features: the use
of the DNS formulation with its auxiliary equation for pressure, the specific
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differencing scheme employed, the finite-difference cell structure, and the
use of massless marker particles to map out streaklines that aid in flow
visualization. Each of these distinguishing features will be briefly described.

The MAC method is unique in that the divergence of the ve-
locity is not set to zero as in the usual DNS formulation. This is because the
numerical approximation of the velocity field computed by forward-differencing
the time derivatives of the momentum equations /nay not satisfy continuity
exactly. The derivation begins with the momentum equations in standard form

Here, we have used the familiar indicial notation, and the variables take on
their usual meaning. Taking the divergence of Eq. 78 gives

O f O 1 I 1

+ =£-«£: s=r+-5cr. (79)

where we have dropped the derivatives of density and eddy diffusivity. Letting
3ui/3xi = D and simplifying, we get

S2p 3 / 3 _ \ a x i 3D 32 ,
* — = [e-r—D| + T - 0-r— - P IU-U-). (80)

3xi3xj 3XJ V OXJ I 3xj at Sx^axj - 3

As noted in the preceding paragraph, the numerical approxima-
tion of D may be nonzero. In the MAC method, an attempt is made to force
D to zero by setting SD/St = -Dn/At. This is equivalent to approximating
9D/3t by (Dn+i - Dn)/it and then setting Dn+! = 0. This trick improves the
stability of the finite-difference equations and aids in minimizing the accumu-
lation of round-off and truncation error. It is generally thought that the con-
sideration of 3D/3t is more important than the inclusion of the second-order
cp<itial derivatives of D.

In summary, the equations used by the MAC method are

at axi J
 x i

and

9 X i 3D a2
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Equation 81 is solved for the velocity components by integrating in time.
Equation 82 is then solved for the pressure field, while simultaneously forcing
the divergence of the velocity field to zero.

The boundary conditions used in the MAC method are fairly
general. No-slip or free-slip conditions can be used along rigid walls, and
either pressure or normal velocity can be specified. If normal velocity is
given, then the boundary conditions on Eq. 82 are obtained by solving Eq. 81
for the pressure gradient and evaluating it at the boundary. Out-flow and
free-surface boundary conditions are the most difficult to handle. A more
detailed discussion of boundary conditions is given by Roache1 and Welch
et al.74

Before going on to the other characteristics of the MAC
method, let us consider the similarity between the MAC formulation as out-
lined above and the VCP method.

(1) Both methods use the primitive variables, although the
velocity-corrector potential does not necessarily involve pressure explicitly.

(2) Both methods solve an auxiliary Poisson equation for a
scalar potential.

(3) The boundary conditions on the auxiliary equation are
derived from the specification of pressure or normal velocity on the boundary.
The former produces Dirichlet boundary conditions; the latter yields Neumann
boundary conditions.

The primary difference between the two methods is that the
VCP method corrects the velocity field so that it satisfies continuity, while
the MAC method accounts for the divergence of velocity in solving for the
pressure.

The second distinguishing feature of the MAC method is the
use of FTCS (forward-time, centered-space) differencing. This scheme, in
combination with the cell structure to be described below, produced excep-
tionally good results for the problems considered by Welch et al. Later
testing has revealed that some instabilities can arise from this scheme, and
excessive damping can be produced in problems with free surface waves.4

For example, this differencing scheme is unconditionally unstable for inviscid
flows. The finite-difference scheme has been improved in more recent in-
vestigations of the method.

The third distinguishing characteristic of the MAC method is
its ceil structure. If the cell is viewed as a cube, then pressure is defined at
the center of the cube, and each component of the velocity is defined on those
faces of the cube that are normal to it. The cell structure is widely copied
by other models since it produces a convenient finite-difference representation
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of the equation. Additionally, this cell structure has a strong intuitive appeal
since the velocities represent flow into and out of the cell through the faces.
An extra layer of fictitious grid cells is placed along each boundary to aid in
specifying boundary conditions.

The final characteristic of the MAC method is the use of
massless marker particles. The particles are advected through the grid,
producing a "streakline" picture of the flow. The massless particles also
define the location of the free surface and are thus essential for application
of the method to free-surface problems. The particles map out the slope and
curvature of the surface from which the normal and tangential stress boundary
conditions can be applied.

The MAC method was first described in 1966; since then,
important improvements have been made. These are described by Roache.!

Several MAC-like models are available for thermal-plume
prediction. One is the three-dimensional model due to Spraggs and Street.4

The full Navier-Stokes and heat-energy equations are solved allowing for the
existence of a free surface. This model is perhaps the most general and most
complex of available thermal-plume models.

As in any MAC-like method, a separate equation is derived
for pressure by taking the divergence of the Navier-Stokes equations. Spraggs
and Street derive this equation in terms of the reduced pressure, i.e., the total
pressure with a hydrostatic reference pressure subtracted away. As previ-
ously noted, the divergence of the velocity field is not canceled out of the
pressure equation, but is retained and used to correct for the fact that the
numerical approximation of the velocity field does not usually satisfy con-
tinuity. As presently formulated, the Spraggs-Street model handles a thermal
discharge into an irregularly shaped closed impoundment. No open-water
boundaries are presently considered, but this restriction is easily removed.
Also, the present formulation uses a uniform grid system.

The model developers use forward differences in time,
central differences for the diffusion terms, and second-order upwind differ-
encing of the advection terms, except at the boundaries, where FTCS differ-
encing is used. Second-order upwind differencing is both conservative and
transportive and retains something of the second-order accuracy of centered-
space differencing. However, given the large number of boundary cells, it is
not clear if the approximation is actually second order. The use of upwind
differencing of the advection terms is thought to be an improvement over the
centered-space differencing scheme use." in the original MAC formulation.

The pressure equation is solved in three dimensions, a very
time-consuming process, using point successive overrelaxation with the re-
laxation parameter varying between 1.4 and 1.72. The solution of the pressure
equation normally takes fewer than 50 iterations.
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Spraggs and Street do not employ massless tracers as is
done in the MAC method, but rather enforce the kinematic free-surface con-
dition at each time step. The differential equation representing this free-
surface constraint is solved numerically using a dual-sweep alternating-
direction-implicit method.

Spraggs and Street use a slightly modified version of the MAC
staggered grid system. The main difference is that free-surface pressure is
actually defined at the free surface and not at the cell center as in the MAC
method.

Boundary conditions are philosophically similar to those used
by the MAC method, but do differ in some specifics. Briefly, no-slip conditions
are imposed at walls and a wind-stress condition is used at the free surface.
Temperature is constrained to have a zero normal gradient at walls (adiabatic-
wall condition) and to be determined by atmospheric heat exchange at the sur-
face. Pressure gradients on the boundaries are determined by solving the
momentum equations, except at the free surface, where the pressure.is taken
as zero.

To date, the model has been applied to lakes with wind over
the surface and with heated inflows and outflows. Predictions appear reason-
able, but no verification has yet been made.

The Paul-Lick thermal-plume model2 is also developed using
the DNS approach. The details are summarized in Sec. II.K and Appendix B.
A few characteristics are discussed here to emphasize the comparison with
similar models.

Paul and Lick solve the full momentum equations in the two
lateral directions, but use the hydrostatic form of the vertical momentum
equation. The rigid-lid approximation replaces the true kinematic surface-
boundary condition. These two assumptions work in tandem to reduce the
Poisson equation for pressure to two dimensions. Mathematically, this is
done by vertically integrating the three-dimensional version and introducing
a constant of integration called the surface pressure. Once the surface pres-
sure is calculated, the three-dimensional pressure field is determined by
vertically integrating the hydrostatic pressure form of the vertical momentum
equation beginning at the surface. Since the pressure equation is vertically
integrated, the dD/3t term discussed with the MAC method becomes dw/ot.
Paul and Lick apply the rigid-lid condition and represent ow/ot by a backward
difference, as described, in an effort to force w to zero and thus satisfy the rigid-
lid condition at the surface. This corrective procedure was devised by Hirt
and Harlow.T5 Even though the pressure equation is only two-dimensional, its
solution is still very time-consuming, especially since all Neumann boundary
conditions are used. Paul and Lick use an alternating-direction-implicit
scheme for this part of the solution.
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An FTCS differencing scheme is used but the staggered grid
system is somewhat different than that used by Spraggs and Street and in the
MAC method (see Sec. II.K). The efficiency and stability of the Paul-Lick
discretization are unknown.

Other aspects of this model are discussed in Sec. II.K and
Appendix B.

Castellano and Tozzi73 employ a MAC-like method for their
two-dimensional model of the dispersion of heated effluent in shallow
rivers. The physical situation represented is a shoreline surface discharge
oriented at some angle to the prevailing river current. An auxiliary two-
dimensional pressure equation is derived and used in a manner similar to
that described in the earlier discussion of the MAC method.

An interesting feature of the Castellano-Tozzi model is that
the heat-energy equation is completely uncoupled from the flow equations. In
fact, once the steady flow field is found, a separate computer program is used
to solve the steady-stats, heat-energy equation. The longitudinal diffusion of
heat is removed, and a uniformly distributed source is added to simulate
surface heat loss. The omission of longitudinal diffusion is probably adequate
for one-directional river flow, but is certainly unacceptable for lake situations.

Upstream of the discharge, the velocity is taken as shore-
parallel with the lateral variation in magnitude known. At the far downstream
boundary, the first derivatives of the two velocity components are assumed to
be zero. Reflective boundary conditions are applied along the shore, except
at the point of discharge, where the velocity components are specified.
Neumann boundary conditions are derived for pressure by solving the mo-
mentum equation there for the pressure gradient. Finally, in solving the heat-
energy equation, adiabatic-wall conditions are applied at the shoreline, except
at the outfall, where the temperature is prescribed. Upstream temperatures
are assumed to be known, but since longitudinal heat diffusion is eliminated,
no downstream boundary conditions are needed.

The finite-difference approximation is similar to that used in
the MAC method. Pressure and temperature are defined at the cell center,
and velocity components on the faces normal to their direction. Centered-space
differences are used for the diffusion terms, first-order upwind differences
for the advection terms, and forward differences for the time derivatives.

This ends our discussion of the formulations that use only
primitive variables, namely, the components of velocity and pressure. Next,
we consider a method that uses the components of velocity and the components
of vorticity (instead of pressure). Later, we consider methods involving com-
pletely derived variables, namely, variations of the stream-function/scalar-
potential/vorticity formulation.
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e. Velocity-Vorticity Formulation (Chien and Schetz76) j
i

The Chien-Schetz model uses the velocity-vorticity formu-
lation to solve the steady-state equations of flow. The vorticity is a vector
quantity defined by )

(S = V X u, (83)
I

where u is the velocity. j

Unlike the previous methods that solve the time-dependent
equations, the velocity-vorticity approach is specific to the particular repre-
sentation of generalized stress tensor (turbulence model) that is used. There-
fore, we shall carry out this discussion using the formulation of Chien and
Schetz7' as generalized by Markham and Lewis.77 Using indicial notation, the
equations of motion used in the Chien-Schetz formulation are

r-^ = 0 (84)

duj dp

In this form, the stress tensor is completely symmetric and thus locally ir-
rotational. Pressure can be eliminated from the problem by taking the curl
of Eq. 85, leaving a three-component vector equation containing only velocity
and vorticity. An additional three equations to close the set can be generated
by taking the curl of Eq. 83 and applying continuity. Moreover, the six equa-
tions can all be put in the same general form

(36)

where «p denotes velocity or vorticity, a^ and b<p are scalars depending on cp,
and Stp,i is a source term. The specific form of these generic terms is given
in Table III.E. 10. To simplify the algebra, certain liberties have been taken
in exchanging eddy viscosity and density with the partial derivatives.

In this formulation, all equations to be solved are made of the
same type by eliminating pressure and its attendant difficulties. Furthermore,
if the nonlinear terms are regarded as part of the source, then the six equa-
tions are all of Poisson type and can be solved by various techniques applicable
to linear equations. This method has several disadvantages, however. First,
the number of equations and variables has increased from four to six. Second,
the boundary conditions on vorticity are just as difficult to apply as those on
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TABLE in.E. 10. Coefficients for the Velocity- pressure. Third, the formulation ;
vorticity Formulation of chien and Schetz as given can solve steady problems \ ;

au = v a,,, = l only. Fourth, continuity is not rigidly j !
enforced as it is in the VCP and MAC |,|

u ™ formulations, where specific steps | J
. are taken to maintain continuity. [ ;•

Finally, the formulation is restricted | •
to an eddy-viscosity turbulence model. ;,;'

su,i " â "cijk The heat-energy equation can |;
also be written in the generic form i [
of Eq. 86, but again only if an eddy- ;.!

thermal-diffusivity transport model is used. In the Chien-Schetz formulation, !|
the coupling between flow and heat transport is made by means of the body h
force term. Specifically, Chien and Schetz write •;

X3 = p^(T - Ta)g, (87) 1]
[i

where the index 3 denotes the vertical coordinate, P is the coefficient of volu- ;|
metric expansion, g is the acceleration of gravity, and Ta is an ambient tern- \\
perature. Using this assumption, the body-force terms of Table III.E. 10 ''••
become

p \,9x3 9xi / 6 9xi

and

I(|2 |^) = 0. (90)

Boundary conditions are as follows. At the upstream boundary,
the velocity and temperature are specified from which the vorticity compo-
nents may be calculated from their definition. At solid walls, the temperature
gradient and the normal component of vorticity are assvuned to be zero and the
no-slip condition is used. Boundary conditions for the other two components
of vorticity are derived by integrating the defining equation from the wall node
to a neighboring node assuming linear functions for the unknown distributions.
At the downstream boundary, parallel flow is assumed. The free surface is
assumed to be a rigid lid with no-slip conditions enforced. At the outfall, the
velocity and temperature are prescribed from which vorticity is calculated.

A staggered grid system is not used, but rather all seven
variables are defined at the same location. Central differences are used for
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the diffusion and source terms, and first-order upwind differencing is used
for the convection terms. The Gauss-Seidel method is used to solve the
finite-difference equations.

f. Stream-function/Scalar-potential/Vorticity Methods
(Trent78-79)

This section considers an alternative formulation of the equa-
tions of motion that avoids the primitive variables. Our discussion begins by
presenting the formulation in its most general terms. This is followed with
an examination of two special cases of the general formulation and then with
a brief discussion of the two Trent models that use this formulation.

.Recall that any differentiable vector field u may be separated
into irrotational and rotational components by defining a scalar a> and a vector
field "5 such that

u* = Vep + 7 x ?. (91)

The scalar cp is known as the scalar potential and corresponds to the irrota-
tional component by the vector identity

7 x 7cp = 0. (92)

Similarly, the vector i|> is known as the stream function and corresponds to the
rotational part of the solution. Moreover, we have, by vector identity, that

7 • 7 x f = 0. (93)

Note that an arbitrary constant can be added to the scalar potential and an
arbitrary conservative vector field (a vector field that is the gradient of the
scalar potential) can be added to the stream function. Therefore, to make the
scalar potential and stream function unique, it is necessary to impose addi-
tional restrictions on cp and i|i. This is usually done by specifying the value
of cp at a single point and requiring that

7 • ? = 0. (94)

The two special cases of interest are (1) potential flow, which
must be both inviscid and irrotational, and (2) nondivergent flow, in which
7 • u = 0. In the former case, the governing equation can be shown, by taking
the divergence of Eq. 91, to be

V2«p = D, (95)

where D is the divergence of the flow field. This is the familiar equation of
potential flow. On the other hand, if the velocity field is nondivergent, then it
follows that 7cp = 0 and

u = V x ?. (96)
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Thus, the curl of the stream function can be used to replace i
velocity in the equation of motion. This accomplishes little in three dimen- ; °
s ions , since the order of the differentiation i s increased without significant r;
simplification. However, the stream function i s w i i e l y used in two dimensions , •
s ince it muat always be normal to the velocity field and can therefore be rep- ! i
resented as scalar + (e .g . , ^ = ( 0 , 0 , •)). Thus, we have the famil iar s t r e a m - | ;
function representation in two dimensions in which I ;

! *

u = | 1 - (97) \]

and ;\

v = - | | . (98) |i

In three dimensions, it is necessary to introduce the vorticity ;i

defined by \]

<o = 7 X u (99) H

= 7 x 7 x ? (100) ;!

= 7(7 • T) - 72f. (101) 1

We can assume, without loss of generality, that 7 • ̂  = 0, so that ;

! 7zijT = -Uj. (102) I;

As in the previous section, the vorticity-transport equation is derived by taking ;;
the curl of the equation of motion. The result is ;r

| -'^r = «> • V(7 X ?) - Dtu - (7p) X T—(7 xT) + ' X X + v72cT. (103)
! JJt IJ t
I r
S Here, the viscosity has been assumed constant. Equations 102 and 103 repre-
j sent a set of nonlinear, coupled partial differential equations for the two
I vectors (B and ty. Due to the coupling and the nonlinearity, iterative methods

are the only way to solve this set numerically. Once the stream function is
I calculated, the velocity can be found from Eq. 96, if the velocity field is non-
f divergent. Otherwise, Eq. 95 must also be solved and the velocity calculated
| from Eq. 96.

j: _̂  Hirasaki and Heliums discuss the boundary conditions on cp
; j and ty when the normal velocity is specified. They recommend that the normal
I, gradient of cp be set equal to the normal component of velocity; also, the normal
'• '} component of the d ivergence of ijr a s wel l a s the tangent ia l components of ^
f'l should be se t to z e r o a t the boundary. They point out tha t t he se boundary con-
];] dit ions give that 7 • "f = 0. '
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Trent78'79 lias developed a pair of two-dimensional thermal-
plume models. One is a vertically averaged model using both the stream
function and the scalar potential. The other is laterally averaged and uses
only the stream function. The former allows for net nonzero flow across the
boundary. Important applications include the study of flow with a time- and
space-varying water level. The vertically averaged equations are derived j°j
allowing for a variable depth. The laterally averaged model can be used to j.,|
study the selective withdrawal of stratified ambient water at the intake or j (
density-induced currents in a cooling lake. The scalar potential is not in- \'\
eluded, since the lateral extent of the flow is taken as constant (unlike the f j
varying water levels assumed above). [ j

In his vertically averaged model, Trent allows either no-slip '••
conditions, specified inflow/outflow conditions, or unconstrained outflow con-
ditions on the boundaries. In the laterally averaged model, a free-slip, rigid-
lid condition is used at the surface, a no-slip condition is applied along the
bottom, and inflow/outflow conditions are used along the vertical edges.

In both models, Trent employs s staggered grid system for
the finite-difference equations. The vorticity is evaluated at the center of the jj
grid cell, the u velocity at the center of the left and right faces, the v velocity !i

at the center of the top and bottom faces, and the stream function and scalar
potential at the four corner nodes. First-order upwind differencing is used -s
for all convective terms in the model, central differencing for all other terms. fj
The finite-difference equations are solved by an iterative procedure for the
steady-state solution.

g. Summary of Formulations and Comment

Among the alternative formulations used in the available
differential-numerical thermal-plume models, the use of the primitive vari-
ables is the most popular. Only one three-dimensional model (that of Chien
and Schetz) uses vorticity in combination with velocity, and only the two two-
dimensional models developed by Trent use completely derived variables.
Derived variables appear to be advantageous in two dimensions, but their
utility in three dimensions is questionable. Moreover, the vorticity-velocity
formulation has several disadvantages that were noted earlier. Among the
most serious of these is its restriction to an eddy-viscosity turbulence model
and the possibility that the velocity field may violate continuity. !•

The primitive-variable models are about equally split between
two closely related techniques: The VCP and DNS formulations. Although
strictly speaking the Brady-Geyer model is not of the VCP type, it can be
argued that the balancing procedure used to correct velocity is equivalent to
an iterative solution for the velocity-corrector potential. The main difference
is that Brady and Geyer iterate directly on the velocity and thus save storage
by avoiding a separate variable. Since the solution is intermediately updated,
it is not clear how well the iteration converges. A time comparison with a
VCP model would certainly be interesting.
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The Pritchett-England-Taft model is the only truly three-
dimensional model using the VCP method. The Macqueen model is vertically
averaged, and the McGuirk-Spalding model uses a spatial-marching technique
in the principal direction of flow (applicable for rivers). Similarly, the
Spraggs-Street model is the only truly three-dimensional model using the
DNS formulation. The Paul-Lick model is really quasi-three-dimensional,
since it uses the hydrostatic form of the vertical transport equation. The
Castellano-Tozzi model is two-dimensional with flow and energy completely
uncoupled.

The Waldrop-Farmer model is unique into itself, since it
solves the problem without auxiliary equations or corrective procedures and
uses completely explicit forward differencing to obtain the new variables. As
noted before, this procedure sacrifices some boundary conditions and thus
cannot solve the fully elliptic problem. The approach is nevertheless quite
interesting, and its limits of applicability are presently unknown.

The staggered grid system used by the MAC method is the
most popular finite-difference system, since it offers many advantages. Other
grid systems are used, however. Also, upwind differencing of the advection
terms is generally preferred to completely FTCS differencing, although some
models (that of Paul and Lick, for example) use the latter.

The purpose of this section was to describe in generic terms
the various available formulations of differential-numerical plume models.
Individual models were used to illustrate each formulation. The section has
brought out the key concepts involved in these formulations and helped the
reader to better understand the diverse spectrum of numerical models. The
following section gives our opinion as to the important issues surrounding the
use of differential-numerical models for thermal-plume prediction.

4. Important Issues Regarding the Numerical Modeling of Surface
Thermal Plumes

There are a number of controversial issues regarding the applica-
tion and further development of numerical models for surface thermal plumes.
These issues arise in other applications of computational fluid dynamics as
well and are consequently not uniquely the bane of plume models. Although
much insight can be gained by studying the application of numerical methods
to other fields such as boundary-layer theory, open channel or duct flow, and
meteorology, one cannot necessarily extrapolate experience from one field to
another. Our opinion is that thermal-plume investigators should test in the
thermal-plume simulation the best ideas developed in related problem areas.
Some of the borrowed ideas and methods will not work out well and should be
discarded; others will succeed. This approach, along with the generation and
testing of new methods, is probably the best approach to improving the state
of the art of numerical modeling of surface fhern^.i discharges.
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Unfortunately, numerous areas require research. Some of these j !

are discussed below with our suggestions on how to best resolve the contro- ij
versial issues. These suggestions may often appear obvious to the reader, -4
but many of the simplest suggestions have not yet been tried, primarily due p
to the relatively short length of time these models have been under develop- h
ment. The order of presentation does not indicate an order of importance. J

ij
a. Model Formulation in Terms of Primitive or Derived Variables Ij

The relative merit of the various formulations of the govern-
ing equations is a major question of interest. Section III.E.3 reviewed the
available formulations and contrasted the major differences. With the current
state of development, one cannot specify a "best" formulation for surface-
thermal-plume applications. In certain problems, one formulation may appear
more theoretically satisfying than the others. For example, the McGuirk-
Spalding50 method of marching in one direction and using the VCP method in
each of many normal planes appears to be a cheap and efficient way to solve
problems of coflow discharges in unidirectional currents. Their method,
however, is probably inadequate for a fully elliptic thermal-plume problem
in three dimensions. Special models that take advantage of simplified condi-
tions may well prevail until a general fully three-dimensional model can be
developed and verified. Even then, such a model should be used only for those
situations in which no simplified model will be adequate. Unfortunately, too
little testing has been carried out to better assess virtues and faults of the
available models. Only after more experience is accumulated can one better
evaluate the models on an objective basis.

Our recommendation is that the different formulations de-
scribed in Sec. III. E.3 should be compared using sets of good-quality field
data taken under widely differing field situations. Only models at the same
stage of development should be compared; i.e., a particular formulation
should not be rejected as inferior because the coding of that formulation was
not as efficient as the others tested. The testing of the full set of numerical
models with the same data is the only way to identify a preferable formulation.
Even then, a sensitivity study of each model to its differencing technique,
turbulence parameters, boundary conditions, and solution technique is needed
to determine why a model did well or poorly in the competition. Only after
such additional work with the models is completed can we properly judge in-
dividual formulations.

b. Methods of Differencing the Governing Equations

Among the methods of discretizing the equations, central dif-
ferences are commonly used to represent the diffusion and pressure terms.
Upwind (one-sided) differencing is usually used for the advection terms, but
two models (Brady and Geyer,3 Paul and Lick2) employ central differences for
these terms. We suspect that the FTCS scheme is acceptable whenever turbu-
lent diffusion and buoyancy are the dominant mechanisms of dispersion and
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advection is not significant, but is probably not acceptable when strong inertial
forces govern the streamwise flow. An upwind-differencing scheme of some
kind is probably the best approach when convection is mainly responsible for
establishing the streamwise distribution of the dependent variables. This sup-
position is based upon general experience in solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations.81'82 For thermal-plume problems, the value of upwind differencing
must be verified by trial.

Some doubt exists as to whether the usual form for first-
order (and second-order) upwind differencing for the advection terms is ade-
quate in all plume flows. Two papers by Raithby81'82 indicate that false or
numerical diffusion can appear when upwind differencing is used. Raithby
states81'82 that a large error may result in those regions of the flow where the
grid lines and velocity directions are not closely aligned. Also, upwind dif-
ferencing led to significant inaccuracies in those flow problems where large
gradients of the dependent variable existed in the crossflow direction. Both
of the above types of inaccuracy were found to be reduced when the grid lines
and flow direction were closely aligned. In boundary-layer problems this re-
quirement is not restrictive, but in recirculating flow problems (such as most
thermal-plume problems) the violation of these conditions may lead to sig-
nificant inaccuracies, a valid criticism of the upwind-difference approximation.

Raithby has developed two new schemes that, to a large extent,
remove these errors in those problems •where convection and diffusion are
largely responsible for establishing the flow field. They are the skew upwind-
difference scheme (SUDS) and the skew upwind-weighted-difference scheme
(SUWDS). Each of these schemes uses the angle of the flow with respect to
the grid to estimate fluxes by advection.

Raithby applied the upwind and SUDS schemes to a two-
dimensional finite-difference solution of a pair of interacting jets. Raithby
considered two parallel, two-dimensional, nonbuoyant (slot) jets discharging
from a plane wall into a semi-infinite stagnant receiving body. The two
merged into a single jet with a recirculation zone created between the jets
and a sharp curvature produced in their centerlines as they competed for the
same ambient fluid. In this problem, the flow moved across grid lines and
large gradients in the dependent variables existed in the crossflow direction.
Compared to experimentally determined velocity distributions, the upwind-
differencing scheme seemed to generate numerical dispersion in some regions.
The flow acted as if the viscosity were very high. Although the major features
of the flow appeared to be correctly modeled, the magnitudes of the velocities
were rather poorly predicted. Raithby states82 that applying the SUDS scheme
greatly improved predictions at little, if any, extra cost. [Both solutions em-
ployed a (k, e) turbulence model using the classical upwind differencing scheme.]

Our feeling is that each numerical plume model should be
studied to ascertain the effects of changing the differencing scheme among the
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popular and promising approaches. For example, to be tried are central dif-
ferencing, first-order upwind differencing, second-order upwind differencing,
skew upwin.1 differencing, skew upwind-weighted differencing, and others in
the literatur e. The relative merits of each for the various classes of plume
problems (advection dominant, diffusion dominant, etc.) should be determined
as well as relative computational costs. An investigation much like that done
by Atias, Wolfshtein, and Israeli83 in studying the efficiency and accuracy of
various differencing schemes applied to the same fluid-flow problem would
be very useful. In this study, the central differencing (with ADI or Gauss-
Seidel iteration), first-order upwind differencing (with Gauss-Seidel iteration), §
second-order upwind differencing (with Gauss-Seidel iteration), and exponen- j
tial differencing (with Gauss-Seidel iteration) schemes were all compared by I
solving the two-dimensional vorticity equation for two problems: (1) a moving j
plate causing a recirculating eddy inside a square cavity and (2) the impinge- <
ment of a jet on flat plate normal to its direction of discharge. |

c. Validity of Hydrostatic Approximation

The statement of the hydrostatic approximation was given in
Sec. III.E. l.e along with a brief discussion of its validity. The weak form of
the approximation is the one generally used. The hydrostatic approximation j
greatly simplifies the calculation of pressure. The three-dimensional pres- j
sure field is made essentially two-dimensional (the "surface" pressure), with I
the hydrostatic equation providing a simple equation for calculating its vari- j
ation in the third (i.e., vertical) dimension. j

The validity of this approximation in a numerical plume j
model is a controversial matter for high-velocity discharges in which !
significant momentum is transferred vertically. The inertial and diffu- i
sion terms neglected in the vertical momentum equation may then be of
the same order of magnitude as the pressure and gravity terms retained
in the hydrostatic form.

The best way to test this approximation for a given problem
is to develop two otherwise identical models, one with the approximation and
the other without. Ideally then, a comparison of predictions would indicate
the importance of the neglected terms. This is an expensive proposition,
however, in terms of development and programming labor. A less satis-
factory, but also less expensive, approach is to run the model with the hydro-
static approximation and use the predicted velocity field to evaluate the order
of magnitude of the inertial and diffusion terms. This approach is tricky,
however, and does not always work.

The hydrostatic approximation is particularly powerful in
combination with the rigid-lid condition whenever both are appropriate, since
the combination significantly reduces computer time. The rigid-lid condition
removes surface gravity waves and their corresponding small time scales,
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allowing a much larger time step in the solution procedure. The rigid lid
requires a two-dimensional pressure distribution to be calculp.ted at the level
of the undisturbed free surface from which the hydrostatic equation is used to
calculate the pressure field in three dimensions. The ascending order of
generality for surface thermal plume problems can be represented as follows:

(1) Both the hydrostatic and the rigid-lid conditions are valid.

(2) Only the rigid-lid condition is valid.

(3) Neither the rigid-lid nor the hydrostatic approximations
are valid.

The types of thermal-plume problems that fall into categories 1-3 are presently
unknown.

d. The Simulation of Turbulence

As noted in Sec. I1I.E. l.g, four types of turbulence models
may be used to represent the turbulent jet diffusion as well as mixing due to
ambient turbulence. They are

(1) Algebraic models based on the turbulent eddy-viscosity
approach.

(2) One equation models on turbulent energy; or two-equation
models using the turbulent energy and a second dependent variable (energy-
dissipation rate, length scale, stc.) based on the turbulent eddy-viscosity
approach.

(3) Multi-equation models of stress transport.

(4) Stochastic or statistical models.

All numerical models to date for heated surface discharges
have employed an algebraic model, except

(1) The Pritchett-England-Taft model,51 which uses a
one-equation model for turbulent kinetic energy based on the turbulent eddy-
viscosity approach.

(2) The McGuirk-Spalding model,50 which uses a (k, e)
two-equation turbulence model also based on the eddy-viscosity approach.

For nonbuoyant jets, Raithby82 refers to the work of J. Militzer
in employing a (k, e) turbulence model for two interacting slot jets. Toour knowl-
edge the above three examples represent the total experience with models of the
nonalgebraic type for thermal-plume (or very closely related) problems.

Unfortunately, no systematic study has been carried out to
determine which type of turbulence models gives the best performance for the

? , , , . i , . . . . , , , , r ;- i ); :~ ; :5»S r ,E™ :^^
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thermal-plume simulation. Although the algebrric models are the simplest
and most widely used, they are also the most subject to criticism theoretically
in terms of their general applicability to plume problems (see Sec. III.E. l.g).
We suspect that the simulation of turbulence is of major importance to the
proper performance of any numerical thermal-plume model. The task of
testing different theories should not be undervalued or underestimated. We
can draw the general conclusion that no model of turbulence has yet been
proven to be superior for thermal-plume applications, primarily because of
the general lack of experience with these models as a whole. The inclusion
of the more complicated turbulence models into thermal-plume codes adds
significantly to the overall computer costs of the model. The proper simula-
tion of turbulence will probably remain a major difficulty in the development
of good numerical thermal-plume models and might even be a major obstacle
to the increasing utility of these models.

Another complicating factor is that the effects of buoyancy on
turbulence are only poorly understood. In the algebraic models, the general
approach is to reduce vertical turbulent diffusion according to the local
Richardson number. The way in which this should be done for thermal plumes
is unknown. The only available information comes from oceanographic or
similar studies of dubious application to thermal plumes. Even with the more
complex models, the nature of turbulence in a stratified flow is difficult to
determine. Consequently, the interaction of buoyancy and turbulence in thermal
plumes is a key issue that requires much further study.

Although the simulation of turbulence is generally very im-
portant to the proper development of a plume model, there may well be situations
in which plume turbulence and ambient turbulence are masked by large buoy-
ancy or advection effects. For example, a high-velocity discharge into a rapid
current might increase the magnitude of the advection terms in the equations
of motion to the point where diffusion is sufficiently masked, and as a result,
any turbulence model that gives ballpark answers will not adversely affect
predictions. In the presence of significant buoyancy effects as for discharges
with very low initial densimetric Froude numbers, the pressure and gravity
terms may essentially govern the flow. These speculations, however, need to
be tested with data. The reader should bear in mind that when testing turbu-
lence theories, one should first check for numerical dispersion from the ad-
vection terms, since "numerical diffusion" from those terms can sometimes
overwhelm, or at least mask, the real (physical) turbulent diffusion.

e. Role of Boundary Conditions and Size of Grid

The specification of boundary conditions that provide realistic,
accurate, and stable solutions can be very difficult in any fluid-dynamics
problem. This is in spite of the fact that defining some kind of plausible con-
ditions at the boundaries is rather easy. The importance of boundary conditions
for surface-thermal-plume problems still remains a mystery. This problem
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is complicated by the fact that the proper boundary conditions can depend
upon parameters internal to the Navier-Stokes equations (e.g., Reynolds
number), the interior-point differencing method, the other boundary condi-
tions, and sometimes the initial conditions. The best way to study the adequacy
of a given set of boundary conditions is to carry out computational experiments
using various plausible alternatives. Some questions that presently remain
unanswered regarding the boundary conditions are:

(1) What are the most physically plausible boundary condi-
tions for walls (shoreline, bottom), upstream boundaries, downstream open-
water boundaries, offshore open-water boundaries, and the free surface?

(2) What is the best treatment for downstream open-water
boundary conditions? Is it the zero-gradient condition, is it a linear extrapo-
lation, is it an upwind difference method, etc.?

(3) Is coordinate stretching, to increase the distance to the
open-water boundaries, a helpful approach, considering the truncation error
associated with variable-spacing grid system?

(4) How small a computational grid can one choose (to save
computer time) without the size of the grid becoming a factor in the problem
by restricting the flow? Apparently <± sensitivity analysis is warranted here
for some sample plume problems.

(5) Are boundary conditions more accurately specified in
one formulation of the governing equations than another (see Sec. III.E.3)?

(6) Under what conditions are free-surface and rigid-lid
conditions appropriate?

It should be obvious that these kinds of questions are not
specific to thermal-plume problems. However, due to the complexity of the
Navier-Stokes solution, and especially the relationship of the boundary condi-
tions to other items such as the interior-point differencing method, independent
investigations of boundary conditions are best undertaken separately for each
model formulation. The body of information thus generated will help in future
development efforts in the thermal-plume area.

It is popular in some circles to severely criticize numerical
modeling due to the usual difficulty in specifying proper boundary conditions.
Our feeling is that if physically plausible boundary conditions are chosen that
do not overly restrict the flow, then the adverse effects will be minimal. This
speculation should be tested by numerical experiments. Additionally, the
boundary-condition problem is not unique to the numerical model of a thermal
plume. Alternative techniques of modeling a surface thermal plume also face
similar boundary-condition problems. For example, a laboratory model of a
surface plume must be carried out with the dubious influence of the nearby
tank walls and the usually arbitrary boundary flow control at some of the
tank sides.
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f. Applicability of Parabolic Models

Although a surface thermal discharge is truly a boundary-
value problem, some investigators have noted certain special situations in
which they expect a parabolic approximation to ba valid.

Patankar and Spalding17 have described three properties of !

a flow that allow the use of a parabolic approximation in one of the three |
directions of flow. They are: i

(l) There is a predominant direction of advection, i.e., there '
is no reverse flow in that direction. j

(Z) The diffusion of momentum, heat, mass, etc., is negligible •
in that direction. i

(3) The downstream pressure has little influence on the up-
stream flow.

t

If these three conditions are met, the principal direction of j
flow becomes a one-way street in which upstream conditions can determine \
downstream flow properties, but not vice versa. Such behavior simplifies the I
numerical solution, since it permits an integration scheme that marches from i
an upstream station to a downstream one. j

i
i

McGuirk and Spalding50 have noted that the above circumstances j
are closely approximated for a thermal discharge in coflow with a river. On j
this basis, they ignore downstream boundary conditions and solve the equations j
as a series of two-dimensional elliptic problems. The longitudinal and cross- ;
stream pressures are uncoupled allowing a quasi-two-dimensional solution for
the three-dimensional pressure field. Computation times on the order of hours •
associated with solving the elliptic problem are thus reduced to minutes.

j

Although we find little fault with the parabolic approximation
for such coflow applications, the number of situations in which the approxima-
tion is valid is very limited. For example, we would not expect the McGuirk-
Spalding approach to be extendable to more general problems, such as a jet
in a crossflow. Although the McGuirk-Spalding mcdel does allow circulations
in the plane normal to the flow, it allows none in the direction of flow. How
far one can stretch the parabolic approximation and still achieve state-of-the-
art predictions is not presently known.

An interesting application of the parabolic approximation is
made by Waldrop and Farmer.66'67 Although their model is developed for
general application, the dropping of the vertical-acceleration term from the
vertical-momentum equation allows Waldrop and Farmer to write the mo-
mentum (and heat) equations as a sequence of parabolic equations. An explicit
finite-difference scheme is then used to solve the equations (see Sec. ILL).
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The parabolic nature of the equation set allows the boundary
conditions that would ordinarily be enforced at the offshore and downstream
vertical boundary planes to be relaxed in the numerical solution. Thus the
model does not handle backwash effects. A major question is whether the
solution algorithm preserves in any way the spatially elliptic nature of the
governing equations. This in turn leads to the fundamental question: For
what kind of application is the Waldrop-Farmer approach appropriate? Based
on existing evidence (see Sec. II. L), we can only speculate that, for conditions
of large outfall momentum or crossflow inertia, the parabolic approximation
may give reasonable results. For example, reasonable predictions were ob-
tained for the Holston River application (see Sec. II.L..9) in which a large river
current swept the plume downstream. We have doubts that the model will
perform well under conditions in which the offshore and downstream boundary
conditions are important, e.g., a discharge into a sheltered cove. Although
the model has predicted three-dimensional circulations (see Sec. II.L.6), a
question arises concerning its general accuracy whenever the downstream
and offshore boundary conditions are important enough to require a three-
dimensional elliptic solution. Only further testing of the Waldrop-Farmer
model will establish its range of applicability.

Our feeling is that parabolic methods are limited in practical
application. How far one may extend such models is not known and should be
a point of further study.

g. Achieving a Solution of the Steady-plume Problem by Solving
the Unsteady Equations

As noted in Sec. III. E. 3.a, the most common iterative scheme
for calculating a steady thermal plume is the asymptotic-time technique. In
this way, the steady solution is obtained by relaxing the time-dependent equa-
tions beginning with some arbitrary and presumably unimportant initial con-
dition. Normally, the boundary conditions are held steady during the process,
although it is actually only necessary that the boundary conditions eventually
become steady. Surprisingly then, most of the successful numerical models
for steady thermal plumes are built around the time-dependent governing
equations.

Some of the advantages of using the time-dependent equations
are:

(1) The extension of the model to time-dependent problems
such as plant startup is easily accomplished.

(2) Existence and uniqueness of the solution ar« somewhat less
troublesome on physical grounds if the unsteady equations are used.

The major disadvantage of using the asymptotic-time approach
in achieving a steady-state solution is that solving the unsteady equations may
require more computational time than a solution of the steady-state equations
directly.
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h. Considerations of Stability and Convergence

Questions of stability in the time-dependent numerical models
and questions of convergence for all numerical plume models are seldom ad- j
dressed in the published descriptions of these models and, when considered, j
are never seriously treated. This is unfortunate, since much can be learned |
from a study of these questions regarding the adequacy of t*"s numerical S
scheme. |

|
An accurate finite-difference simulation of the surface thermal |

plume must have the following characteristics: ij

(1) Stability: The decay in time of machine round-off errors ij
creeps into the solution. i!

(2) Consistency: The finite-difference equations approach j
the corresponding governing partial differential equations as Ax, Ay, Az.and At \
approach zero. j

(3) Truncation-error convergence: The solution of the
finite-difference equations approaches the solution of the corresponding
governing partial differential equations as Ax, Ay, Az, and At approach zero.

(4) Iteration convergence: An acceptable solution of the
discretized equations in finite-difference form is attained (i.e., convergence)
to within some tolerance.

For a solution of the governing flow equations to be acceptable, all these
characteristics are necessary. As noted above, no existing model has treated
these characteristics seriously in published work.

The three major methods1 of studying the stability of a nu-
merical scheme for a given set of partial differential equations are

(1) Discrete perturbation stability analysis.

(2) Von Neumann stability analysis.

(3) Hirt's stability analysis.

The first method introduces a discrete perturbation into the
finite-difference equations at an arbitrary point at some time level, and its
effect is followed. Stability is indicated if the perturbation dies out. This
procedure provides insight valuable in formulating boundary-condition treat-
ments. In the second method (the von Neumann stability analysis), a finite
Fourier-series expansion is made of the solution of the model equations, and
the decay or amplification of each mode is considered separately to determine
stability or instability. This method is the most dependable and provides in-
formation not or.ly on damping but also on the phase relationships of the finite -
difference equations and the resulting dispersion errors (phase errors). In the
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third method (Hirt1 s stability analysis), the terms of the finite-difference
equations are expanded in a Taylor series in order to develop continuum par-
tial differential equations, the stability of which is determined from known
stability properties of the continuum equations. This method also sheds light
on dispersion errors and on the finite-difference behavior often referred to
as the "artificial-viscosity" effect. Each of the analyses (others also exist1)
has its uses and can often complement one of the others.

The above analyses are helpful, but are not totally adequate
for practical computations. In fact, most stability analyses are carried out
on some linearized form of the finite-difference equations, and, as a result,
much complexity contained in the nonlinearity is lost. Instabilities can occur
due to nonlinearity and to nonconstant coefficients.

In actual fluid-dynamics problems, stability restrictions de-
termined from linearized equations are locally applied. The mesh is scanned
for the most restrictive stability limitations, and the resulting permissible
time step is used throughout the mesh. The typical and prudent practice is to
use some fraction, usually 0.8 or 0.9 of this analytically indicated maximum
time step.1 A major difficulty facing numerical modelers is that it may be
impossible to distinguish between what might be called a true instability and
just a very poor rate of convergence.

An interesting discussion of some of the practical aspects of
stability in numerical-fluid-flow models is given by Leendertse and Liu.84

They state that although an investigator developing multidimensional numerical-
fluid-flow models nearly always has problems with stability of the computation,
it is not necessarily a shortcoming of the model. Indeed, real flows are gen-
erally unstable and cannot always be resolved properly on the usual computa-
tional grid.

Leendertse and Liu have traced their difficulties with insta-
bilities to the following causes:

(1) Improper mathematical formulation of the physical
process.

(2) Improper description of the boundary conditions by which
the problem became ill-posed.

(3) The characteristics of the finite-difference solution
method.

(4) Use of incorrect methods for describing the effect of sub-
gridsize fluid motions.

(5) Use of incorrect coefficients for describing the effect of
sub-gridsize fluid motions.

(6) Violation of the stability criteria belonging to the chosen
solution method.

i>^ .
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Leendertse and Liu note that it is often difficult to locate the
place and time of a growing instability. Even when they have been located,
removing the instability is often a trial-and-error procedure in terms of
changing the formulation, coefficients, or solution method.

The concept of stability is closely related to the concepts of
consistency and (truncation-error) convergence. There are numerous equiva-
lence theorems connecting the two concepts for linear systems. Although
such theorems for linear systems provide guidelines for the nonlinear flow
equations, they cannot be applied directly. The possibility of nonunique
solutions to nonlinear equations is enough to prevent direct application of
these theorems. Numerical experimentation is usually the only practical
alternative in studying the stability and convergence of a numerical scheme.

Two obvious requirements for convergence of the nonlinear
(or linear) equations are that the finite-difference equations are stable, in
some sense, and consistent. Unfortunately, there are no definitive criteria
for truncation-error convergence.

Examining the iterative-convergence behavior of a numerical
scheme (perhaps when the iterations are to achieve a steady state) is a very
subjective matter. Most investigators select a numerical value of the error
parameter e that coincides with their subjective judgment of convergence.
Iterations are carried out until an error criterion based upon that error
parameter is satisfied. A practical approach for estimating convergence to
steady state is the criterion that

I-n+i < e,

where C, represents a particular dependent variable, n is the time level, and
the maximum is taken over all grid points. Roache1 discusses some additional
practical suggestions in determining convergence criteria.

A good choice of initial conditions can often help the conver-
gence. This help could be insignificant, however, if very strict convergence
criteria such as e = 10 are being used and the initial guess is only within
an order of magnitude of the correct solution. Sometimes poor initial condi-
tions can lead to true nonlinear instabilities, as can occur* in an explicit
asymptotic-time approach (such as DNS or VCP) if the associated Poisson-
equation convergence (for pressure or for velocity-corrector potential) is
inadequate.

We feel that the questions of stability and convergence have
not been adequately addressed in present thermal-plume numerical models.
Typically, a model is run for a particular application with the computations
halted, not when convergence was necessarily achieved, but when a previously
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determined computer run time was exceeded. It is not known if the model
•would have ever actually converged or if the convergence is slow or fast.
Another point requiring study is the use of an accelerated convergence scheme.
Waldrop and Farmer"'67 sometimes use such a scheme to speed up conver-
gence of the heat-energy equation as it lags behind the flow-field convergence.
Such acceleration schemes may violate the conservation laws at intermediate
times. Another point that needs study is whether two significantly different
initial conditions can lead to the same steady-state solution (assuming fixed
and identical boundary conditions, of course). Comparing predictions with
two different iritial conditions provides information on the uniqueness and
well-posedness questions of the model formulation and answers the question
as to whether a steady-jtate solution can indeed be achieved from the un-
steady equations in a uiique manner.

i. Increased Number of Input Parameters

In comparison to the integral technique, the numerical model
requires a larger number of input parameters to carry out a computer run.
This is due to the fact that the numerical model treats more physical phe-
nomena and is more intimately based upon fundamental principles. Hov/ever,
this leads to a problem. A number of the input quantities are not known with
any significant degree of precision. The turbulence parameters have already
been mentioned, and even if a complex turbulence model is used to generate
them, there is still considerable doubt as to their correctness. Other quan-
tities in doubt are the precise temperature and velocity profiles at the outfall.
These are usually unknown due to the complex flow in the open channel up-
stream of the outlet cross section, and must usually be estimated. An excellent
example of an unknown input quantity is the coefficient that relates wind stress
to wind speed in the usual formulation. The question arises: Of what use is
a precise numerical model of plume dispersion treating wind effects if we
cannot properly estimate the wind stress from the wind speed based upon
environmental data? The hope with these numerical models is, of course,
that the uncertainty in the input parameters will not mask the benefits of the
more detailed treatment the numerical model provides.

The above discussion raises a deeper question as to whether
the numerical model, which purports to handle the microscopic physics, is a
better approach. Certainly the large computation times required by the model
work in its disfavor. However, in our opinion, the alternatives are worse in
terms of our future predictive capability. The phenomenological models do
not have a sufficient data base for accurate predictions; a sufficiently large
data base will probably never be available. The integral models ignore the
microscopic physics and try only to simulate a few of the most important
processes that hopefully provide prediction of the gross plume characteristics.
The problem with the integral approach is that you must assume a priori which
processes are going to be important in a particular application. For example,
the typical integral model assumes that inertial forces dominate buoyancy, with
jet entrainment dominant and bottom effects of no importance.
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These assumptions, implicit in the usual integral approach,
have proven to be a complete failure for practical applications. Attempts to
patch up the integral technique to include buoyancy and bottom effects have
failed due to lack of data (for the buoyancy simulation) and the use of assump-
tions inconsistent with the integral formulation (for bottom effects). Numerical
models, on the other hand, generally do not assume that certain processes are ,.
dominant before the simulation takes place. The philosophy there is that we ij
do not know which phenomena are important and that the numerical simulation |
of the plume dispersion will provide that information as a prediction. The g
cost, of course, is in increased computer time and, as a sidelight, in increased jj
detail of the predictions, some of which is not of usual interest. For example, i
the prediction of free-surface gravity waves in a free-surface numerical plume jj
model is not of any practical use. i>

We feel that, in spite of the increased cost and doubt on input a
quantities, the numerical model provides the best future direction for model- jj
ing surface thermal plumes. The phenomena are too complex to be treated jj
accurately by simpler methods. i
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IV. VERIFICATION EFFORTS FOR SURFACE DISCHARGE MODELS

A. Introduction

From a totally pragmatic viewpoint, the ultimate value of any mathe-
matical model i;, determined by its ability to predict prototype plumes. From
a more theoretical viewpoint, however, the isolation of important modeling
concepts and design principles must be a fundamental objective. In the latter
vein, neither the phenomenological nor the calibrated integral approaches,
which are, in effect, well -motivated curve fittings, are totally satisfying. In
a practical sense, though, these models represent the most reliable alterna-
tive presently available for site-evaluation work. Since the yardstick by
which we measure a model's worth is its ability to replicate the data, model-
data comparisons are of fundamental importance within this report.

Model-data comparisons naturally begin with the acquisition and
reduction of data. Several sets of field and laboratory data are available for
model-data comparison, although not all have been yet used for this purpose.
Section B of this chapter describes many of the available data sets that can
be used for model-data comparisons. The section is included to acquaint the
reader with the range of comparisons currently possible.

Not all model-data comparisons reflect on the practical value of fee
models. Some are carried out to calibrate the model and do not represent a
fair evaluation of its predictive capabilities. Such compariscns only test the
model's ability to be successfully fit to the data. Other calculations are con-
ducted more as modeling exercises than as objective model-data comparisons.
This is particularly true of the differential-numerical models in which the
objective often is to merely demonstrate that a successful numerical algo-
rithm has been obtained. In Sec. C, five models of the integral and phenome-
nological approach are compared to laboratory data in an attempt at verification
under idealised, laboratory-controlled conditions. Thf complicating effects
of wind, boundary interference, and a transient ambient waterbody are elimi-
nated, or at least minimized. Each model evaluated is itself idealized in that
the complicating features, which are indeed present for prototype plumes, are
not simulated in the model. Thus the comparison of the models to laboratory
data is meant to test the individual model's assumptions, because the condi-
tions under which data were taken closely match the idealizations made in
the models.

On the other hand, Sees. D-G of this chapter describe four major model-
verification efforts with the emphasis on objective testing of each model's
practicality in terms of predicting prototype data. Here the model idealiza-
tions are put to the test. To be discovered is how well the model replicates
the real world, and, as a result, the utility of the model as a design and sit-
ing tool is revealed. The four major efforts described in Sec3. D-G are:

3
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1. Work done at Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station with the Stolzenbach-
Harleman and to a lesser extent the Pritchard models (Sec. D).

2. Work done at the Oskarshamnsverket site in Sweden with the
Prych model (Sec. E).

3. Work done at Point Beach Nuclear Power Station with four inte-
gral models and one phenomenological model (comparisons made
to jet and plume data). Additionally, one comparison is given of
the same models with jet data taken at the Palisades Nuclear
Power Station (Sec. F).

4. Work done on the Po River in Italy with certain rapid river
models (Sec. G).

Limited comparisons of this kind have already been described in
Chapter II, Part One, as they pertain to individual models.

REAL WORLD

Unfortunately, objective model-data comparisons are difficult to
achieve, because the data and mode- calculations are not directly comparable.

First, a link must be formed between
the abstract world of the models and
the physical world, from which the data
are obtained. The ways of forming
this link are numerous, and the model
user introduces a certain arbitrari-
ness into the comparisons. Thus,
model-data comparisons test not only
the models themselves, but also the
way in which the models are applied.

BOAT-BASED,
AERIAL OVERFLIGHT.
HYDRAULIC TANK

DATA

REDUCTION,
EXTRAPOLATION,
INTERPOLATION

OF DATA

MODEL-DATA
COMPARISONS

\

CHOOSING MODEL
PARAMETERS

PROBLEM
SCHEMATIZATION

ABSTRACT WORLD

Fig. IV.A.l. Model-data Comparison Process

Normally, the gap between the
model and the data is bridged partly
by extension and interpretation of the
data and partly by the extension and
interpretation of the model, as shown
schematically in Fig. IV.A.l. Both the
data and the model are necessarily
distorted in this process. Since the
earliest models 'were of the jet-integral
type, the data traditionally have become
forced into the jet conceptualization by
abstracting such components as center-
line decay of temperature and velocity,
jet width, and jet trajectory. Since the
methods of model-data comparison
used in this report and elsewhere in the
literature are not necessarily the best,
serious consideration should be given to
alternative methods of presentation.
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Model-data comparisons are seen in proper perspective only when con-
sidered within the context of the difficulties associated wife such comparisons.
For convenience in our discussion, we have divided the problems into those
involved in data manipulation and those involved in preparing model predictions.

1. Collection and Reduction of Data

There are four principal methods of acquiring data on thermal
plumes: surface-vessel plume surveys, tracer-dye studies, aerial surveys
by remote thermal imaging, and drogue studies. Each has its advantages,
limitations, and experimental uncertainties. Therefore, the fundamental in-
gredients of each method are described, followed by a discussion of the diffi-
culties associated -with that method.

The most common means of "measuring" a thermal plume is the
surface-vessel plume survey, a method that provides fee most comprehensive
and reliable three-dimensional temperature data achievable. In this technique,
a boat equipped with several temperature sensors (normally thermistors are
used) located at various depths travels along a prt determined course, or with
sophisticated navigational equipment over an arbitrary course, collecting and
recording temperature and position data continuously. These data are later
digitized and then transferred to two-dimensional "maps" of the discharge site.

Physical data on thermal plumes, like other related data, are
subject to stochastic and systematic error. Although accuracy depends or
the equipment used, normally one can associate an uncertainty of ±0.5°C with
temperature measurements, and, unless a blunder is made in navigat'jn.il
surveying of the site, position data normally have imperceptible error on the
scale of a typical thermal -plume map.

Surface-vessel surveys provide only limited, point-temperature
data from which the behavior of the plume may be discerned. Having a large
number of points improves the picture of the plume that can be reconstructed;
unfortunately, however, they also increase the effort and expense of the survey.
Furthermore, since boat-based plume maps require an hour or more to ac-
cumulate, they do not represent an instantaneous picture of the plume, but
rather a time -averaged view that can be blurred by such phenomena as plume
meandering. Fixed-point temperature measurements also vary with time.
(See discussion of thermal fronts and other transient characteristics in
Chapter III.) Boat-based plume maps are normally acquired by sampling
each station at a single instant, and therefore can be much distorted by the
large transients encountered in certain regions of the plume.

Assuming that meaningful point-temperature data can be obtained,
the uninterpreted presentations of such data are rather unenlightening. The
data can be made more graphic by qualitatively sketching in isotherms on
two-dimensional horizontal and vertical plume maps. These contours illus-
trate the three-dimensional temperature distribution of the plume by means
of cross-sectional viewing.
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Tracer-dye studies are carried out in a manner similar to that
just described for boat-survey maps. With suitable equipment, the two sur-
veys can be made simultaneously. Dye is a passive pollutant, its presence
having no effect on the overall flow field. Temperature, on the other hand, is
an active pollutant. Transport of the two is normally assumed to be similar,
however, and dye studies are often used to investigate heat-dispersion mech-
anisms. In a dye study, the dye is typically injected into the plant cooling-
water system just before the cooling water reaches the condensers. This
procedure (hopefully) fosters full mixing of dye with the cooling water as the
flow passes th ough the condenser units, in other dye studies, a point or line
source of fluorescent dye is located in the discharge channel or at some con-
venient point in the plume, although in these studies, the complete plume is
not usually mapped. Plume dye concentrations are selectively mapped for
later calculation of dispersion coefficients inside and (usually) outside the
plume. Instead of, or in addition to, temperature measurements, these dye
concentrations are determined by sampling the water at a given depth and
measuring the fluorescence of the sample with a fluorometer- Unfortunately,
the measured fluorescence can depend not only on the dye concentration but
also on the temperature of the water, on the solar exposure that the dye has
received, and on the amount of natural fluorescence in the sample. Correc-
tion for all of these effects is generally possible, but their existence makes
measurement of all concentrations difficult.

In all dye tests, the concentrations measured are related to those
discharged, from which local dilution (and temperature) can be deduced.
A stated advantage in the use of dye, along with measurements of tempera-
ture for plumes, is that dye gives a clearer picture of the ambient temperature
variation because it distinguishes heated water that has been discharged from
water that has been heated by solar radiation. In addition to fluorometer mea-
surements, aerial photographs are sometimes used to record the dye plume.

In measurements of ditfusivity using a dye, concentration profiles
at various cross sections of the dye plume are used to calculate turbulent dye
diffusivities. In overall dilution studies using a dye, concentration maps sim-
ilar to isotherm maps are constructed by drawing isoconcentration lines.

Remote therma' .infrared) scanning produces direct and essen-
tially instantaneous pictures of surface isotherms. Unfortunately, remote
methods sense only the topmost surface of the waterbody where conductive,
convective, and radiative heat exchange is occurring. Thermal imaging is
therefore unable to provide information on the three-dimensional distribution
of temperature in the waterbody. Furthermore, under adverse conditions the
surface temperatures may not be representative of even those measured just
below the surface. Nor are the effects of film? or sli'Vs on the surface well
known. A good example of the sensitivity of thermal im.iee»= to surface dis-
turbances is the fact that a boat wake can persist for upwards of an hour.
Despite these difficulties, thermal imaging is a powerful tool to use in analyz-
ing thermal plumes.
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In a typical application of this technique, an airplane, outfitted
with a sophisticated optical scanning system, rapidly scans the discharge site
for electromagnetic radiation in a wavelength band of 8-13 microns. The in-
tensity of radiation in this wavelength band varies with surface temperature
and is commonly converted to an electrical signal by means of a semicon-
ductor detector such as a cryogenicr.lly cooled mercury -cadmium -tcHuride
chip. A black-body temperature reference can be intermittently placed in the
field of the thermal imagery to provide a calibration of the system.

The electrical output of the radiation detector can be recorded in
any of several ways. One method is to produce % continuous-tone, black-and-
white photographic image of the site, with each shade of gray corresponding
to a different temperature. Alternatively, a continuous record of the scan can
be made on a magnetic tape or chart recorder. Artificial image enhancement
is often used to abstract isotherm contours from the continuous-output record.

Thermal imagery is a sophisticated technique, and though many
interesting questions concerning its use deserve discussion, we are examin-
ing only the most obvious issues. First, the intervening atmosphere has ar.
effect on the recorded image- The magnitude of this effect depends on both
the flight altitude (distance from the surface whose temperature is being mea-
sured} and the prevailing meteorological conditions, particularly the relative
humidity. Water vapor in the air attenuates the intensity of radiation reach-
ing the sensor, thereby lowering the apparent surface temperature. A counter-
posing effect takes place hecause the vapor in the air is emitting radiation at
the ambient air temperature. *.V'hen the air temperature is greater than the
water surface temperature, the radiation emitted by the atmospheric vapor
increases the apparent surface temperature- These problems can be mini-
mised by flying at several altitudes or by ground-truth measurements, which
are independent determinations of the surface temperature at one or more
points •

Additional uncertainties arise in the processing and recording of
the thermal imagery. The spectral response of the detector and the gain of
the amplifying system are potential sources of ervor. However, because of
the narrow band of wavelengths considered and the typically high quality of
the electronics, these difficulties are usually considered minimal. When
photographic records are made, the attendant problems become important.
Good imagery relies on a uniform ;<>ating of photographic emulsion for each
sheet of film and on the uniform processing of such film. Both the age of the
film and the temperature at which it has been stored can affect the image
density.

Neither the surface-vessel survey nor the remote thermal image
can resolve all the intricacies of die isotherms. However, the contours ob-
tained from these methods are believed to represent the general shape and
size of the isotherms. Isotherm maps are particularly useful for visualizing
the qualitative nature of the plume, but have b-en generally used for comparison
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with mathematical models. Therefore, further reduction of the data, is com-
mon, eventually to numerical form for comparison with models. One of the
most widely used means of accomplishing reduction is to planimeter the area
within surface isotherms. Sinre area is an integral measurement and since
integral measurements are particularly relaxed toward experimental uncer-
tainty, area within surface isotherm has become the standard method of mea-
suring plume size. In comparing plumes taken under differing environmental
conditions, the concept of temperature excess is used. The temperature ex-
cess in the arithmetic difference between the measured temperature and the
temperature that would have been measured had the discharge not been pres-
ent- Unfortunately, the latter value is unknown and must be guessed. The
usual procedure is to measure the water temperature far from discharge and
regard that temperature as the so-called "ambient" temperature. The diffi-
culty here is that, even at points remote to the discharge, the water body is
not isothermal and no single ambient exists. A further danger lies in the pos-
sibility that the point selected for ambient-temperature measurement may
actually be on the fringe of the plume and thus not be representative of the
ambient-temperature range. Although common, the use of the temperature-
excess concept necessarily and arbitrarily distorts the data.

The temperature excess itself is not entirely satisfactory for
comparing individual ptumc areas or for comparing model calculations with
plume data. A further distortion of the data is commonly introduced when the
local temperature excess is normalized by the discharge-temperature excess
to produce the so-called "temperature-excess ratio." Again, the discharge
temperature excess is not known and must be guessed. Just as in the case
of the receiving waterbody. the effluent is assumed to be isothermal at the
point of discharge, which is only approximately true. Furthermore, in surface-
vessel .surveys the outfall temperature can change during the period of
measurement.

To illustrate haw uncertainties in the ambient and discharge tem-
peratures manifest themselves in the temperature-excess ratio, we are pre-
senting a simple calculation. Suppose that the nominal ambient temperature
is ?.0"C with an uncertainty of 1 C" and that the nominal discharge tempera-
ture is 30 C with an uncertainty of 0.5 C°. The discharge temperature excess
is then I O C with an uncertainty of about 1.5 C°. For an isotherm of 23 "C
with an uncertainty of 0.5 C , the temperature excess is 3 C° with an uncer-
tainty of 1 C*. The temperature excess ratio is 0.3 ± 0.12, an uncertainty of
about 40%. This calculation does not, of course, account for systematic errors.
Data are almost always presented as points, even though the uncertainty in
their exact value is rather large.

Although there is considerable variation, the most widely used
method of presenting area data is to plot temperature-excess ratio as a func-
tion of cumulative area within the corresponding isotherm. Such plots are
normally made on either semi- or full-logarithmic scales because of the need
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to cover many decades of area, measurement. Even though this method is
widely used it has many disadvantages. One is the fact that a dimensionless
temperature ratio is plotted on the ordinate and a dimensional quantity is
plotted on the abscissa. Furthermore, many find the plots awkward since it
is usually more acceptable to view area as a function of temperature and not
temperature as a function of area as the plots suggest. Nevertheless, this
method of presentation is common.

When based on the assumption that the plume is a spreading jet,
locating features such as jet trajectory, centerline decay of temperature, and
jet width, becomes possible. The isotherm maps are oxten suggestive of mo-
tion, which is usually the basis of drawing centerlines or trajectories. Once
the centerline has been established, the decay of temperature is abstracted
by measuring the distance along the centerline to each isotherm of excess
temperature. These data are then plotted as temperature-excess ratio versus
centerline distance. Because the exact shape of the trajectories and the iso-
therms is not known, centerline temperature decay is uncertain. Jet widths
are found by moving along the centerline until an isotherm of excess tempera-
ture is crossed and then measuring the perpendicular distance to the isotherm
of half that excess temperature. Widths are by far the most uncertain, for
much interpolation is needed to determine their values. Normally widths are
plotted as a function of centerline distance to correspond to the predictions
of the integral jet models. A serious deficiency of present model-data com-
parisons is that very little has been done to produce and compare model -
predicted isotherm maps to those obtained from the data.

Drogue studies provide a vastly different perspective of the plume
than do surface-vessel surveys, dye studies, or thermal images. Drogues are
floats normally fitted with an easily observable surface marker that can be
discharged into, and presumably will move with, the plume. Shore-based or
aerial sightings can be used to record the drogue's position as a function of
time and thus make possible the direct measurement of trajectory. Addi-
tionally, a drogue can also be equipped with a temperature-measuring and
-recording device for measurement of temperature decay. Although they do
not give much insight into the three-dimensional dispersion of heat, drogues
do provide direct information on jet properties.

In summary, boat and aerial surveys of the plume provide impor-
tant information on fJie dilution of heat in the waterbody through horizontal
and vertical isotherm maps. Areas within isotherms of excess temperature
can be obtained from these maps, as can trajectory, centerline temperature
decay, and widths. The uncertainties in these data are often large but over-
looked in making model-data comparisons. Drogue studies provide direct
information on trajectory and, if temperature monitoring drogues are used,
on temperature decay.

2. Problem Schematization and Preparation of Model Predictions

Models usually allow only very specific geometries that often do
not match the problem at hand, making necessary the schematization of the
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outfall configuration as the one postulated by the model. This process is
usually not a straightforward matter. Whereas most models assume that the
outfall is a rectangular channel discharging effluent at the surface of the
waterbody, prototype discharge structures are often irregular and may dis-
charge above or slightly below the surface. Nor is the exit velocity profile
usually uniform, as many models assume. The specifications of equivalent
outfall widths, depths, and densimetric Froude numbers are potential sources
of much error in model-data comparisons.

The bottom topography of a prototype site is usually quite irreg-
ular and may strongly influence dilution. Unfortunately, the jet-integral models
have been tested mostly at sites not representative of the idealizations made
in their development. Three-dimensional models that assume a limitless
ambient should not be applied to sites where significant bottom interaction
occurs. Furthermore, jet-integral models are inappropriate for low-->'elocity
discharges where momentum effects do not completely dominate.

Another difficulty with the use of jet-integral models is the selec-
tion of an ambient current. Many of these models assume that the jet experi-
ences a uniform cross flow just as if the jet were a solid body. The variability
and spatial dependence of the current makes its selection difficult.

The differential-numerical models conceptually require less
schematization than do the integral models, but, in practice, some schematiza-
tion is still necessary to accommodate the framework of the model. This
need is particularly true in those models that are not written for general
geometries. Consider the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, where a free over-
fall exists pâ 't of the time. This condition cannot be included MI a numerical-
model simulation without some arbitrary assumption, which is a potential
source of error. Besides, certain mode's are unable to handle the irregular
bottom topography and must assume either a flat or a smooth sloping bottom.

Along with the need for schematization, there is the problem of
selecting model parameters appropriate to the given discharge. In many
instances, the recommendations of the authors of the models are either too
vague or unrelated to the problem to be helpful. Often an arbitrary choice
must be made. A model may perform well or poorly just on the basis of a
single parameter selection. And the selection in itself of model parameters
is often hampered by insufficient information from field studies, for wind
and/or current profiles are often not measured, making analysis of the data
difficult.

In summary: misapplication of analytical models is a major con-
cern in model-data comparisons; arbitrary decisions, usually involved in the
preparation of model calculations, can significantly affect a model's perfor-
mance; and uncertainties in measured values mean that predictions of jet
characteristics within about 50% of the data should be considered acceptable.
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B . Data Col lect ion and Analys i s Only

1. National Environmental R e s e a r c h Center (Corval l i s , Oregon),
U. S. Environmental Protect ion Agency: Analys i s of Hydraulic
Model and F ie ld Data

Shirazi 1 ' 2 m a d e a detai led analys i s of laboratory data and s o m e s e -
lected field data for the d i spers ion of surface thermal d i s c h a r g e s . Table IV.B.I
prov ides a l i s t of the sources and the ranges of basic parameters that w e r e
studied, and a l so identif ies the type of d i scharge studied and the source of
data. The bas ic p a r a m e t e r s determined for each data s e t are l i s ted below.

a. Initial d e n s i m e t r i c Froude number of the je t

F = ^2 .

where

Uo = initial j«;t velocity,

g = acceleration of gravity,

&p = density difference between jet and ambient fluid,

j = density of ambient fluid,

and

Ho = depth of discbarge if rectangular.

Substitute jet diameter D if jet is circular or semicircular: or
jet hydraulic radius RJJ = BoHo/[2(Bo + Ho)] it the jet is of ir-
regular shape. Here,

Bo = full channel width,

and

Ho = channel or jet depth,

b. Reynolds number of the jet

UODO UOHO UORH

I*M - —"~~~ or —^~~ or ,

" v v v

where

v ~ kinematic v i s c o s i t y .



TABLE IV.B.I. Summary of Experimental Parameters from the Shirazi Study of Laboratory and Field Data (from Shirazi1)

Author RN

Bergstedt and
Stefan'

Dornhelm, Noucl,
and Wiegel4

Frigo and Frye5

Hayashi and Shuio6

Motz and
Benedict7

Simmons et al.s

Stefan, Hayakawa,
and Schiebe9

Stolzenbach
and Harleman10

Tamai and
Wiegel"

Weil"

Wiegel, Mobarck,
and Jen13

104-105

7 x 10'

10*

3 x 10'-
5.6 x 10'

5.2 x 10'
105-10'

105-107

1.5 x 10'-
9.4 x 10'

7 x 104-
1.2 x 10'

5.6 x 10'-
2.06 x 10*

4.07 x 10'-
1.31 x 10*

7 x 10* -
9.3 x 10*

0

0-0.37

0

0.18-0.73
0.5-0.75

0.39-1.24

0

0-0.4

1.0

F

1 .9 -19 .7

2.3-2.4

1.0-2.6

1.2-3.5

5.4-6.5
0.3-4.6

1.3-3.8

0.62-4.1

1.0-11.6

2.4-11.3

6.7-35.9

5.0-50.0

Jet Comments

2.0

1.0

2.6

1.0

1.0

31. 83

4.8-7.2

3.03-3.23

0.35-5.7

i.O

2.0

4.0, 10.0

» and
50-400

» and
50-400

1.57

1.57

1.03-2.41

1.57

2.36-1.57
1.62-2.06

1.62

1.57

1.57

1.57

3.14

1.57

o

"LT

o
~LT

•

Lab

Lab

Lake

Lab

Lab
River

River

Lab

Lab

Lab

Lab

Lab
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c. Aspect ratio

A -22.A " Ho

d. Bottom slope X defined as the ratio of horizontal to vertical
variation.

e. Angle a of the jet discharge with respect to the current. (This
angle is expressed in radians and is zero for coflow.)

f. Ratio R of ambient velocity to initial jet velocity.

The above are the outfall and environmental parameters that were evaluated
for each data set.

For each laboratory or field test, the data were reduced by Shirazi
in terms of the following plume characteristics:

a. x/D and y/D, representing the nondimensional distance along
and perpendicular to the ambient current.

b. S/D, the nondimensional centerline distance.

c. TEMP, the ratio of centerline temperature excess (above
ambient) to the outfall temperature excess (above ambient).

d. W/D, the nondimens ional plume half-width.

e. H/D, the nondimens ional plume half-depth.

Table IV.B.2 lists data reduced by Shirazi and identified by the respective
investigations. Table IV.B.2 is separated into three sections by grouping the
data as follows:

Group 1 (Gl): surface discharge into stagnant deep water without
bottom slope.

Group 2 (G2): surface discharge into stagnant water with a slop-
ing bottom.

Group 3 (G3): surface discharge into deep moving water.

The data presented by Shirazi are analyzed by Shirazi,1>z but are
actually used to calibrate a model described by Shirazi and Davis.14

The few comments following place the data in proper perspective.
Considerable scatter sometimes appears among the data, even for relatively
similar environmental and outfall conditions. This scatter is due in part to
the many different scales under 'which the data were acquired: between differ -
ent laboratory tests and between the laboratory and field tests. A second
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TABLE IV.B.2. Surface Jet Data (Gl) (from Shirazi1)
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TABLE IV.B.2 (Contd.) (Gl)
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.4120

.3610
*3359

52.5
63.3
• » • *

9 »»
3.1
6.2
9.3

12.3
IB.S
24.7
10.9
•.0.1

\l*,7

5 2 .
6 3 .
9 0 .

• 6»
3 *

ft.
9 .

12.
I I .
2 4 .

3 9 .

4 0 .

* 9 .

frl.

5 .5190
1 .4310

k . * *96

• - 3.09 »i.Pf*-l.57
1 .9905
! .9905
1 .7«67
< .9099

.7238

.5810
» .5T I *
1 .5333

6.1
4.1

12.1
id.?
24.2
30.3
36.*
61.5
M.6

*> 3.09 UWt»M.5H

«.« 3.01 M.PHM1.MI

.•720

.S230
• T«0

.6S4*
•AMD
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0 - . 5
0 O.»
0 N.»
0 1S.0

• JO.a
0 40.*
e Sft.»
0 S3.0
0 63.*
0 70.O
• i«.a
• IP».i

• 0 t>
« 4.C
D -..a
o e.a
e IO.O
0 11.6
» 15.0
• 21.0
» 35.0
0 O.O
t ao.t
1 TO.O
B St.9
0 100.*

e 4.c
0 S.I
0 T.0
0 9.8
0 JI.0
0 Ib.O
« 2ft.S
0 10.0
o tio.a
• m.t
• 100.0

o *••
• 3»*
e s.9
* 6.9
0 9.0
0 1J.0
0 19.0
b 2T.0
0 * i .O
C YT.B

4 . S

6 . 0

0 . 0

10.0

30.0
4Q.0
SO.O
«iJ.t
63.0
19.0

ice.o
2.IS

* . O

A . D

« . g

10.0
11.6
!%,«
•*j.o
3&.0
*e.o
60.0
7C.0
ei.c

ico.e
1-55

4 . 0

5.1
1.9
«.0

l l .»
16.0
70.5
39.0
60.0
70.0

U9.0
1.23

? . S

S.5
6.S
4.0

D.C
l*.0
27.0
*3.0
1T.0

.5080

.BJfln

.7030

.uoa

.SBCO

.1300

.DTOO

.DSfiO

.0*00

.9309

.020D

• • I.Cfl
.9000
.esao
.7010
•6OB0
.SBB0
.4910
.1098
»1SB0
.0*90
. • - I B
.1100
.in«
.01*0

.•SBO
•*tet
.7090
• HflO
.seat
.40PO

.»eo

.7010

.1000

. 0 H 0

.ffftfO

>* i.eo
1.0000

-MOO
**SBO
.7110
.6000
.SfllO
.4019
-M1O
•?eoe

1T.I.
21.7
7A.3
32.1
40.0

IT. I
21.7
26-3
32.1

t / 0 S/0 TEN> M/D

9 Fa 1.06 6a 2.60 «.»Ki*l»STI
1.3 1.3 1.0000
4.* * .« 1.Q0OO. .47
c.i a.i .MOO .49

11.4 11.4 .7500 .26
14.9 1*.S .7109 .21
18.2 10.2 .7100 .16
22.6 22.6 .6580 .26
28.3 2*. 3 .0410 .21
* t .a ** .a .SJ#* .16

9 f - 1.03 »• 2.40 M.I>HA*1.57I
l . Z
• . € .
fl.fr

13.0
16.3
19.3 . .
24.0 ?4.B .7390
31 . * 31.4 .7310
4«. | 46.6 .5510

. . . .«90
4.6 .9790
B.fr .6700

13.0 *73M
16.3 .6000

• 12

2*
1.H0

U0

«LPKA»|.STI
5.30 .99

0 1 . » • * • . 69
1S.» .6400 19 .3* .81
20.5 .5400 30.00 .53
2A« 5I0D 51

i/D tVO S/O TCW>

1KB 0 F* * . t ? Am 5.J

16.6 !*.(

I0?.0
1S1.0

TO.6
93.6

143.5

O F> *.53 * • 1.5ft U P H I
3.4 3.6 1.000* 4,74

13.6 13.6 .«50N H.50
26.4 2A*4 .3700 17,01
3A.6 36.6 .3100

38.6 3H.6 .5100 30.0B
49,5 49.5 .4BB0 34.3ft
15.? 75.2 .3810 4*.60

ff F ' I . *2 >* .47 MPHli
.7 .» i.eseo

3.0 1.4 .0500
5.4 5.6 .5SC0
7.3 T.3 .CB90
9.0 9.B .*S9I

^ . 3 12.3 . * ? »
14.T 14.7 .aOCO
10i6 10.6 .3900
20.4 ?9.4 .3000

* r» ?.35 «• .35 Ktmua
.« .C I.MffO

3*6 3.6 .fl*0O
6.2 6.2 .50BO
«.6 9.6 .3700

14I"* !*!« lasoo
10.] IB.3 .3900
22.9 22.9 .2903
35.3 35.9 .2600

45.5

6T.J

10?.0
151.0

5.22
3 . 4

IS.*
26.4
37.*
48.5
*9.«
70.6
«3.B

14S.5

.4700

.3700

.3600

.3300

.2900

5- ?.4t
1.0009

.MOO

.3609

.3100

.2T09

• 2200
•2001
• 19»

*I.B9 1.37
46.91 1.40

1.14
5-.6b i.ea
77.06 K M

.97
. 8 1

*LPMlsl.S7l
1>10
: . :?
1.10
1.10

• 4 8

• «
• 9 6

.86

.67

59.fi 59.6 .2300 39.97
72.3 72.3 .2QO0
9|.R 91.B .I70D

136.1 136.1 .161*

0 Fa
9 1.0
9 G.I
0 13.6
0 20.1
0 25.2

0 75.4

> 3,5
> 15.5
V 26.7
» 40,1
* 52,7
• 63.3
I 77,3

I 105.4
B 140,6

* . *0
1.0

13.6
20.1
25.2

3 7 . *
59.4
TS.6

1S.5

*0.1
52. T
63.3
77.3

• Ot.4
140. b

- > .51
.0511
.7910
.3719
• Z503

•1509
.1100
.1X19

.6700

.5090

.3100

.7210

.1000
• 1500
.1203
.1200
.1050

K f l
2.SI
7.55

13.19

29.60
21.16
39.23

3.5'
15.4t
17.57
2". 12

47.00

47.D0

i

1

!
i
i
i

,91
•71
.71
. 9

•*!
.91
.19
.S3

• 30
. 3 8

• rq

. 0 9

• 12
. 0 2

.12

WM[t OF tiW5 * 49
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TABLE IV.B.2 (Contd.) (Gl)

• 3.30 C» I.to

I?.O
15.0
70.0

35.0

0 Fi

1.1
9 . 3

12.0

25.0
3K.0
51.6

o ra
1.6
*.e
6 . 6

H . 0

10.7
13.0
16.5
?1.D
Ji.O
52.9

0 F«
3.0
* .O
6 . 0

}}.O
20.0
JCO
3*.O
SO.O

0 Pa

12.0
IS.*
?«.»
2*. 0
35.0

I 9.50

r.T

12.0
16.0
72.0

3B.0
51.6

11.00
3 . 0

B . O

10. T
13.0
16.5
73.0
35.0
S7.0

2.50 .
3.0
fc.0
6 . 0

12.B

30 Io
3B.0
SO.O

!.*> 1

. 5 * 1 0

..OOP
• 30BS
•2S0O
.2BBD

•a l.Cl
.aoo*
. 7 0 1 *

Tsooo
••eoo

.17BB

*a 1.(1

.OBCO
• flOOO
-Toeo

.1.000

.3000

.2000

.1500

«* 1.09
i.*too

.90BD
• "000
.7300

17PC0
.7*00
. 6 0 0 *

!• 1.09
l.DAOO

* . *
» . *

elo
12.0
16.0
??.S
30.0

*!o
7 . a

9 . 0

12.0
16.0
22. 5
30.0

!«**

.51**

•30BB

' • 1 1 . 3 * J>- 1 . * * «LMt4al.S71

10.0

22. B
2B.B

40.0
ra.o

0 FB
3 . 5

5 . 4

0 . 0

?oU
30.*
«0.0
70.0

? . «

S . 0

7 . 0

islo
fO.O
?3.0
30.0
*0.0
60.0

1*.0

17.0
72.6
2V.0
• 1.5
feO.C
70.0

2,-0

5 . 0

M.O

70.0
30. P

7B.0

• > . *

5.0
7.0

10.5
15.0
20.0
23.0
30.0
•0.0
60.0

•MOB
•MSB
.SHI
•kBC*
• 300C
• ?OBB

.1700

* • I . *

. H H

.TIBO

.6000
1.0BI0

• T00O
.6000
.5*BD

•«*BB
.3*5*
.350*

0 Fa «.SQ Mm l .«*
36.0 3«.0 .20**
51.0 St . * .1M0

fe.5
7.7

12U
17.B
23.3
*T.O

s ra
2 . *
s.o
a.o

13.0

•3.0

73.0

0 r>

k . *

5.«
F . S

i.O

r.o
r.o

6.S
7.7

12ZS
1T.0
23.3
•7.0

11.30

S . O

13.0
17.0
23.0
31.•
39.0

73.0

2.73
2 . 6

5 . S

7 . ?

17.8

. M l *

.15*0

*SB«*
.hCOO
.3IBB
•2«IB

* • 1.00 AL"M*1<57
•nfll»

• bOOB

.S03C
• • 0 0 0
.3000
•2BB0
• 1SS0
• 111*

»• l.OB «LPM1*1.S7
I.0B00
.4000
.800*
.7100
.6(1*

.T i l *

• r a 3.30 * * | . « « «l.*>M«a|.S7>
1 . 5

2.0
3.S
* . T

* . 7
4.1
a.o
3 . *

1 . 5

7.0
3.5
* . T

a. i
10.0
11-5
ir . ;

•«9B*
• 9B0*
.B0BB
.TOB0
• AOOP

.4000

T/D S/O TCHT1 tf/O> S/O TE'M' «/O M/D

* F-SO.OO
•Sl.B M.O

' ?•• «2.0

0 ra2l.«*
*1.0 * 1 . *

0 Fa?».0t
*2.0 62.*

9 r-ia.aa
21.0 21,*

0 F«».*»
•3.* U.fr

0 r-i*.i*

1Z*.Q 12*.*

• f»16.IB
1*6.0 166.*

0 Faia.Og
166.0 lfeft.0

0 roz. iB
1*6.0 i t*)*

0 F-21.04

i*s.* i«.a

0 r-?£.M

10*.* IB*.*

* roi . (»
21.0 21.0
C3.« 83.»

0 F>2*.0»
12*.* 12*.*
207.0 2t?.«

1A6.0 166.0
271.0 22B.0

0 fa27.0O
2*7.* 2BT.0
£69.0 2*9.0

* r»2*.i»
21.0 21.0

a* *.S0
• ?T0C

.271*

»• * •» *
iZ*3*

1* * . * *

a*M

« • * • * *
. * • * *

* - * . * •

.171*

4- 4.M

.!•»

• • * . * •
•*7H

«• 4.0*
.071*

>> 4.00
.0764

A* 4.M
•oaw

• • 4.0*
.12*0

»• * . a *
•swa
••*»

* • * . * •
•**to
.0*3*

»• I..OI
.ICOO
•»30*

»• * . *»
.OUT* I
.«53a

•a * .a i
• 2N*

4LPHI
s.*a>

U'lt

N.PW
T.M

•LM*J
* . * *

4L*tu
6.2J

JLMB
M.»*

«m
t*.l»

>«l.57*

I'l.STI

WI.5TI

•1.S71

•1«5T»

«».ST»

•1 .H1

«Lnt4-l.ST)
*•!*>

M.MBJ
1T..*>

•1*571

M.*HBMI.57I
0..3*

*•«•
aUMBJ

*.n
4XMH<
Z.TB
* . »

•LTWi

11.4a

•l.*TJ

•1.S71

a.ST»

'1.1T1

i|.57»

•i.sn

4l»Hl*l .571

• r>i«.ao »• * . M L u
146.0 1*6.0 ,0*M 11!.«*
ZBT.a »7.e .on* is.**

• r* 5.** * • 4 . H AL*fU*l.$7l
•3,0 as.* .ess* n .*»

lift.* 1 * * . * .M2B 20.T*
*!•# *I.O .33*0 29.00

* f-25.00 a* ! * . ! * L
M.3.0 263.0 .1131 **.BB
37s.* 3?S.0 .MM
32*.* 3?a.o .»7«s as.so

« r-zf.co *>;*.»• *t««-i *ST»
131.0 131.0 .147* 11.5ft
i*7.a tfi.o . l ia* IT* * *

0 r«2S.*0 A-10.6* tLfWtal.sri
32*.6 32*.* .1*2* |*.7t
2*2.* ?*2.» .MM I*.**

NUN«E» or Ltms • «•
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TABLE IV.B.2 (Contd.) (G2 and G3)

* F>?T.OO • • ! * . • •
?6.3 26.3 .31*0 59V12
32.6 32.6 .2B*8 »2.*2

0 Fa25.00 * * l t . t l M.*MI>|»ST»
26.2 26.2 .2150 *S.*ft
32.0 32.* .I9M *a.**

26.3 ?*. 3 .3M0 .

6 Fa26.09 aBia.fl*

* * • ft.** M i t .M
13.1 12.1 »f]M * l . »
19.T 19*V .**S* 52.31

MUHK* or Ll>ies •

x/o wo wa

10
0.

0
' • • -

Q

I I

o.
O

o

<*
o
o*
o

•

5.»
4,7

l*»3
18.1

Z*Ift
35.*

9 r*

• . *
l*>3

2Z.7

J S I *

• Fa
1. *
5.9
* . 7

1**3

ia.1

a:
* r*

3.4
6.2

a.rli.S
14.5
U.S.

5.*
9.7

1*.3

ff.l
27 . t
IS.*

I.li
* ! «
9.7

l*.2!•• 1
22.7
27.4
35.*

1.13
1 . *
S.»
*>7

1*«3
10.122.7
27.fi
35,*

2.7*
.0

3.*
**?
0.7]?.*>

l-.S
17.*

• • **»
.050*
.7*0*
.7*8*
• 7M#
•65*fr
•S6M

«• 2.7* ujmvi.vn

!9M*
.05**

:JS8
.7*00

Is*ao

* • 2.T* >Lm*Bj.S»
.44ft
•**at
.»sa*
• 7900
.7 *0 *
.7«a*
.650*
.42*0

4> .35 M.*«ft»l*57!
.99*0 . * »
•*Z«* 4.19
.»»* 7.04

.*iaa 0.31, !M10 10. Jf

.3100

.3001 %?*t*

q
o
o

T/0 5/0

» f * 2.70 i
. M M . * »

3.6 3.*
fr.2 * .« .558* 7.86
K.7 0.7 . *3 * * 0.31

12.« 1S.S .36** l*.30
!*.» 1*.5 *3I*»
11.* IT.* .Ml* IZ.*4
ZZ.V 22.* . W « i?.M

0 F> 2.TQ M
.0 .0 .91

3.* 3.» . «

l*.5
IT.S
22.4

>35

105.3

* f*

a r

2«

74,7
10-.. 3

• l l . H
3.*

I6»4
E*.9
*2.7
5*.l
67,*
7».7

105.J

11.00

6T.f

105.3

.5100 7.12

.*>oa * . * *

.300* 17.B*

.ssaa 3*.16

A* 1.15 * i«U«
.TM» 3.5ft
.5401 12.K1
.3901 t«.ZI
.Kit 2*.1»
.13f| f7«TS
Hit

13.1 • 13.1 .SM0 21.«l

r/0 S/D T£MP

I r* 1.2* *» 2.61
e * l.aaa*

« . * 41.5 .4*73

R/0 r/O 5/D

?!.* an.*
79,5 1*3.6
37.* 114.Z

41.7 .*«•* Tt.1*
110.* . * » • M.*5
I25.» -JT5t T*.5»

S 34 W5
62.* 151.7 169.* .3182 *•.**>
70.* lb*.6 192.3 .2*55 4«.**
95.5 1*2.0 2I*.2 .261* 1*4*99

21*.7 2*1.2 33*.9 . ! • ! • 151.4*

s* t
*s.t
6S.0
ST.?

I I* .7
12A.6

29H1

35.*

*T.3
SO.?
ft?. I

?1 .1

3S.*

71^2
74.5

101.t

I*. : .7

no.*

•6311 I*.T»
.AMI 72.19
•Mr? «.st
•**7h Sf.32
.*feT* S7.T3
•*C30 42.91

" 6«

* . * 53.3
13.* M.I
?3.5 I*.*
35.* 70.*
50.2 B5.2
TD.l 93.5

l?S.« 119.9

IOH.3 1)/.*
Z*5.» 2*7.*

7.5 29.S
16.3 *5 . l
?*.5 6S.7
* ) . * •? . •
ST.T M2.0
Tt.t 11*.T
•D.t 1Z3.5

If5.l 1*5.«
135** [77.*
in^ MM

as.-io
3 * 1 . t .11*3
sm.,3 .rsTt * M . * ?

<!•)?.<. .1019 1*7.30

' 2.31 • • 2.61 M-PH*.

53.6 .619*
71.2 .55*3
A2.6 .5t*t
95.3 .«*T*

111.4 . * M *
13*. I .**32
IAS.* .M-n
14*.3 .2*31
23?.* .2717
JST,« .2391
312.1 *l**ll

fl i.*t*a
3*.5 .72*3 53.27
W.I .473* 53.2T
73.0 .619* 55.5*
43.* .5652 57.TJ

l l * . l .518* 5«.<*
ijr.s .*4S7 «*.»
1M.Z .*«22 5*.*1
It)** .3*70 3S.J*
Z77.0 .t*35 3T.0.1

12.*
M-S
» . *
33.*
34.6
*0.5
42.3
75.2

* • •

1C.«
2«.S
W.I
33-*
4C.Z
« . 5
M i l
T*.0

•43M
.ft*M
•f*m
•SIM
•5IH
•53M
»*M*
. M »
•**•»

I*a .0*7 Fa
•
*

« . l
12.3
1 * . *
?3.4
3*.ff

0*

•
e

4 .6
*».?
30.P

9*.*

tama

25.1
H . 4

36.*
3*.«
•n,t
59.1
61.6
70.6
90.5

IS f"
!*•

l*ll
Zt.l
n.7
<*>.*
« . »

5.*5
25.1
M . 6
37.*
* * . *
S3.1
45.6
7*.l
93.7

122.«

4.60
l.S
S.I

l* . l20.1
2B.S
«*..'
7*.l

12*.*

1*0.*

of Li**s •

«• .51
.?*•#
.***#

•
-21**

*

.ni*
»

•itt*
.t*J0

.95*0

.55*3

. * • * *
•Z«**
.228*

0
•

•2SM
• ISM

43

0

* . 3

3.2
7.5

12.0
M . 7
3*.*

( • •
*
•
•
•
0

6.0
fr.l

11 .1
» . t

*
•

17.9

S:5
33.*
3*.*
**.S
« . 3
TS.f

US ' •
l.e
« . l

l*.l
?*.!
ZS.7

*7.9
50.'-
4*.5

las.*

12.V
?0.S
?7.3
33.*
* > . •
S3.*
7 1 . *
•5.3

* . l *
l.«
• • 1

l*.l
?*.l
25.7

50.3
55.*
M . I

.19*0

.6788
•63M
•6M8
.**•&
.5***
. * • • •
, U M

•> .51

.52**

. * • «
•32*ff

.ZA0*

.3***
«

.258*
^••*

M7 r» S.M * • . «
l-T I.T . * • * •
7 « *

' . 13.0
I*.f

7 . *
13.0
I*.»

•170*

•*n*

•LMJtal.STI

0 0

• * or nwt • **



TABLE IV.B.2 (Contd.) (G3)

T/0 S/0 TCM

e
.3
.4
,4

1.9
2 .4
3 . *
5.9
».o
a.*
1.9

.Z .Z

l.<
l.<
Z.f
2 .
Z . I

h .5
r .a
» I.*

Z.5
3.5
4 . 9
5 . 4
4 .4
9.7

2.9 12.*

I.IMtl.tMt•«TM
.*5*<
.75t*
.6301
.540*
•4ftl*
•*7e»
•3M»

• H »
• • • . M I r« * . •»

• 6
. 4

. 9
1.1
2 .9
3.V
5.8
6.8
4 . 9

R*

. 2

. »

. 2

1 .
1 .
Z>
2 .
2 .
3.
3.
3 .

ISO

* 1.2
1 1.3
k 1*4
2 3.2
a 4.2
7 5.2
3 6.4
1 7.5
a 14.5

• 5.41

•6
r •?

.97*0
•97M
. * H *
.671*
.570*
.4701

*:«•
. « * • *

«• 1.0

UOftftl
•4Mft
Mill

B. .Z
9
•
*
8

a. 4
• •

* • •
3 .9
5 .8
4 . 9

M r«
*

. 4

. 7

. 1
I . I
1.4
2 .4
4 . 1

4 . 4

7.8

a> .670 r«

a. 2
• 4
. 9

1.4
2 .9
3 .9
5 .1
a .9

8
•2
. £
. 3
•5
. 5
.A
• 9

1.6

S . M 4a l . ta «L»M*I
1.800*

• I.HH
r .*M»

•4MB
•95ft*
•BSM

?Ia . M M4.7 .58M
S.7 .4*M
4.4 .3644
8.3 .32*8

12.* .2308

5.4* 4a 1 . 1 * «LFMa*2
.1 I.MOO
• 3 .«M*
•S .«*•»

I.I .*5M
2.* .67*0
3.* .f*M
6 .
5 .

.5781
•STM

9.2 .SIM

3.? .MM
*.5 .»TM
5.*. .5311
6.6 .47DS
7.6 .44M

10.7 .294*

• • 5.6* aa | .*§
.2 1.0M0
.6 l.OBBO

3.3 5.1 .43M
3.1 6.2 .4118

1.9
Z.9
3.4
5.*
6.1
a.9

1.3
1.9
1.9
2.2
2.4
3.8

! • • .Z3t *•• 5.&0

i n .iw r« 5.U

* • I.Ot
1.0000
1.O0BO

* • l.M
.9M»

l.MM

(•• .
. 9

1.9
2 .9
3 . 4
5.8

a.*
Ma , |

a

•6
• 9

1.4
2 .9
3 .9
5 . *
6 .9

Ra .*,
. 2
. 4

. 4
1.9
2 . 9
3 .9
S.4
6.9
* • •

z.
z.
3 .
3 .
5 .

* *

;

i . i

2* *

Fa S.ta
*• 1 .

fta l . l l AL*IUa?.l6
I LOOM

1 3.* . M M
8 4.
1 5.
t 4.
J 1 * .

• 5.41

•

4 . :

5.3
9 .1

a 5.M
* .2

.2 .5

.6 1.1
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.4
Z . I
2 .8

2 .2
3.Z
4 . 3
5 . *
4 .4
9 .5

ta .388 F» 5.M
. * .2 .5
. 9

1.1

t'.n
3.4
5.8
6.8
a.9

. 4

.4

1.4
1.9
2 .1
2.4
3.4

1.1
1.3
2 .3
3.4

5 . 6
6 .6

1 .44**

I z t O t

* • l.ftft 4L*HA*2.HI
l .MM
•MM

.•we
•76H
.6716
• 65*9
.610*
-STO*

• • 1.0* 4LPKW2.35I
l .MM

• M M

•?M*

.6908

.63*3
•5318

* • l.M 4l"TW.Ml
l.MM

. m i
-Wit
.eMft
.SM*
•S:M
•4412

. 4 . 7
1.2 .471*

1.4 .9 I . ? , 9 7 f t *
1 . 9 1 . 2 2 . 3 . 9 2 0 *
2 . * 2 . 1 3 . 4 . T W
1 . 4 2 . 4 • . ? . 5 7 8 9
S . I 2 . 8 5 . 8 . 5 1 * *
* . * * . * 1 1 . 1 . 3 M *

<•• . I M - S.M l . M

5/0 IE**1 */0 M/D

. 7 I . * .980G
I . * 2.6 .91*1
1.4 3.? .700*
2.4 4.B .630ft
3.1 6.1 .Sftftft
4.6 10.4 .42**

to. ,rt* r. «.6D »• 1.0* U.PN»|.S6I
11.9 7.0 I * . ) .218* 4 . 1 *
23.4 11.9 27.? .1T0O 4.6S
35.8 11.4 39.2 .1301 T.8S
59.4 20.? 6*.T .IMl 8.63

2.9
3.9
5.0
b . l
N.9
1.9
1.4

1.9
2 .6
2.7
Z.B
3.8
4.4
4 .4

4 . 1
s.e
6 . 1

13.5
13.5

• MM
.53*1
.4M*
•1M0
.3410

•3IM
11.4 3.1 14.• .250*

!«• .738 F- 5.6* Mm t . | | _ _ . _
11.4 2.9 12.3 .26(0 2.4?
23.9 3.1 24.2 .16M 3.6*
35.4 3.1 36.2 .12M 4.74
47.4 5.3 4R.5 . t i l l 5.23
54. ft 7.5 4*.* .1MB 5.5*

<Pa , M I F« 5.41 4a l .M _ . „
11.9 4.2 12.6 *Z2ft» 4.4*
11.4 4.2 1R4 . *4 | l «,6*
23.4 4.T ZS.t . ITU 5.71
15.8 9.7 37.* . » • • «,93
47.4 9.7 49.V .1118 8.28
«.*.B 7.5 41.9 .190* B.92

(4e .34* fa S.M * • |.ft|

6 . *
11.9
M . 9
35.8
49.8

(Ra ,
4 . 8
4.*

11.9
11. *
23.9
35.8
47.*
« . •

4 .5
18.1
tl.9
14.3
21.7

* . »
15.7
Z7.9
48.*
64.9

,678 Fa. 5.M
1.1

!:?
1.7
3.1
3.1
9 . 3

lla .448 F*
11.9
11.9
23.4
35.4
47.9
S9.S

fRa .
23.*
35.B
47.9
54.8

4 . 5
3 .1
5 . 3
7 . *
9 . 7
9 . 7

6.1
6.2

12.2
12.2
24.2
36.2
41.4
41.3

5.68
IZ.7
14.1
26.3
34.4
5*.?
•2.S

,3*1 r« 5.60
5 . 3
4 . 7
9 .7

24.5
37.2
49.1

.3161

.IMl

.ISM
• UBS

4a 1.81

•55M
•41M
•41M
• M M
• t3M
• M M
•1TCB

Aa | . M
•5M8
.37*8
• 3 I M
.23*1
•21M
• I0M

Aa | . M
•22»
•?5M
•Z1M

3.11
3.*»
5.16
7.22
•*Z1

at*HlaZ.*61

t'.ll
4.*3
6.11
4 . M
4 . H
5.3*

ILPHAa?.|6»
4.31
4.31
4.74
4.0*
4.93
8.14

AL»tUB2.Ml
5.31
5.52
4.79
••a*

IR> .230 Fa S.M 4a l .M
4.* 3.4 T.ft .46H
6.* 3.1 7.5 .4188

' " ~ 5.3 13.4

4.5
6 . 4

4.7
9 . 7

9.7

12.7

25.4
37.9
49.9
61.8

. M M

.241*
• I4ftft
.1MB
.120*

2
2
3

a
•
a

•47
.*>?
.54
.87
.16
. * 5

11.9
73.9
1S.H
SO.*

5 .3
a.7
9 .7

14.1

IRa . 1 9 * Ta

4 . 1
11.9
11.4
Z3.9
35.4

4 . 1
5 .3
5.A
5 .3

14.9
10.4

13.9
26.1
30.3
42.6

5.60
7.3
a.5

14.4
14.9
28.2
4*. l

•2MI
• I M l
• IBOB
.14*0

« • l . ftt
• I T * *
•35*8
.24*0
•270*
• 1940
.15*1

4 . 8 1
5 . M
7 . 3 4

C . 4 8

• L ° t U a Z . * * l

4 . 3 *
4 . 3 *
5 . 2 3
5 . 2 3
5 . 7 3 -
7 . 3 *

So.

<»a
6 .

.19* Fa
B l*. l

.668 Fa
I .9

6 . * . 4
1 1 . 9 1 . 9
I t . * . 4
2 3 .
I S .

5 9 .

( R a

1 1 .
1 1 .

- ' .

IP-
1 1 .

» 3 .1
» 3 .1
» 5 .3
« 5 .3

,%ZP • •
3. 1

a 1.3
a 3 .1
a 1.3

•*.?

.ICO Fa
» 3.8

1 1 . 9 3 . 8
1 1 .
2 3 .
35 .

* ? •
5 4 .

<*a
6 .
4 .

It.

» 3.1
t 5.3
1 7.S
* 4.7
i l l . «

.23* F»
3.1

i 6.4
11.9 4 . *
23.9 25.2
35.8 17.2

<•- .188 F.
6.« 3.4
6.0 3.1

11.9 5.3
11.9 5.3
^3.4 7.5

59.lt 11.9

S.A9
** .3

5.6*
6.0
6.fl

13.0
25.2
37.1

ftl.?

5.6ft
12.*
12.6
12.4
74.8

4«Iz

5.4*
12.5
12.5
13.2
25.4
3?.4
49.4
41.4

5.48
4 . 8

13.0
13.8
» . *
>*.?

5.6*
6*9
7.2

I3.S
13.5
25.7
30.4
62.4

»• I.00
.IS0O

* - 1.00
.560*
.in*
.•«o.3810
.3*18
.2508
.73B8

.I'M
** l.M
.448*
•49M
•43M
•34M
•3*M

4a l . M
.34M
.33M
.27M
.2580
• M M
• ITM

*a 1.00
•Slftft

• 44**
•3 IM
.33M
.24*1
.17*8

A-' l . M

•4M*
• 3*M
.29M
. Z I M
.I5ftft
.11*0

B.42

4LmUa2.3SI
4.*5
6.65
*.4S
6.65
* . * *
6.*1
d.*B
8.51

6LrttM2.35l
4.31
4.31
4*31 '
4*49
4.21
7*64

4L*>UB2.35>
6.6?
4.4?
4.4?
4 . M
5.47

*L*tUaZ»3Sl
4.18

4 l l *
4 .1*
5 .H
T . H

«LatU*2.3S>
3.44
3.44
4.6?
4.6?
6.15
7.2*
t.34

NUH8EB Of LINES a 249
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TABLE IV.B.2 (Contd.) (G3)

1/0 S/D TE«I I/D 5/0 1C«
10. .3S* r« l.J? • • T.lf,
72.3 25.* 3%.2 . • ! • •
**.S 41.ft 7*.4 .541*

| « , l 147.* K3.3 .27«

Ifta .55* f* 1.72 AB 7.11
J2T.1 53.3 J37.B .»)•»
19*.« 101.4 »4.4 .5400
3T5.5 143.* 40*.S .2711

137.*
182.4

4 3 . 7*'
J10.T

26.»
24.6

2 . *
5.T

343.*
SU.I

3.ft4 A
43.8

31ft.9

Ifta ,917 fa 3.7* A
5.7 4.3 T.|

35.2 r. l Jt-.ft

.S4«0

.2700

a ».7S
.94*9
.67ft*

• 4.T5
.9*60

(«• .955 fa 2.3* A« 5.3»
6.5 6.5 9.? .HOB

24.8 8.1 27.4 .M»t
U4.0 6.5 3*6.* .2M>

tea .
a.*36.*

36.*

75ft r*
B.ft
T . I
T . I

2.21
12.6
40.4

34ft. 7

* • 5.41
.0100
.5400
.2700

(ft* . 7 i k f a 2.S9 *a 7.1ft
tO4.fl 3B*ft lft*.3 .SftBft
1*5.1 44.T 171 . * . M M

l«a .BIB f* t . M »• 7,10.
a.B.2 22.3 42.3 .TSftO

|73.ft 5«.4 |B3.T .3«ftt
21* .* BU* 29».4 .23*0

(Ha .Stft Fa. 2.31 • • T.lft
2T.J IZ.ft Jft.f .«3«f
•1.3 37.3 ftS.ft . • » •

IST.2 9T.4 lftT.6 .25**

IRa .5** f* Z.-T 4a 7.1ft
22.3 ft.* 23.* . • « •

lift.9 » . * I2S.B .43ft*
ISft.l * • • • I H . I .fftftft

I B B

30.*
50.ft
T6.ft

]?• ! •

185.0
215.B
255.»
300.3
340. *
415.B

*M.ft
SSS.ff

I R a

Ift.ft
20.*

Ift.ft
2Z.ft
* * . »
Sft.ft
•2.0
• 9 . *
*a.«

I2C.S
13* . *

11a .

Sft'fl
30.0
* * . *
50.0
• 1 . *

*J*«
43.ft

1*5.*
112.0
124.*
132.0
1*1.0
ISft.ft

556 Fa
15.0
25*0
40.0

65**
80.0
as.»

lOO.t
105.0
:os.ft
110.0
125.*
1*0.*
150.0
151.0

388 F-
3 * . *
41.0
5l.ft

599 F»
5.ft
a.c

12.9
2O.ft27.9
3T.V
45.*
Sft.ft
Sft.O

BTO Fa
12.0
IB.0
I**-*
2 ? . *
2».O
3 * . *
3*.O

4 1 . *
41.0
43.0
4 5 . *
40.0
4 * . *
51.*

1.72
3 * .

ft*.

147.

2!lft.

282.
327.

511 .
56?.
• 17.

1.32

i f 7.1ft A|.*Ma-l.*2j
2 . * « • • ;
k .4602
r .S333

• Inss

ft .5 )76
4 .4830
• .4391
9 .3226
9 .2668
5 .2151
1 .1505

fc .053*

Sl.M

*9.B9

«*!oa
•ft.Od

115.00
12ft. 00

m.oo

AB 7 . IB 1L•* * • ! .621
3 1 . * .0065
4 6 .

6ft.

1 1 .

5 .6720
•O.OB

lftO.ftft
7 .5376 12».O0

»• 7.11
t .9167

2 3 . * .4333

54 ! * U«67
6 * . * .5433
*9 .5 .4167

109.3 .315*
131.* . 3 1 * '
1*4.8 .2*17

l.ea 1 - 7.1ft
15.0 . « 4 *
2T.6 .8647
37.1

5«.O
T0.1
12. 5
«a.t

104.1
116.8
124.2
136.4
US.B
154.1
163.3

.a?7i

.7519

.7143

.67*7

.63*1

.6015

. 5 6 1 *
• 5263
.5113
.4737
.4511
.4135
.3759

22.00
2 " . 00

32loO

Sglftft
62.0ft

*L»NA-1.*2>

3*1*0
3*.*ft
• ? . * •
4B.0ft
52 .0 *
54.1ft
S| .09
* * . * •
55.0ft

3 * . * *

tfla .

4 0 . *

60.ft
TI.O
82. ft

9*tft
Oft.ft
15.*
31.0
*».•
60.1

IRa .
l l . f t
2S.»
39.B
51.ft
64.B
T4.B
99.B
0 1 . *

NUMf!

4 6 • 1.72

; • ; "•',
9 . * 42.2

5.ft M.I

4.* *4.t
5 .
* •
» .
0 .

i a .
1 1 .

*2.0
1*1.1
109.2
lift.3

151.6
12.* 163.*
12.

I t

a.
10.
1 1 .

12.
1 3 .

1 * .

l'2.i

a 2.6»
1 1 3 . *
1 2T.B
1 4 1 . *

53.9
» 6 7 . *

TB.l
» 93.2
» 1*4.*

OF LI4C5 •

Aa 7 . 1 *
.4785

.9579

.914*

.9*3?

.ft*4|
- • 2 2 *
.0065
.537»
.4570
.3*71
.32?6
.2ft*ft

Aa T.lft
.•501
.etfti
•0009
• T50I
••TOO
•MOB
•ssao
.5000

50.31

45loi

25ll!
fft.fl
22.1ft
30.00
45.ee
5*.ft*
5I.VI
54.00
51.•«
sa.oft
«••*

H M
2ft.lft
M.flft
3I.M
42.00
45.00
44.00
4T.00
5*.00

10.3 .9946 * t . f t»

5/D TFMP mfS H/O

F«26.«O I
0 11.1
ft 20.4
ft 2 T . *
0 37.2
9 45.0
ft 58.9
• T4.4
• ftft.ft
ft 141.9
• 111.4
• 113.5
• 135.ft

2.09 *tPMA-3.|41

T.lk

l l l . l
123.0
135.2

II>1
29.4

ST.ft

9».4
101.5
l l l . l
123.0
115.1

F-U.51 fta 2.00
• 11.1 »*c
ft 20.4 3.7ft
ft 27* * 4«4t
0 37.2 4.ff*
0 45.0 9.33
0 « • . • ft.tft
0 7*.4 *.9X
9 «o.a 7*11
0 101.4 T.4I
0 I t : . « T.*3
ft 123.5 T.B9
ft 135.11 a»ftT

F«15.22 *a 2.ft|
a ii.i
a 2>.4
a 27 . *
a 37.2
a 45.*
ft 5t.O
a T4.4a «*.•a HI.9a in.*
* 123.5
a 139.*

s. i*
t.9X
* . * *
*.«*
7.33
T.Tft

CM1.000 '«13.33 a« 2 . M
I l . l ft I l . l
70.4 ft 20.4

0• 27.9
0 37.2
0 45.ft
5 58.0

40.

<»a|.*0t
5.5

ll.ft
22.ft
4S.B
•a . *

IH.ft

2? .*
*5.ft
M.B

I35.a

I»Bl.B
5.5

II.*
22.*
4S.ft
•••ft
Tft.ft

135. ft

5.5
l l . f t
22.ft
45.ft
•ft .*
fft.ft

135.*

Iftal.ftBB

5.5
11.a
22. a
45.»
M.ft

135.*

7.4*
*.I5
B.52
a.«*
ft.13

ft 5.5
ft I l . l
• 22.1
ft 4S.Z
• 4B.J
• 135.3

f - *.T»
ft 5.5
ft I l . l

ft 45*J

• i».a
* 205.3
a 270.6

f - T.*B
ft 5 .5
• 11.1
0 22.1

0 te'.i
ft TO. 3
ft I3S.3

FB «.eo
• 5.

0 zz.
ft 45.
ft 6ft.

• 135!

' • 2 7 . 0 0

ft I I I
• 22.
ft *5.

1 135.

ra |« .# ,
ft 5.
• 11.
ft 22.
9 4$.
a «».

.9000

.*1 IB

.ssoe

.4MB

.2250

. 2 5 1 *

A* > . •
•TftOI

:%&
.1200
•Oftftft

A- C O
. 0 5 * *
. » 0 0
.550*
.4150
.1250
.2S53
.1959

* • 2.BI

• M l *
• 44ftft
•26ftft
• 2 2 M
.145*

* • ?.O|

16500
.480*

.2009

A> 2.0B
• 8*00
• TOO*
• 4>IB
• 311ft
• l?4ft

9.7*

> 2.10 AL*»U-3.|4t
«8.*

«ft.a

nt.t

5.5
it.*
«2.ft

I*Bl.ftft<
5.5

l l . f t
» • •
•S.ft
* • . *
*ft.ft

IIS.*

ft I l . l .720*
ft 22 .1 *4S0*
B 45.2 .330B
« ftft.2 .250ft
ft 9ft.3 •175ft
• 135 .1 .Iftftft
ft 2*t.4 .***»

• * . » •"•*••
*a.2 .215*
90.3 .!•»

IOT.J .ins

I l . l *TMft
22.1 .5M*
*5.2 .330*
•ft.2 .2*5*
44.3 .lift*

Ii5.3 .151*

t • •1 .000 Fa | |

M*1.*M
4.1
a.1

tft.S
32.5
*S.ft

• I*.* .*•«»
• 32.T .4MB
• 45.2 .Iftft*
ft «a.> .MM

F*H.M * • * • * •
» 4.1 .ftftfft
ft 1.1 .THft
• lft .4 **3M
ft »•? . 91 ft!
ft 4 5 . 2 . 3 2 5 *
a «a.3 . « • *

la-i.sft*
5.5

ii.t
t/.*
45.ft
••.ft

I35.ft

"•a 1.1M

9.5 . « • *
11.1 .55ft»
22.1 .MM
45.Z . ! •« •
•9.2 . * 4 ^

IK. 3 .ftSfttf
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TABLE IV.B.2 (Contd.) (G3)

tt*> M/X> M/0

135.0

("•I.CIt
5 . f

22.a

6B.Q
115.*

5 . 1 *
11.»

6ft! Q
1)5.0

IB*1.009
5.5

11.0
** .O

40.0

200.0

••"i.ao*

IClIo

79C.0

i«>i.eifi f
s.s <

I I •« i
* « . ! • i

i)*** i
2OD*.O 1

• I3S.J

'•It.lO

> n i l

B ft*. 2
B I M . 3

i *S.5
» 11.1

* » 2

mis
>3S.*0

5.5
11.1
2 ? . l

•SO. 3
135.3
?IO, *

•23.99

till

•*.?
I tUl
135.*
210.*

S.S
11.1

tttl

»«.2

IKIJ

* . *

.1340

.T*BB
•55BB
• 3MB

!»S*

.uiaa

.•Ml

IM*5
Tina

* • ?.*a M.»UO. I * I
.*aaa
.*SBB

.1350

IlMB

• 8»*P

.ITJtl

.!•»

.**••

.T3*l

.5MI

.3MB

•JJJJ

II.*

••(.*

lft.5

•A.*
* * . *

I*.S

* * . *

11.0

5 . 7
ll.ft

•5.»

i»:5

5.T*
I I . * (
».» 1
*5.» i

in!*

ii'* i
«.* •
7C.: c

» n . i

1 *».?
a I3&.3
Fal5.30

B a. l
1 i5**
> 65^2

1 «*.3

1 B,|
1 I t . 6

*5«»

5.7
11.1
22.1
*5.?

•S:S

5.T

II,1
72.1
* * . *

Ij5*j

11.1
M.I

. 22a*
•*6M
. f M *

.1598
•*3S8
*2*88
.2088

• HO*
.tio*

• 3 * 1 *

.1S0O

.siea
*IIM
: « »

.«Mt

.2*80

Il5*8

.**«

.2***
•«IM
•MM

• • • * *
• I 2M
.•TM

135.*

•••l.*BB

l i .a
22.0

•0.0

?BB.«
4«* I .M*

11. *

<»«i.oeo
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significant scatter-related factor is that not all important parameters were
measured for each survey--for example, the level of jet and ambient turbu-
lence. A third factor, experimental error induced by instrumentation or tech-
nique, was illustrated when Shirazi found that stagnant tests in the laboratory
(or in the field) provide questionable data, due to heat buildup or transient
effects. Shirazi did not discuss each set of data critically in terms of its
acquisition or its consistency with other similar data, so any potential user
must refer to the original work for his own assessment or treat all the data
as equally valid. The listing of experimental data in Table IV.B.2 should
be useful to future investigators developing plume models or studying the
physics of heated surface discharges.

2. Chesapeake Bay Institute, The Johns Hopkins University:
Hydraulic-model Studies of a Buoyant Surface Jet in a Crossflow

To aid in the understanding of the near-field mechanical mixing
that occurs when a buoyant surface jet discharges into a flowing ambient,

Carter et al.15 have carried out some
hydraulic-model studies. They used a
40 x 10 x 1 -ft flume, •with a rectangular
discharge opening, oriented at right
angles with respect to a uniform flow
along the length of the flume (see
Fig. IV.B.l). For runs in which data
are reported, the outfall temperature
excess 9o was 10 F°and the ambient
current ua was 0.18 f t / s e c Tempera-
ture measurements withi \ the plume
were made with a moving thermistor
that traversed the plume approximately
perpendicular to the plume centerline
at various distances from the outfall.
Vertical temperature measurements
were also made in selected cases at
specific points along the plume
centerline.

The program of hydraulic -model
tests carried out by Carter et al.15 is

given in Table IV.B.3, with runs divided into two types. The first type is des-
ignated as two-dimensional, with the depth of the discharge opening h0 and the
bottom depth D w about equal (approximately 2 in.). Various discharge flow
rates Q and discharge widths bQ (0.2-2.0 in.) were used to produce aspect
ratios Ar = ho/bo in the range of about 1-11 and discharge velocity ratios R
(ratio of discharge velocity qQto ambient velocity ua) in the range of 1.75-
8.81. For the nine runs presented, including centerline trajectory and center-
line temperature decay data, velocity ratios R fall into three groups with

Fig. IV.B.l. Schematic Drawing of a Buoyant Sur-
face Three-dimensional Bent-over Jet.
(Adapted from Carter et al .1 5)



TABLE IV.B.3. The Carter-Schiemer-Regier Test Program8 (from Carter et al.15)

Test
Desig.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
I
K
M
O
Q
S
T
V

w
Y

A-I!
B-II
C-II
D-II
E-II
F-Il
C-II
H-II
I-II
J-II

Q,
g p m

4
4
4
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0.48
0.336
0.336
0.336
0.336
1.06

4
4
2
4

eo.
°F

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

20
30
30
30
30
10
10
10
10
10

Dw ,
ft

0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.833
0.667
0.500
0.333
0.333
0.333
0.667
0.667
0.833
0.833
0.500

0.333
0.333
0.333
0.333
0.333
0.167
0.168
0.167
0.168
0.168

ho .
ft

0.174
0.174
0.174
0.174
0.174
0.174
0.175
0.175
0.174
0.172
0.082
0.250
0.169
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167

0.072
0.050
0.050
0.048
0.048
0.167
0.179
0.185
0.175
0.178

ft

0.163
6.065
0.0325
0.0812
0.0325
0.0163
0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065
0.136
0.045
0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065

0.084
0.084
0.084
0.084
0.084
0.083
0.065
0.043
0.146
0.14*

A r

1.07
2 68
5.35
2.14
5.35

10.71
2.69
2.69
2.68
2.64
0.60
5.56
2.60
2.57
2.57
2.57
2.57
0.852
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
2.00
2.75
4.35
1.20
1.22

»o .
d e g

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

0
0
0
0
0
0
90
<••( . '

90
90

°o.
ft sec - '

0.31
0.79
1.58
0.32
0.79
1.58
0.78
0.78
0.79
0.80
0.80
0.79
0.81
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.77
1.14
0.17
0.34

ua>
ft sec"1

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18

R

1.75
4.38
8.78
1.80
4.37
8.81
4.36
4.36
4.39
4.45
4.53
4.47
4.52
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.26
6.32
0.9'
1.91

Rc

5,020
12.799
25,517
5,233

12,718
25.629
12,765
12.765
12,750
12,767
6,101

18,436
12,765
12.766
12,766
12,766
12,766
1,207

838
838
804
804

2,799
12,786
19.551
2,770
5,635

F

3.50
8.92

17.78
3.65
8.86

17.86
8.82
882
8.89
9.08

13.22
7.46
9.29
946
9.46
9.46
9.46
217
2 07
2.07
2.12
2.12
2.07
8.38

12.43
1.91
3.80

aNotation:
Q - volumetric flow rate of water from the outlet discharge
0o = excess temperature (ibovc ambient) at the outfall

Dw = depth of water in the tank (ambient receiving-body depth)
ho = outfall depth
b0 = outfall width
Ar = aspect ratio of the outlet; i.e., Ap £ ho/bo
vo = initial angle of discharge jet and ambient current
qo = initial jet velocity
ua - velocity of ambient current
R ••• ratio of initial jet velocity. qo. to ambient velocity, ua

Rc = Reynolds number of discharged water
fie 5 qoho/v. where v is the kinematic viscosity of water

F = Froude number of discharged water
F o q o /^tp/p gho
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average values of 1.8, 4.3, and 8.0. In addition, lateral temperature distribu-
tions at various distances from the outfall are presented for three cases cor-
responding to each of the three groups.

The second type of test run is designated as three-dimensional
with the bottom of the flume lowered below the bottom of the discharge. A con-
stant flow rate Q of 4 gal/min was maintained for these runs. The size and
shape of the discharge were kept approximately constant (except for two cases)
to produce a nominal aspect ratio of 2.6, a nominal velocity ratio of 4.5, and
a nominal densimetrie Froude number F of 9.2. The 11 runs of this type are
divided into four groups corresponding to different ratios, nominally 5, 4, 3,
and 2, of flume depth to outfall depth. In addition to lateral and vertical tem-
perature distributions for three cases selected from these four groups, center-
line trajectory and centerline temperature-decay data are also presented.

Carter et al.15 note that, due to interaction with the near-shore
tank wall on the leeward side of the jet, a large eddy with a counter current
near the wall was produced. They observed that, due to the subsequent recir-
culation, the velocity and temperature profiles are neither symmetrical about
the centerline, nor similar along the jet centerline. The offshore portions of
the profiles did, however, appear to be similar both horizontally and vertically.
Indeed, it is the offshore lateral temperature profiles that are presented with
the data discussed above. Carter et al.1 also attempt to examine, in light of
their data, some of the assumptions used in integral model analysis o£ sur-
face jets.

As a continuation of their study of heated surface jets discharg-
ing into a crossflow, Carter and Regier16 present 27 additional hydraulic-model
runs carried out in the flume previously discuss-.d. (See Table IV.B.4 for the
program of testy in this study.) Only runs of the three-dimensional type (re-
ceiving water several times as deep as the outfall depth) were carried out,
and more detailed temperature measurements were made at several depths,
as opposed to the one preselected depth as in the earlier measurements. The
runs were designed to study vertical growth, lateral spread, centerline trajec-
tory, and centerline dilution (temperature decay) as a function of densimetric
Froude number F, velocity ratio R = q o /u o , and aspect ratio A r = h o /b o .
Asymmetry of the lateral temperature profiles was not as extreme as in the
previous runs; hence, both sides of the distribution could be used to determine
the width. No attempt was made to study the influence of bottom slope, and
all measurements are assumed to be in the near field, where surface heat loss
should be negligible. All runs (except two) have a Reynolds number Re greater
than 3000 (qoho/y; v is the kinematic-viscosity coefficient), so that the jet can
be considered to be fully turbulent and the results independent of Re.

The main objective of the Carter-Regler report was to approach
the problem of jet -ambient interaction empirically and thus to obtain from the
experimental data the dependence of the jet characteristics on F, R, and A r .



TABLE IV.B.4. The Carter-Regier Test Programa (from Carter at al.16)

Test
Desig.

A-V
B-V
C-V
D-V
E - V
F-V
G-V
H-V
I-V
J - V
K-V

A-VI(l)
A-VI(2)
A-VI(3)
B-VI(l)
B-VI(2)
C-VI

A-X
B-X
C-X
D-X
E-X
F-X
G-X
H-X
J-X
K-X

Q,
gpm

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2
2
4
2
2
2

2
1
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

eo.
°F

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

D w ,
ft

0.50
0.67
0.83
0.33
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.50
0.50
0.83
0.83

0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83

0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83

hO.
ft

0.173
0.164
0.166
0.164
0.166
0.168
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.166
0.166

0.083
0.081
0.081
0.085
0.085
0.087

0.084
0.065
0.111
0.126
0.097
0.219
0.116
0.088
0.116
0.115

b o .
ft

0.066
0.065
0.065
0.064
0.065
0.163
0.033
0.033
0.163
0.163
0.033

0.167
0.167
0.167
0.054
0.055
0.033

0.053
0.040
-V.068
0.126
0.096
0.044
0.113
0.171
0.113
0.113

A r

Series

2.63
2.53
2.55
2.55
2.55
1.03
5.21
5.15
1.04
1.0?
5.10

Series

0.50
0.48
0.48
1.57
1.55
2.62

Series

1.60
1.63
1.60
1.00
1.01
4.95
1.03
0.51
1.03
1.02

<*o.
deg

V

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

VI

90
90
90
90
90
90

X

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

1o
ft sec-1

0.787
0.835
0.827
0.849
0.827
0.325
1.621
1.614
0.325
0.329
1.653

0.321
0.330
0.659
0.968
0.953
1.554

1.008
0.857
1.162
0.563
0.962
0.922
0.681
0.596
0.684
0.689

u a-
ft sec"1

0.184
0.184
0.184
0.184
0.184
0.184
0.184
0.184
0.184
0.184
0.184

0.199
0.190
0.190
0.199
0.190
0.199

0193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.093
0.366

R

4.28
4.54
4.49
4.61
4.49
1.77
8.81
8.77
1.77
1.79
8.99

1.61
1.74
3.47
4.86
5.02
7.81

5.22
4.44
6.02
2.92
4.98
4.78
3.53
3.09
7.35
1.88

F

9.35
11.34
10.71
11.13
11.21
4.13

20.97
20.80
3.97
4.16

20.00

5.02
6.17

12.32
14.74
14.63
25.24

17.28
17.25
18.06
8.00

15.51
9.94
9.66
9.90

10.31
10.34

Re

12.665
12,739
12,770
12,952
12,770
5,079

25,484
25,374

5,109
5,080

25,525

2,478
2,487
4,965
7,654
7,535

12,577

7,875
5,181

11,980
6,588
8,651

18,762
7,369
4,853
8,515
7,371

aThe same notation is used here as in Table IV.B.3.
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To this end, the experimental runs cover aspect ratios in the range of 0.48-
5.21, densimetric Froude numbers in the range of 3.97-25.24, and velocity-
ratios in the range of 1.61-8.99. Only selected parts of the data are presented
in their report, and in most cases these have been scaled by powers and prod-
ucts of F, R, and A r to extract and verify the desired functional dependences.
However, enough information is given to extract details for a few individual
runs.

3. Argonne National Laboratory: Data Collection and Analysis of
Three Years' Data at Point Beach and Palisades Power Plants

A group at Argonne National Laboratory has carried out an exten-
sive program of thermal-plume mapping and analysis5'17"1' at several sites on
Lake Michigan. Over the three-year period 1971-1973, 22 plumes at Point
Beach Nuclear Power Station Unit 1, 12 plumes at the Palisades Nuclear Gen-
erating Plant, 2 plumes at the Waukegan Generating Station, 1 at the State Line
Generating Station, and 6 double plumes at Point Beach when both Units 1 and
2 were operating, were measured and analyzed. The goal of the program was
to increase our understanding of surface thermal-plume behavior by analyzing
large amounts of data taken under a wide range of environmental conditions
and to provide information on plume characteristics that might be used to
verify mathematical models for thermal-plume prediction.

Three-dimensional temperature data were obtained from a moving
boat, equipped with a 3-m long submerged boom with thermistors at every
0.5 m, traveling a serpentine path from the outfall to the far reaches of the
plume. The position of the boat at any instant was determined with a Motorola
Mini-Ranger positioning system consisting of two shore-based transponders
and a receiver/transmitter unit and range console on board the boat. Although
ambient lake current, wind speed and direction, air temperature, humidity,
and lake surface conditions were usually measured in conjunction with the
plume mapping, occasionally some of this information is missing.

Isotherm maps were drawn from plots of measurements made by
the boat and these are presented in Refs. 5, 17, and 18. Sample isotherm plots
from each site are shown in Figs. IV.B.2-4, and Table IV.B.5 lists the outfall
information for each of the plants for which data were acquii cd and analyzed.
All these maps were then analyzed to extract plume characteristics: center-
line trajectory, centerline temperature decay, temperature half-widths, surface
isotherm areas, and temperature half-depths along the centerline. The results
are reported in graphical form in Ref. 19-

Tables IV.B.6-8 summarize the conditions for which data were
acquired at the four sites: Point Beach, Palisades, Waukegan, and State Line.
The large amounts of data taken at Point Beach and Palisades were each
divided into five major categories, depending primarily upon the ambient lake
current and secondarily upon wind and lake-surface conditions. The scatter
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Fig. IV.B.2. Sample Isoihcrm Plot for Waukegan Plumes

TABLE IV.B.S. OutUll l.-ilornation (or Parer Plants Sluffirt

Plant

Capacity iMWei

Maiimum Discharge
Flow Rite im'/si

Mnlmurr. Temperature Drop
across Condensers Meg Ci

Ou'lail Width imi

Outfall Deptn im)

Avenge Outfall Velocity im/si

initial Oensimetric
Froude Number (Nominal)

»specl Ratio11

Angle to Slimline

Number or Plumes Maasund
Unit 1 only
Unit 2 only
MnH I and J

•Nuclear Pourr Plant.

Point Beach*.*
(Each unit identical

unless otherwise noted*

mi

25.1

107
10.7

4.r
0.56

2.5
2.5

«D* iUnit II
W (Unit 21

21
2

Palisades*

715

» 5

1).9

21}

2.1

0.4)

2.]

135

15

Waukagan

IU0

55.2

7.1

».5
IS
u

M
20.1

«•

State tine

«92

52.5

51

92.1

JO*

O.K

U

».9

90*

!

»ther« art lour cases l i sM under Unit 1 only in which unit I is partially opciattoial. (or these cases typical
r load • H MWIH. discharge 1K» rait • !9.9 nVi. maiimum temperature dropparameters lor Unil 2 art: poatr I

across condensers • 4 2 dig C. average outfall vtf*ily •• C.31 nh. initial dcnsimelric Froude No"»er
values art also tnkH tot the two piums lor milch only Unit 2 was in operation.

'Appronimate value Sue lo irregular variatien of discharge death.

1.91. those
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TABU IV.B.6. Thcrial Plumes Measured a t Palisades during 1972

outran
T « I > .

CO

Afbient
Trap.
(•c)

i
IdegC)

Flow
Disch.
Vel.

(CT/S)

Majtn. of
Current
(cn/s)

Uir. of
Current

l*cw from north)

Magn. of
Hiltl
(m/s)

Dir. of
Wind

("cfc" frara north)
Lake

Conditions

CATEGORY I (a): Moderate Sliore-parallel Current; Light, Moderate Wind; C3la lake Conditions

13 Jun 72

13 Jun 72

JO Jim 71

;o Jun 72

20 Jun 72

20 Jun 72

1242-1443

1516-1615

1027-l.'09

1110-1200

1330-1425

1J30-1S15

21.6

21.8

JO.6

21.2

21.7

21.4

14.5

15.8

U.5

14.9

15.8

16.7

7.1

6.0

6.1

6.3

5.9

4.7

25.6

25.0

25.6

25.fi

25.6

25.6

43.1

43.1

« . !

43.1

43.1

43.1

15.3

22.7

15.0

27.7

27.1

27.1

012

HOO

025

030

n25

025

2.7

2.6

3.6

3.2

3.0

2.7

265

220

220

220

17 Jul 72 160D-1655

M b ) : Moderato Shore-parallel Current; rtyleratc Wind; Bough Lake Conditions

ZS.6 43.1 19.4 030 4.5 220

Calm

Calm

Cain

Calm

Calm

Calm

0.O-0.3

(i.i)

11,0-0.3

0.0-0-3

D,0-0.3

0,0-0.3

0.32

0.S3

0.35

0.64

0.65

0.65

2A2

2.7D

2.8f

2,78

2.81

3.12

4.)

4.0

5.0

4.C

4.4

4.4

X 7 Aug 72 1730-1'JOO 19.4 11.3

V 8 Aug 72 1415-1745 21.5 12.5

Z H Oct 72 1410-1630 22.0 13.5

CATEGORY. I I : targe Store-parallel Current; Moderate Wirel; Bough Late Conditions

8.1 25.6 43.1 SO 20S 4.4 340

9.0 25.6 4S.1 40-70 025 4.6 231

8.5 :S.6 43.1 60-80 025 6 ' ° 2*3

Rough

ROUKII

Rough

1-2

1

1

1

• 1

1

.9

.3

.6

2.09

2.41

2.42

5.2

S.o

7.2

18 Jul 72 1952-2055

CATEGORY 111: Zero Current; Zero Wind; Cal» Lake Conditions

25.6 43.1 0.0 — H.O

13 Ju l 72 1546-1710

CATEGORY IV: low-H»lenitc onshore Current; Light Hindi Cain Lake conditions

S.4 25.6 43.1 10.0 170 1.8 010

C 19 Jun 72 1630-1730 19.6 14.9

K 10 Oct 72 1625-1748 22.2 12.9

I 13 Oct 72 101S-11SS 32.11 1J.6

CATEGOKV Vt Low, Moderate Offshore Current; Low, Ebderato Kind; Qilm, Rough Like Conditions

4.7 25.6 43.1 14.4 010 2.11 16S

9.3 25.6 43.1 8.9 345 2.3 150

9.4 2S.6 43.1 11.1 OKI 3.4 205

Calm

Cain

0.0

'J.0-0.3

0.3-l.n

0.3S

0.21

„,;,,

3.30

2.35

2.J3

3.4

4. !

4.5

Notes:
R • Ratio o£ Axbicnt Velocity ua to the f

• In i t ia l Dcnsimetric froudo Nu^-.-r.

* Surface-fteat-transfer J'arar; ter.

v velocity U



TABLE U'.B.7. ITiemal Plimes Measured at Point Beach Unit I during 1971 and 1972

Excess
T

Uisch.
Vel.

(o«Vs)

%gn. of
Oirrent

Dir. of
Current

Co.- fr-xi north)

Miftn. of
Kind
(n/s)

Dir. of
Wind

(#cw fron north)
Lake

Condition
Height

fm) ((•/s x 10"b)

21 Jul 71 1508-1619 . 21.8

1 Sep 71 1445-1727 26.5

17 Hiy 7Z 1646-1806 11.9

11.1

17.4

7.9

10.7

9.1

11.0

ZS.l

2S.1

2S.1

CATEGORY 1: Strong North Current . federate Wind

Moderately Calm 0.3-0.6 0,52 M S

Modoratelv Ciln O.J-O.b — 1-98

Calm 0.0-0.3 CIS 2.J1

CATEGORY M : Moderate North Current; Moderate Wind

R

a
\r
0

i

20 Jul 71

31 Aug 71

1 Sep 71

11 Jul 72

6 Sep 72

1632- IMS

1530-1631

09S0-113Q

1245-1355

1115-1300

21.5

26.2

27.1

20.5

25.1

12.6

17.6

17.4

10.9

15.0

8.9

S.6

9.7

9.6

10.2

25.1

25.1

25.1

25.1

24.7

15.0

18.a

360

500

020

205 0.0-0.3 0.16 2.29

'-'45 — 0.6-0.9 — 2.04

135 Modirately Culn 0.3-0.6 — l .Pl

175 Choppy U.3-0.6 d.iT 2.24

MS Choppy 0.6-1.0 0.31 1.8'

s
c
p

F:

F

J

21 Jul 71

24 Hay 72

24 My 72

2 4 W / 7 2

7 Jul 72

9Sq>72

1020-1117

0925*1040

1045-1145

1US-1225

1IIO-201S

1S25-1630

20.5

21.3

21.3

21.3

20.S

24.S

13 Jul 72 1M5-1903

29 Sq> 72 1S45-1705

>< Miy 72 1645-1751

11.5

10.7

11.9

11.0

11.1

14.5

9.0

10.6

9.4

10.3

9.2

10.0

7.0

9.2

25.1

25.1

25.1

25.1

25.1

24.7

.'5.1

24.7

CATEGORY 111 f a ) : Zero Current; L i g h t . Hadtratc Kind

57. — 3.4

56. 0.0 — 1.4

S3. 0.0 — 2.2

56. 0.0 2.0

56. — —

55. 0.0 4.8

HI (b): Swall Current; Light Hind

56. .'.: 24S 2.4

SS. 2.2 300 2.6

HI fc): 2cro Current; Z r̂o Wind

55. 0.0 —

Moderately Cain 0.3-0.6 — 2.36

Cain o.o u.o 2.11

Cain 0.0 p.ll 2.19

Cal» 0.0 0.0 2.13

Choppy 0,0-0.3 0,0 1.92

3.3

1.0

1.2

IBS

300

Colo

Cain

0.0

0.3-0.6

0.039

0.040

2.52

2.24

S.6

3.6

0 20 Hay 71 1IJ8-1SS0

P 20 Hry 71 1740-1150

X 28 On 71 1402-1539

17.5

17.S

21.2

CATT.GQRY IV: Moderate South Current; Light , ttidcratc wind

9.4 25 .1 57. 9.0 125 6.7 315

9.3 25.1 57. 9.0 125 5.6 270

1.4 25.1 57. )70 2.H ISs

—
—

Slightly Choppy

0.0-0,

0.0-0.

D.O-0.

3

J

3

0,

0.

If

](.

2.bt

2.bS

2.36

6

5

i

.6

,6

.2

25 Jun 71 lOm-1215
'.» Oct 71 2000-2100

20,1
21.2

11.0
12.6

CATEGORY V; strong South current; Haderatc Wtnd

25.1 57. — 6.5
25.1 57. 15.0 l«0 . .

Rough 0.6-0.9 — 2.SB

Cain 0.0-C 1 0,26 2.31

7.0

3.2

a • Ratio of SnMent Velocity u , to the nlscharBO velocity u0 .

Fo • In i t ia l Pansiactric Frouot Hiakbar.

- v • Surfacwtwat-transfer Paraactcr.

00



TABLE IV.B.8. Thenal FluHS Measured at Point Beach Units 1 and 2 during 1973 and Wautegan and S u t e Line during 1971

Mbiant
leap.
TO

Excess
Tea?,

( d )

Disdi.

(m'/s)

Disch.
Vel.

(O1/5)

<4ign. of Dir. of
•Current Qirrent

(cn/s) (ecw from north)

femn. of Dir. of
Wind Hind
(m/s) ("CM fro* north)

Lake Height
Conditions (•} / P10"6)

5 Jim 73 1150-1400

6 Ttui 73 1120-1255

7 Jim 73 1102-1230

10 Aug 73 1416-1500

23 Aug 73 1156-1304

17.

17.

3

3

17.7

17.

17,

17,

17

17

28

28

5

.4

.1

.4

.8

.S

.7

POINT BEMH --• DOUBLE PLLMS
5.6 353

9.9

9.9

8.1

7.9

9.7

9.4

9.9

10.3

10.9

11.1

24.3

24.3

24.3

24.3

24.3

24.3

24.3

24.3

24.3

24.3

54.

60.

51.

60.

54.

60.

54.

60

54.

60.

Cll> 0.3 5.7

0.10 2.47

0.09 2.89

Cain 0.0-0.3 4.4

0.0 2.56

0.0 3.04

Slightly Choppy 0.3 6.8

0.11 2.47

0.10 2.9S

Slightly Choppy 0.3 4.2

2.46

2.79

Calm 0.0-0.3 3.8

1.66

1.91

12 Jim 73 1S1S-1647

18.5

18.2

8.4

B.I

24.3

24.3

54.

60.

Cain 0.0-0.3

0.17 2,44

0.16 2.92

2 Jun 71 1140-1320 18.8

: Jin 71 1443-1723 18.3

10.2

10.2

8.6

8.1

45.9

44.4

99.

96.

WlltEGAK

4.7

3.8 270

0.0-0.3 — 7,29 5.3

0.0-0,3 — 7.36 4.5

4 Aug 71 1227-1550

STAffi LIU;

R • Ratio of Ariiicnt Velocity u, to Discharge Velocity uo ,

Fo • Initial Densltttric Froude K»ber.

~ - > Surface-heat-traiufer ParaMter.

0.0-1.0 * 1. 6.2
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of plume characteristics within many of the categories apparently provides
evidence that the details of plume dispersion depend upon slight variations in
environmental factors not easily identified, measured, or least of all, modeled.
Then, the data within each category were averaged, and tlie results were com-
pared among different categories and sites. Under similar environmental con-
ditions, the Waukegan site demonstrated the most rapid plume dilution in terms
of centerline temperature decay and isotherm areas due to its large outfall
densimetric Froude number («9.7). Conversely, the State Line site with its
low initial densimetric Froude number (*1) showed the least rapid plume dis-
persion. The Point Beach Unit 1 and Palisades discharges, on the other hand,
although having nearly equal heat-rejection rates and Froude numbers («2.4),
had plume characteristics that varied significantly, due mainly to the large
difference in outfall aspect ratio and secondarily to the magnitude of site-
dependent ambient currents. This much larger aspect ratio accounted for the
Palisades plumes having a generally slower centerline-temperature decay and
larger areas than Point Beach.

The data at Point Beach are compared to integral and phenomeno-
logical model predictions in Sec. F of this chapter.

4. Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences: Data Collection and Analysis
of Thermal Plumes at the Surry Plant on the James River

A group at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science headed by
C. S. Fang has designed and carried out an eKtensive thermal-monitor ing pro-
gram for a tidal estuarine region of the James River in Virginia.20 The area
studied is in the vicinity of Hog Point near the Surry Nuclear Power Plant.
This plant is made up of two 822-MWe units that employ once-through cooling,
taking water from the downstream side of Hog Point and discharging it through
a surface outfall on the upstream side of the point. Clearly, salinity structure
and tidal oscillations, as well as ambient turbulence, buoyant force.?, and sur-
face heat loss, will affect the dispersion of the heated effluent. The first unit
went into operation late in December 1972 and the second unit in March 1973.
Two years (1971 and 1972) of preoperational data were obtained to establish
an existing environmental baseline with which to compare data obtained dur-
ing plant operation.21'22 To date, one year (1973) of operational data has been
published.23 A report presenting the 1974 plume measurements is in preparation.

Most of the data consists of measurements taken from a moving
boat. The boat traversed preset transects such as shown in Fig. IV.B.5. Dur-
ing the preoperational runs, only the path on the upstream side of Hog Point
was traveled and the small zigzags in front of the outfall were not included.
When the plant was in operation, the small zigzags were added to obtain more
detail, and on three occasions, the path on the downstream side of the point
was also traversed to determine the extent of plant influence. Runs were
taken approximately twice a week through the two preoperational years. Dur-
ing 1973, -when the plant was in operation, 49 runs were taken between March 27
and October 18. It took about 1 hr 40 min for the boat to travel the course, and
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Fig. IV.B.5. Boat Tiansectt and Area of James River
under Study. (Adapted from C. S. Fang
et al.24)

runs were made at different tidal
stages: low slack, flood, high slack,
and ebb. Measurements from the boat
included water temperature at three
depths (0.5, 3, and 6 ft), air tempera-
ture at two heights (3 and 6 ft), the
dew-point temperature, and, during
the preoperational runs, the salinity.
During 1973, salinity data were taken
manually only at selected stations due
to equipment malfunction. The data
from these boat runs are tabulated in
Refs. 21-23. For the 1973 runs made
during plant operation, isotherm plots
of the 0.5-ft water-temperature data
are also presented.t}

Figure IV.B.6 is an example
of an isotherm plot for one of the

typical summer plumes; these measurements were made at low-water slack
at the 0.5-ft leval on August 7, 1973. Water temperature decreased very
rapidly within 1000-1500 yards of the outfall. In many of these cases, deter-
mination of complete, closed isotherms was not possible because of the coarse-
ness of the grid laid out by the fixed preset transects. Monthly averages of
the water temperatures for each transect are also presented for each of the
three years. The 1973 data indicate higher average water temperatures and
salinities than either 1971 or 1972. The slight thermal stratification of
about 1 F° in the top 6 ft found in 1971 and 1972 was absent in 1973. The higher
salinity resulting from the transfer of the more saline downstream water to
the upstream discharge of the plant tended, in some cases, to cause the warm
effluent to sink and to remain at the bottom due to its higher density.

Ambient water temperature for 1973 ranged from 1.2 to 5.1 F°
higher than in 1971 and 1972, which could have been due to natural heating
since air temperatures were also higher. Or, the locations at which ambient
measurements were made may not have been out of the range of influence of
the plant, which clearly would affect the ambient temperatures reported.

In addition to the data taken by the moving boat, meteorological
and water data were also collected during the monitoring program by an instru-
mented tower (Tower 6, Fig. IV.B.5), located in the river about 1000 yards
north of the discharge. The quantities measured include: water temperature
at three depths (0.5, 3, and 6 ft), air temperature at two heights (6 and 26 ft),
relative humidity at two heights (6 and 26 ft), net radiation through the water
surface, wind speed at three heights (6. 12, and 24 ft), wind direction, and
water pressure at 8 ft. The resulting tower data were not presented in the
reports reviewed here.
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To our knowledge the plume data taken at Surry exist in tabulated ;
form and horizontal isotherms. No further reduction has been done into jet
characteristics: centerline, widths, or areas. Areas have been tabulated for
the 1974 data, but these results have not yet been published.

|
Before the construction of the Surry Plant, Carpenter and ;j

Pritchard** made predictions of the expected excess-temperature distribu- I
tions using a hydraulic model of the James River estuary. One purpose of I
the monitoring program of Fang et al.Z4 was to compare these predictions to |
actual measurements in order to check the hydraulic-modeling results. Com- I;
parisons made are presented in Refs. 23 and 27. The actual plumes were found Jj
to be 41-93% smaller than the model predicted and the predictions for the lower J
excess temperatures, more accurate than for the higher temperatures. The j|
data indicated that the heat dissipates more rapidly in the near-field region ;:i
than the hydraulic model predicts. Parker26 points out that this may be |
due to the distorted nature of the model, which cannot properly simulate the jj
entrapment of ambient water in the near-field region. <

5. Kulhman-Prahl Laboratory Study of Surface Thermal Plumes at \
Low Densimetric Froude Numbers27 I

Kuhlman and Prahl27 used a 6 by 20-ft tank to carry out 23 labora- f
tory tests as a parametric study of low-densimetric-Froude number, heated j
surface discharges. Four additional laboratory tests were made in an attempt
to simulate the entrance of the Cuyahoga River into Lake Erie, a very low
initial-densimetric-Froude-number case.

The runs made and parameters varied are listed in Table IV.B.9.
The laboratory flume used for the parametric studies is adequately repre-
sented by the schematic of Carter's flume given in Fig. IV.B.6.

Figure IV.B.7 is a schematic of the Kuhlman-Prahl model of the
Cuyahoga River entrance into the Cleveland Harbor and Lake Erie. The verti-
cal dimensions of the model were stretched by a factor of four to prevent tank-
water depths from becoming too small (0.1-0.2 in.) for measurement purposes,
and the depth of the river outlet was taken as equal to that of the receiving
basin. An additional parameter varied in this study was the width of the re-
ceiving body. In all test cases, the heated discharge was directed at 90° to
the shoreline, into a shore-parallel current. In fact, all tests were made with
a flat bottom in the plume equal to the discharge depth.

Kuhlman and Prahl presented measurements of temperature,
velocity, dye, and turbulence. Isotherm maps were constructed at various
vertical levels from both thermistor and scanning-infrared-camera data; the
two methods gave consistent measurements. Velocities were measured using
a dual-sensor, compensated, hot-film anemometer; one sensor is here used
to measure temperature fluctuations in the flow. These fluctuations are then
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TABLE IV.B.9. Listing of Tank Tests Carried Out by Kuhlman and Prahl
(from Kuhlman and Prahl")

Qj.
gpm

1.380
1.40
1.40
1.54
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.38
1.38
1.38
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.126
0.561
0.561
0.842

0.842
1.07
1.07
0.276
0.276

0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2

Q c .
gpm

30.4
20.6
10.3
34.0
12.3
37.0
24.7

5.81
12.52
20.9

5.01
10.03
15.04
17.7
2.26

10.03
6.02

15.04

9.03
20.06
12.03
20.15
10.07

17.7
8.85
5.01
8.85

List of Symbols

bo =

Fr =

AT,
° F

21.5
22.0
22.0
11.1

5.0
5.0
5.0

21.6
21.7
21.5
21.7
22.2
22.5
22.5
21.0
22.2
22.2
23.0

23.0
iZ.i
22.3
20.7
20.7

12.8
26.9
26.9
26.0

h.
in .

1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96
2.10
2.10
2.10
1.96
1.96
1.96
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.96
1.96

0.61
0.61
0.61
0.61

bo.
in .

1.96
1.V6
1.96
1.96
2.10
2 10
2.10
1.96
1 9 6
1.96
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.445
1.96
1 9 6
3.0

3.0
3.75
3.75
1.96
1.96

w.
in .

71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5
13.75
29.4
49.0
18.2
35.75
53.6
63.0

8.0
35.75
35.75
53.6

53.6
71.5
71.5
71.5
71.5

F r o

0.82S
0.825
0.834
1.31
1 9 7
1.97
1.97
0.625
0.825
0.825
0.91
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.93
0.89

R

0.60
0.40
0.20
0.60
0.20
0.60
D.40
1.60
3.60
3.60
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

0.89 0.6
0.88 .0

0.88 0.6
0.90 .0
0.90 0.6
0.(7 i
0. 7

Cuyahoga Rivei Aodel

1.36
1.36
1.36
1.36

Vo

plume width at point of discharge

Froude number = i

54.4
54.4
54.4
60.0

i 71 1
0.94 1
0.94 C
0.94 C

harbor breakwall

.0

.0

.07

.07

.6

.97

Re

2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000

500
500

917
460
460
460

o

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.45
1.96
1.96
3.0

3.0
3.75
3.75
1.0
1.0

2.23
2.23
2.23
2.23

F r

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055

0.055
0.055
0.055
0.01
0.01

0.126
0.063
0.063
0.063

W

36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
34.0
34.0
i4.0
7.0

15.0
25.0
18.2
36.0
54.0
63.0
16.,
18.2
18.2
18.0

18.0
18.7
18.7
36.5
36.5

41.5
41.5
41.5
45.8

Q:

R

R e

W

W

at

AT

= initial densimetric Froude number = U;/^

= acceleration of gravity

= channel depth

= crossflow volume flow rate

= initial discharge volumetric flow rate

= crossflow-to-plume velocity ratio

= plume Reynolds number

= nondimensional crossflow channel width (=W/bo)

= crossflow channel width

= plume aspect ratio

= temperature difference (above ambient)

= local density difference between ambient and plume

= ambient density
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used to electronically compensate anemometer readings for the nonisothermal
nature of the flow. Additional velocity measurements were made, some at the
surface, as near to the air-water interface as was possible with the hot-film
probe, and some at various depths below the surface. Alsc measured were
turbulence-intensity profiles and turbulent-energy spectra for various points
in the plume. To help in understanding plume dispersion, dye was injected
into the plume and the resulting pattern .''as photographed.

u*« en*: o«pth 3o-«o r»i

Harbor Depth > 25 f«c i

" 7 •-'-
U r n

Fig. IV.B.7. Schematic of Kuhlman-Piahl Tank Model of Cuyahoga River Entering the
Cleveland Harbor Area and Lake Erie. (Adapted from Kublman and Prahl.27)

Kuhlman and Prahl observed a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the
plume-ambient interface for initial densimetric Froude numbers less than 0.52.
At these densimetric Froude numbers, a cold-water wedge was seen entering
the discharge channel. The tank studies showed that a series of transverse
line vortices grew rapidly to extend over the entire plume depth, and definite
bands of alternately warm and cold fluid were noticeable at the surface. Ap-
parently, cooler crossflow fluid was brought to the surface by the rotation
and mixing of the vortices. The Kuhlman-Prahl tests show that, for initial
densimetric Froude numbers larger than 0.52, a regular array of vortices
exists near the outfall, but breaks down into a turbulence farther out from
the discharge. As the initial densimetric Froude number is increased, the
point of breakdown into a randomized flow moves nearer the discharge mouth.
Kuhlman and Prahl suggest that the presence of these vortices significantly
affects the mixing process and dispersion of the plume.

The Kelvin-Helmholtz phenomenon was not seen in the laboratory
tests made for the Cuyahoga River case (Fro > 0.52 in the model), although
aerial infrared measurements of the prototype showed the vortex phenomenon
(Fro =>• 0.1? in the prototype). However, the other characteristics of the plume
measured by aerial infrared photography generally matched those of the lab-
oratory model.

Kuhlman and Prahl have modified the Motz-Benedict integral
model7 to treat low-densimetric-Froude-number discharges. This quasi-
three-dimensional rm>del assumes lateral similarity profiles for temperature
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and velocity, and profiles are assumed to be constant with depth. Plume-
depth variation is included semi-empiricaUy, based upon the tank results.
The Kuhlman-Prahl tank results and field data taken at the Point Beach Power
Plant6 were compared with the model.

6. Koester Experimental Study of Surface and Submerged Single-
port Thermal Discharges"

To determine the effect of the free surface and a shallow bottom
on jet characteristics, Koester26 carried out a parametric study of a round
jet discharge located at the surface and at various submergences. This study

was done to assist in the design of the once-
through cooling system for the Atlantic Off-
shore Nuclear Generating Station planned
for the coast of N^w Jersey.

A schematic of the experimental
setup is shown in Fig. IV.B.8, and tests per-
formed are listed in Table IV.B.10. As indi-
cated in the table, the initial densimetric
Froude number F o was varied from 4.9 to
15.7, the relative depth of water H/Do was
varied from 1.9 to 6.3, the nondimensional
crossflow velocity v /u o ranged from 0.020
to 0.074, and the relative submergence z/H
was varied from 0 (outfall at the surface)
to 1 (outfall at bottom).

The experiments were performed
in a 60 x 40 x l|—ft basin containing a fixed
array of 98 thermistors. An additional
thermistor was used to monitor the hot water
in the head tank; another was placed in the
discharge. To obtain three-dimensional tem-
perature data, the vertical position of the
fixed array was varied.

AMBIENT CROSSf LOW V

f ! » f ! 1

PUN VIEW

Fig. IV.B.8. Schematic of Heated Discharge
Modeled in Tank Tests by
Koester. (Adapted from
Koester.28)

The 16 surface-discharge tests of Table IV.B.9 are the ones of
interest here. For the stagnant-ambient cases, Koester found that dilution
increased with densimetric Froude number and decreased with basin depth.
Two additional effects were noted. First, the effects of bottom friction on the
vertical velocity profile were evident from dye injections. Second, the restric-
tion placed on the amount of available entrainment water by the shallow bot-
tom caused the reentrainment of some of the partly diluted plume water and
higher plume temperatures.

Koester compared his experimental results with predictions of
the Stolzenbach-Harleman model. The comparison of predicted and observed
centerline-temperature decays were generally good for the "deep-water,"
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M I U IK.8.Q f « r i n t M H D M d filtrtitu Slu4y e> m i n t circa

Run
IB.

1
2
3

U
I I
12
1)
14
15
16
1!
11
1';
20
21
22

a
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
50
SI
54
5S
S6
if
60
61
i4
65
66
6!

H.
n

0.o7

0.67
0.67

0.67
0.48

0.48

048
0.48

0.4)
0.40

0 «
0.40

0.20
0.J0

ox
0.79

0.79

079
0.79
0.47

0.47

0.47

0.47

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.82
OK
082
082
0.61

0.61

0.61

0.61

OJI
OJI
OJI
0.40

0.40

0.47

0.47

0.61

0.61
04D
0.40
0.47

047
0.61

0.61

Pnyiiui Par

w.
Hi

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
ooto
0.060

0.041

0.047

0.03*

0.036
0.0(0
0.0(0

0.0ft
M
0.CB6
0.036

Hi

1.13
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stagnant-ambient cases. Based on his data, Koester found that the maximum
plume depth and Cirsterline-temperature decay predictions were adequate (for
all these high Fo runs) if

where H is the depth of the basin, Do is the diameter of the discharge, and
''max ls t n e maximum plume depth predicted by the model. Areas and widths
were not well predicted by the model, however.

The laboratory tests with the circular part at the surface and in
the presence of an ambient current were carried out by varying initial densi-
metric Froudrs numbers but maintaining the relative depth as fixed. Koester
found that increasing the Froude number had a positive effect on dilution until
hm a x /H =• 1. For hmax/H > 1, the jet becomes attached to the bottom and
a further increase in Froude number further blocks the ambient flow, increas-
ing the area of jet attachment to the bottom. As a result, all the cross flow
cannot pass to the lee side of the jet. A reentrainment eddy was found to occur
with higher plume temperatures resulting from this reentrainment. Koester
also found that plume deflection and temperature dilution increase with in-
creasing crossflow velocity v/uo once hm a x /H remains constant. The
Stolzenbach-Karleman model compared poorly with the data, partially because
of the relatively shallow depths for which the model was tested.

The original report contains more details and describes results
for intermediate and near-bottom discharges.
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C. Comparison of Integral/Phenomenological Models to Laboratory Data

1. Introduction

It is most appropriate that we begin our verification efforts of the
integral and phenomenological models by comparing model predictions with
experimental data obtained in the laboratory. These comparisons test the
assumptions and validity of the models under conditions closely matching
those idealized in model development. In contrast, comparisons with field
data are summarized in Sees. IV.D-G and test not only the validity of model
assumptions once again, but also the degree to which the model idealizations
match the prototype situation under consideration. Our previous study of these
models (see Chapter II) has revealed that they are idealized in many ways.
Key prototype effects such as bottom interference, wind interaction, and tran-
sient conditions are often neglected. Comparisons with laboratory data allow
the model assumptions to be tested free of the complicating factors present
at all prototype sites.

Comparisons with laboratory data, however, do not comprise a
total test. The danger in relying solely on such comparisons stems from the
fact that all the models considered contain at least one parameter whose value
must be obtained from experimental data. Into these so-called empirical coef-
ficients is lumped much of the poorly understood physics. As a result, a
model is tuned to the type of data used in its calibration. A model with fitting
coefficients more appropriate to field data may perform better in prototype
comparisons than with laboratory data. Because of this bias, one must look
first for trends and second for precise quantitative values. A model that gives
an absurd trend in a key je' parameter in comparison with laboratory data will
most likely have the same problem in comparison with prototype data. This
point is made more lucid if we regard the sources of model-data discrepancies
asi consisting of three types: (1) those due to model-development flaws such
ais when the model cannot predict the trend in data taken under conditions
idealized by the model, (2) those due to idealizations made in the mathematical
model that were not accurate for the prototype application at hand, and (3) those
due to discrepancies related to inadequate tuning of the model to the laboratory
ox field data at hand. This section addresses the first and third causes of
errors as related to laboratory comparisons. Sections IV.D-G present large
field-data verification efforts that throw more light on the problems of apply-
ing these models to real-world situations, i.e., the second and third causes
of errors.

Two sets of laboratory data were chesen as a basis for model
comparisons in this section. Table IV.C.I presents the specific parameters
varied in the tank tests chosen for model-data comparisons. The first set of
data, taken at MIT by Stolzenbach and Harleman when their surface-discharge
model was developed, included surface discharges into deep water into both
a stagnant and a moving ambient. Tests were also made over a sloping bottom,
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but, since the models to be evaluated do not treat bottom effects, those tests
will not be considered. The Stolzenbach-Harleman data along with other
laboratory data and some field data, have been reduced to a common format
by Shirazi and are presented here, along with numerous other sets of experi-
mental data in the Shirazi data analysis discussed in Sec. IV.B.

TABLE IV.C.I. Laboratory Data Used in Integral and
Phenomenological Model Comparisonsa

F o A R Ow/h0 • K/(pcouo)

MIT Data--Run 3
MIT Data--Run 6

MIT Data--Run 10

MIT Data--Run 22

MIT Di-ta--Run 25

CBI Data--Run G

CBI Data--Run M

CBI Data--Run B

CBI Data--Run H-X

CBI Data--Run A-VI(l)

2.2

4.4

9.6

1.9

6.6

8.8

9.1

8.9

9.9

5.0

2.3

5.8

1.0

2.3

0.51

0.37

0.38

0.37

1.96

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.18

0.055

0.23

0.22

0.23

0.32

0.62

OD

00

m

CO

CD

4.8

1.9

1.0

ee

CD

6.2 x 10-p

4.2 x lO"6

1.9 x 10-5

9.5 x 10"5

2.8 x 10"6

0

0

0

0

0

a F o = initial densimetric Froude number (usual definition);

A = ratio of full width to depth;

R = ratio of ambient to discharge velocity;

D w / h o = ratio of receiving-water depth to outfall depth;

K/(pCpUo) = nondimensional surface heat-transfer coefficient, where u o is the initial jet velocity.

The second set of laboratory experiments to be used for model-
evaluation purposes consists of the Carter-Schiemer-Regier2 and Carter-
Regier3 tests (see Table IV.C.l). These surface-discharge tests were generally
conducted with moderate-*-o-large initial densimetric Froude numbers and
ambient currents. Water-depth changes in the Carter-Schiemer-Regier2 tests
indicate how jet characteristics change with bottom depth. The details of the
Carter-Scheimer-Regier2 and Carter-Regier3 experimental studies are also
discussed in Sec. IV.B. The MIT (Stolzenbach-Harleman) and Chesapeake Bay
Institute (Carter et al.) data were chosen for comparison, as they represent
data taken over a wide range of parameters. More importantly, the data were
taken by reliable methods, are consistent with other laboratory data, and are,
in general, internally self-consistent.

The integral models chosen for study here are those of Stolzenbach
and Harleman,1'4 Prych,5 and Shirazi and Davis.6 The two phenomenological
models of Pritchard7'8 were also considered. The models chosen for verifica-
tion are discussed in Chapter II and probably represent the most popular and
promising integral and phenomenological models available in the literature.
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2. Comparison of Model Predictions to Stolzenbach-Harleman
Laboratory Data

The Stolzenbach-Harleman data were taken in a receiving basin
46 x 28 x 1.5 ft. The temperature-measurement system consisted of a wooden
probe frame containing 59 thermistor probes in fixed locations. Eight other
thermistors were placed in various inflow and outflow pipes to monitor out-
fall and ambient temperature. The frame was moved up and down to provide
horizontal profiles at various depths below the surface. Stolzenbach and
Harleman established a control of the flow at the boundaries: the two sides
and rear of the basin. If a stagnant ambient discharge were being set up,
there was concern about keeping the basin level and preventing large eddies
from forming in the ambient fluid. Stolzenbach and Harleman thus withdrew
100 gpm from the rear of the receiving basin through a base manifold and re-
turned an equal flow of 50 gpm through the side walls. This was done for all
"stagnant" case runs. Thus a very slow ambient current was set up from the
side walls to the back of the basin, which hopefully prevented a buildup of heat
in the tank, reduced the eddying, and did not distort the jet structure. To
create an ambient crossflow, on the other hand, water was pumped out of one
side channel and into the other. An entire experimental run was completed
in about 1 hr.

The MIT data chosen for study in this section are listed in
Table IV.C.I. There are stagnant runs of low, intermediate, and high initial
densimetric Froude numbers. Test runs with a moderate ambient current
and low and high initial densimetric Froude numbers are also studied and com-
pared with model predictions.

The laboratory situations had to be schematized in order to pre-
pare model predictions. First, the Shirazi-Davis and Prych models were run
with values of zero for the ambient-turbulence coefficients. This is Prych's
recommendation, which is reasonable as ambient-turbulence effects should
be negligible in these laboratory tests. The Shirazi-Davis model was run
twice, first with the generic recommendations for these coefficients as given
by Shirazi and Davis, and second with zero values. The choice of zero for
the coefficients was more appropriate and gave consistently better predictions
for the laboratory data we tested; so the results presented are for zero
ambient-turbulence coefficients.

A second difficulty handled was the choice of a single uniform
ambient-current velocity to represent the nonuniform current simulated in
the laboratory tests. Stolzenbach and Harleman simulated ambient currents
in their flume in the form presented in Fig. IV.C.I. This distribution of
crossflow velocity was measured in the tank by timing submerged floats.
The solid line in the figure represents the function used to represent the data
in the original model-data comparisons of the Stolzenbach-Harleman model
given in Ref. 1. For the present comparisons, a uniform ambient current
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MEASURED

FUNCTION FIT TO
DATA

002 0.04 0.06 008 0.(0
CROSSFLOW VELOCITY, fl/sec

was assumed in all model calcula-
tions. That value of ambient current
was determined by first examining the
data for the farthest centerline distance
for which the temperature data were
measured and then averaging the am-
bient current (using the functional
form) from the outfall to that distance.
The errors incurred in such an ap-
proximation are hoped and expected
to be small. The Stolzenbach-Harleman
model simulates a variable crossflow,
but the Prych and Shirazi-Davis models
require alteration to do so. In any case,
the two phenomenological models of
Pritchard assume a uniform crossflow
and cannot be altered. A uniform cross-
flow velocity for all models was thus
thought to be the best common choice
and the most practical.

Fig. IV.C.I. Crossflow Velocity in MIT Experimental
Basin. (Adapted from Stolzenbach and
Harleman.l)

In the following comparison of
model predictions to data, the initial
densimetric Froude number Fo (usual
definition), the aspect ratio A (ratio of

full outfall width to depth), and the crossflow velocity R (ratio of ambient to
discharge velocity) are noted in each of the figures.

In the forthcoming figures Pritchard's Model No. 1 is plotted for
cases in which an ambient current was present. Since this model does not
treat ambient-current effects, we ran the code assuming no current was pres-
ent. Although Pritchard does suggest the application of his model for R < 0.1,
we present the computation for a larger R for academic comparison only.
This fact should be kept in mind in reading the later discussion of results.
Also, we applied Pritchard's recommendations for the computation of widths
in his first model (see Sec. II.F) directly to the calculation of widths for his
second model. His second model only predicts a "total width," with no instruc-
tions on the calculation of half-widths as needed in these model-data compari-
sons. Pritchard has subsequently stated to us9 that the calculational procedure
does not extend to his second model. Here again, caution should be used in
interpreting the results. Surprisingly, the widths predicted by this method
for his second model were adequate, at least in the comparisons with the
MIT data.

Plotted for the stagnant ambient runs are surface centerline -
temperature decay, surface-temperature half-widths, and half-depths. The
surface centerline-temperature decay is plotted in terms of 9 c / s o , where 8C
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is the centerline-temperature rise (above ambient) and eo is the outfall-
temperature rise (above ambient). The half-width of the jet, Wj, at any cen-
terline distance was determined from the data as the distance between the
centerline and the lateral position where the surface-temperature rise (above
ambient) is half the centerline-temperature rise. The data plotted are actually
the average of the left and right half-widths as determined from the data anal-
ysis. Half-depths in the data were determined by plotting, for each x along
the centerline, the vertical profile of temperature (excess). The half depth,
DT, then, is the depth at which the centerline-temperature rise is reduced to
half the surface centerline-temperature rise. For the comparisons with am-
bient currents, only surface centerline trajectories and surface centerline
temperatures were determined and presented in the data; consequently, in
these cases, the model-data comparisons are presented only for those two jet
characteristics.

The first comparison, given in Figs. IV.C.2-4, is for an initial
densimetric Froude number of 2.2 and a stagnant ambient. For centerline-
temperature decay, the experimental data are not sufficiently refined to tell
if any model has the right trend. The Shirazi-Davis and Pritchard No. 1
models are clearly too conservative, nearly by a factor of 2. The Stolzenbach-
Harleman model does well until it reaches a plateau at ec /eo =- 0.45. The
model then predicts essentially no dilution over a distance of 30 ho, which is
highly unrealistic. Section II.C discusses in some detail the plateau often seen
in centerline-temperature decay predictions of the Stolzenbach-Harleman model.

Prych and Stolzenbach-Harleman width predictions, as given in
Fig. IV.C.2, are poor. These models underpredict widths for S/ho less than
about 30, and then grosslyoverpredict widths for large values of S/ho. Incorrect
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Fig. IV.C.2. Comparison of Surface Centerline-temperature-decay
Predictions of Models to MIT Laboratory Data: Low
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lateral-spreading assvimptions are the probable cause. The other three models
also underpredict widths, the best agreement occurring for the Pritchard Model
No. 2.

Concerning depth predictions, the Prych and Stolzenbach-Harleman
models predict too small an asymptotic depth. Reduced depths result from the
large widths, since mass, momentum, and energy must be conserved. The
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Shirazi-Davis model makes a fairly good prediction of plume depth; however,
the model predicts too hot and narrow a plume. Pritchard's Model No. 1 can-
not predict the stratification observed in the plume data, although his model
No. 2 gives a reasonable depth prediction here, certainly an improvement
over that of Model No. 1.

Figures IV.C.5-7 present comparisons for an intermediate Froude
number, Fo = 4.4. Here Pritchard's Model No. 1 is much too conservative in

I i I 1
• MIT DATA, RUN 6
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STOLZENBACH-HAflLEMAN MODEf
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PRITCHURD MODEL Wo. I

- - _ PRITCHARD MODEL No. 2

Fig. IV.C.5. Comparison of Surface Cemerline-temperature-decay Predictions
of Models to MIT Laboratory Data: Intermediate Densimetric
Froude Number, No Ambient Current
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Fig. IV.C.6. Comparison of Surface-temperature Half-width Predictions
of Models to MIT Laboratory Data: Intermediate Densi-
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its prediction of center line-temperature decay. The model of Shirazi and Davis
also underpredicts dilution rather significantly. The Stolzenbach-Harleman
model, again, predicts temperatures well until a temperature plateau is reached.
(At B/Bo =~ 0.3, essentially no dilution occurs over a distance of 70hQ.) The
Prych model performed well in both trend and magnitude. In this case,
Pritchard's Model No. 2 is an improvement over his first model, but the re-
sults are not as good as those of Prych.

Concerning widths (Fig. IV.C.6), the Prych and Stolzenbach-
Harleman models again give the wrong trends: first, underprediction, then a
tendency for gross overprediction. Pritchard's Model No. 2 again provides
the best width predictions. Pritchard's Model No. 1 and the Shirazi-Davis
model grossly underpredict widths.

Prych gives the best predictions of depth, although the predicted
plume is too shallow far from the discharge. Again, this is probably due to
the large lateral spreading. The Stolzenbach-Harleman model also seems to
incorrectly predict asymptotic depth with too great a slope in the far field and
consequently too much vertical shear. A large slope is not indicated by the
data. Both Pritchard models and the Shirazi-Davis simulation indicate a cor-
rect trend, but the predicted plumes are too deep asymptotically. In Pritchard's
second model, the asymptotic depth is a function of Fo . From the data, D>p/ho

does not show large variations as the Froude number changes. Based upon
these data, the form for the asymptotic depth seems to be incorrect.

Figures IV.C.8-10 compare the high-initial-densimetric-Froude-
number case, Fo = 9.6, with model predictions. Clearly, Pritchard's Model
No. 1 significantly underpredicts centerline-temperature decay. The other
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models do fairly well, although the data are not refined enough to determine
which model is best. Again, the Prych and Stolzenbach-Harleman models
underpredict, then overpredict, widths.

Regarding depth predictions, the Prych model has the best trend
(plume dips down, then rises up). The Stolzenbach-Harleman model has
numerical difficulties; the other models give an incorrect trend.

Figures IV.C.ll and 12 compare the low-densimetric-Froude
number, ambient-current case (Fo = 1.9, R = 0.18) with model predictions.
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Fig. IV.C.ll. Companion of Surface Centerline-temperature-decay Predictions
of Mo'iels to MIT Laboratory Data: Low Initial Densimetric
Froude Number. Moderate Ambient Current
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Isotherms abstracted from the experimental data (not shown here) indicate no
cutoff of inshore entrainment in this case. If the ambient current were large
enough, a cutoff «_-f inshore entrainment would occur, since the out1 at in the
tank tests is flush with the simulated shoreline. The Shirazi-Davis model ac-
curately predicts centerline temperatures; the other models overpredict dilu-
tion. Pritchard's Model No. 1 is the second most accurate, although it does
not consider crosscurrent effects. It is not clear why all models (except the
Shirazi-Davis one) overpredict dilution in this case. The Shirazi-Davis model
predicts best for the trajectory. The Stolzenbach-Harleman and Prych models
appear to be continually diverging from the data in their trajectory predictions.
An overprediction of dilution implies the entrainment of greater ambient mo-
mentum than the data show, indicating a greater bending. This is the most
logical explanation for the model-data discrepancies.

Figures IV.C.13 and 14 are plots of model predictions and data
for a larger initial densimetric Froude number (Fo = 6.6, R = 0.055). The
Shirazi-Davis model predicts the best centerline temperatures. The other
models make such predictions satisfactorily, with the possible exception of
Pritchard's Model No. 2. The Stolzenbach-Harleman simulation failed beyond
a centerline distance of 20ho. Trajectory predictions for the models were
quite good; the Stolzenbach-Harleman model predictions are plotted, of course,
only to a distance of 20ho from the discharge. (See Sec. II.C for a discussion
of the computational difficulties with that model.)

3. Comparisons with Hydraulic Data Obtained by Carter et al.2>3

Carter et al.2'1 of the Chesapeake Bay Institute (CBI) at The Johns
Hopkins University have carried out hydraulic-model studies of heated surface
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jets discharging into a flowing ambient. (See Sec. IV.B for further details
concerning these studies.) Five typical cases from the many runs made at
CBI have been selected. These five cases include variations in receiving-
water depth, initial densimetric Froude number, and outfall aspect ratio as
studied by Carter et al.2'3 The results of these runs have been compared with
four models for surface thermal discharges: the models of Stolzenbach and
Harleman,1'4 Prych,5 Shirazi and Davis,6 and Pritchard's Model No. 2.8 Details
of these models are discussed in Chapter II.

First, three cases designated by Carter et al.2 as Runs G, M, and
B will be considered. These three cases are essentially the same, except for
the ratio of the depth of the receiving water D\yto the depth of the outfall ho.
This ratio, Dw/ho, was 4.8 for Run G, 1.9 for Run M, and 1.0 for Run B. In
all three cases, the initial densimetric Froude number F o was about 8.9, the
outfall aspect ratio A (bo/ho, where bo is the full width of the outfall) was
about 0.37, and the ratio R of ambient current to outfall velocity was about 0.23.
The Shirazi-Davis, Prych, and Stolzenbach-Harleman models do not take into
account bottom interaction and therefore yield essentially the same predictions
for all three cases. Pritchard's Model No. 2 considers Run B to be bottom-
limited and thus yields predictions that are different when compared to Runs G
and M; this model does not attempt to predict the centerline trajectory of the
plume. Figures IV.C. 15-24 present the data and the results of the model cal-
culations for the three cases. Note that, in these and all succeeding figures,
quantities with dimensions of length are divided by ho, the depth of the outfall,
which for these first three tests was about 0.17 ft.

As seen in Figs. IV.C.15, 18, and 22, the Shirazi-Davis model pre-
dicts the trajectory much better than the Prych model, but this may not be a
fair comparison for the models in that the data may be affected by the near-
ness of the far shore, an effect that is not included in any of the models. Ap-
parently due to the relatively strong crosscurrent, the Stolzenbach-Harleman
computer code fails at a short distance from the outfall. Even the initial trend
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does not agree with the data. Bear in mind that, when large currents are j.'J
present, some of the assumptions/idealizations made in the Stolzenbach- ;j
Harleman, Prych, and Shirazi-Davis models are no longer applicable, such as )}
flow and temperature similarity, equal entrainment on windward and leeward if
sides of the jet, and the cutoff of inshore entrainment as the plume interacts j
with the nearshore . These models are thus suspect at the larger ranges in ;;
ambient-cur rent velocities. |

s
Figures 1V.C.16, 19, and 23 show the centerline-temperature f

decay as a function of distance along the centerlines for these three cases. |
The data indicate that interaction with the shallow bottom produces a far less |
rapid temperature decay, reaching, for example, one-quarter the outfall tern- f
perature excess 2.8 times farther away in Run B than in Runs G and M. The j
Pritchard model is conservative in all three cases, but clearly does exhibit j
the proper trend when bottom interaction occurs. In the deep-water cases
(G and M), the Prych model predicts the centerline-temperature decay very
well, but it far overestimates this decay in the shallow water (B). Conversely,
the Shirazi-Davis model greatly overpredicts the centerline temperature de-
cay in all three cases, especially the shallow-water case. The Stolzenbaoh-
Harleman initial trend is far too conservative, except in Run B, where the
shallow bottom apparently brings the data up near the model prediction. The
model does not consider bottom effects.

Figures IV.C.17, 20, and 24 present the half-widths of the tempera-
ture distribution W<p. This is the lateral distance perpendicular to the jet
centerline where the temperature excess drops to one-half its centerline value.
For these three cases, Carter et al.2 found that the lateral temperature profiles
were not symmetric, due to entrapment and possible recirculation of heated
water in the region between the jet and the near shore. The data therefore
reflect only the half-width as determined from measurements on the offshore
side of the plume. Although the data do not seem to show any clear trends,
shallow water (Run B) appears to produce a slightly wider distribution. The
Pritchard model overpredicts the widths by a factor of about two beyond the
initial regional value (S/ho > 10). Note that the Pritchard model does not
directly predict widths as defined here. It does, however, predict the length
and maximum width of each isotherm. The half-widths presented here are
calculated assuming the existence of bullet-shaped isotherms, as Pritchard
assumed in his first model. For these cases, the jet is significantly bent by
the crosscurrent and the isotherms are clearly distorted. These widths, there-
fore, may describe the plume predictions poorly, but some representation was
needed in order to make a width comparison for the model with the data. The
Prych- and Shirazi-Davis-model predictions are similar; both do fairly well.
The Stolzenbach-Harleman predictions are nearly the same as those of Prych
over the short distance for which the model runs.

For Run M only, Carter et al.2 present data on the half-depth Dj, !i
of the temperature distribution. The data indicate that the plume is buoyant [|
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and floats close to the surface after initially entraining and spreading verti-
cally. The Prych model gives the most reasonable predictions of depth; the
Pritchard model yields a pliime three times too deep asymptotically. The
Pritchard model predicts the initial downward growth, but does not account
for the subsequent floating trerd. And, probably unrealistically, the other
models predict a drastic initial decrease in depth. In particular, the Shirazi-
Davis model predicts that the plume will grow rapidly in the vertical direction,
a fact not borne out by the data. In this case, the water, although deeper than
the outfall depth, was fairly shallow, a circumstance that could influence the
vertical growth of the plume. This conclusion could not, however, account for
such a large discrepancy in depth.

To examine the influence of initial densimetric Froude number on
the jet, Runs H-X and A-VI(l) of Carter and Regier3 can be compared. Each
is a deep-water case with the receiving water 10 times as deep as the outfall
depth. Also, each had an aspect ratio of about 2.0 and a discharge depth ho of
about 0.085 ft. Run H-X had an initial densimetric Froude number of 5.0 and
a velocity ratio of 0.62. Carter and Regier point out that the initial Reynolds
number for Run A-VI(l) is l.*ss than 3000, so that there is some concern as
to whether this was a fully turbulent jet. Since data concerning the centerline
trajectory are not included in the report of Carter and Regier for Run A-VI(l),
no comparison can be made. Figure IV.C.25 presents the data for the center-
line trajectory for Run H-X. Multiple values of the Y coordinate at a given
X coordinate indicate the variability in the position of the centerline according
to Carter and Regier.3 We note that the data span the predictions of the Shirazi
and Davis and Prych models, and that the bending predicted by the Stolzenbach-
Harleman model falls far short of the data.
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Fig. IV.C.25. Comparison of Surface Centerline-trajectory Predictions of
Models to CBI Laboratory Data: High Initial Densimetric
Froude Number, Moderate Ambient Current. DeeD Water

F igures IV.C.26-31 show the r e s t of the data for these two c a s e s
along with the four model predic t ions . In pa r t i cu l a r . F i g s . IV.C.26 and 29 show
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the centerline-temperature decays. The data look similar for the two cases,
although the high-initial-densimetric-Froude-number case (Run H-X) shows
a slightly more rapid decay. Pritchard's Model No. 2 is far too conservative
in both cases, although it does reflect the trend that the high-Froude-number
case decays more rapidly. The Shirazi-Davis and Prych predictions are sim-
ilar, but the Shirazi-Davis model is best in the near-field region, where the
drop-off is rapid, and the Prych model is best farther from the outfall, where
the decay is more gradual. The Stolzenbach-Harleman model seems to give
erroneous results, especially in the higher-current case [Run A-VI(l)].

Figures IV.C.27 and 30 show the temperature half-width data for
these two cases. Again, the Pritchard model overpredicts the widths by a
factor of two beyond the initial region. The Shirazi-Davis and Prych predic-
tions are again fairly similar, but significantly underpredict the widths. They
do, however, account for the trend toward a wider distribution for Run H-X.

The half-depths of the jets are shown in Figs. IV.C.28 and 31. The
data for the higher-Froude-number case (Run K~X, Fo = 9.9) show a jet that
is two or three times as deep as the lower-Froude-number case [Run A-VI(l),
Fo = 5.0]. All the models predict this trend, but none of them adequately
describe the data. In both cases, the data indicate that, although the jet ini-
tially grows in the vertical directions, it eventually becomes significantly
shallower. The Pritchard and Prych models do show this trend, but the Shirazi-
Davis model predicts a jet that continues to grow vertically.

Finally, the effect of the outfall aspect ratio can be considered by
comparing Runs G and H-X. Run G had an aspect ratio of 0.37; Run H-X had
an aspect ratio of 1.96. Both may be considered to be deep-water cases with
Froude numbers of about 9. The centerline trajectories have already been
examined in the previous comparisons. Note here that the initial depth of the
discharge hQ for Run G was twice as large as for Run H-X. Thus the scaling
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Fig. IV.C.26. Comparison of Surface Centerline-temperature-decay Predic-
tions of Models to CBI Laboratory Data: High Initial Densi-
metric Froude Number, Moderate Ambient Current, Deep Water
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factors are different in the two sets of figures. The data for the centerline
temperature decay (Figs. IV.C.16 and 28), adjusted for the factor of two in the
scaling factor ho, show almost no dependence on this difference in aspect
ratios. The Pritchard model predicts a significant dependence on aspect ratio,
being only slightly conservative in the smaller-aspect-ratio case (Run G), but
far too conservative in the large-aspect-ratio case (Run H-X). The Prych and
Shirazi-Davis models also predict a slightly less rapid temperature decay for
the larger-aspect-ratio case (Run H-X). Although this is not borne out by the
data, the shift is small and both models give fairly good centerline-temperature
decay predictions. The Prych model results, however, appear to be slightly
better.

The half-widths of the temperature distributions appear in
Figs. 1V.C.17 and 27. The data for the large aspect ratio (Run H-X, A = 1.9)
show a temperature distribution that is almost 50% wider than the lower aspect
ratio case (Run G, A = 0.37). As noted before, the Pritchard-model predic-
tions are far too wide in both cases. The Shirazi-Davis model exhibits the
wrong trend, predicting a slightly narrower width for the larger aspect ratio.
The Prych model shows the same trend as the data and, of the four models,
best predicts the widths. However, it slightly underpredicts the widt'as for the
larger aspect ratio. Depth data are not presented by Carter et al.2 for Run G,
so no comparison can be made.

4. Conclusions

The results of the model-data comparisons carried out for the MIT
data are basically inconclusive in the sense that no model proved itself clearly
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superior to the others. The Prych model performed slightly better than the
other models, in spite of the incorrect trends it predicted for plume widths.

For the comparisons to data taken under stagnant ambient condi-
tions, the two Pritchard models and the Shirazi-Davis model predicted plumes
that were generally too narrow and too hot. The predicted depths for these
models had incorrect trends; the nearly constant depths predicted over the
major portion of the plume were in contrast to the variable-depth plume ob-
served in the data.

The Prych and Stolzenbach-Harleman models predicted centerline
temperature reasonably well; the Stolzenbach-Harleman model predictions were
not reliable beyond the initiation of the characteristic plateau usually observed
in its centerline temperature predictions. The trend in plume widths was in-
correct for both these models, as they underpredict plume spreading for a
short distance from the outfall and then grossly overpredict it. Predicted
depths of these models were roughly of the right trend, but became asymptot-
ically too small as the plume-width predictions grew too large. Since these
models are based upon conservation laws of mass and momentum, a rapid de-
crease in depth must accompany a large increase in width.

The comparisons of the model predictions to the MIT data with
ambient currents revealed the clear superiority of the Shirazi-Davis model.
Remember, however, that these comparisons were only in terms of centerline
temperature and trajectory data, since only those parameters were measured.
Pritchard's Model No. 1 was second best in terms of accuracy. The other
models predicted too great a dilution in the two cases studied

Results of the model comparisons to the selected CBI data revealed
that the Shirazi-Davis and Prych models do poorly for situations in which the
discharge is made into a shallow receiving basin. Neither model takes bottom
effects into account. The CBI data indicate that bottom interaction can have
significant effects on the centerline-temperature decay. Pritchard's Model
No. 2 allows for bottom interaction and fairly well describes the centerline-
temperature decay. In contrast with the MIT data comparisons, Pritchard's
Model No. 2 far overpredicts the widths, and this may, as stated earlier, be
an artifact of the way width was defined. The data of Carter et al.2 were used
in the calibration of the Pritchard model, so this test is not truly objective.
It is also apparent that the Stolzenbach-Harleman model does not perform
satisfactorily in the larger-Froude-number, larger-ambient-current situations
considered in the CBI data. Since the model gave the most erroneous results
in the highest-crosscurrent case [Run A-VI{1), R = 0.62], the large crosscur-
rents probably limit the direct usability of the model to this set of data. (See
the discussion of the Stolzenbach-Harleman model in Chapter II.) Of the four
models considered, the Prych model best predicts the subset of the CBI data
considered in this report.
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D. Pilgrim Nuclear Generation Station: Verification of Stolzenbach-Harleman
and Pritchard Models

The Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station affords an interesting case study
of thermal-plume investigations, because a broad spectrum of techniques has
been used to analyze its thermal discharge. Beginning with preoperational
studies, the theoretical and experimental investigations have included:

1- Hydraulic-model studies carried out by the Ralph M. Parsons
Laboratory for Water Resources and Hydrodynamics of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT).1'2

2. Preoperational analytical model calculations using the Stolzenbach-
Harleman model made by MIT.3

3. Preoperational dye studies of plume dilution carried out at the
Pilgrim site by Zone Research, Inc.4

4. Baseline studies of the site, including boat surveys of the depth,
temperature, and salinity fields along with drogue studies of jet trajectory
(pump operation only) performed by MIT.*'7

5. Postoperational thermal- and dye-plume mappings done by
Vast, Inc.6 by means of surface vessel.

6. Aerial overflights with remote thermal, maps of the plume con-
ducted by Coastal Research Corporation, coordinated with the surface-vessel
measurements made by Vast, Inc.

7. Surface-vessel surveys of the thermal plume by MIT.7"10

8. Studies of the tidal and wind-induced current at the Pilgrim site
performed by International Marine Science and Engineering.11

9. Comparison of Stolzenbach-Harleman model calculations to boat-
based plume data conducted by MIT.7"10

10. Comparison of MIT and Coastal Research Corporation data to
predictions of the Pritchard phenomenological model carried out by
Boston Edison.13

11. Comparison of MIT boat-based and Aero-Marine remotely -ensed
plume data by Stone & Webster.10

12. Comparison of the STUFF numerical model to one Coastal Re-
search Corporation infrared thermal map carried out by Systems Science
and Software.

13. Presently ongoing studies by EG&G (not discussed).

Sinre the thrust of this section is model-data comparison, our discus-
sion centers on items 9 and 10 above. Results of the other studies are only
highlighted. The STUFF model predictions are compared with data in the
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review of that model in Chapter II and will not be repeated. The work sum-
marized here is discussed in greater detail in the reports comprising the
Pilgrim investigations as listed at the end of this section.

1. The Site

The Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station is located on the western
shore of Cape Cod Bay near Plymouth, Massachusetts.2 The Bay, formed by
the protrusion of Cape Cod into the Atlantic Ocean, is, very roughly, 20 miles
square and opens to the sea on the north. The seasonal weather patterns at
the site are typical of New England climates, although the Atlantic Ocean pro-
vides some temperance. Stagnant atmospheric conditions are rare and wind
speed and direction are variable, the most frequent wind direction being off-
shore with onshore winds occurring about one-third of the time.

Several features of the Pilgrim site complicate the analysis of the
thermal plume. Although the details of these factors are, for the most part,
unique to Pilgrim, they illustrate the type of modeling problem typically
encountered.

Figure IV.D. 1 is a schematic view of the site. In that figure, note
that the intake is located on the shore about one-quarter mile from the dis-
charge. Water flows from the intake into a lagoon adjacent to the discharge
and separated from it by a stone breakwater. The positioning of the intake
and discharge suggests that recirculation can be a serious problem at the site.

CAPE COO BAY

MANOMET

Fig. IV.D.l. Schematic View of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Station Site. (Adapted from Doret et al.7)

Vast, Inc., measured the amount of recirculation over a two-week
period in December 1972, using fluorescent dye released in the discharge
canal. As shown in the results of this study presented in Fig. IV.D.2, recircu-
lation varies between 0 and roughly 28%, reaching 20% on three occasions.
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Although no absolute correlation is justified by the Vast measurements, ac-
companying meteorological data indicate that recirculation is enhanced by
a north wind. In the Environmental Report for Unit 2, Boston Edison states13

that, based on the frequency of contributing meteorological conditions, notice-
able recirculation of partly diluted plume water into the intake lagoon is ex-
pected to occur about 10% of the time. In addition, direct recirculation, either
as seepage through or as waves overtopping the breakwater, is also possible,
but is generally thought to be a minor effect.
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Fig. IV.D.2. Recirculation at the Pilgrim Site as Mea-
sured by Vast, Inc., during December 1972.
(Adapted from Marine Ecology Studies.6)

Again, referring to Fig. IV.D.I, note that two shoals extend out
from the shoreline, one on each side of the discharge. These shoals can be
expected to influence the behavior of the thermal plume as well as the current
structure in the immediate vicinity of the plant. In addition, offshore bottom
contours permit significant bottom interaction during low tide. The vertical
cross section of Fig. IV. D. 3 shows that the bottoni slope varies from about
3:100 at the outfall to 7:1000 at 3000 ft. At low tide, the water is shallow and

1000
J i i i i i i i
1500 2000 2500 3000

BISfMCE. lilt

Fig. IV.D.3

Depth of Water as a Function of
Distance Offshore. (Adapted from
Doret et a!.7)
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the initial densimetric Froude number is large (>10). Field data discussed
later indicate that the plume mixes vertically until it contacts the bottom,
where it remains attached for several hundred feet. Additionally, the data
indicate that no bottom contact is made at high tide, due to the deeper water
and the greater effects of buoyancy on vertical mixing.

As a result of wind influence superimposed on tide influence, the
structure of the current near the plant is complex. O'Hagan,11 among others,
has investigated the current structure. In his saidy, a single current meter
was moored 1 ft below the surface about 1000 ft offshore at a point within the
region sheltered by two shoals. Subtracting the calculated tidal component
from the total observed current, O'Hagan attempted to correlate this reduced
current speed and direction with the instantaneous wind speed and direction
recorded by a 300-ft meteorological tower near the plant. Though wind history
was not included in the correlation, the residual current was found to corre-
late well with wind speed and direction, varying in magnitude from 0.2 to 2.0%
of the steady wind speed, the greatest number of measured values being near

1.0%. In most instances, the wind-induced
current was much larger than the tidal cur-
rent. Drogue and dye studies of the ambient
current conducted in anticipation of plant
construction support *:hese observations.

ELEVATION OF DISCHARGE STRUCruBE

The outfall structure, shown in
Fig. IV.D.4, poses some interesting model-
ing problems. The discharge canal, which
is oriented at a slight angle to the perpen-
dicular, is formed between two trapezoidal
structures that give rise to an "inverted"
trapezoidal cross section at the point of dis-
charge. Furthermore, the discharge is
situated so that at mean low tide the bottom
of the canal is at the water surface; i.e.,
the channel invert is at zero feet mean low
water. Therefore, during part of the tidal

cycle, the level of water in the discharge is higher than in the receiving bay,
and free open-channel flow results. For tides below mean low water, a free
overfall exists.

/-EL>4'»L»

30: «j

DISCHARGE CHANNEL CROSS SEC I ION

SEC11M A-A

Fig. 1V.D.4. Schematic View of the Pilgrim
Discharge Structure. (Adapted
from Doret et al.7)

No satisfactory way exists in which to schematize this outfall as
a rectangular canal discharging at the water surface, as supposed by the
popular integral models. Consequently, the definitions of model parameters
such as outfall width, outfall depth, discharge velocity, and initial densimetric
Froude number are potential sources of considerable error.

Tidal changes produce a time-varying densimetric Fro>ude number
and aspect ratio. These transient discharge conditions, coupled with changing
environmental parameters, may prevent a steady plume from ever becoming
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established. Thus, use of the common steady-state integral models is only
an approximate treatment. It is interesting to compare model predictions
with data taken at various stages of the tidal cycle.

2. Summary of Laboratory and Field Studies of the Pilgrim Discharge

In 1959, Harleman and Stolzenbach conducted hydraulic-model
studies of the then-proposed Pilgrim Station. A distorted hydraulic model was
used to produce turbulent flow and allow representation of a fairly large hori-
zontal extent on a laboratory scale. Accordingly, the model was scaled 40 to 1
in the vertical dimension and 250 to 1 in the horizontal dimension. On a pro-
totype scale. the MIT model covered about 2 miles in the shore-parallel direc-
tion, about 1 mile in the offshore direciion, and about 60 ft in water depth.
Further details of model construction are given by Harleman and Stolzenbach1

and by the Boston Edison Company.2

Using the hydraulic model, Harleman and Stolzenbach investigated
the effects of tidal variation, ambient current, and discharge rate on plume
behavior. Based on 9 model plumes, they concluded:

a. Tidal variation and discharge rate have no significant effect
on the plume.

b. An ambient current (varied between 0 and 0.6 knot in the lab-
oratory tests) bends the jet trajectory, but has little effect on temperature
decay.

c. Recirculation directly into the intake is not a serious prob-
lem at the site.

A criticism of the hydraulic model tests carried out by Harleman
and Stolzenbach sterns from the use of distorted scaling for near-field simu-
lations. Scaling principles were used to maintain representative turbulence
and simultaneously provide significant surface area for heat loss. Unfor-
tunately, the scaling used in the hydraulic model for Pilgrim produces a bottom
slope that is too steep by a factor of 25/4, for, as noted earlier, a significant
amount of bottom interaction occurs during low tide. Since greater vertical
mixing ia allowed in the hydraulic tank, the laboratory plume should be smaller
than its prototype counterpart. When the hydraulic-model study was conducted
by Harleman and Stolzenbach, very few data were available by which to assess
the role of bottom interference. Hence, based on the data of Wiegel et al. ,15

the investigators concluded that a distortion of 25/4 would not change the
validity of the model. Recently, however, Stolzenbach16 stated that laboratory
studies of near-field dilution should more properly be carried out in large,
undistorted basins that preserve the local topography of the site. This episode
illustrates one of the principal difficulties with hydraulic models: The investi-
gator must select beforehand which similarity laws will be retained in scaling
and which will be violated.
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Zone Research, Inc. ,4 conducted dye studies at the site in order
to provide field data on available dilution prior to the plant startup. Fluores-
cent dye was introduced into the discharge with the pumps operating, and the
dye plume was surveyed with a boat-based fluorometer. These early measure-
ments provided some field data for impact-evaluation work.

Vast, Inc.,4 conducted both surface-vessel plume surveys and dye-
tracer studies at the Pilgrim Station. Rhodamine dye was introduced into the
plant intake. Then, two boats equipped with fluorometers, temperature sensors,
and Motorola Mini-Ranger navigation systems were used to survey the thermal
and dye plumes. Seven plume maps were made on three dates in December 1972.
The investigators found, during their measurements, that wind-induced current
effects were dominant over tidal effects. Unfortunately, due to such unfavor-
able weather conditions as strong wind, high waves, and icing of equipment,
the study was somewhat limited.

Temperature and dye measurements were made along relatively
fixed transects. Data reported cover an average of three trips along the
transect, with successive passes matched by aligning concentration peaks
when such peaks could be discerned. The validity of this kind of averaging
technique is somewhat questionable, since it is impossible to know whether
changes with time observed in station readings (assuming the station can be
exactly relocated) are stochastic or real.

Table IV.D.I and Fig. IV.D.5 summarize the Vast, Inc., data.
Here 9 refers to the temperature excess; i.e., a given temperature above
ambient and 9O is the temperature excess at the outfall. Table IV.D.I gives
the reported ambient and outfall conditions for each of the eight studies, and

TABLE IV. D. J. Out/all and Ambient Conditions for Plume Surveys Made by Vast. Inc.

Date of Survey.
1972

December 20

December 20

December 28

December 28

December 29

December 29

December 29

December 29

Time of Survey

0719-1002

1301-1512

0825-0947

1002-1336

0804-0903

0924-1208

1340-1513a

1516-1644

Tidal Stage

Flood

Ebb

E b b

Ebb-Flood

E b b

E b b

Flood

Flood

Wind

Calm

NE,
6-7 mph
20-26 mph
after 1500

w,
2-5 mph

N-NW,
3-15 mph

NW,
9-11 mph

NW.
9-1S mph

N.
7-15 mph

N,
7-15 mph

Temperature, °F

Intake

40.2

40.6

40.5

40.1

41.0

40.8

40.8

41.2

Outfall

66.1

64.0

67.6

68.5

68.9

69.2

70.1

69.9

^Surface isotherms could not be closed for this survey; consequently no isotherm areas
were presented.
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Fig. IV.D.5. Summary of Surface Isotherm-area Data Taken
by Vast, Inc., during December 1972

Fig. IV.D.5 graphically portrays the measured plume areas as a function of
excess-temperature ratio. Considerable variation among the data is evident.

On December 29, 1972, Coastal Research Corporation6 made
aerial surveys of the Pilgrim thermal plume; simultaneous surface-vessel
temperature measurements were made by Vast, Inc. During about 9 hr that
encompassed all tidal stages, 41 overflights were made. Early winter weather
conditions, however, adversely affected both the aerial and surface measure-
ments, including the 3-ft surface waves that were present during most of the
study. In all instances, the wind was observed to be the controlling factor in
determining plume behavior.

From the 41 passes over the plant, 11 plume maps were con-
structed. These data are presented in temperature-decay and isotherm-area
format in Figs. IV.D.6 and 7. Here, 6C stands for the temperature excess
measured at distance S along the jet centerline. The-se plots reveal the large
scatter among the data, especially noticeable within ths first 2000 ft from the
discharge. For convenience in comparing different tidal stages, the data have
been replotted in Figs. IV.D.8 and 9 using H for high tide, L. for low tide,
E for ebb tide, and F for flood tide. The data show no statistically significant
difference with tidal stage, although the single ebb-tide measurement appears
to be below the rest of the data. This may well be due to the fact that the ebb-
tide measurement was made near the end of a rather long period of a strong
NNW wind. The remaining data were all taken during a north wind of some-
what lower speed.
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In addition to these quantitative results, two common plume
characteristics were evident. First, the thermal images revealed one or
more small pockets of warm water exterior to the main isotherm. Second,
a sharp, upwind edge of the plume was apparent. Disjointed plumes with dis-
tinct upwind edges have been observed at a number of sites.

The thermal images appear to be inconsistent among themselves.
Two incidents of inconsistent behavior are illustrated in Figs. IV.D. 10-14.
Three low-tide plume measurements all taken within less than half an hour
are compared in Figs. IV.D.10 and 11. The difference between the 1302- and
1319-hr surveys is striking. For example, the plume areas are roughly
three times as large in the 1319 survey as in the 1302 survey. A growth of a
plume to three times its original size in only 17 min seems inconceivable to
us. Figure IV.D. 12 compares the 1302 and 1319 thermal-plume maps. This
figure reveals that measured isotherms are elongated parallel to the shore in
the 1319 survey; the earlier measurements show roughly circular isotherms
clustered near the outfall. As an example, consider the 42°F isotherm. The
edge of this isotherm moves about 5000 ft down the shore between the two sur-
veys, indicating an edge velocity in excess of 4 ft/sec. Two high-tide com-
parisons made at 1724 and 1744 hr show a similar difference in plume
temperature decay and areas as indicated in Figs. IV.D. 13 and 14. Such re-
sults raise questions as to the validity of these thermal-plume maps.

Because of the above-stated uncertainty surrounding that data set,
it is unfortunate that the 1302-hr Coastal Research Corp. plume data were
selected for comparison with the STUFF numerical model (see Sec. ILK).
Although that case appears representative of the total CRC data as shown in
Figs. IV. D. 7 and 8, any conclusions that could be drawn from the model-data
comparisons are necessarily weakened by the questions surrounding the data.

MIT has conducted both pre- and postoperational surveys of the
Pilgrim site,6"10 the former acquiring baseline data to assist in evaluating the
environmental impact of the then-proposed discharge and the latter attempting
to validate the Stolzenbach-Harleman model. Measurements have included
both boat surveys and drogue studies.

During the preoperational studies conducted in April, June, and
August 1972, simultaneous measurements of salinity and temperature as a
function of depth were made at various stations near the outfall. An MIT-
developed instrument that simultaneously measures water conductivity (a mea-
sure of salinity), temperature, and pressure (a measure of depth) was used to
generate an analog tape and chart recording at the time of the data taking.
The tapes were later electronically demodulated and digitized for computer
analysis. The position of each station in the bay was ascertained by sextant
sighting to three clearly visible objects whose positions could be established
from U. S. Geological Survey Maps. From the sightings, the position of each
station was geometrically determined relative to the known locations.
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During the April surveys, a uniform vertical temperature profile
was observed; the June measurements revealed a distinct thermocline with
a temperature difference across the thermocline of about 2 F°. The depth of
the thermocline depended on the tidal stage and varied between 5 and 10 m.
Salinity appeared to be uniform with depth in both cases. The August data,
taken at ebb tide, showed both temperature and salinity stratification with a
higher salt concentration measured near the surface. In all cases, the in-
vestigators noted that surface currents were controlled by the wind, concurring
with previously described results reported by Vast, Inc. Subsurface currents
were found to depend on tidal stage.

Drogue studies were made on four days during June and August 1972
while tests of the plant cooling system were being conducted. The drogues
were deployed in the discharge canal and their pathlines charted to determine
the trajectory of the nonbuoyant prototype plume. (Actually, the plume was
negatively buoyant since cooler bottom water was being discharged.)

MIT made postoperational thermal-plume maps at the Pilgrim site
on seven days during 1973 as part of their effort to validate the Stolzenbach-
Harleman model.7"10 Surveys were made on January 26, March 25, April 19,
Jv'y 2, July 3, August 30, and November 13, 1973. The plume maps were made
using the "transect" method, which is based on setting out easily visible buoys
at fixed and known locations in the bay. Boats then travel at known speeds
along approximately straight paths (transects) between the buoys, collecting
data continuously in time. This information is sufficient to specify the tem-
perature at various positions along the transects.

Temperature measurements were made by towing an assembly
that MIT refers to as the small-boat bathythermograph. The bathythermograph
consists of two thermistors, one of which is towed one-half foot below the sur-
face while the other is towed at a depth of 4 ft. MIT claims an accuracy of
0.1 C° and a response time of 0.4 sec for the thermistors.

In addition to and coordinated with the MIT surface-vessel plume
surveys conducted August 30, 1973, a series of hourly infrared overflights
was made by Aero-Marine Surveys. Simultaneously, ground-truth data and
hourly vertical temperature profiles at seven MIT buoy locations were ac-
quired by Marine Research, Inc. Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. studied
the results of this combined field program in an attempt to assess the validity
of surface-vessel and remotely sensed thermal-plume measurements. Based
on the measurements reported, they conclude that:

a. A large discrepancy in both quantitative and qualitative aspects
of a thermal plume can exist between boat surveys and aerial infrared plume
maps.

b. Although nonsynoptic, boat measurements provide much greater
information on the vertical extent of the plume.
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c. Aerial infrared measurements sense only the top few milli-
meters of the surface and are thus strongly dependent on surface heat transfer.

d. Although neither measurement technique is totally satisfactory,
surface-vessel measurements generally give a better estimate of the extent of
the thermal plume.

These conclusions are in general agreement with numerous results
reported in the literature. However, these results have special meaning for
the August 30, 1973, thermal-plume surveys. The discrepancy between the
two measurement techniques wrs large. During part of the day, for example,
the two plumes appeared to be /..loving in different directions. The difference
between measured temperatures 200 ft from the outfall was as much as 8 F°,
and at 500 ft the discrepancy was as much as 6 F°. Even at 1500 ft, the dif-
ference was as much as 4 F°.

Aero-Marine Surveys state,10 however, that particularly adverse
conditions prevailed on the date of the survey—high humidity, high air tem-
peratures, and stagnant meteorological conditions were all present. These
factors strongly influence surface heat transfer and thus the temperatures
measured remotely. Indeed, very sharp vertical temperature gradients were
observed near the surface.

3. Reduction of the MIT Data for Model-data Comparison

To facilitate model-data comparison, the MIT investigators have
reduced their limited point data to more interpretable form by:

a. Sketching in surface isotherms.

b. Using these isotherms to generate temperature-decay curves.

c. Drawing qualitative views of the vertical cross section along
the plume center line.

Their approach follows the standard avenues of data reduction.
Although the same general criticisms to be presented here apply in some de-
gree to most other field studies, the weaknesses are stated in the context of
this specific program. First, some degree of interpolation and extension of
the data is necessary to close isotherm contours, since temperature measure-
ments are restricted to fixed transects. Errors thus produced in reported
areas are generally argued to be small due to the integral nature o£ the area
measure, although errors of 20-50% are conceivable.

A second criticism of the data is the lack of ambient current mea-
surements. The investigators seek to minimize the importance of this omission
through a sensitivity study of the Stolzenbach-Harleman model to low ambient
currents. Stolzenbach-Harleman model calculations for various valuer of
ambient current are shown in Fig. IV. D. 15 as presented by Pagenkopf et al.9
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A family of predicted temperature decay curves is shown for an initial densi-
metric Froude number of 1.7. Here, V/Uo is'the ratio of the ambient current
speed V to the discharge velocity Uo. Fo is the initial densimetric Froude
number, k is the heat-loss coefficient normalized by the product of the density
of water and its specific heat, and A is the aspect ratio as defined by
Stolzenbach and Harleman, i.e., ho/bo , where ho is the depth of the discharge
channel and bo is its half-width. There are two somewhat disquieting aspects
of Fig. IV.D. 15. First, only the stagnant case and the case of V/Uo - 0.105
ran successfully for more than 200 ft. Why this is true is difficult to under-
stand when three intermediate (0 < V/Uo < 0.105) cases did not run success-
fully. Second, an obvious lack of consistency exists in the model calculations,
since no apparent trend with ambient current speed is evident. All data that
we have examined support the belief that plume characteristics change
smoothly with current speed.

0.4

0 . 2 -

1000

SiFTI

1800 2000

Fig. IV.D.15. Centerline Temperature-decay Predictions of the Stolzenbach-
Harleman Model, Showing the Effects of Ambient Current.
(Adapted from Pagenkopf et al.9)

At this time, this behavior cannot be traced to its cause in the
model formulation. One explanation may lie in the general difficulties en-
countered with the computer code, as discussed in Sec. II.C. Also given in that
section is our opinion that the model should not be extended to large ambient
currents such as V/Uo = 0.25 and V/Uo = 0.50 in Fig. IV.D.15, because
several assumptions made in model development break down for these large
currents.

A comparison of results given later in this section with results
from Point Beach, as described in Sec. F of this chapter, shows the Pilgrim
plume to be smaller than the one at Point Beach, even though the two plants
are at about the same power level and initial densimetric Froude number (at
Pilgrim high tide). This difference may well be due to the wind-tide-produced
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shear current at Pilgrim. In short, we feel that the application of steady-
plume, stagnant-ambient model predictions to a case where a transient, shear
current probably exists is an unwise and basically unfair test of the model.
Boston Edison17 states that a current meter was moored 1 ft below the surface
in the vicinity of the plant during most of 1973 and that some data on current
may be available from that record. These data may be useful in explaining
some of the phenomena observed at Pilgrim. Moreover, we do not feel that
model calculations, even if consistent, can be used to remove the need for
current measurements, since wind-induced and tidal currents are known to
be present.

Temperature-decay curves were drawn from the plume maps by
measuring the approximate centerline distance to an isotherm. As with the
isotherms themselves, considerable interpolation of the data was needed,
since neither the exact shape of the isotherm nor the centerline trajectory
were accurately known. Different interpolations of the data can lead to dif-
ferent decay curves. However, in lieu of a more exact method of making model
comparisons, this technique serves the immediate need and is believed to be
an acceptable way of portraying data trends.

The above two abstractions of the data are needed for quantitative
comparison with the analytical model. Pagenkopf et al.9 also give a sequence
of vertical temperature cross sections that provide valuable insight into the
basic nature of the plume. The cuts that are made along the approximate
centerline of the plume illustrate the roles that buoyancy and bottom interac-
tion play. These cross sections aid in assessing the amount of bottom inter-
action that occurs and in locating the point of jet separation from the bottom.

Figures IV.D. 16-26 are the plots presented by Pagenkopf et al.9

The symbol Ta is used here to denote the ambient temperature. These plots,
which are useful in picturing the Pilgrim plume, make apparent that the high-
tide plume (low initial densimetric Froude number) is highly buoyant, while
the low-tide plume (high initial densimetric Froude number) exhibits prolonged
bottom contact.

The MIT investigators did not compare measured plume widths
with model predictions. Our experience has been that plume widths are par-
ticularly important for detecting anomalies in Stolzenbach-Harleman model
predictions. In most cases, predicted widths are too large at lower isotherms,
and this behavior of the model, we believe, is due to the buoyant lateral-
spreading velocity that takes effect at lower isotherms. The role of this
velocity is more easily seen from a plot of plume widths than from any other
method of data presentation.

4. Schematizing ifae Outfall

As previously noted, it is not easy to schematize the Pilgrim out-
fall as the rectangular channel required by the Stolzenbach-Harleman model.
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Fig. IV.D.17. Vertical Cross Section of the Pilgrim Plume for an Initial Densimetric Froude
Number of 8.0. (Adapted from Pagenkopf et al.9) ANL Neg. No. 190-1529.
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Fig. IV.D.18. Vertical Cross Section of the Pilgrim Plume for an Initial Densimetric Froude
Number of 2.2. (Adapted from Pagenkopf et al.9) ANL Neg. No. 190-1530.
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Fig. 1V.D.25. Vertical Cross Section of the Pilgrim Plume for an Initial Densimetric Froude
Number of 2.9. (Adapted from Pagenkopf et al.9) ANL Neg. No. 190-1537.
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Fig. IV.D.26. Vertical Cross Section of the Pilgrim Plume for an Initial Densimenic Ftoude
Number of 4.6. (Adapted from Pagenkopf et al.9) ANL Neg. No. 190-1538.

The situation was complicated by the presence of several large boulders that
fell into the discharge canal. MIT adopted the following procedure to deter-
mine discharge width, depth, and densimetric Froude number. First, the depth
of water in the channel is carefully measured using a tide gauge. From this
height and the known positions of the fallen boulders, the effective discharge
area is calculated. The width of the discharge is then taken to be the ratio of
the effective discharge area to the measured depth. Plant-reported data are
used to obtain the discharge temperature and to obtain the discharge flow rate
from which the discharge velocity is calculated. The danger in using such
data is that there may be a lack of calibration agreement between the plant
and field systems.

This information is sufficient to calculate model parameters such
as initial densimetric Froude number and aspect ratio. Table IV.D.2 sum-
marizes the parameter values used in model calculations. The first four col-
umns are defined in accordance with the model idealization as described in
Sec. II.C. The last column is an estimate of maximum plume depth, assuming
that free vertical entrainment could occur. This depth is calculated with a
formula derived from the Stolzenbach-Harleman3 model:

"max

where

F' = FOA1/4.
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TABLE IV.D.2. Summary of Discharge Parameters for Pilgrim Data

Date
Aspect
Ratio

Tidal
Stage

Initial Densimetric Discharge Velocity,
Froude Number ft/sec

Discharge
Depth, ft

Maximum Plume Depth
as Predicted by Model

4-19-73
1-26-73
4-19-73
3-25-73
1-26-73
1-26-73
3-25-73
1-26-73
4-19-73
4-19-73
3-25-73
3-25-73
1-26-73
7-2-73
7-3-73
8-30-73
8-30-73
8-30-73
7-3-73
8-30-73
8-30-73
11-13-73
11-13-73
8-30-73
8-30-73
H-13-73
7-3-7}
7-3-73
11-13-73
11-13-73
11-13-73
11-13-73
11-13-73
7-3-73
8-30-73
7-3-73
8-30-73
8-30-73
8-30-73

0.47
0.33
0.46
0.48
0.25
0.23
0.39
0.19
0. 3'l
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.14
0.39
0.37
0.45
0.44
0.44
0.47
0.46
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.46
0.46
0.48
0.46
0.46
0.49
0.5
0.5
0.5
0 .5
0.48
0.47
0.48
0.48
0.49
0.5

High
High
High
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

1.7
2 .3
2.7
4 . 5
4 . 8
5.8
6 .7
8.9

10.9
11
11
11.3
15.9
11.6
11.5
9.3
8.7
8.5
7.7
6.7
7.2
4 .6
4 . 5
3.8
3.7
3.4
3.2
3.2
2.9
2.8
2.6
2 .5
2.3
2.3
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.3

2 .3
1.9
3.2
6.0
3.2
3.7
7 .3
5.0
7.5
7.5
7.3
7.3
7.4
7.6
8.0
6.0
6.1
6.1
6.0
5.8
4 .9
2.7
2.6
3.1
3.5
2.1
2 9
2.9
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.6
2.2
Z.I
2.1
1.8
1.5
1.4

8.
7.

2 8.0
5 9.0

6.8 7.5
5.0 11.5
5.0 14
4.5 16
4.
-i

4.
4.
4.1
4.1
2.5
4 .1
3.S
4.7
4.6
4.6
5.2
4 .9
5.3
7.9
8.1
6.6
6.2
9.1
7 .3
7.6
9 .8

10.0
10.2
10.5
10.8
8.7
8.0
8.9
8.9
9 .8

10.1

15
> 20

24
24
24
25
27
25
24
19
18
18
20
17
16
18.4
18.5
7.8

12
10.8

8.6
9

10.9
11
11
H
11

9
7.7
9
8.2
8.5
8 .5

5. Presentation and Analysis of Results

In addition to the Stolzenbach-Harleman model5 described in
Chapter II {referred to by MIT as the "theory without bottom slope"), an earlier
version of the model3 ("theory with bottom slope") was compared with the data.
This earlier version contains a treatment of bottom interference that was found
lacking in comparisons with hydraulic-model data. Figure IV.D.27 gives the
results of these comparisons. Plotted in that figure are measured and pre-
dicted jet widths for several cases showing the effects of bottom slope in the
hydraulic tank. Here, Sx is the bottom slope in vertical feet per horizontal foot.
For both the high and low initial densimetric Froude numbers, the data show
an approximately linear growth with the high initial densimetric Froude number
indicating the greatest scatter. The three theory-with-bottom-slope predictions
give widths much smaller than those represented by the data, but the qualitative
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nature of these predictions is correct. The theory without bottom slope
(Sx = oo) gives widths that grow rapidly with centerline distance. Furthermore,
the asymptotic behavior of the predicted curves is incorrect, that is, progres-
sively larger values of bottom slope trend away from the limiting case of in-
finite bottom slope. Also note (see more detailed discussion in Chapter II) that
we were never able to get the code for the theory with bottom slope to run suc-
cessfully on our computer.
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Fig. IV.D.27. Comparison of Stolzenbach-Harleman-predicted Plume Widths and
Hydraulic-model Data, Including Both the Theory with and the Theory
without Bottom Slope. (Adapted from Stolzenbach and Harleman.3)
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In the first report on the Pilgrim field studies,7 MIT tried a rather
unusual method of calculating isotherm areas from analytical model results.
Centerline-temperature-decay curves from the theory without bottom slope
and width predictions from the theory with bottom slope were "combined" to
determine isotherm areas. Pasting together two separate model predictions
has no theoretical justification. The comparisons were not significantly im-
proved by this procedure, and the "combined theory" was later abandoned.

Fewer than a third of the 39 plume surveys have been reduced to
temperature-decay form, compared to th« analytical model, and then published.
The missing data could be helpful in further testing the Stolzenbach-Harleman
model. Published temperature-decay curves are given in Figs. IV.D.28-37 as
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Fig. IV.D.28. Comparison of Stolzenbach-Harleman Predicted Centerline-
temperature Decay with Field Data from the Pilgcim Site;
High Tide. April 19. 1973. (Adapted from Doret et al.7)
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Fig. IV.D.29. Comparison of Stolzenbach-Harleman Predicted Cemetline-
temperature Decay with Field Data from the Pilgrim Site;
High Tide, August 30, 1973. (Adapted from Pagenkopf et al.9)
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Fig. IV.D.31. Comparison of Stolzenbach-Harleman Predicted Centerline-
temperature Decay with Field Data from the Pilgrim Site;
High Tide, January 26, 1913. (Adapted from Dotet et al.7)
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adapted from Doret et al.7 and Pagenkopf et al.9 The figures are arranged
by increasing discharge densimetric Froude number.

Figures IV.D.28-33 give the temperature-decay curves for the
high-tide cases. The success of the model ranges from poor to fair to excel-
lent. In each case, one curve fits the data rather well. Unfortunately, the
model calculation is not always the same. The best overall agreement belongs
to the theory with bottom slope. This result is curious, since the cross sec-
tions of Figs IV.D. 16-26 show that buoyancy restricts bottom contact at low
densimetric Froude numbers.

The case of lowest initial densimetric Froude number shown in
Fig. IV.D.28 has several illustrative features. First, the data indicate a very
sharp decay beginning at a centerline distance of about 150 ft. Over the next
100 ft, the temperature excess drops more than 50%. A highly buoyant jet does
not usually exhibit such good dilution. Second, the run for the theory without
bottom slope for zero ambient current has a temperature plateau at 9C/0O ap-
proximately equal to 0.6. Most field data with which we are familiar show no
such plateau, but, rather, exhibit a smooth decay of temperature excess from
its initial value at the end of the flow establishment to its asymptotic value far
from the outfall. We return to this point later.

Figure IV.D.34 shows the temperature decay of what could be called
a midtide plume (Fo = 0.3). Due to the rapidly changing physical parameters
at midtide, the adequacy of a steady-state model is the most doubtful for these
cases. As expected, the model-data comparisons are poor.

Also note that here there is no temperature plateau such as that
seen in the high-tide predictions. Our experience has been that predictions
will show no plateau if the initial densimetric Froude number is above about 6.
Stolzenbach9 suggests that his model is more reliable for larger densimetric
Froude numbers.

At low tide (Figs. IV.D.35-37), the initial densimetric Froude
number is large (greater than 10) while the aspect ratio (outfall depth over
half-width) is small. Physical parameters are more nearly constant at low
tide, because, whenever the tide is below about 4 ft, the depth of flow in the
discharge canal is the critical depth of a free-sloping open channel. The ini-
tial densimetric Froude number and aspect ratio remain approximately con-
stant for an hour or more. Thus, the use of a steady-state model is perhaps
acceptable. Yet, because of the high initial densimetric Froude number, sig-
nificant bottom interaction is possible. For example, with an initial densi-
metric Froude number of 11.3, the value of hjnax is 35 ft, which is greater
than the depth of water anywhere in the region of the survey. Low-tide com-
parisons are thus far too optimistic. Even the theory with bottom slope fails
to come within the scatter of the data.

Figures IV. D. 33-43 are plots of measured isotherm areas organized
by date. The data show much scatter among themselves with no definitely
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consistent trend with tidal stage (initial densimetric Froude number) estab-
lished. In preparing the Final Environmental Statement for Pilgrim Units 2
and 3,12'14 the regulatory staff conducted a statistical analysis o£ the plume
areas and concluded that there is no statistically significant difference between
high- and low-tide plumes.

Measured plume areas and model predictions are compared in
Figs. IV.D.44-48. The most striking feature of these graphs is the fact that,
with the possible exception of the August case, model predictions are too small
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at higher isotherms and too large at lower isotherms. The S-like character
of the model predictions is not generally observed in the data. The plateau in
each isotherm area occurs at about the same temperature excess ratio as the
one in centerline distance noted previously.

Pagenkopf et al. have noted the general lack of correlation between
plume areas and tidal stage and suggest that wind is an important controlling
factor at the site. To substantiate this hypothesis, they present a sequence of
three graphs that show wind speed and measured area within the 5 C° isotherm
as functions of time. Two of these plots are shown in Figs. IV. D.49 and 50.
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The July 3, 1973 case (Fig. IV.D.49) shows a strong correlation between area
and wind speed. A change in wind speed from 0 to 15 mph apparently produces
an order of magnitude decrease in plume area. The January 26, 1973, case
(Fig. IV. D. 50) shows an almost negligible congelation of wind speed with iso-
therm area. The isolated episodes portrayed in these plots are not totally
convincing. The arbitrary choice of the 5 C isotherm and the failure to con-
sider the stochastic nature of the data make the results rather inconclusive.
More supportive of the belief that wind is a significant factor at the site are
the visual observations reported by a number of different investigators under
differing circumstances.

The similarity of high- and low-tide plumes and the observation
that wind influences plume size reflect negatively on integral models that con-
sider only such discharge parameters as densimetric Froude number and
aspect ratio and ignore key environmental parameters.

Boston Edison13 compared Pritchard's phenomenological model to
selected conglomerate data at high-, low-, and midtidal stages. In general,
the model underpredicted dilution at high tide and overpredicteJ dilution at
low tide. At low tide, both the Stolzenbach-Harleman and Pricchard models
predict a strong dilution that is not evidenced by the data. As many investi-
gators have pointed out, this state may well be due to the bottom interference
that occurs at low tide.

6. Summary of Model-data Comparisons and Comment

To summarize the Pilgrim model-data comparisons, we have
plotted on a single graph all available isotherm area data. The justification
for presenting the aggregate data without consideration of tidal stage is the
previously noted fact that measurements show no statistically significant dif-
ference between data from various tidal stages. Figure IV.D. 51 compares
the data with three MIT predictions:

a. Hydraulic-model studies of the discharge conducted in
August 1968 by Harleman and Stolzenbach and presented in the Applicant's
Environmental Report,2 September 1970.

b. Stolzenbach-Harleman analytical-model predictions for a
high-tide case, namely, January 26, 1973, 1FO = 2.3.

c. Stolzenbach-Harleman analytical-model predictions for a
low-tide case, namely, March 25, 1973, DTO = 11.0.

To fully appreciate this plot, several features of the data and model
calculations must be recalled. First, the Vast and Coastal Research Corp.
data were all taken during December 1972 and represent, therefore, winter-
plume measurements. In contrast, the MIT data were taken during January,
March, April, July, August, and November 1973 and represent nearly all sea-
sons of the year. Second, the hydraulic-model predictions were made prior to
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plant operation, using a distorted model, before the undesirability of distor-
tion in near-field hydraulic models was fully recognized. Third, the analytical-
model predictions do not include the treatment of bottom interaction appearing
in the original work of Stolzenbach and Harlernan.

STOUENBlCHHlRiElUN MiHYTIUl HOCtL PREOICIlWS
LOW TIDE

VB01I 01U61 VIST HC
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Fig. IV.D.S1. Comparison of All Presently Available Data from the Pilgrim
Plant with Selected Stolzenbach-Marleman-mode! Calculations

The hydraulic-model prediction lies within the range of the data
and accurately portrays their trend. Neither of the analytical-model predic-
tions do as well: The low-tide (high initial clensimetric Froude number) pre-
diction significantly overpredicts dilution, failing to come within even the two-
order-of-magnitude scatter among the data; the high-tide prediction falls
closer to the data, but misrepresents their trend. The previously noted tem-
perature plateau appears at a relative excess temperature of about 0.6, but
the data show no such plateau. In our opinion, the fact that the predictions are
conservative at lower isotherms does not outweigh the model's failure to
qualitatively replicate the trend in the data,

Figures IV.D. 52-54 compare predicted and measured surface iso-
therms for typical high-, mid-, and low-tide cases. Each offers unique insights
into the Stolzenbach-Harleman model. Consider first the high-tide comparison
of Fig. IV.D.52. The first four predicted isotherms are smaller than their
measured counterparts, but generally h&ve the right shape. Isotherms for
which 9 / 6 o = 0.50 or less are quantitatively and qualitatively in disagreement
with measured isotherms. Moreover, the dramatic change in isotherm shape
occurs at 9 /0 o = 0.6 or roughly the same place as the temperature plateau
pointed out in Figs. IV.D.31 and 51. Our explanation of these occurrences fol-
lows. At the higher isotherms, dilution is approximately correctly predicted
by classical jet theory, i.e., nonbuoyant jet theory, modified according to the
results of Ellison and Turner. As the local densimetric Froude number drops
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with dilution, a point is eventually reached where the fictitious lateral*
spreading velocity postulated in model development dominates, causing the
plume to spread rapidly and unnaturally. Resulting isotherms take the shape
of coathangers. This artificial spreading greatly distorts the aspect ratio of
the jet, cutting off dilution. A thin. flat, nondiluting plume results. The above
sequence of events is at odds with observed plume behavior.

Fig. i\ '.D.S2. Comparison of Measured and Siolzenbach-Harleman Surface bothetms ai High Tide
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Fig. IV.D.S3. Comparison of Measured and StoIzenbach-Harleman-predicted Surface Isotherms at Midtlde
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Fig. I V . D » . Comparison of Measured and Siolzenbach-Harleman-ptcdicted Surface Isoihcrms at Low Tide

For the midtide case shown in Fig. IV.D.53, the predicted plume
is much too small. Also interesting in this comparison is the shape of the
isotherm at S/e o = 0.20. We speculate that the bulge in the middle of this
isotherm is also due to the artificial spreading velocity assumed in model
development. Surface heat loss is the most likely reason for the isotherm
not assuming the coathanger shape as in the previous case. The low-tide
comparison (Fig. IV.D. 54) is dramatic in showing the vast overprediction of
dilution made by the model.

The question to be asked is , "Does the Stolzenbach-Harleman
model really apply to Pilgrim and, if not, are the model-data comparisons
fair?" The answer, as we see it, is a qualified no. The Stolzenbach-Harleman
model does not apply to Pilgrim, since it does not consider what now appears
to be the predominant phenomena at the site. The qualification arises from
the anomalies that the predictions show. We feel that the appearance of tem-
perature plateaus in both temperature decay and area predictions and the
erratic behavior of the model as crosscurrent is varied are strong indictments
of the model that cannot be attributed to the site.

Having concluded that the model does not apply at Pilgrim, one
is tempted to ask, "Where then does the model apply?" The model-oata com-
parisons presented here provide little assistance in answering that question.
We can, however, restate our current opinion, which is based on our experi-
ence with the model. First, we have serious doubts about the adequacy of the
model for nonstagnant cases. Second, we feel the model should be restricted
to initial densimetric Froude numbers greater than about 6. Third, we have
found that excessive lateral widths can be expected whenever the local densi-
metric Froude number becomes about 2 or less. Fourth, we recommend that
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the model not be used to analyze shallow-water discharges where restriction
of vertical entrainment can occur. These limitations rule out most existing
surface discharge sites.

Figure IV.D.55 compares the data with four Pritchard predictions:

a. Model calculations for January 26, 1973. Here, again F o =
2.3. We have used the same outfall width and depth as in the Stolzenbach-
Harleman calculation and have assumed no reentrainment.

b. Same as a, except that we have assumed a background tem-
perature excess that is 10% of the discharge temperature excess.

c. Model calculations for March 25, 1973. Here, again F o = 11.0.
We have used the same outfall width and depth as in the Stolzenbach-Harleman
calculation and have assumed no reentrainment.

d. Same as c, except that we have assumed a background tem-
perature excess that is 10% of discharge temperature excess.

V = BOAT DAT* BY VAST I K .
X- AERIAL INHM-REO M U BT COASTAL RESEARCH CORP
• • BOAT DATA BY H I T .

„ ^PRITCHARD MODEL: HIGH TIDE
A RECIRCUATION

PRITCHARD MODEL : L 0 * TIDE
10% RECIRCULATION

10' I01

CREA ( F T 2 )

Fig. IV.D.55. Comparison of All Available Data from the Pilgrim
Plant with Selected Pritchard-modcl Predictions

Several features of this plot warrant comment. First, all pre-
dictions were prepared allowing full vertical entrainment of the plume to
Pritchard1 s critical mixing depth of 10 ft. The model relies somewhat on the
insight of the user and on his ability to select the proper options within the
framework set forth by Pritchard. Calculations were also prepared assuming
various possible limitations on vertical entrainment. The principal effect of
these variations was the slight displacement of the shoulder in each curve
corresponding to the point at which vertical entrainment ceases. On lower
isotherms the effect was small, and these results are not shown.
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Second, although Pritchard's model is not based o 1 a densimetric
Froude number, it still predicts at low tide improved dilution that is not evi-
denced by the data. This condition suggests that although the densimetric
Froude number is not explicitly included in the model, the application of
Pritchard's methodology appears to have the same effect.

Third, the Pritchard calculations tend to envelop the data, although
in some cases the data do show a more pronounced shoulder than do the model
calculations. As stated above, the model predictions would have been improved
in this respect had some limitations been imposed on vertical entrainment.

Fourth, with the possible exception of the low-tide recirculation
Cc-se, the overall agreement with the data is good. The predictions are quali-
tatively valid and of the right order of magnitude.

Figures IV.D. 56-58 compare measured isotherms with those pre-
dicted by the Pritchard (Model No. 1) phenomenological model. The high-tide
comparison is presented in Fig. IV.D.56. Here, the measured isotherms show
a distinct east edge; i.e., isotherms are compacted on the east side of the
plume. Sharp-edged plumes have often been observed in the field and are
generally thought to be the result of wind and/or ambient-current interaction
with the plume. Clearly, the model cannot predict this behavior, since neither
wind nor ambient current were included in its development. Despite this
weakness, the model gives a conservative estimate of plume size that should,
in light of the present state of the art, be considered a successful prediction.

Figures IV.D.57-58 compare measured and predicted isotherm
maps at mid and low tide. In these cases, the Pritchard model, like the one

PHITCHflRD MODEL NO I

Fig. IV.D.56. Comparison of Measured and Pritchard-piedicted Surface Isotherms at High Tide
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Fig. IV.D.S3. Comparison of Measured and Pritchard-predicred Surface Isotherms at Low Tide

of Stolzenbach and Harleman, greatly overpredicts dilution. The predictions
would have been somewhat improved had the cutoff of vert ical entrainment by
bottom interaction been included in the schematization. In a sense , ther., these
predictions represent the model 's worst performance. The isotherms m e a -
sured at midtide again show a distinct edge, except that this t ime it i s to the
west of the outfall. In the high-tide case , the plume appears to be bending in
a westward direction. Both of these observations suggest that wind and/or
ambient currents are at work.
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Another aspect of the comparisons deserves comment. Why do [a

the data not exhibit greatly increased dilution at low tide? Based on the data <
acquired so far at the site, bottom interference is the most plausible explana- ;
tion. However, the dissipation of momentum by the free overfall is a point \:

that has been overlooked 30 far. Temperatures and velocities may be more p;
validly measured at a point near the discharge, but within the plume, and used it
at the initial values for model calculations. The parameters cited for low- •
tide plumes may not be at all indicative of the characteristics of that plume ;]
if significant momentum dissipation occurs at the discharge point.

I.!
One final point to be emphasized is that the lack of current mea-

surements makes it nearly impossible to identify important trends in the data. •
The data may have been more interpretable had they been grouped by tidal •
stage and current (direction and magnitude), a grouping that may have ex- i
plained much of the scatter. Some effort could be made in that direction by »
using the meteorological data and the presumed correlation with current, j
although the indirect nature of such analyses would weaken any conclusions •
that could be drawn. '

i:

7. Summary and Conclusions i

The discharge of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station is one of the j
most extensively studied in the world, and there is much to be learned from
the associated laboratory, analytical, and field studies that have been carried
out. The circumstances provide the rare opportunity to witness the success
or failure of both hydraulic- and analytical-model studies.

The site is beset by strong wind effects, tidal currents, bottom
interaction, and recirculation possibilities. The shape of the discharge canal
and the shoreline is irregular, and a free overfall exists when the tide falls
below mean low water. Many problems make a straightforward schematization
of the outfall impossible and thus introduce many arbitrary considerations into :
the model-data comparisons. >

<:

The preoperational distorted hydraulic model contained an incorrect !
modeling of bottom slope. Bottom effects were then thought to be insignificant; j
recent prototype measurements have challenged that belief. •

Prototype data have been collected by remote thermal imaging,
surface-vessel measurements, and drogue studies. Of all the data obtained,
only a few thermal plumes have been processed to temperature-decay form
for comparison with the Stolzenbach-Harleman model. No width predictions
and only a few area predictions have been compared with the data. Further-
more, the absence of ambient current measurements limits the utility of the ,
data and the ability to discern important physical effects. ;

The data show that good dilution is possible at both high- and I
low-tidal stages. In fact, there is essentially no significant difference between '
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high- and low-tide plumes. Further, though confirmation is lacking, midtide
plumes appear to be somewhat more expansive than either high- or low-tide
plumes. A qualitative study of the available data shows that low-tide plumes
exhibit much vertical mixing and prolonged bottom contact, while high-tide
plumes are buoyant and do not have perceptible bottom interaction.

Wind is a major factor at Pilgrim. Wind-induced currents are
usually much stronger than tidal currents and, based upon limited data, vary
between 0.2 and 2.0% of the wind velocity as measured by the onsite meteoro-
logical tower. Data have revealed that, under certain conditions, the plume
is sharply bent moving down current along the shore.

The comparison of the Stolzenbach-Harleman model to data showed
it to be inadequate for this site, and the conclusion reached is that that model
does not really apply to shallow-water discharges such as Pilgrim. The low-
tide predictions were in considerable error, vastly overpredicting dilution.
The high-tide predictions agreed more closely with the data, though they did
show an anomalous temperature plateau. The model was found to be erratic
when nonzero values of crossflow velocity were input. Finally, the treatment
of bottom effects -was shown to be inadequate, since the theory with bottom
slope agreed better with the high-tide data where no interaction occurred than
it did with low-tide data where significant bottom effects were present.

The Pritchard model generally represented the data well, although
it, too, ovorpredicted dilution at low tide, but to a lesser extent than did the
Stolzenbach-Harleman simulation. Moreover, it was not compared to individual
data sets as was done with the Stolzenbach-Harleman model.
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E. Oskarshamnsverket : Verification of the Prych Model ?̂

The integral model of Prych1 was developed at the Swedish Meteoro- -j\
logical and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) in 1972. An extensive effort to com- !ji
pare the model predict ions with field and tank data was c a r r i e d out by Weil* ;f
at SMHI, and the resu l t s were published in 1974. The model-data comparisons M
encompassed the following: >]

(1) Prych-model calculations were compared with sight sets of field a
data taken at Oskarshamnsverket in Sweden, along with one set of data •;]
each from the Point Beach and Waukegan power plants on Lake Michigan. }\
Centerline-temperature decays, isotherm areas, and isotherm configurations U,
were compared with corresponding surface predictions. J|

(2) Isotherm-area predictions of the Prych model were com- s<
pared to the phenomenological relationship of Asbury and Frigo3 for the })
Oskarshamnsverket site. The Prych model was also compared with two other If
simple phenomenological models: the Jen-Wiegel-Mobarek correlation4 for >i
heated surface jets in deep water and the Carter-Pritchard analytical/ A
phenomenological model.5 Centerline-temperature decay and surface-isotherm |
areas observed at Oskarshamnsverket -were used for this comparison. j|

(3) Prych-model predictions were compared with power-law represen- |
tations of laboratory and field data due to Shirazi.6 Trajectories, centerline- |
temperature decays, •widths, and areas were compared for an imaginary power- i
plant discharge into a current. |

(4) The Prych model was compared with the results of two hydraulic- f
model tests for a coflowing discharge in which ambient turbulence was the main I
factor in dispersion. Only centerline-temperature decays were compared. f

(5) The Prych model was coupled with the near-field results of an t'
undistorted hydraulic model for the Forsmark Power Plant in Sweden to yield 1
intermediate- and far-field predictions where the hydraulic-model results \
were inapplicable. Centerline-temperature decay, areas, and trajectories j
were compared with those abstracted from field data taken at the plant. I

'i

Each of these verification efforts is critically discussed. §
[i

1. Model-data Comparisons at the Oskarshamnsverket Power Plant [>•
|
ij.

a. The Oskarsham-isverket Site I!
si

The major effort of Weil2 was the analysis of the Oskars- |
hamnsverket data from which eight model-data comparisons were made. A %
study of the site indicates that Oskarshamnsverket is by no means ideal for ?j
model evaluations. The difficulties associated with the site are perhaps a ma- g
jor reason why the comparisons were inconsistent and generally inconclusive. if
Our interest in the comparisons lies in discovering the reasons for the in- ij
consistent results. We soon see that the Oskarshamnsverket site, like all (f.
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other sites, is not at all ideal for the application of integral models. The typi-
cal situation here is that bottom effects are not present, yet difficulties in
schematizing the effluent discharge to the Baltic Sea are very severe.

Oskarshamnsverket is a 460-MWe power plant operating oa
the southeast coast of Sweden. At that maximum power level, the flow rate of
the discharge is 22 m3/sec, with an initial temperature excess of about 10 C°.
The advantage of model-data comparisons at this site centers around the fact

that the receiving water in the Baltic is rela-
tively deep (6-18 m deep, once 200 m offshore).
Also, shoreline obstructions are few, and a large
amount of temperature data has been acquired
during normal operation of the plant. A major
disadvantage of this site is that the discharge
is not made directly into the Baltic Sea, but,
rather, is made through the Hamnefjarden inlet,
which is approximately 1200 m long and 100 m
wide with a 3-m-deep sill located 200 m from
the sea (see Fig. IV.E.I). The heated effluent
is partially diluted in its traverse through the
inlet, and hence the major portion of its mo-
mentum is dissipated. Also, the profiles of
velocity and temperature at the outfall are
probably not uniform, as assumed in the
Prych model, but must be schematized as being
so. To apply the Prych model, Weil had to sim-
ulate a rectangular discharge by recalculating
the excess temperature (above ambient) and the
flow rate.

BALTIC SEA

INLEf

OSKARSMMNSVEHKET

INTAKE

Fig. IV. E.I. The Oskarshamnsverket Site.
(Adapted from Weil.2)

Figure IV.E.I shows the location of Os-
karshamnsverket, along with its two intakes and
the plant discharge into the Hamnefjarden inlet.
In the figure, a small arrow locates the point

of discharge of the plant. This arrow is about 500 m upstream of the sill in
the southwest corner of the Hamnefjarden inlet. About 800 m due south of that
arrow is a small peninsula. The two arrows there represent the two inlets to
the plant, each drawing water from a side of the promontory. The power plant
itself is located between those arrows. At times, one or both of these inlets
were used to supply cooling •water to the plant. An open canal, «800 m long,
directs tlie heated effluent from the plant to the Hamnefjarden inlet for disposal.
The inlet has almost zero freshwater inflow from rain and runoff.

o. Outfall Schematization

To aid in the calculation of outlet dimensions, flow rate, and
temperature, measurements were undertaken at the Hamnefjarden inlet.
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Vertical velocity and temperature data were acquired at one location along
Transect 3 on May 3, 1972; these data and the resulting calculations done by
Weil represent Step 1 in Table IV.E.l. Later, on September 27-28, 1972, ver-
tical velocity and temperature profiles were made at three to five locations
along each of Transects 1,2, and 3. The results are discussed as Step 2 of
Table IV.E.l.

We feel that the measurement procedure and the calculations
based upon it are clearly inadequate to define parameters for the Hamnefjarden
outlet flow. First, Step 1 is doubtful because it does not account for horizontal
variations in velocity and temperature across Transect 3. Also not clear is
whether the vertical profiles were taken at the center of the horizontal tem-
perature and velocity distributions to represent measured maximum values.
In actuality, the measurements were taken at the physical center of the channel
inlet. Even so, a single vertical profile cannot adequately determine the flow
through that iaxgc an outlet.

Second, the measurements in Step 2 yielded inconsistent re-
sults and were insufficiently refined horizontally and vertically. By continuity,
the integrated flow rates through each cross section of Transects 1, 2, and 3
should all be 22 m3/sec, the same as the power-plant flow rate. They are not
equal to the plant flow rate, and the discrepancies very likely involve the lack
of horizontal and vertical resolution at each of the three transects, as the
sparse measurements made prevented continuity from being satisfied. The
surface temperatures measured in Transects 1-3 indicated that dilution had
occurred, yet the profiles for Transects 1 and 2 did not show any return flow.
This lack of consistency indicated that the measurement network used verti-
cally and horizontally was too loose. More definition -was needed, especially
near the bottom and certainly laterally near the center of the horizontal
distribution.

The above two problems make schematizing the effluent dis-
charge difficult and the calculational procedure somewhat arbitrary.

A third difficulty involves the treatment of the horizontal and
vertical variation of velocity and temperature, assuming they are measured
with a sufficiently refined mesh at Transect 3. How to handle these variations
is a typical problem in outfall schematization. Integrating the flow and heat
across the outlet to obtain a uniform "averaged" profile as input to an integral
model is the usual approach and is probably adequate. Spatially variable veloc-
ity and temperature at an outlet are probably significant only within the zone
of flow establishment. The lack of measurement resolution compounds the
difficulties of determining single values for outlet temperature and velocity.

Weil noted that his schematization of the Hamnefjarden outlet
was artificial in a number of ways. One of these ways was that fixing Qo, Ho,
and 2BO as constants for each field survey somewhat arbitrarily determined
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TABLE IV.E.J. Measurements and Calculations
Made at the Hamnefjarden Inlet to Determine

Input Parameters for the Prych Model

Step 1

Measurements were made on May 3, 1972, of the vertical profile of tempera-
ture and velocity at the center of the channel where Hamnefjarden opens to the
Baltic Sea. The results of the measurements appear in Fig. IV.E.2; the measurements
are located at the center of Transect 3 in Fig. IV.E.3. Transect 3 also represents the
location of the origin of the model calculations.

Volume and heat flux were calculated from the measured velocity and temper-
ature profiles to determine the overall mixing at Transect 3. The velocity profile in-
dicated a substantial return flow of Baltic Sea water below the 3-m depth mark. The
return flow enters the inlet at near-ambient temperature (6.5°C) and with a mean
velocity of about 5 cm/sec. The effective width of the temperature and velocity pro-
files at Transect 3 was carried out as follows:

a. The velocity profile was integrated over the total 7-m depth to obtain an
average velocity of 0.05 m/sec. The effective outlet width (no dilution assumed from
plant to Transect 3) was then given by

__ plant flow ZZ.O , _
2 B ° = uoHo

 = (0.05)(7.0> = 6 9 m '

b. A similar calculation for heat flux gave 2BO = 57 m as the effective width
of the temperature profile.

c. The two width values were then averaged to give 2BO = 63 m. With this
value, the velocity profile of the upper layer was integrated to the zero velocity dep*,h
(Ho = 3 m) to get an estimate of the discharge flow in just that upper layer. The cal-
culation yielded Qo = 33.4 m 3 / s e c - This value was used in Prych-model calculations.
The effective dilution from the plant to Transect 3 was then ZZ/ZSA = 0.66. So Weil
determined that the effective &p at Transect 3 was 0.66 times the outlet density dif-
ference between the plant discharge and ambient water.

A more thorough, though still inadequate, set of measurements was made on
September 27-28, 1972, at Transects 1, 2, and 3 by the Chalmers Tekniska Hogs kola.
These measurements yielded conflicting data as to the true mixing characteristics of
the inlet. Measurement locations for that survey are shown by X*s in Fig. IV.E. 3.
Integration of the three velocity profiles at Transect 1 yielded a net mass flow rate of
30.2 m 3 / sec with no return flow indicated; for Transect 2, an integrated flow rate of
23.8 m*/sec with no return flow was calculated. Weil suspects that the discrepancy
may be due to (1) the transient nature of the flow over the two-day survey period or
(2) the measured velocities not being normal to the section because of geographic
constraints, or (3) the uncertainty in the flow conditions near the shoreline. Heat-flux
calculations showed the same type of anomalies. Integrated velocities in the upper
layer of Transect 3 yielded 39.4 mYsec . Some return flow did exist, but it was of in-
sufficient magnitude to allow flow integration over the entire depth.

Although no return flow was observed from the measurements taken at
Transect 1, the integrated flow yielded 30.2, not 22, m 3 / sec . If the Transect 1 flow
value represents the undiluted plant flow, then the dilution at Transect 3 is calculated
as 30.2/39.4 ~ 0.77. If the integrated flow at Transect 3 is correct, then the dilution
there is 22/39.4 = 0.56. Unable to resolve the inconsistency, Weil settles for the
calculated dilution of 0.66 to represent the overall mixing inside Hamnefjarden.

The true width of Transect 3 is 67 m as compared to the calculated value 63 m.
This width yields a flow rate of 33.1 m 3 / sec instead of 33.4, the difference being quite
insignificant.
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Fig. IV.E.2

Temperature and Velocity Pro-
files at Mouth of Hamnefjarden,
Case A. (Adapted from Weil.2)

Fig. IV.E.3. Buoy Stations in Outer Part of Hamnefjarden. Oskars-
hanmsverket, September 1972. (Adapted from Weil.2)

the initial densimetric Froude number; the densimetric Froude number will
change only through variation of Ap. Weil states that it is more likely that the
inlet geometry determines the initial densimetric Froude number and that the
overall mixing rate adjusts itself to maintain the Froude number. With this ar-
gument, the geometry of the inlet would more or less be destroying the ef-
fluent's jet momentum to the point where the densimetric Froude number at
Transect 3 is almost fixed. The densimetric Froude number at the entrance to
the Baltic -would thus be very nearly the same for a range of power-plant-
operation conditions. Reduction of the densimetric Froude number to nearly 1
at Transect 3 indicates that the effluent plume to the Baltic is a more nearly
buoyant wedge, rather than a momentum-dominated jet.
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In the Prych-model calculations, the overall mixing taking
place in the Hamnefjarden inlet was accounted for by defining the Ap of the out-
let effluent to be 0.66 times that of the plant density difference (above ambient).
Weil assumes that the mixing mechanics of plume dispersion beyond the inlet
depends on a densimetrie Froude number at the inlet; however, the plume-
temperature decay for a particular plume would be more accurately repre-
sent 3d if one began with the measured temperature (difference above ambient)
at the outfall to the Baltic.

Examination of Fig. IV.E.2 reveals a sharp variation in tem-
perature in the upper layer, making it difficult to determine a single value for
the outlet-temperature excess to be used in the preparation of model calcula-
tions. The jog in the vertical temperature profile evident in this figure could
easily give a 20% error in the calculated value of initial temperature excess,
•whereas that jog probably does not affect the overall mixing characteristics
as the water flows out of the inlet. Because of these alternative effects, Weil
chose Ap from the overall mixing in the Hamnefjarden and the temperature
difference from plume measurements. These independent choices of density
and temperature differences are obviously inconsistent. However, Weil felt
that if he assumed that the initial temperature differences were reflected in
the bulk mixing across the little inlet section, it would not be worth reporting
any of the predictive comparisons because the uncertainty in Hamnefjarden
mixing might obscure the entire accuracy of the plume hydrodynamics in the
Baltic. Thus, he permitted the inconsistency in Ap and ATO to help alleviate
the problem of nonuniform temperature difference.

The angle of discharge (71°) was determined by drawing a line
through the maxima of the three lateral velocity profiles measured at Tran-
sects 1-3 in Step 2 (see Table IV.E.I). This line was approximate, as only
three to five velocity measurements were made at each station. The angle be-
tween that line and a straight line representing the shoreline was defined to be
the angle of discharge. The line through the inlet turned out to be neariy per-
pendicular to the sill.

Weil's difficulty in determining QQ, Ap, ATO, Ho, and 2BO ex-
emplifies the usual difficulty in applying mathematical models of thermal
plumes (especially of the integral type) to prototype situations. We feel that
the schematization for the Oskarshamnsverket discharge is ill-determined due
to data limitations; consequently, the calculations for QQ, Ap, ATO, Ho , and 2BO
are arbitrary. Numerous velocity and temperature profiles should have been
taken at the Hamnefjarden outlet during each plume survey of the conditions at
Transect 3. Only a fine grid of measurements could properly define the outflow
and temperatures for each plume survey. Significant error is bound to result
when only four vertical profiles are measured, no matter where they are se -
lected. This poor schematization, we feel, is a major cause of the lack of con-
sistency in the model-data comparisons, as we indicate later. We also feel
that no prototype site is ideal for applying integral models. All sites have
either the presence of a shallow bottom in the receiving water, an interfering
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shoreline, or significant wind or transient effects. Even if the Hamnefjarden
outlet conditions were known exactly, there would remain a schematization
difficulty (although a lesser one) of defining uniform velocity and temperature
profiles and a rectangular outlet geometry for input into the Prych integral
model. That problem always exists for prototype sites.

c. The Model-data Comparisons and Discussion of the Field Data

Table IV.E.2 summarizes the oasic information given by Weil2

on the prototype data for the 10 Prych-model comparisons, and Table IV.E.3

TABLE IV.E.2. Prototype Data Situations for the Oskarshamnsverket,
Point Beach, and Waukegan Power Plants. (Adapted from Weil.')

Case Location Date Time
Current,

m/sec

Ambient
Temperature,

°C

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Oskarshamn.
Oskarshamu.
Oskarshamn.
Oskarshamn.
Oskarshamn.
Oskarshamn.
Oskarshamn.
Oskarshamn.
Point Beach
Waukegan

3 May 1972
3 October 1972
3 October 1972
4 October 1972
4 October 1972
5 October 1972

14 November 1972
20 December 1972
20 July 1971
12 August 1970

0900-1300
0830-1300
1530-1640
0820-1130
1225-1710
0725-1100
1000-1430
0845-1300
1632-1805
1200-1357

0.091
0.033
0.105
0.07
0.07
0.03
0.075
0.04
0.0915
0.18

sw
N E
N E
N E
N E
N E
S E
SSE
N
S

6.5

n.s.11.5
11.5
11.5
U . 5

7.0
4 .5

12.7
23.5

TABLE IV.E.3. Correlation of Predicted Results with
Oceanographic Parameters. (Adapted from Weil.2)

Input
Parameter

Month
V direction
V, m/sec
V/uo

W direction
W, m/sec
v/w, %
Power, MWe
Qo, m'/sec
uo, m/sec
2BO, m
Ho, m
8,"
AT, C
Ap, kg/m3

F o

Correlation

T vs distance
T vs area
Trajectory
Overall

A

M a y
SW
0.091
0.52
NE
4
2 .3
4 1 5
33.4
0.18
63.0
3.0
109a

11.5
0.76
1.18

- . 0
- , 0
0
Good

B

Oct
N E
0.033
0.19
SSE
2
1.7
4 5 0
33.4
0.18
63.0
3.0
71
5.5
1.0
1.03

0
0
-

Good

C

Oct
N E
0.105
0.59
S
4 - 5
2 .3
4 5 0
33.4
0.18
63.0
3.0
71
4 .5
1.0
1.03

-
+

Poor

D

Oct
N E
0.07
0.4
SSW
8
0 .9
4 5 0
33.4
0.18
63.0
3.0
71
6.0
0.96
1.05

+
0,+
- . +
Fair

Case

E

Oct
N E
0.07
0.4

wsw
5-6
1.3
4 5 0
33.4
0.18
63.0
3.0
71
5.5
0.97
1.05

Goodness

0.+
0,+
+
Fair

F

Oct
NE
0.03
0.17
SW
4-6
0.6
4 5 0
33.4
0.18
63.0
3.0
71
4 . 0
1.02
1.02

5 of Fitb

-

Fair

G

Nov
SE
0.075
0.42
NW
5-7
1.3
4 6 0
33.4
0.18
63.0
3.0
39
4 . 0
0.61
1.32

-
0
Fair

H

Dec
SSE
0.04
0.24
WSW
5-6
0.7
460
33.4
0.18
63.0
3.0
56
5.0
0.47
1.51

o,+
0,+
-
Good

I

July
N
0.092
0.16
S
6.5
1.4
4 8 0
25.0
0.56
J0.7
4.2
79
8.8
1.53
2.22

_
_
+

Fair

I

Aug
S
0.18
0.12
E
3
5.B
970
53.2
1.47
25.0
1.45
90
7.0
1.92
8.9

+
Poor

aAdjusted to 90° for numerical model.
bplus (+) values indicate Prych-model temperatures exceeding field values; minus (-) values, the
opposite. When two values are given, the plotted results cross. Plus trajectory values indicate
model plumes becoming parallel to ambient current more rapidly than in the field.
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lists the pertinent input parameters for the Frych model for those cases. As
previously stated, mixing in the Hamnefjarden inlet was considered constant
for all dates. Similarity of the velocity profile at Transect 3 from the two field
surveys indicated to Weil that similarity was a good assumption. However, as
noted, the outfall-temperature excess (temperature at Transect 3 minus am-
bient temperature) was measured at each survey and did not follow the dilution
factor 0.66 in reduction. Surface temperatures apparently did not follow as
closely the consistent reduction expected for the overall dilution at Transect 3.

The Prych model was modified slightly by Weil before calcu-
lations were made. First, the most important change was made in the differen-
tial equation for nonbuoyant horizontal spreading. This equation originally
contained1 the density difference Ap. Weil reasoned that the nonbuoyant spread-
ing should be independent of Ap and, therefore, that these terms were inappro-
priate. Also, minor errors in the code were corrected; some changes were
made in small details and in the way in which some empirical constants \ ere
selected. To determine the effects of these changes in the model, Weil applied
the original and the revised codes to a hypothetical situation at Oskarshamn-
sverket of the plant discharging directly into the Baltic Sea. The results are
shown in Figs. IV.E.4 and 5. Weil concluded that the revisions reduced plume
widths slightly, but had little effect on centerline temperatures. The revised
version of the model was used in the Weil study.

Figures IV. E. 6-25 are plots of surface-isotherm area, surface
centerline-temperature decay, and surface-isotherm contours for the data and
Prych-model predictions. Table IV.E. 3 summarizes the results of these com-
parisons. Here the symbols +, -, and 0, respectively, are used to indicate
whether the Prych model overpr edicts, under predicts, or satisfactorily pre-
dicts the field values.
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Fig. IV.E.4. Effects of Prych Program Revisions on Model Predictions
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0 0 = 22 m3 /sec. (Adapted from Weil.2)
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The Baltic bottom topography does not influence the plume be-
cause the water beyond the Hamnefjarden inlet is quite deep. This is the reason
why the site was chosen to verify the Prych model. The plume measurements
indicated no bottom interaction, and the Prych model correctly predicted no
interaction. Only -when the flow- and heat-rejection rates -were substantially
increased to simulate several additional units at the plant site did the Prych
model indicate bottom interaction. Predicted asymptotic plume depths for a
single plant varied over the range of 2-4 m. Measured asymptotic plume depths
were 1.5-2 m.

Little thermal stratification exists at the Oskarshamnsverket
site during most months of the year. The maximum summer stratification is
on the order of if C°, with a fairly distinct thermocline. The top layer con-
sumes most of the water column.

The SMHI plume measurements were taken daring May,
October, November, and December. In Swedish coastal waters, stratification,
if any, is extremely -weak and of no consequence during these months. Con-
sequently, the plume is discharged into water of nearly uniform density.

In contrast to the schematization problems at Oskarshamn-
sverket, it was much simpler to compare the Prych model to the field data
taken at Point Beach and Wau.^sgan.

Outlet parameters for the Point Beach comparison were well
defined. However, at Waukegan, the irregular discharge canal had to be ap-
proximated as a rectangular slot 25 x 1.45 m; a width of 25 m was obtained
through approximate measurement, and the depth was obtained through conser-
vation of initial momentum. The initial flow was adjusted from Qo = 49.0 to
53.2 m3 /sec to account for the fact that the outlet temperature was lower than
the reported plant-discharge-channel temperature.

From analyzing these comparisons, Weil concludes that the
accuracy of the Prych model varies widely among the cases presented.
Plumes I and J at Point Beach and Waukegan do have bottom effects that in-
deed distort the jet characteristics from the bottomless-lake condition the
model is simulating. The Prych model overpredicts dilution, since the center-
line temperatures and isotherm areas are much less than indicated from the
data. However, it is doubtful that the large differences between model predic-
tions and the data shown in these comparisons are caused entirely by bottom
restrictions, as .'suggested by Weil.

A description of the method of data acquisition would be useful
here in determining a possible source of error in the model-data discrepancies
at Oskarshamnsverket. SMHI used a small boat with two thermistors mounted
on the bow, one at a depth of 0.5 m and the other at 1.5 m. The boat traveled
a zigzag pattern, crossing the plume centerline on every linear segment of the
path. The transects were nearly normal to shore when the plume was bent by
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the current and nearly parallel to shore at very low or zero currents when the
plume was oriented directly offshore. Each plume study began with a first
traverse near the outlet to the Baltic to a point about 200 m offshore; there the
repetitive zigzag traverses of the plume axis began. The investigators deter-
mined the times when they were well outside the plume by observing the tem-
perature data they were collecting. Just before the boat course was changed,
the field crew would take a position fix. Position readings were then repeated
at the end of each transect; the location of individual measurements between
position fixes was determined assuming a constant boat velocity. The precise
boat location was obtained by trilateration. The field crew wa3 confident of
its positioning because only small currents were present at Oskarshamnsver -
ket, implying that such positioning methods are reasonably accurate.

Ambient-current measurements were made by tracking a
series of drogues during the same time period that the plume was measured.
Typically, 12-15 drogues were released just upstream of the plume. For ex-
ample, when the plume was headed south, the drogues were dropped upcurrent
about 1 km north of the discharge. The drogues were sited from shore and
their positions fixed every 10 min, on average. Some drogues entered the
plume; these drogues were ignored in the calculation of ambient current. Weil
had no difficulty in choosing the unperturbed drogues and calculating a current
from them. The results were reasonably consistent; accuracy probably ranged
from 20 to 50%, a typical measurement having an accuracy of about 20%. The
total time of travel for the drogues used in ambient-current calculations was
between l/2 and 1 hr.

Due to the numerous transects and boat fixes made (for
positioning), a. period of a few hours was needed to accumulate the field data.
Currents in the area are tidal, but are very small. The maximum tidal-height
variation is only a few centimeters.

d. Analysis and Critical Discussion of the Model-data
Comparisons

As can be seen from a study of the comparisons for the Os-
karshamnsverket case, the model is not in error in any consistent fashion for
the eight cases compared. Weil concludes that the use of the model at low ini-
tial densimetric Froude numbers, as at Oskarshamnsverket, reveals no corre-
lation between the model-data discrepancy and the environmental conditions
present.

In our study of the comparisons presented, we have come to
the conclusion that the model-data discrepancies are due to several causes.

(1) Inadequate Schematization of the Effluent Flow into the
Baltic Sea. The Prych model requires a number of parameters to be specified
before the computer code may be run. The outfall velocity, temperature,
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and flow rate at the outlet must be known and specified. As noted in Subsec-
tion b above, the lack of sufficient horizontal and vertical resolution of velocity
and temperature measurements at Transect 3 of the Hamnefjarden outlet make
considerably doubtful the integrated value of flow- and heat-rejection rates to
the Baltic Sea. Further complicating matters, the spatially variable outlet
velocity and temperature had to be simulated as uniform profiles for input to
the Prych model. The inconsistencies in the SMHI and Chalmers Tekniska
Hogskola data underscore the importance of obtaining precise velocity and
temperature measurements at the outlet for each plume survey.

Weil tried to assess the effects of the imprecise descrip-
tion of input variables on the predictions of the Prych model. To do this, he
varied the input parameters and made additional runs for Case A. He set Ho ,
the depth of the upper layer at the inlet mouth, at 2.5, 3.0, and 4.0 m; uo , F o ,
and the heat-rejection rate were held constant. Thus, Qo and Ap were adjusted
for different amounts of mixing in Hamnefjarden. Figure IV.E.26 illustrates
the results. Here, field data and predictive model results are plotted together.
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Fig. IV.E.26. Sensitivity of Numerical Model to Input Variables,
Oskarshamnsverket. (Adapted from Weil.2)
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The conclusion of these tests is that the Prych model is
sensitive, but not significantly so, to a variation in these input parameters.
At a relative temperature of 0.4, the area changes by s*25% and the centerline
distance by «45%, for Ho varying from 2.5 to 4.0 m. Not plotted are compari-
sons made for changes in Ho and Fo , assuming a constant dilution in the inlet,
and comparisons involving variations caused by changing only Ap. Model sen-
sitivity to temperature for these changes were even less than shown in
Figs. IV.E.24 and 25.

The discrepancy between the data and the model runs is
much more significant than between runs of this sensitivity test. Though sche-
matization is indeed a factor in the discrepancies, it apparently is not the only
contributing factor. Although the sensitivity of the Prych model to different
input parameters is only moderately significant, this does not mean that the
real -world is not sensitive to these kinds of changes in outfall conditions.

(2) Failure of Site to Match Idealizations Made in Model
Development. Several idealizations made in the Prych model are not met in
the Oskarshamnsverket case. Mentioned above are the nonuniform outlet ve-
locity and temperature profiles. Also, there is shoreline interaction that oc-
curs in the presence of most currents; the model does not treat this boundary
interference. Transient effects due to changing currents and winds at the site
violate the steady-state assumption made.

(3) Flaws in the Model Development. Several weaknesses in
the Prych model development contribute to model-data discrepancies. First,
the region of flow establishment is highly oversimplified in the model. At the
time of model development, few data were available for an adequate simulation
in that region. It is not even clear that a flow-establishment region should be
used in simulating Oskarshamnsverket, since the profiles are already partly
or fully developed at the mouth of the Hamnef jar den inlet. Assuming a Gaussian
profile there, perhaps, would have provided better agreement -with data. Un-
fortunately, the Prych model is oversimplified in prec-sely the region -where
the outlet profiles are not well known.

The second major model weakness involves the lateral-
spreading assumption. As noted in Sec. II.E, the Prych model overpredicts
plume lateral spreading at low local densimetric Froude numbers. This large
lateral spreading is observed at Oskarshamnsverket by comparing predicted
and measured results for plume isotherms; the predictions yield significantly
wider isotherms than are indicated from the data. In the same vein, the total
lateral spreading is probably incorrectly assumed to be the simple sum of
buoyant and nonbuoyant parts.

A lesser model assumption violated is that the velocity
and temperature profiles are similar. At low densimetric Froude numbers,
as exist at Oskarshamnsverket, this kind of similarity is destroyed by buoy-
ancy effects. Other model flaws are discussed in Sec. II.E.
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(4) Inconsistencies in the Field Data. Examination o£ the
conglomerate of field data from Oskarshamnsverket sometimes raise questions
of physical validity and internal consistency. Some examples are as follows:

(a) For plume B, the current and wind were measured to
be in the N-NE direction. From Fig. IV.E.8, the plume isotherms indicate that
the plume is heading in a southwesterly direction. Weil explains the apparent
discrepancy as due to a current reversal. The plume likely had been moving
in a southwesterly direction, with the warm water located south of the plant.
However, the current likely shifted from the SW to NE direction just before the
start of the plume measurements. The plume water along the south coast was
just beginning to return north as the ambient current was being measured.
This explanation is plausible, but indicates a clear nonsteady situation of plume
and ambient conditions.

(b) The change in orientation seems to be large for
plumes B and C, although the times of measurement were not far apart. For
6/eo = 0.5, the centerline distance to that isotherm changed from 900 to 2000 m
and the isotherm areas changed from 2.0 to 0.5 km2. Part of the explanation
might be the fact that the current in Case B was already directed north after a
current reversal, with the warm water still south of the plant. The reversing
current is one reason why two sets of plume measurements were made that day.

(c) Plumes D and E were taken on the same day with the
same ambient current, yet the plume orientations appear significantly different.
To Weil, the cause did not seem to be instrument variability or data-taking
methodology. The drogue measurements were not expected to be too far off
as they are not instantaneous measurements but are integrated measurements
over a period of 1/2 to 1 hr. This is in contrast to the unaveraged instanta-
neous temperature measurements made by a boat passing through the plume.
The conglomerate of plume temperatures are neither synoptic nor averaged to
remove temperature fluctuations due to turbulence. Consequently, some error
is introduced. In spite of these temperature-measurement problems, we be-
lieve that the general shape and trend of the dispersing plume is represented
by the boat measurements. Consequently, the orientation difference between
plumes D and E still remains unexplained.

To better observe the consistency of the data, we drew
Figs. IV.E.27 and 28, plots of the conglomerate of the Oskarshamnsverket data
for centerline-temperature decay and surface-isotherm areas. Recall that
plumes B-F have currents directed north, plume A is traveling south, and
plumes G and H are directed offshore. The offshore-directed plumes have
negligible boundary interference and should, in theory, be more quickly diluted
than those directed longshore. This behavior is not observed in Figs. IV.E.27
and 28. Note that all the currents measured at Oskarshamnsverket are small.
This certainly muddles the distinction bet-ween the measured plumes, as the
differences between offshore, onshore, and longshore currents are slight. For
low currents, reentrainment of heated water and the geometry of the area can
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lead to heat buildup in the vicinity of the discharge. Probably, the plume tra-
jectories, center line temperatures, and isotherm areas are sensitive to the
magnitude and direction of low ambient currents. Also, steady-state conditions
are rare at these low currents, as reentrainment of heated-plume water back
into the plume tends to cause a time-dependent behavior and difficulty in de-
termining the proper temperature of water entering the plume.
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Fig. IV.E.27. Conglomerate Plot of Axial-temperature Decay for the Eight Sets of Oskarshamnsverket Data.
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Figure IV.E.29 is a plot of surface-isotherm area from
the Oskarshamnsverket field data with the Asbury-Frigo correlation derived
from. 23 plume surveys taken at six power plants on the Great Lakes. The
Asbury-Frigo correlation was developed -with data from several low-
densimetric-Froude-number discharges with volumetric flow rates ranging
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from 3.2 to 53.1 m3/sec. Clearly, Oskarshamnsverket fits into this category.
The solid line represents the best fit, drawn by eye through the data; the dashed
lines represent the envelope of the data for the 23 plumes. From this figure,
the Oskarshamnsverket data appear to be consistent with field data taken from
other plants having low-initial-densimetric-Froude-number discharges.
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Fig. IV.E.29. Comparison of Oskarshamnsverket Data to Asbury-
Frigo Correlation. (Adapted from Weil.^)

The apparent internal inconsistencies in some of the field
data described above do not, of course, disqualify their validity, since apparent
inconsistencies may be found among virtually all field data taken at a specific
site. The Oskarshamnsverket plume measurements do show trends in the data,
and these trends alone are the ones of interest in model-data comparisons.
Weil acknowledges that the data are indeed vulnerable, yet he has confidence
in the way the data were actually measured. Weil feels confident that the over-
all picture of the plume collected on a particular day was a good description
of the plume in the field. He also feels that the measurements, often made over
a 1-3-hr period, were fairly steady-state; i.e., the field team were well con-
cerned with the steady-state nature of the data collected. His assumption was
verified by occasional repeat measurements of portions of a plume already
mapped.

We feel that the discrepancies between the Prych-model
predictions and the field data result from the fact that the model is really in-
applicable to the Oskarshamnsverket site. The inherent assumptions made in
the model development imply that the model is most accurately applied to
large-densimetric-Froude-number discharges and deep-water receiving bodies.
Thus, the poor correlation of model predictions to data is not the result of poor
quality data or poor model development, but just the inapplicability of the ide-
alizations to this site. This finding supports our basic conclusion: Integral
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models such as the Prych model are too idealized for general application to
prototype sites. Only general predictive estimates of plume parameters may
be obtained. If only order-of-magnitude estimates are needed to satisfy the
user, then the model may be considered satisfactory for his purpose.

e. Hydraulic-model Predictions Compared to Field Data and
Prych-model Predictions

In addition to the field data and Prych-model predictions that
appear in Figs. IV.E.7, 11, 13, and 15, hydraulic-model data are also plotted.
A hydraulic model of the plant discharge and surrounding topography was built
and run at Chalmers Tekniska Hogskola, Goteborg, Sweden, at a horizontal
scale 1:400 and a vertical scale 1:50. The hydraulic model was made for a
plant discharge flow of ZZ m3 /sec and shore-parallel currents of 5-10 cm/sec .
Different temperature differences (Ap values) were tested. The entire
Hamnefjarden inlet and discharge to the Baltic were modeled in this distorted
model. Data from this model (surface measurements) were compared with
field data (0.5-m measurements) and Prych-model predictions (surface
predictions) for plumes A, C, D, and E. In the comparisons, plume tempera-
tures from the laboratory model were normalized to achieve 1.0 for the mea-
sured values at the Hamnefjarden outlet mouth. For Case A, the hydraulic-
model test used for comparison was one with a south-flowing current and a
plant Ap = 1.0 kg/m3. From this, using Weil's 0.66 reduction factor, the Ap
at the inlet mouth is expected to be 0.66 kg/m3. For Cases C, D, E, the results
of two laboratory tests were averaged to yield temperatures to be used for
comparative purposes. Runs for plant density differences of 1.0 and 2.0 kg/m3

were averaged to yield, at the inlet mouth, Ap » [(1.0 + 2.0)/2] x 0.66 = 0.99 kg/
m3. This averaging in temperatures was assumed to best match the Ap of the
outlet mouth of 1.0, 0.96, and 0.97 kg/m3 of the field plumes (see Table IV.E.3).

We feel that the predictions of the hydraulic model compared
poorly to the field data for the following reasons: First, the distorted model
did not adequately simulate the jet mixing that took place in the Hamnefjarden
inlet or the mixing that initially took place as the effluent entered the Baltic.
Second, the field conditions do not precisely match the conditions modeled (or
the average of those conditions) in the laboratory.

f. Effect of Selection of Ambient Temperature on Prych-model
Predictions

Weil investigated the effect of the ambient temperature on
model predictions at Oskarshamnsverket in an effort to assess the effect that
specifying an erroneous ambient temperature might have on the model-data
comparisons. In Fig. IV.E.30, the data for Case B are plotted with the nominal
value of the ambient temperature, T a , 11.5°C. The data are also plotted as -
suming T a was +0.5, ±1, ±2 C° from that nominal Ta . Note that •when the value
of ambient temperature is increased, the center line-temperature decay is more
rapid. Also, the amount of change increases with distance from the outfall
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where plume temperatures approach ambient, since the relative temperature
(Tisotherm " Tambient)/(Toutfall " Tambient) is plotted. In actuality, the
specification of an accurate ambient temperature is a model problem not a
field-data problem in that plume isotherms may be drawn from field data with-
out knowing the value of the ambient temperature, while model predictions re-
quire that an ambient temperature be specified before such predictions can be
calculated.
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Fig. IV.E.30. Effect of Choice of Ambient Temperature on
Field Data, Case B. (Adapted from Weil.2)

Weil states that, in most cases, T a can be selected to a +0.5 C°
accuracy. For Oskarshamnsverket Case B, changes in the ambient temperature
of 0.5 C° lead to errors of 10% in centerline distances at T = 0.5 and errors of
45% at T = 0*2. In Case B, the initial temperature excess is 5.5 C°, while in
most cases it is about 10C°; thus, the changes in the latter case are only half
those given for Case B. Therefore, a 0.5 C° uncertainty in the choice of am-
bient temperature would lead to an error of about 5% of the local centerline
distance to T = 0.5 and up to an error of 20% in the distance to T = 0.2. Weil
recommends that, for conservative temperature predictions, the ambient tem-
perature should be chosen on the low side when there is doubt as to the proper
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ambient temperature. The conclusion from this sensitivity study is that errors
in the ambient temperature are not sufficient in themselves to explain the
model-data discrepancies observed.

Weil discussed the difficulties in comparing subsurface-
temperature measurements with surface predictions of mathematical models.
This kind of comparison is often made, but the errors incurred are seldom
if ever evaluated. At Oskarshamnsverket, temperature measurements made
at a depth of 0.5 m were compared with surface predictions of the Prych
model (Figs. IV.E.4-21). The question arises whether it is better to extrap-
olate the vertical temperature profiles of the data upward to estimate the
surface temperature as predicted by the model or whether it is better to
prepare model predictions for the 0.5-m depth and make the comparisons at
that level. Weil concludes that the first option is the better of the two alterna-
tives (although he agrees that the presentations in Figs. IV.E.6-25 are probably
the best approach). His reasoning is given below. First, Weil notes that at
Oskarshamnsverket, far from the outlet, temperature gradients near the sur-
face are typically negligible in the top meter or two. Thus, errors in extrapo-
lated surface temperatures would be nearly negligible in the far field, but would
be significant in the near field, where larger vertical gradients exist. Recall
that the Prych model assumes a half-Gaussian distribution of velocity and tem-
perature. The sharp dropoff from the surface value (using the Gaussian
distribution) may be a reasonable approximation near the discharge but would
be inappropriate for the near-uniform, vertical profile of temperature far
from the outfall. The model would be expected to give too sharp a vertical
dropoff of temperature in the far field.

We disagree with Weil's answer to the question posed above.
We believe that if the Prych model cannot predict the 0.5-m field data directly,
a flaw in the model simulation is indicated, extrapolating the subsurface data
to surface values appears to be just a way of making the model performance
appear better. Apparently the half-Gaussian profile for the vertical variation
of velocity and temperature provides a much sharper dropoff than is warranted
by the data in the far field and should be recognized as such, without being
minimized by data-handling techniques. We propose that a direct comparison
of surface predictions of the Prych model to the 0.5-m field data, is most in-
formative, with the less satisfactory alternative of comparing 0.5-m predictions
with the data measured at the 0.5-m depth.

Figure IV. £.31 shows the effects of subsurface-data collection
for the field measurements of Case B at Oskarshamnsverket. Here, tempera-
tures measured at the 0.5-m depth were extrapolated by either linear or hand-
drawn curves to determine the surface temperature. The top diagram, of
Fig. IV.E.22 shows the differences between 0.5-m measured values and the
extrapolated surface values. Weil defines this as a "temperature error."

Nine surveys taken by SMHT in 1972 and five surveys taken by
Chalmers Tekniska Hogskola in October J 972 were used to provide the data for
Fig. IV.E.32. Weil notes that the size of the differences depends very much on
plume-layer thickness, which in turn depends on outlet densimetric Froude
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number. Errors -would be reduced by increasing the densimetric Froude num-
ber, since greater mixing will take place and smaller vertical gradients will
exist in the plume layer. Absolute and fractional excess-temperature differ-
ences are plotted against radial distance from the source. Radial distance was
chosen because most data points were not on plume centerlines. In each case,
surface temperatures were found to be higher than or equal to 0.5-m-depth
temperatures. Absolute values of the differences were generally less than
1.5 C° and, for distances greater than 400 m from the outfall, were less than
0.6 C°. The median difference was only 0.3 C°, but this is biased by manv ̂ ata
of zero error in the fur field. Fractional error limits were -within 45% out to
500 m and within 16% beyond that. The dashed lines in Fig. IV.E. 3? represent
the difference (absolute and fractional) of c enter line-temper aturj predictions
between 0.5-tn and surface depths. Note that in the far field the Prych model
predicts greater differences between surface and 0.5-m predictions, because
of the smaller plume thickness and temperature excess. This overprediction
reflects again on the half-Gaussian assumption for vertical variation of velocity
and temperature. The prototype data show a more uniform thickness far from
the outfall. Most important, the differences shown in Fig. IV.E.32 are only for
problems in evaluating surface temperatures and not for possible errors in de-
termining the outlet temperature, since no true outlet-temperature value can
be known due to the stratified profile of temperature in the discharge point.
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A r e l a t e d point m a d e by Wei l i s that one m u s t be c a u t i o u s wi th
the application of the relative temperature variable in plotting model-data com-
parisons. There will be combined errors in the specification of ambient tem-
perature and the specification of a single "average" temperature representing
outfall temperature in any calculation of relative temperature. In the calcula-
tion of relative temperature T = (Ts - Ta)/(TO - Ta), errors in specifying
Ts and Ta may either reinforce themselves to produce a larger error or nearly
cancel in their combined effect. The total error depends principally on whether
one is near or far from the outlet and on the magnitude and sign of the specific
errors in To and Ta. The investigator should be cognizant of where, in his
plume representation, the plotting of temperature in terms of the fractional
expression, T, will cause problems. Weil concludes his discussion of the pos-
sible differences that may be caused by comparing Prych-model surface pre-
dictions for temperature to 0.5-m Oskarshamnsverket measurements by noting
that the magnitude of the discrepancies involved is minor. Other causes, major
in nature, must necessarily exist for the model-data differences. To reiterate,
we feel it best to directly compare model predictions at the surface to data ac-
quired near or at the surface. Extrapolation should be studied only as an indi-
cation of the kinds of errors that might be inherent in such a direct comparison.
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g. Evaluation of Verification Effort of Prych Model at
Oskarshamnsverket

A few general comments from us about the Oskarshamnsverket
comparisons are appropriate here. First, we feel that the main difficulty in
applying the Prych model to Oskarshamnsverket is that the heated discharge
is not really a jet. Rather, the initial jet momentum is largely dissipated in the
Hamnefjarden inlet and, consequently, the outlet velocity to the Baltic is small.
(The plant-discharge conditions are not given in Ref. 1 or 2, making it impos-
sible to ascertain the precise reduction of initial momentum occurring within
the inlet.) Models developed to treat the spread of density wedges7"9 are prob-
ably more appropriate for the Oskarshamnsverket discharge into the Baltic,
since the plume entering the Baltic appears to be floating on the receiving water
with an initial densimetric Froude number very close to 1. The Prych. model
is basically an extension of nonbuoyant-jet theory to those situations for which
buoyancy is only a second-order effect. However, the Oskarshamnsverket situ-
ation is essentially a buoyant discharge with very little jet momentum. Many
of the basic assumptions of the model are invalid in such an application. In
essence, because of the low densimetric Froude number there, the Oskars-
hamnsverket site is a poor one to test the adequacy of the model.

A related difficulty stems from the fact that the Prych model
runs into computational difficulties when the local densimetric Froude number
approaches one. In the comparisons made by Weil, the initial densimetric
Froude number ranged from 1.0 3 to 1.51.

Second, it may be that there were phenomena affecting plume
dispersion at Oskarshamnsverket that the model did not simulate correctly.
An important consideration, in this vein, is the transient environmental con-
ditions evident from some sets of plume measurements. The time over -which
the field studies W3re taken at Oskarshamnsverket varied from about 1 to
4-3/4 hr with an average survey lasting about 3-3/4 hr. In such a tidally af-
fected area, it is doubtful that steady-state conditions may be assumed for a
survey of that duration.

The crude analysis of the zone of flow establishment also sheds
doubt on the initial phase of mixing, which is additionally affected by the crude
method of schematizing the outfall. Another difficulty was that insufficient
measurements were made for properly defining the exit velocity and tempera-
ture profiles.

The Point Beach and Waukegan comparisons ranged from fair
to poor. Although the outfall temperature and velocity were fairly well defined,
interaction with the bottom occurred in both cases, violating the model ideal-
ization of no boundary interference. The cutoff of entrainment -water and the
restricted depth of the plume near the outfall for both plumes are certainly
plausible explanations of the optimistic plume predictions.
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2. Comparison of Prych Model with Simple Phenomenological Models
Using the Oskarshamnsverket Conditions

Part of Weil's work in verifying the Prych model was to compare
modeling approaches. The idea here was to compare integral and phenomeno-
logical approaches with the Oskarshamnsverket field data in the hope that one
may start to narrow the choice of modeling approaches for the design of power
plants. As we indicate later, Weil conchides that the phenomenological ap-
proach is still viable with the state of the art of integral modeling. Although
Weil's study was concluded in 1974, we feel that his basic conclusion still re-
mains true.

In the first comparison, Weil contrasts the OskarshamnsverKet
data with the Prych predictions and the Asbury-Frigo correlation.8 The
Asbury-Frigo correlation is an averaged plot of surface-area data collected
from 23 surveys at six power plants on the Great Lakes. All the data con-
sidered by Asbury and Frigo were plotted as relative temperature ratio
g/0o versus A/Q, where 9 = isotherm-temperature excess above ambient,
6O = outfall-temperature excess, A = area within 9 isotherm, and Q = dis-
charge flow rate.

Asbury and Frigo plotted numerous groupings of the data of the
form 9/6o versus A/Qa, where a is some power of the plant flow rate. The
choice a = 1 yielded by far the best correlation. From the resulting plot of
e/9o versus A/Q, they drew a curve by eyeball fit through the data. This
Asbury-Frigo curve is often used as a phenomenoiogical relationship for
isotherm-area predictions. Figure IV.E.33 is a plot of the Prych predictions
with the Asbury-Frigo curve and its data envelope for the same eight sets of
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Oskarshamnsverket data that were plotted in Fig. IV.E.29. Here, Q has
been taken as 33.4 m3/sec as previously described. Weil then compared
Figs. IV.E.29 and 33. The conclusions are the following:

a. In seven of eight surveys, the Prych model better fits the near-
field data (e/eo >0.6) than the Asbury-Frigo curve.

b. In five of seven surveys, the Asbury-Frigo curve better fits
the far-field data than the Prych model. (In one case, the Prych model had nu-
merical difficulties and did not give far-field predictions.)

c. Viewed on a log-log plot, the Asbury-Frigo curve better rep-
resented the data of five of seven cases than did the Prych model.

d. The phenomenological model errors in the near field were
found to be always smaller than the analytical model errors in the far field.

e. The Prych model showed a tendency toward too low a mixing
rate in the far field.

Weil concludes that, for Oskarshamnsverket, the Asbury-Frigo cor-
relation, in general, gives better surface-area predictions than does the Prych
model, but the difference in performance is small. At least within the range of
flows and initial densimetric Froude numbers used to construct the Asbury-
Frigo correlation, the correlation seems to allow reasonable predictions. For
the design of the newer power plants •with typically high densimetric Froude
numbers, the dilution capability of the surface discharge should be significantly
better than predicted by the Asbury-Frigo correlation, since the correlation is
based upon data taken at older power plants with typically low initial densimet-
ric Froude numbers and consequently lower dilution capability.

Weil also compared the laboratory results of Jen, Wiegel, and
Mobarek4 and the Carte r-Pritchard Model5 with the Oskarshamnsverket data
and Prych-model predictions. Jen et al. measured the centerline-temperature
decay of a round, buoyant surface-jet discharge into stagnant receiving water.
Their tests were carried out for initial densimetric Froude numbers ranging
from 18 to 180. Jen et al. found that for these high-densimetric-Froude-
number discharges the relative temperature excess was inversely proportional
to axial distance, as with three-dimensional, nonbuoyant jets. The empirical
result of Jen et al. is plotted against the Oskarshamnsverket data of Cases D,
E, and G in Fig. IV.E.34. Note that the empirical formula overestimates mix-
ing, although the trend of temperature decay with distance is correct. Weil
attributes the overestimation of dilution to the high aspect ratio of the discharge
compared with that used in the Jen et al. study (A = 21 rather than A = 1 for
a circular jet). The effect is partly counteracted by increased mixing due to
ambient currents.

Weil notes that the specification of flow-establishment length is im-
portant and yet is unknown for a high-aspect-ratio discharge such as Oskars-
hamnsverket. This deficiency is only part of the problem. We suspect that the
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high initial densimetric Froude numbers used in the study of Jen et al. are
more important in explaining the difference. Large vertical mixing and ver-
tical spreading were observed in the laboratory tests. Significant vertical
mixing was not observed in the Oskarshamnsverket data. Instead, the plume
stratified from its initial 3-m depth to an asymptotic depth of 1.5-2.0 m. The
reduced vertical mixing in the Oskarshamnsverket data is the most likely rea-
son for the higher temperatures observed.
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Fig. IV.E.34. Comparison of Predictions of Two Simple Phenome-
nological Models with Oskarshamnsverket Data (top
diagram) and with the Prych Model Run for the Same
Data (bottom diagram). (Adapted from Weil.2)

The Carter-Pritchard phenomenological model is also plotted in
Fig. IV.E.34. This model considers variations in the horizontal plane only,
assuming no vertical mixing. In addition, there are four regions assumed to
govern the dispersion. The first is a potential core with no mixing assumed.
The second region initiates the mixing with the centerline temperature decay-
ing to the minus one-fourth power of the centerline distance. Plume bending
in the presence of an ambient current occurs in these first two regions. As
bending is completed, the third region starts. There the temperature drops
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as the center line distance to the minus one-half power. The fourth and final
region covers the far field, where the relative temperatures are less than 0.2.
There the temperature drops in proportion to the distance to the minus one
power. The comparison in Fig. IV.E.34 revealed to Weil that the core zone of
the Carter-Pritchard model is too large. A probable reason for the large
length predicted is that the length of the core region depends only on the out-
fall width (6BO) and not on aspect ratio. Dilution compares well to the Prych
predictions but is underestimated when compared to field data. The under-
estimation is probably due to the assumption of a two-dimensional jet (constant
plume depth of 3 m) with no vertical entrainment.

Weil concludes that, at least for Oskarshamnsverket, the Prych
model is an improvement over the correlation of Jen et al. and the simple
analytical/phenomenological Carter-Pritchard model. He states that the Prych
predictions are better, due mainly to the model's inclusion of the effects of
aspect ratio, ambient current, and horizontal and vertical mixing. We feel that
part of the reason that the Prych predictions are better here is that the
Jen et al. correlation and the Carter-Pritchard model actually apply for larger
densimetric-Froude-number discharges than Oskarshamnsverket at «1. Com-
parisons for higher densimetric-Froude-number, deep-water discharges would
be interesting, as all three models (Prych, Jen et al., and Carter and Pritchard)
are more applicable in such cases.

3. Comparison of Prych Model to Trends in Laboratory and Field
Data for Heated Surface Discharges

Another set of comparisons made by Weil involve the Shirazi data
correlations described in Sec. IV.B. Recall that Shirazi presented power-law
correlations for flows into stagnant receiving water, flows into a moving cur-
rent, and flows over a sloping bottom.

Weil uses Shirazi1 s results for the third case to determine if the
Prych model predicts the same trends as were determined from Shirazi1 s
analysis of field and laboratory data. To accomplish this, Weil defines an
imaginary power plant called SMHIverket. This plant is assumed to have outfall
conditions QQ = 113m3 /sec,Ap = 1.5 kg/m3, 2BO = 21.0 m, Ho = 7.0 m, and
eo = 90°, with environmental parameters V = 0.077 m/sec, k = 0.00001 m/sec ,
eH = 1.0 m2 /sec, and e v = 0.001eH.

Weil uses the following parameters internal to the code in prepar-
ing Prych model predictions:

E o = 0.1, C D = 0.2, C F = 0.5, AS = 50.0 m, and S o = 77.4 m.

In this way, the basic nondimensional parameters in the code are R = 0.1,
A = 3, F o = 2.4, and E = 0.186. Only a few results will be indicated. To
satisfy additional interest, refer to Ref. 2.
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For the conditions given above. Figs. IV.E.35 and 36 show the be-
havior of the plume parameters T, B / H O , and Y/Ho versus S/Ho. The emphasis
made here in the comparisons by Weil is on the resulting trends or slope of the
model and data functions plotted, not on specific numerical values. If Prych
predicts the proper trends in the data, it is hoped that these results indicate
that plume physics is being modeled properly for the case tested, and that nu-
merical differences can be reduced by proper tuning of the model by adjusting
model coefficients. Figure IV.E.35 shows that the trend of temperature versus
distance compares well with the phenomenological relationship.
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Fig. 1V.E.36. Trajectory vs Distance. SMHIverket and Labora-
atory and Field Data. (Adapted ftom Weil.2)

The flow-establishment region predicted by the model is quite un-
realistic in this case, which is actually quite typical. Also typical were the
plume-width comparisons, as they showed different trends. Figures IV.E.35
and 36 support previous evidence that plume widths grow too rapidly in the
model (see Sec. IV.C). Farther out from the discharge, the spreading rate
compares better with the data; yet, as Weil notes, the abstracting of widths
from the data is complicated by plume asymmetry.

Figure IV.E.36 shows that the Prych-modelpredictions of trajectory
compare well with laboratory data and not so well with field data, except down-
stream after most of the bending has taken place. Weil suspects that the latter
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negative result is due to boundary effects in the field. Weil does not show the
variation in or predictions of layer depth H/Ho, but states that it varies little,
decreasing steadily from 0.65 to 0.28 as S/Ho increases from 16 to 700. Shirazi
does not present data for comparison. Weil concludes that the trend in model
behavior with respect to axial distance is good, but plume widths tend to in-
crease too quickly, with axis temperatures not strongly affected by plume width.
Since conservation laws are satisfied by the model, overpredicted plume -widths
must necessarily imply underpredicted plume depths; this relationship must
apply because, as Weil states, the axial temperatures are reasonably correct.
This trend in Prych predictions is better observed in the comparisons of the
model to laboratory data presented in Sec. IV.C.

Other figures, not presented here, show the sensitivity of the model
to input variables R, 9Q, A, Fo , and E. Centerline temperatures, widths, tra-
jectories, and plume depths were used in the study. Wherever possible, pre-
dictions from the Shirazi data correlation were also plotted and the trends
examined. The results again revealed difficulties in the treatment of the flow-
establishment region and plume-width predictions. Recall that Shirazi and
Davis later modified the Prych model, improving the treatment of flow estab-
lishment and modifying the method of determining plume •widths.

4. Verification of the Simulation of Turbulent Diffusion in the Prych
Model with Open-channel Data.

A unique feature of the Prych model is the simulation of the effect
of ambient turbulence on the plume predictions. The theoretical validity of
that simulation is addressed in Sec. n.D. Weil attempted to test the model's
ability to simulate mixing due to turbulence in the ambient fluid by comparing
the model to mixing data that he himself took in previous open-channel tests
made in a laboratory tank.10 For these tests, a heated effluent was discharged
at the surface and coflow to a current flowing in an open channel. The dis-
charge was from a semicircular nozzle and was at the same velocity as the
current. In these tests, jet entrainment due to shear forces is absent and
spreading results from buoyancy and ambient-turbulence effects only. Fig-
ure IV.E.37 compares some of these data with the Prych-model predictions.

Laboratory conditions for Runs 23 and 48 of Weil10 appear in
Table IV.E.4. Note that STJ is an empirical expression for the horizontal dif-
fusion coefficient and u* is the channel shear velocity. The vertical diffusion
coefficient is taken as (l/4)ejj. The Prych model was run with the conditions given
in Table IV.E.4, assuming (a) the laboratory model scale was 1:100, (b) the
semicircular nozzle was scaled as a rectangle with the same width and area,
and (c) the discharge was in coflow, initial angle of zero. Weil concludes from
Fig. IV.E.37 that the overall comparison of the Prych-model predictions with
the data for centerline-temperature decay is good, even though the model
slightly overestimates the relative importance of the friction factor. The
second graph in Fig. IV.E.37 shows that the Prych model yields identical tem-
perature predictions, since only Ap is changed. This independence of the
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1 1

- RUN 23 ,

- RUN 48 ̂
DATA FROM WEIL [1972)

RUN 23 ,
I PRVCH MODEL PREDICTIONS

RUN 48 '
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DOWNSTREAM DISTANCE (cm)
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Run 23

Run 48

• ip/p = I » 10

a ip/p = 2 i 10'

ip/p = 4«IO
-3
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DOWNSTREAM DISTANCE (en)
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Fig. IV.E.37. Comparison of Numerical Model and Open-
channel-mixing Data. (Adapted from Weil.̂ )

TABLE IV.E.4. Parameters for Two Open-channel
Laboratory Tests of Coflowing Discharge

1.9

1.9

19.4

19.2

30.5

30.5

12.7

12.7

1.35

1.35

0.022

0.070

0.027u*d

0.027u*d

( l /4)e H

( l /4)e H

Ap = initial density difference between jet and ambient receiving water (kg/m3)

Uo = initial jet velocity (cm/sec)

V = ambient-current velocity (cm/sec)

D = equivalent jet diameter (cm)

d = depth of flow (cm)

Cf = Darcy-Weisbach friction factor

ejj = horizontal diffusion coefficient (cmz/sec)

ey = vertical diffusibn coefficient (cm/sec)

u* = channel shear velocity (cm/sec).
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relative temperature to initial density differences was confirmed in the labora- :-;.;
tory, as several runs were made there with otherwise identical conditions but !; •
only Ap changed between laboratory tests. ki

5. Using the Prych Model to Extend Near-field Predictions of an . ;'j
Undistorted Hydraulic Model ;:

— ^ — — - ^ — '. ̂

Previous verification work indicates that one of the problems with : |
the Prych model lies in its treatment of the plume physics in the vicinity of 0
the outfall. Boundary effects (shoreline and bottom) and the inadequate treat- i'\
ment of the zone of flow establishment make initial predictions of the model \\]
questionable for prototype applications. Weil proposes that an undistorted hy- i i
draulic model of the site (if existing or planned) be used to provide near-field •:!
predictions. The advantage in using an undistorted model for near-field pre- 5
dictions is that it correctly scales the effects of jet momentum and buoyancy, ^
including their interaction with boundary features. However, undistorted £
models do not properly scale turbulent mixing, interfacial shear, and surface it
heat-loss mechanisms, which are important in the later stages of plume ;]
dispersion. ji

Weil suggests that undistorted-model results be used out to a ver- U
tical cross section where the plume is entirely separated frcm the shoreline i;
and bottom, but where plume-temperature and velocity profiles are still r.aea- ;
surable in the hydraulic model. The profile of temperature and velocity at the !.
cross section can then be used to determine initial conditions for the analytical ;
model. In principle, the analytical model will then properly simulate ambient -
turbulence, interfacial friction, and surface heat loss, which are important to
further plume dispersion, and thus extend near-field predictions into the be- ;

ginning of the far field. Weil notes that it is difficult to verify this approach,
since few undistorted models are large enough to extend into the far field. We
add, moreover, that measurements of velocity in a laboratory model are diffi-
cult, especially when temperature gradients and temperature fluctuations are

present, as in these plume models. Despite the difficulties, the idea is intriguing. J

Weil gives a simple application of this matching idea to the :
Forsmark power plant on the northeast coast of Sweden, where a 1:75 undis-
torted scale model was set up by Statens Vattenfallsverk.11 There the outfall =;
flow rate was 200 ni3/sec, the outfall-temperature excess was 10 C, and the '.'.
discharge was through a channel 43.5-m wide and 2.3-m deep. The initial jet
velocity is then 2.0 m/sec. An ambient current of 10 cm/sec, directed nearly
perpendicular to the outfall was simulated in the laboratory model. :.\

Analyzing the 0.5-m temperature isotherms (see Fig. IV.E.38), '!
Weil chose the 6 C° isotherm on the plume axis as the point at which to match
the laboratory model and analytical models. At this location, 240 m from the /;
outlet, the width of the plume was 188 m and the depth was 5.15 m. The local i
angle of the plume cem. ̂ rline with the current was 120°. Since velocities were
not measured, the local plume flow rate was determined from >
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Fig. IV.E.3S. Comparison of Temperature and Distance with Forsmark
Undistorted Model. (Adapted ftom Weil.2)
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Q = i £ = £ig£> = 667 m»/..c.

This equation expresses a simple heat balance between the outfall and the point
at which the relative temperature excess reaches 0.6. The Prych-model cal-
culation is begun at this point without a zone of flow establishment. The am-
bient diffusion coefficients in the Prych model are set to zero, since the
predictions are to be compared with hydraulic-model predictions at the lower
isotherms. These comparisons appear in Figs. IV.E.38 and 39. The Prych
predictions for centerline temperature and isotherm area are clearly improved
by this technique, indicating that the major source of error in the model prob-
ably occurs in its treatment of the early stages of mixing. Also, the two cases
of (1) the Prych predictions starting from the outlet and (2) the Prych predic-
tions starting from the downstream cross section (Figs. IV.E.38 and 39) have
the same trend, indicating that mixing is nearly independent of the dilution at
that point. Unfortunately, the hydraulic-model results are not available beyond
the 3 C° isotherm.

The improvement in trajectory predictions by beginning the model
at the downstream cross-section interface is less marked. Weil suggests from
the comparison that the Prych model underestimates far-field mixing nearer
the Z and 1 C° isotherms in this case. The fact that the predicted trajectory
does not bend as much as is indicated by ine data implies that the model is not
entraining ambient momentum as it should. Consequently, the dilution pre-
dicted is not large enough. (The difference he states might also be due to
significant ambient turbulent mixing in the hydraulic model, or else impreci-
sion of current direction or persistent coastal effects of the ambient current
in the hydraulic model.) Consequently, some jet characteristics appear to be
improved by this extension of hydraulic-model predictions but others are not.
A little disturbing in the comparison of Fig. IV.E.38 is the concave downtrend
in the hydraulic-model data for centerline-temperature decay and the concave
uptrend in the predictions. Although the magnitude of the difference between
predicted and measured relative temperatures is not large, the slopes of the
predictions are quite different. Only more data comparisons could reveal the
reason, whether it be in data-taking methodology or in the modeling of plume
physics. Thus it appears that errors in model simulation giving incorrect
predictive trends, although not removed, may b^ reduced by this extension
procedure.

Weil's idea of using the Prych model to extend the results of hy-
draulic models is interesting and, although the results presented are no proof
of its success, the suggestion is certainly worthy of study. The benefit lies in
getting a short distance away from the coastline to where we have more faith
in the integral-model predictions, i.e., where the model idealizations are more
likely to be satisfied. Off the coast, the local topography will give no trouble,
and the velocity and temperature distribution should be more reasonably de-
fined with an established profile. We feel that the advantage, however, lies
only in applications where residual initial momentum is fairly large at the
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Undistorted Model. (Adapted from Weil.2)
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downstream cross section of the plume and, moreover, where the plume is not
fully bent toward the current. For plumes of nearly dissipated momentum, the
local densimetric Froude number is nearly unity, portending future computa-
tional difficulties with the model as that number decreases to one. If the cross
section is at a location where the plume is in its far-field dispersion, -we be-
lieve that numerous other far-field models may be more appropriate to use.
These all solve the single convective-diffusion equation by either finite dif-
ferences,12 Monte-Carlo techniques,13 or point-superposition methods.14 In
such cases, the application of far-field models would be most appropriate.

6. Conclusions

Weil compared the Prych-integral-model predictions to eight sets
of field data taken at the Oskarshamnsverket plant. The site did match the
model's idealizations because the plume had no interaction with the bottom of
the Baltic, and the ambient conditions often appeared steady, so that steady-
state measurements were likely to be approximated satisfactorily. On the
other hand, the site did not match the model idealisations because the plant
discharged into an inlet where the effluent lost most of its momentum before
entering the Baltic. At the entrance to the Baltic, the velocity and tempera-
ture distributions were also significantly nonuniform. The initial densimetric
Froude number was very close to 1.0. Unfortunately, for this application, the
model idealizes a rectangular discharge with uniform profiles and a jetlike
discharge. (The model is developed as an extension of nonbuoyant jet theory.)
The discharge to the Baltic is more of a buoyant density wedge than a jet dis-
charge. In summary, we feel that the proper schsmatization of the discharge
and the very low densimetric Froude number of the discharge became the ma-
jor points of difficulty in applying the model to Oskarshamnsverket.

In the Oskarshamnsverket comparisons, Weil found that the overall
accuracy of the Prych model was only fair. The comparison with the 10 sets
of field data ranges from very good to very poor. Predicted temperatures are
both too high and too low for the data considered; however, in general,
centerline-temperature predictions are better than width predictions. Predic-
tions of plume width were generally too large and sometimes greater than the
local centerline length, which is the theoretical limit for low-densimetric -
Froude-number discharges. On the other hand, Weil found that layer depth
and trajectory predictions were reasonable.

No predominant source of the errors in the predictions could be
identified by Weil. In the studies made, the model-data discrepancies were
larger than one would expect from an incorrect choice of ambient temperature,
from subsurface acquisition of data, or from incorrect specification of the in-
put parameters. More important, there seemed to be no correlation between
the sign or magnitude of the error and any discharge or hydrological param-
eter. Therefore, although the errors in prediction were often significant, no
systematic discrepancy seemed to be present in the application of the model
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to OskarsLamnsyerket. Although shoreline effects sometimes contribute to ;
model inaccuracies, Weil concludes that they probably do not account for the I
errors seen at Oskarshamnsverket. Adding to the discrepancy, Weil concludes,
is the possibility of time-varying ambient conditions. •

Adding to the puzzlement, -we feel, is the method of outfall sche-
matization. The Prych model is not very sensitive to different methods of jj
calculating outfall parameters; this is in contrast to our feeling that some de- I
gree of sensitivity does exist in the real world. It is unfortunate that profiles ji
of velocity and temperature at the outfall were not carefully measured in the j|
field. i

1
Our feeling on the model-data comparisons is a little stronger than jj

is suggested by Weil: The model does not really apply to Oskarshamnsverket. i
The Prych model was developed for heated surface jets. The Oskarshamnsver- jj
ket discharge is not a jet--it is really a buoyant density wedge as it enters the ?!
Baltic. Hence, density -wedge models might be more suitable. j

is
Although the Prych model can be run to low-initial -densimetric - S{

Froude-number discharges like Oskarshamnsverket, we find that there are I
weaknesses present in the model formulation that are undoubtedly important (J
in explaining the model-data discrepancies. These weaknesses include: ji

a. The model predicts plumes that are generally too wide. The
lateral spreading assumption on buoyancy is incorrect (see Sec. II.D). Also,
the total lateral spreading is probably incorrectly assumed to be a simple sum 1
of buoyant and nonbuoyant parts. f

f
b. The model assumes similar profiles laterally and vertically jj

for velocity and temperature. At low densimetric Froude numbers, this simi- !J
larity does not exist. rf

c . The model has a poor simulation of the zone of flow establish-
ment (initial mixing).

d. The model assumes uniform outlet conditions that are not
present at Oskarshamnsverket.

In spite of the shortcomings noted above, reinforced by the Weil
study, the Prych model did appear capable of providing general estimates of
the plume parameters. The field data acquired had some inconsistencies and
presented some problems of interpretation; yet, on the whole, the field data
adequately represented the trends in the data. The Shirazi-Davis calibration
of the Prych model not only remedies some of its problems but also definitely
improves it, as indicated by its predictions (not shown here).

The single Point Beach and Waukegan data comparisons to the
Prych model once again revealed to us the idealized nature of the Prych model.



Boundary interference violated an important model idealization in these ap-
plications. This plume-boundary interaction was an important contribution to
the poor comparison of the Prych model to field data taken at these two sites.

A significant part of Weil's work was to judge the relative merit
of the integral and phenomenological approaches in predicting power -plant
discharges. Again using the Oskarshamnsverket data, Weil found that the
Asbury-Frigo correlation predicted surface areas better than the Prych model;
the Prych model gave better predictions of center line-temperature decay and
surface-isotherm areas than the Jen-Wiegel-Mobarek phenomenological cor-
relation and the Carter-Pritchard analytical/phenomenological model. Thus,
based upon the limited testing done, Weil concludes that phenomenological
models cannot be dismissed for power-plant design. We add that these cor-
relations, based upon experimental data, are useful within the data range of
their development. The success of the Asbury-Frigo correlation is most likely
due to the fact that the correlation was developed from power-plant discharges
of low densimetric Froude number, much like those at Oskarshamnsverket.
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F. Point Beach Nuclear Power Plant: Verification of Selected Surface-
discharge Models

This section summarizes part of the work performed by the Energy
and Environmental Systems Division as part of its effort to test available
thermal-plume models with high-quality field data acquired at sites on the
Great Lakes. Specifically, this section considers two segments of this work.
First, one phenomenological and four popular integral models and six sets of
jet data are compared. Second, three of the four integral models and one ad-
ditional phenomenological model are compared with several sets of plume data
(three-dimensional temperature measurements). Other parts of our verifica-
tion work are summarized in other sections of this report, namely. Chapter II,
Sec. VI.C, and Appendixes B and C.

1. Comparison with Jet Regime Data

Five popular thermal-plume models, reviewed in Chapter II, were
chosen for comparison with prototype velocity and temperature data acquired
at two sites on Lake Michigan. They are the Motz-Benedict model,1 the
Stolzenbach-Harleman model,2 the Prych model,3 Pritchard Model No. I,4 and
the Shirazi-Davis model.5 This section summarizes the results of the com-
parison. Additional references on the subject include Paddock et al.,6'7 Frigo
et al.,8 and Frye et al.9

The problem of model-data comparisons divides itself naturally
into three parts. The first involves the acquisition of a comprehensive set cf
field measurements. The second pertains to the data reduction that must be
done to allow meaningful comparison with the models. The third part is the
actual preparation of model predictions and their comparison to the reduced
data. Each part is considered in order.

a. Experimental Data; Velocity and Temperature Measurements

During the 1972 field year, Argonne National Laboratory con-
ducted surveys of the jet regime of the thermal discharges at the Point Beach
Nuclear Power Plant and at the Palisades Nuclear Generating Station. The
particulars of these two outfall configurations appear in Figs. IV.F.I and 2.

n
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The Point Beach Plant has two units with a gross generating
capacity of 505 MWe per unit. The once-through cooling
system draws water from Lake Michigan at a normal maxi-
mum flow rate of 25.1 m^/sec per unit. At full power the
heat-rejection rate is 2.68 x 105 kcal/sec for each unit.
This corresponds to a maximum temperature rise across the
condenser of 10.7 C°. The discharge flumes extend in dif-
ferent directions about 46 m into the lake at 60° to the
shoreline. The width of each flume is 10.7 m, and the
depth at the point of discharge is 4.2 m. The correspond-
ing nominal outfall velocity is 0.56 m/sec.

Fig. IV.F.I. Point Beach Nuclear Power Plant, Two Creeks, Wisconsin. ANL Neg. No. 190-1395.
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The Palisades Station consists of a single unit with
a maximum gross generating capacity of 714 MWe.
The once-through cooling system pumps water from
Lake Michigan at 25.6 m3/sec. The heat-rejection
rate of the plant is 3.56 x 105 kcal/sec, resulting in
a temperature rise across the. condensers of 13.9 C°.
The discharge canal is a diverging pile structure on
the lake shore about 33 m long. It is initially
11.3-m wide and diverges to a width of 28.3 m at
the point of discharge. The average depth at the
outfall is 2.1 m, and the average discharge velocity
is 0.43 m/sec.

Fig. IV.F.2. Palisades Nuclear Generating Station. South Haven. Michigan. ANL, Neg. No. 190-1394.

Bottom contours in the vicinity of the plants are given in Figs. IV.F.3 and 4.
On May 18, May 23, July 13, and September 9, 1972, surveys were taken at
Point Beach and on June 14, July 19, and October 10, 1972, at the Palisades
Plant.

A 5.5-m boat was outfitted to allow acquisition of three-
dimensional temperature and velocity measurements. Briefly, the system
consisted of a ducted current meter with a thermistor attached, a depth sounder,
and a range positioning system, together with the electronics appropriate for
reading and recording data on board the boat.

Anchors were located on opposite sides of the jet, and tran-
sects were made across the jet by pulling the boat from one anchor to the other.
Very near the outfall, the tendency for the boat to drift with the jet was over-
come by attaching a third line to the outfall structure itself. Ideally, the tran-
sects should be straight lines perpendicular to the flow; however, physical
limitations have yielded curved and somewhat irregular paths. At several lo-
cations on the transects, the current-meter assembly was lowered over the
side of the boat and suspended at 0.5-m intervals to a depth of 3.0 m or to the
bottom. The first time the experiment was conducted, time variations were
discovered in velocity and temperature; therefore, in order to obtain average
values of velocity and temperature, along with any variations, strip-chart re-
corders were used to record current-meter and thermistor outputs.

The location of the boat was determined by a Motorola Mini-
Ranger system, consisting of two shore-based transponders and a receiver-
transmitter aboard the boat. Time-of-flight measurements, made automatically
by the Mini-Ranger system, determine the distance to each transponder to an
accuracy of about 3 m. Since land-based surveying provides the locations of
the transponders, the position of the boat is easily determined by trilateration.
The accuracy of a given position is generally taken as ±3 m, although it de-
pends on station location with respect to the transponders. The transponders,
however, were placed so that most stations fall within the region of greatest
accuracy.
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SHORE

Fig. IV.F.3. Approximate Depth Contours near Point Beach Outfall. ANL Neg. No. 190-878.
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Fig. IV.F.4. Approximate Depth Contours neai Palisades Outfall. ANL Neg. No. 190-880.
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A Bendix Q-15 geomagnetic-ducted current meter with a
YSI thermistor attached was used to measure the velocity and temperature of
the water. The Q-15 has a five-bHded impeller that rotates freely in both
directions and is enclosed in a duct. The ducted assembly aligns itself with
the current due to an attached vane of adjustable length. Electronic averaging
(over about 25 sec) of the number of impeller turns and the presence of the
duct removes wave- and boat-motion effects. Current speed and direction
were displayed on board by means of a readout unit, Model No. S-232.

Figures IV.F.5 and 6 give the results of measurements made
for the stagnant lake at Point Beach on May 23 and for the typically small
ambient current present on July 13. Figure IV.F.7 presents the jet for Octo-
ber 10 at Palisades, where larger currents are often seen.

Figures IV.F.5-7 show the results of measurements made at
the 0.5-m depth. Each figure provides a table of velocity and temperature
measurements and indicates the location of each station, where the velocity is
represented vectorially. The centerline and width contours shown on each
figure are the results of a fitting procedure described in the next subsection.

An important observation to make here is that a variety of
factors, inherent in making measurements in the jet regime, may cause un-
certainties in the data. These problems must be understood if proper use is
to be made of the data.

An important aspect of this experimental uncertainty is the
short-term variations in the velocity and temperature of the discharge jet.
Oscillations due to local turbulence and the thermal front phenomenon are dis-
cussed in some detail in Chapter III. These oscillations at Point Beach and
Palisades appear to have periods ranging from a few seconds to a few minutes.
Since measurements at a particular point in the jet, by a traveling boat, are
instantaneous, an unrepresentative value apparently might be obtained. At
these two sites, the scale of the short-term temperature fluctuations is several
Celsius degrees or less; the velocity variations are about 50% of the mean value
or less. Fluctuations of this size were not present at all locations. A more
typical value for the uncertainty in the temperature measurement is ±0.5 C°;
a typical value for the uncertainty in the current speed is ±20%.

Another source of uncertainty, in terms of data analysis, is
the ambiguity resulting from longer-term and spatial variations of the ambient
current and temperature. These numbers, necessarily assumed to be constants
throughout the measurement (which lasted from 3 to 7 hr), vary in both time
and space. Ambient-cur rent measurements were typically made at a single
location (at several depths) before and after the jet-regime measurements.
Here again, current variations in time and position may lead, for a variety of

1 reasons, to an unrepresentative value for ambient-current speed. (The direc-
tion of the current is generally thought to be more definite.) As noted above,
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ambient-current speeds as reported may have an uncertainty of 20-50%; lower
current speeds are the most uncertain. On some occasions, ambient-
temperature measurements are as difficult to pin down as ambient-current
speed. The ambient temperature was chosen to be the water temperature (at
the appropriate depth) that appeared not to be influenced by the discharge
water, yet was in the vicinity of the discharge. Unfortunately, on days when
upwelling, downwelling, shoreline heating, or other disrupting phenomena oc-
curred, the reported values of ambient water temperature may have an uncer-
tainty of as much as 1 2 C°.

In the face of the previously discussed uncertainties in the
data, instrumentation accuracy may not be very important, but for complete-
ness, Table IV.F.I lists the instrument specifications. Of special interest in
terms of velocity measurements is the fact that, although a ducted current
meter is used to null out disturbing vertical motion, shielding of the impeller
occurs if the duct is not aligned with the flow. The importance of this finding
remains unclear, but because the meter continuously averages the speed over
a 25-sec period, any shielding would result in lower values of current speed.

TABU IV.F.L Instruratnl taufacy

Initrumen!

Benflu 0-15
Current Meter

Temperature
Recorder1

Temperature
Recorder^

Motorola
Mini-Ranger

Sensor Accuracy Threshold Range

Speed. <mpeiler i4% ol 3 cm/sec 0-10 knot, :o* scale
lull scale 0-5.0 ktvi:. high scale

Otrection. compass i l ?
«ilh vane

inermistor iO.5C°

Thermistor iO.?C°

'Used in temperature measurements up (o and including July W. ]
bused in temperature measurements »tler July 19. IW?.

b. Data Analysis

0 - W

0-30°C

O-WC

0.1-35 km

an.

Ums Cutistanl

25 tec. IOU scale
? 5 sec. hiijh scale

-2 5 sec

-2.5 sec

Resolution

1 cm/sec, (an scale
5 cri/sec. nigh waif

5°

0 2C»

O.IC0

1 <r.

vane nas

acnar.<

ajiustsbie tenqth 0 3 JO n

Consisting of a «uslra» *.*!)Cei *Vo ?13J
tert-pefatur*- recorder a^d VSI *tf> 405
Ifiernistor profw

Consisting of VSI to W prooe and

Accuracy applies to eacn range meas-
urement System accuracy vanes *i1h
position of transponder-, re'atu-e to beat
For risst ot ttie*e raeisurefnents »3 n
woulQ apply

To examine the features of the temperature and velocity dis-
tributions in the near-field region of the discharges, and to facilitate compari-
sons with analytical-model predictions, appropriate functional forms for the
distributions were selected and fitted to the field measurements. These ac-
tivities were performed as an attempt to smooth out fluctuations among the
data points. Fitting was accomplished in two horizontal dimensions and at
each vertical level. For the lateral excess temperature and excess velocity
profiles, Gaussian distributions were chosen. The excess temperature 9 is
the difference between the measured temperature and the ambient temperature
at that depth. The excess velocity Ug is defined as the component of the mea-
sured velocity parallel to the centerline of the jet, minus the component of the
ambient current parallel to the centerline. For these purposes, the ambient
current was taken to be shore parallel. The widths of these profiles were
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assumed to grow linearly with distance from the outfall. After a constant ini-
tial region, the centerline-temperature excess 8C and the centerline-velocity
excess ucjr were assumed to decay as 5/v/s, where s is the distance from the
outfall as measured along the centerline. For the centerline trajectories.
a quadratic form was chosen.

A preliminary examination of the Point Beach data indicated
that such forms might represent the available data fairly well. Also, for this
initial attempt at data smoothing, simple forms with limited numbers of free
parameters were thought to be appropriate. Clearly, unless the actual func-
tional forms are known, any smoothing procedure of this type will have limi-
tations and biases.

According to these functional forms, the temperature excess
at a lateral distance T] from the temperature centerline at a distance s from
the outfall is given by

ecu..

where

ec(s) =
for s £ <*bo/A

2

^ fOrs>«bo/A2

and

WT(s) = Cbo + Ys.

In the above expression, 8O is the initial temperature excess at the outfall,
bo is the width of the outfall, and W*p is the half-width of the temperature dis-
tribution. The half-width is defined as the lateral distance at which 9 drops
to half of 9C. The dimensionless parameters A, or, C, and Y are free param-
eters to be determined by fitting to the field measurements. The temperature
centerline is specified by a parabola that passes through the center of the out-
fall. This introduces two more free parameters for a total of six. The excess
velocity distribution is specified by an analogous set of expressions and intro-
duces another set of six free parameters. The9o is replaced by uo, which is
the outfall velocity averaged over the entire outfall.

The temperature and velocity functions described above, each
with only six free parameters, are fairly restrictive. As a consequence, only
the general trends of the resulting fitted functions can be considered to be
significant, since the details are artifacts of the functions selected.
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The fitting procedure was carried out on the computer by a
minimization technique. Those values that minimized the root-mean-square
deviation of the functions from the data were chosen as the final values of the
parameters. The sets of measurements at each depth taken during the four
jet studies at the Point Beach outfall and one of the studies at the Palisades
outfall (October 10, 1972) were each fitted independently. Measurements for
the two other Palisades surveys did not lend themselves to this fitting pro-
cedure because the limited number of data points did not appear to charac-
terize a major portion of the jet region. That is, the jet seemed to be significantly
wider than the region surveyed.

Overall average deviations correspond to about 7% of the av-
erage initial temperature excess and average outfall velocity, respectively.
The average deviation of the fitted function from the temperature data varied
from about 0.2 to 1.1 C°, with an overall average deviation of 0.7 C° for all
five studies. The velocity deviation varied from 1 to 8 cm/sec, with an over-
all average deviation of 4 cm/sec.

Some of the fitting results for the Point Beach studies are
shown together in Figs. IV.F.8-1V so that they may be compared with each
other. The circles on the curves of 6C/6O (Fig. IV.F.8) indicate the approxi-
mate locations of the field-measurement transects.

Figure IV.F.8 shows the centerline-temperature and -velocity
decays resulting from the fits to the measurements taken at the 0.5-m depth.
The dropoff rates are approximately the same for each survey, and they are
approximately the same for both temperature and velocity, except for the
velocity results of July 13, 1972. This difference is presently unexplained.
Indeed, with this one exception, the differences are probably within the errors
associated with the experimental measurements and fitting procedure. On all
four dates, the Point Beach Plant was operating at essentially the same power
level and discharge flow rate.

The temperature distribution across the outfall was measured
and found to be quite uniform. Therefore the excess-temperature ratio 6C/6O

plotted in the upper half of Fig. IV.F.8 must be 1.0 at s = 0. Since this restric-
tion was not placed on the fitting function, not much significance should be at-
tached to the details contained in the first 100 m of the fitting results. Velocity
distributions at the outfall were also measured, but were not found to be uni-
form. In fact, velocities as high as 60% above the average outfall velocity
were observed and show up on the lower half of Fig. IV.F.8, where the velocity
ratio exceeds 1.0 for small values of s. Again, not much significance should
be attached to the details of the results in this initial region.

Figure IV.F.9 represents the corresponding temperature and
velocity half-widths. The temperature distribution, on the average, is twice
as wide as the velocity distribution.
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Figure IV.F.10 shows the centerline-temperature and -velocity
excesses as functions of depth relative to the 0.5-m results. Due to the nature
of the functional forms chosen, these quantities are independent of distance
from the outfall after the initial region, which was always less than 100 m.
Within the accuracy of these results, the excesses are fairly constant with
depth. The temperature results of September 9, 1972, do show an exception.
Because there is no clear dropoff with depth, a characteristic depth of the jet
cannot be extracted from this aspect of the data.

Figure IV.F.ll shows the widths as a function of depth 1 50 m
from the outfall; this distance was chosen because it lies approximately in the
middle of the range over which measurements were taken. These widths have
a decreasing trend tending toward zero at a depth of 2.5-3.0 m. The tempera-
ture widths are approximately constant for the first 1.0-1.5 m and then de-
crease; the velocity widths decrease uniformly.

c. Comparisons with Model Predictions

The basic characteristics of the five integral models under
study are summarized in Table IV.F.2. Calculations based on these models
have been carried out for the outfall and ambient conditions that prevailed
during the five jet studies for which fitting results were obtained. Table IV.F.3
summarizes the discharge, environmental, and model parameters used in the
application of the models to all five prototype cases. Model parameters such
as entrainment and drag coefficients were chosen in a systematic manner
based upon the recommendations of the authors of the model.

TABLE IV.F.2. Basic Characteristics of the Five Integral
Models Compared to Argonne Data

Modela

Pritchard
Mots-Benedict

Stolzenbach-Harleman

Prych

Shirazi-Davis

Dimensionality

2

2

3

3

3

Ambient Current

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Buoyancy

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

aTbe Pritchard model is a synthesis of previous theoretical and physical modeling
results for buoyant and nontuoyant jets in an integral format, complemented by results
of field data from some existing plants (see Sec. II.F).

The Motz-Benedict model is a simple two-dimensional integral analysis based upon
the entrainment and drag-force concepts. Integral equations of mass, momentum, and
energy are used (see Sec. II.B).

The Stolzenbach-Harleman and Prych models couple the flow and energy integral
equations with simulations for entrainment, drag force (Prych only), and buoyancy
(see Sees. IX.C and U.D).

The Shirazi-Davis model is a revised version of the Prych model with calibration of
unknown coefficients to hydraulic model and prototype field data (see Sec. II.E).

None of these models treat bottom or wind effects.



TABLE IV.F.3. Model Input Parameters for Jet Measurements Obtained on May 18, May 23, July 13, September 9, and October 10, 1972,
for Point Beach and Palisades Power Plants

Point Beach Unit No. 1
Palisades

General Pitt and Paraaeters

Aabiont Ihter Temperature (O.S-aeter depth)
Aablent Qnrent Speed
Average Wind Speed
Width of Outfall
Depth of Outfall Coverage)
Aisle of Outfall with Shore
Discharge Plow Rate
Outfall Teaperature
Average Outfall Velocity
Initial Froude Naber
Surface-heat-transfer Coefficient

AMltlonal PartMtcrs for Pritdianl Hade\

Inverse Spreading Rate
Critical Wxing Depth
Taperature Excess of Recirculated Water

Additional Paraieters for Urti-Benedict Uriel

taSth of noH-estabUstaent Region
Agile at End of Floa-establlslBent Region
Width at End of Flw-establishment Region
amainKnt Coefficient
Drat Coefficient

my 18

9.2°C
0
1.9 n/sec
10.7 m
4.2 n
60° ,
24.7 »7SCC
17.7'C
S4.7 a / s e c

2427kcalMz-day-C°

6.0
4.2 •
0

55.5 I
60°
8-5 •
O.OS

M»y 25 July 13 Septeilier 9

14.3°C
0
1.0 m/scc
10.7 m
4.2 m
60° ,
25.1 m3/sec
21.6°C
55.5 an/sec
2.37 ,
197 kcal/n-day-C0

6.0
4.2 a
0

SS.Sa
60*
8.5 a
O.OS
O.S

13.0°C
5.7 cm/sec
l .Sm/sec
10.' m
4.2 m
60° ,
24.7 ir / sec
20.3°C
54.7 o / sec
2.42 ,
166 kcal/a*-day-C°

6.0
4.2 m
0

30.4 m
49.9°
8.Sa
0.307
0.5

16.3"C
2.2 cn/sc-
3.7 m/sec
10.7 m
4.2 m
60° ,
24.7 nr/sec
24.5'C
54.7 cm/sec
2.06 ,
459 kcal/m-doy-C0

6.0
4.2 m
0

45.3 a
52.3°
8.5 a
0.126
O.S

OctoUrlO

13.0»c
0
2.0 «/sec
26.3 i,
2.1n
90* ,
25.6 n'/sec
22.2°C
42.3 m/sec
2.27

6.0
3.0 m
0

147.2 a
90*
22.6 a
0.04
0.5

Additional ParaaMen for Stoltsnbadi-Hirlcaan Model

Aspect Ratio °-7 9
0.1S1

Additional Paraaeters for Prvch H»)el

Bttrainsent Coefficient
Dm Coefficient
Interfaclal-shear-stress Coefficient

0.'
0.2
0.S

0.1
0.2
0.S

0.1
0.2
0.5

0.1
0.2
0.S

0.1
0.2
0.S

Additional Paraaeters for Shlraii-DiYis Mule!

Dnrainaent Coefficient 0.5
DIM Coefficient 1.0
S a w Coefficient 0.0
Iferiaiul Diffusion Coefficient 0.02
Vertical Diffusion Coefficient 0.004
Spreading Coefficient !•<

0.5
1.0
0.0
0.02
0.004

0.5
1.0
0.0
0.02
0.004
1.4

0.S
1.0
0.0
0.02
0.004
I

0.5
1.0
0.0
1.01
0.004
1.4

i n
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Where the authors' recommendations were unclear, predic-
tions v/ere prepared based on what their intentions were judged to be. Empha-
sis was placed on testing the models fairly in terms of their current predictive
capabilities, and no attempt was made to fit the models to the data. Thus the
failure of a given model to correctly predict jet characteristics is to be viewed
as the combination of poor modeling principles and a general lack of knowledge
of the important empirical numbers needed by the model.

Note that we are applying these idealized models to a real-
world situation. Idealizations such as no wind, no bottom interaction, and no
transient effects are almost never the case in real life. Thus, at Point Beach
and Palisades, we are also testing the validity of these idealizations. Signifi-
cant bottom interaction does occur in the data and is bound to prejudice results
of the model-data comparisons. However, the practical usefulness of these
models depends solely on their ability to predict prototype situations.

The model calculations and the data-fitting results have been
compared relative to jet centerline trajectories, centerline-temperature decay,
temperature half-widths, centerline-velocity decay, velocity half-widths, areas
within isotherms, centerline temperature and velocity variation with depth,
and temperature- and velocity-width variation with depth. A full presentation
of these comparisons for all five jet studies would go far beyond the limitations
of this report. The complete comparisons with detailed comments and evalua-
tions are contained in Paddock et al.4 Some of the 0.5-m depth fitting results
are presented here (see Figs. IV.F.12-23), along with the surface predictions
of the models. Again, the circles on Figs. IV.F.13, 17, and 21 indicate the
approximate location of the field-measurement transects.

Fig. IV.F.12

Centerline Trajectories Resulting from the Fitting
Procedure and Model Calculations for Point Beach:
May 23, 1972. ANL Neg. No. 190-936.

> (meters)
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Of the five models considered in this study, the Pritchard No. 1
. simulation compared best with the present jet data. Model-data discrepancies
usually indicated conservative predictions on the part of the Pritchard analy-
sis. The success of this model is due in part to the persistent efforts of
Pritchard to calibrate his model with field and hydraulic data.

The greatest difficulty in the application of the Motz-Benedict
model lies in the selection of model parameters--in particular, the entrain-
ment coefficient. The authors of the model presented data that were meant to
be used as a guide in selecting this parameter. The data, however, are not
consistent and show much scatter. Preliminary results indicate that, if model
parameters are suitably chosen, the Motz-Benedict model can give conserva-
tive predictions of jet characteristics. No evidence is available to indicate
that parameters that fit the model to data taken at Point Beach and Palisades
will work equally well at other sites. Until the model has been calibrated with
large amounts of data and a consistent algorithm has been specified for select-
ing model parameters, the Motz-Benedict model cannot be used reliably.

The Stolzenbach-Harleman model predicts a lateral spreading
rate that is far too large. If the Stolzenbach-Harleman predictions for width
were accurate, the presence of bottom effects should provide data with even
larger spreading rates due to the reduced vertical dilution capability. The
difficulty in the width predictions may be traced, in part, to the model assump-
tions for the lateral spreading velocity, which is based more on intuition than
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on any data. Th-j too-rapid decay rate predicted by the model can be partly
attributed to the significant bottom effects at the Point Beach and Palisades
sites, but the excessive spreading rate is suspect. When ambient currents are
present, there are also difficulties that arise in the accuracy of he differential
equations developed by the authors of the model (see Sec. II.C).

The Prych model also appears to ha\ e difficulty with its treat-
ment of lateral spreading. Large widths and optimistic centerline-temperature
predictions appear in the comparisons. These large widths may also be traced
to an incorrect assumption on lateral spreading velocity. The numerical dif-
ficulties of the Stolzenbach-Harleman code are not present in this model, due
to the simpler form of the model equations.

The Shirazi-Davis simulation has improved the lateral spread-
ing prediction of the Prych model, yet still gives a faster decay of temperature
and velocity than is warranted by the data. From the very limited compari-
sons carried out to date, this model appears to be the most appropriate one
of those tested to use for the larger currents (as the Pritchard model No. 1
will not apply).

Shirazi and Davis5 indicate that their model should compare
best to the mean of data taken under similar outfall and environmental condi-
tions since much scatter does exist for data taken under apparently identical
conditions. As this is true for all the models reviewed, we turn to compari-
sons of the same models (with Pritchard model No. 2) to sets of plume data,
each set taken under similar conditions. We find that the basic conclusions
of the comparisons made here remain true.

2. Comparisons with Plume Data

Several integral models for the prediction of the characteristics
and behavior of thermal plumes from shoreline surface discharges into large
bodies of receiving water have been compared to field data taken near the
Point Beach Unit 1 outfall. The acquisition and analysis of the data are de-
scribed in detail in Frigo et al.8'10 and Kyser et al .u and therefore will be
discussed only briefly below. The comparisons with the models do not appear
elsewhere and hence are discussed in more detail.

During the 1971 and 1972 field years, a group from the Energy and
Environmental Systems Division at Argonne National Laboratory mapped
22 plumes. (See Sec. IV.B for a more detailed discussion.) Three-dimensional
temperature data were obtained from a moving boat equipped with a 3-m sub-
merged boom with thermistors every 0.5 m. The boat traveled a. serpentine
path from the outfall to the far reaches of the plume. The position of the boat
at any instant was determined with a Motorola Mini-Ranger positioning sys-
tem, consisting of two shore-based transponders and a receiver/transmitter
unit and range console on board the boat. Ambient lake current, wind speed
and direction, air temperature, humidity, and lake-surface conditions were
usually measured in conjunction with *he plume mapping.
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Isotherm maps were drawn from plots of the boat measurements.
These maps were analyzed to extract plume characteristics: centerline tra-
jectory, centerline-temperature decay, temperature half-width (defined as the
lateral distance from the centerline at which the temperature excess drops to
half its centerline value), and surface-isotherm areas. Due to plume bending
and shoreline interaction, the widths on either side of the plume centerline
were found to be different. These widths have been treated separately and are
designated "left side" and "right side" as one faces lakeward from the dis-
charge. The 22 plumes were divided into five major categories, depending
primarily on ambient lake cur rent and the associated plume bending. TableIV.F.4
lists the plumes by category, along with the outfall and ambient conditions.
Each plume is designated by a letter for identification purposes.

Calculations based on five integral models were carried out for
each of the five categories using average parameters for each category. Cate-
gories I and II were assigned nominal north currents of 1 5 and 10 cm/sec,
respectively. Category III was classified as stagnant with no ambient current.
Category IV and V were assigned south currents of 10 and 15 cm/sec, respec-
tively. The five models considered were those of Shirazi and Davis,5Pritchard ;!
(Model No. I),4 Pritchard (Model No. 2).u Prych,3 and Stolzenbach and t>
Harleman.2 Model parameters such as entrainment and drag coefficients 4
were chosen to be those recommended by the authors of the individual models. <j
The comparisons are considered category by category. j

Figures IV.F.24-27 show the model predictions and the data for >:!
the three plumes of Category I. The data within this group form a very tight 1
band with little scatter. In these cases, the discharge is opposing the ambient fi
current and the Prych and Stolzenbach-Harleman models do not perform well. ^
Not seen in the data is the usual plateau in the centerline-temperature predic- ?
tions of the Stolzenbach-Harleman model. Reasons for the plateau are dis- ;.j
cussed in more detail in Sees. II.C and IV.D. The Shirazi-Davis model had to jj
be extrapolated from computer runs with larger currents, because the model g
ran into numerical difficulty for this small current case as the local densi- jj
metric Froude number approached unity. (The extrapolation procedure is
described in Shirazi and Davis5 and in Sec. II.E.) The point at which the local
densimetric Froude number reached unity is indicated by a cross bar on the
plots of the model predictions. This point occurred 47 m from the outfall for
Category I, as noted, for example, in Fig. IV.F.24. Although the details of the
centerline-temperature decay are not described, the overall predictions of
this model are quite good, as seen in the isotherm area comparison of
Fig. IV.F.27. The Pritchard No. 1 model was not designed to be used in the
presence of a significant current and probably should not have been used. The
centerline-temperature decay (Fig. IV.F.24), however, is very well described. jj

Also in reasonable agreement with the data are the width and ]]
isotherm-area predictions. Note that the Pritchard models do not directly [3
pred ic t widths as defined h e r e . They do, however , p red ic t the lengths and It
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maximum widths of each isotherm. Pritchard suggests that these isotherms
will be "bullet-shaped," and, at least for his first model, he gives a prescrip-
tion (see Sec. II.F) for calculating these widths. The widths presented here
for both models are based on the assumption of the existence of the bullet-
shaped isotherms; hence, since the widths plotted for Model No. 2 are based
on our assumption that the prescription given for Model No. 1 also applies to
Model No. 2, these resulting width plots are to be used with caution.

For some of these cases, the plume is significantly bent by the
cross current, resulting in isotherms that clearly will be distorted. This de-
termination of plume width may not be a good one when an ambient current is
present, but a representation such as this is useful in comparing the trend in
model predictions with the data and other models. The Pritchard No. 2 model,
although designed to take ambient current into account to some extent, does
not compare quite as well.

The results for Category II are presented in Figs. IV.F.28-31.
Again, the ambient current opposes the discharge and thePrychandStolzenbach-
Harleman models fail to give reasonable results. The data exhibit more scatter
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than in the previous category, but certain trends can be observed. The
centerline-temperature decay is not quite as rapid, probably because the
smaller current brings less cold ambient water into the plume. Also, lower
ambient turbulence is likely to be present at times of lower currents. Again
the Shirazi-Davis model had to be extrapolated from calculations using higher
currents. The trend of leos rapid centerline temperature decay is somewhat
accounted for by these predictions. The width predictions are too small, but
the overall area predictions are quite reasonable. The Pritchard No. 1 model
results are essentially the same as for Category I, since ambient current is
not taken into account. Although no differences are predicted, the results are
still reasonable. The Pritchard No. 2 model, which considers ambient cur-
rent, exhibits an incorrect shift in the centerline-temperature decay and plume
areas, giving results that are far too optimistic.

Figures IV.F.32-35 show the data alone for Category III. So much
scatter was shown that this category was tentatively divided into three sub-
categories, as indicated by the centerline-temperature decays in Fig. IV.F.32.
The solid curves represent averages of the members of the subcategories, the
dashed curve is a subcategory with only one member, and the diagonal cross-
hatching indicates the range of one standard deviation for these averages.
Apparently under stagnant or near-stagnant conditions, currents and winds,
even though small, can have a significant effect on plume dispersion. Even
small current or small wind can aid significantly in preventing a building of
heat in the vicinity of the plant. Category Ill(b) with a small current (~2 cm/
sec) exhibits a much more rapid centerline-temperature decay and isotherm
areas that are two to three times smaller than Category Ill(a) with apparently
no ambient current at all.
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Figures iV.F.36-39 show the model predictions along with the data.
The Prych and Stolzenbach-Harleman models yield questionable results, espe-
cially with regard to plume widths (see Figs. IV.F.37 and 38). Here again the
Shi razi-Davis model was extrapolated from computer runs with nonzero cur-
rents. The large scatter in thzt data makes the comparisons difficult to evalu-
ate. The isotherm areas predicted by this model appear to be somewhat small,
especially at the higher temperatures. The predictions of the Pritchard No. 1
model are not too different from the Shira/.i-Davis results, although the model
does predict larger areas for the higher temperatures. For no ambient cur-
rent, the Pritchard No. 2 model attempts to assess the effect of bottom inter-
action by taking into account the slope of the bottom. Calculations were
prepared assuming both a flat bottom and a sloped bottom, typical of that
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found at Point Beach. The predictions that include bottom slope yield areas
that are much too small. This may not be a fair comparison, because the bot-
tom at Point Beach actually decreases in depth at first before it starts to drop
off, undoubtedly causing significant bottom interaction that the model cannot
be expected to take into account.

Category IV results are shown in Figs. IV.F.40-42. In this case,
the ambient current and discharge are in the same general direction, and the
plume is qmckiy pushed against the south shore. The subsequent interaction
with the shore makes it impossible to extract a temperature half-width on the
right side of the centerline. Except for the two Pritch&rd models, all the
models seriously overpredict the rate of centerline temperature decay, espe-
cially in the* first 1000 m. Isotherm areas are also too small by about an order
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Fig. IV.F.40. Ccnie*linc-temj»cra«ife-«Jecay Data for Category IV
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of magnitude. The shoreline interaction mentioned above is no doubt respon-
sible for cutting off inshore entrainment and causing the reentrainment of
already mixed plume water, which would decrease the centerline decay and
increase areas. The Pritchard No. 1 model, although again not designed for
cases with significant ambient currents, produced the best overall characteri-
zation of the data.

An interesting observation about the Pritchard No. 2 model is
made at this point. The model does not take into account the direction of the
ambient current, only its magnitude. One would therefore expect that the pre-
dictions for Categories II and IV should be similar, yet comparison of
Figs. IV.F.28 and 40 shows that they are indeed different. This must be
due to the different average initial temperature excesses used in these two
cases and the resulting difference in initial densimetric Froude numbers.
Category II had a Froude number of 2.07, and Category IV had a value of 2.55.
So large a difference in predictions for so small a difference in initial condi-
tions is difficult to accept.

The last category to be considered is Category V with strong south
currents. An extremely large but unmeasured current existed while plume Q
was being mapped. The centerline bent back to the shore within about 500 m
of the outfall and hugged the shoreline for many kilometers downstream. The
other plume in this category, plume Y, was mapped in the presence of a mea-
sured current of 15 cm/sec. This plume also followed the shoreline fairly
closely. The results are shown in Figs. IV.F.43-45. The centerline decays
are even more gradual thav for Category IV. All the models severely under-
predict the areas, and, for the most part, the centerline temperature decays.
Except for the two Pritchard models, all the models expect the stronger cur-
rent to produce larger dilutions, narrower widths, and smaller areas due to
the large amounts of cold ambient water brought in by the current. The inter-
ference of the south shore apparently negates this effect.
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An overall examination of the performance of the five integral
models shows that none of them adequately describe all the categories en-
countered in this study. The Pritchard No. i model, although not designed to
be used in most o£ these cases and giving essentially the same results for all
five categories, gives the best overall description of the ZZ plumes observed.
In the two categories (IV and V) for which the Prych and Stolzenbach-Harleman
models were able to make meaningful predictions, they failed to agree with the
data. This disagreement may have been due in part to the interaction of the
physical plume with the shore, which none of the models takes into account.
The Pritchard No. 2 model, which is a generelization and extension of the
original model No. 1 to cover interactions with bottom and ambient current,
did not succeed in improving upon model No. 1. The Shirazi-Davis model had
to be extrapolated in three out of the five cases , because of which the results,
according to authors of the model, are to be viewed with caution. The model
predictions did, nonetheless, agree reasonably with the data and did predict
some of the trends observed. The question remains as to whether these favor-
able aspects will be repeated at new sites with different outfall and environ-
mental parameters.

3. Conclusions from Jet and Plume Data Comparisons

The model-data comparisons indicate that, as environmental con-
ditions change at the Point Beach Power Plant, the models (integral and phe-
nomenological) do not correctly represent the trends in the field data. The
models do not treat some of the significant factors affecting plume dispersion
at both Point Beach and Palisades. Of these, bottom and shoreline interfer-
ence, wind effects, transient effects, and ambient stratification are the most
significant omissions. In essence, then, the models are too idealized, as they
assume a limitless uniform-temperature receiving body and a steady-state
plume. Despite the nonideal nature of the sites, they are typical of the numer-
ous existing shoreline discharges.

Errors due to the idealized nature of the models are compounded
by inaccuracies in the model development. These types of errors are seen
more clearly in Sec. IV.C as the models are compared to laboratory data that
closely match the idealizations made in the model. Discrepancies occurring
between model and data are also due to errors in data acquisition: instrument
inaccuracy and oscillations in measured plume velocities and temperatures.
However, we feel that the data errors are not severe enough to destroy the
proper trends in the data as environmental conditions change. These trends
have been generally consistent at the Point Beach site. The discrepancies,
we feel, are due mostly to model errors and not data errors. The models may,
at best, be used only as general estimates of plume characteristics.

More specifically, the models generally overpredict dilution, as
the presence of the bottom and shoreline cut off entrainment water that is a s -
sumed to be present in the model. Larger currents mean more dilution to
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these u e tlized models, yet this does not occur (south-directed currents at
Point Beach), since the shoreline cuts off entrainment water on the lee side
of the plume. Surface isotherm areas are generally underpredicted when
boundary interferences occur.

Summarizing the performance of the individual models:

(1) The Pritchard No. 1 model and the Shirazi-Davis models are,
overall, the most accurate, despite being sometimes far off when compared
to field data.

(2) The Pritchard No. 2 model typically predicts too great a dilu-
tion; as a whole, the model is not an improvement over the Pritchard No. 1
model.

(3) The Stolzenbach-Harleman and Prych models generally over-
predict dilution and greatly overpredict plume widths. The Stolzenbach-
Harleman model, has a plateau in its center line-temperature decay, not
observed in the field data.
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G. Piacenza and Ostiglia Power Stations: Verification of Selected Rapid
River Modela

1. Introduction

The Center for Computational and Experimental Studies (CISE) in
Milan, Italy, has been working under contract since 1971 for the National
Organization for Electrical Energy (ENEL) to map the thermal plumes from
the Piacenza and Ostiglia power stations on the Po River, especially during
the critical situation of low river flow. One further aim of the work is to
research the mixing phenomena in the near field and to follow with verifica-
tion and improvement of near-field models. The conditions under study in-
volve the Po River, which, throughout all periods of the year, has an ambient
current speed greater than the initial discharge velocity for the two power
plants under examination. This situation is referred to as the rapid-river
case. In a rapid-river situation, the thermal plume originating from a shore-
line discharge is quickly bent over and pushed up against the shore. Inshore
entrainment is consequently shut off, producing narrow elongated isotherms
that hug the shoreline. A rapid-river discharge probabiy occurs often enough
in U. S. rivers to be considered here. The CISE research team has mounted
an effort1"6 to map the velocity and temperature fields of rapid-river plumes
from these two sites and to translate that knowledge into a viable mathematical
model.

Figure IV.G. la qualitatively illustrates the rapid-river jet. In
that figure, UJLJ represents the ambient current speed and mo stands for the
ratio of ambient to discharge velocities. As shewn in Fig. IV. G. ia, the jet
velocity has, at least qualitatively, an inverted Gaussian profile. This profile
is inconsistent with the traditional assumptions of the popular integral models
discussed previously, such as Motz-Benedict,7 Stolzenbach-Harleman,8 Prych,9

or Shirazi-Davis,10 making them unsuitable for such river situations. Fig-
ure IV.G. lb illustrates a case in which the discharge velocity is larger than
the ambient current speed, indicating the usual Gaussian velocity distributions
assumed for such a jet. The two idealized distributions are compared in
Fig. IV.G. 1c.

2. Field Work

The CISE plume mapping began1 in the spring of 1971 with a
scoping study of the Piacenza plume. Figure IV.G.2 illustrates the discharge
and bottom topography in the vicinity of the Piacenza discharge. The dashed
contours indicate an island that separates two branches of the river; the
boundary varies with river stage. Also illustrated are the Emilia and Levante
intakes, whose water passes through the plants and is discharged at the same
surface outfall canal. The Emilia and Levante substations each have two units;
the total complex of four units makes up the Piacenza steam power station.
The points A and B in P'ig. IV.G.2 represent the "cold" and "hot" stations, re-
spectively, from which the ambient and outfall temperatures are monitored
continuously.



The CISE uses two mobile platforms and two fixed stations for
measurements of velocity and temperature. The main mobile platform is a
flat-bottom boat for transverse plume measurements for distances greater
than 10 m from the near shore river bank. The second mobile platform is an
automatic crane that moves on land and is used to obtain vertical temperature
profiles within 10 m of the shore and for longitudinal distances less than 100 m
downstream. The CISE instrumentation is summarized in Tables IV.G. 1-4.

Table IV. G. 5 summarizes the 10 field surveys carried out at the
Piacenza and Ostiglia Power Plants. Noteworthy is the slow variation of
ambient conditions from one day to the next, allowing a more extended survey
to take place over a period of 2-3 days. The March-April 1971 scoping surveys
of the Piacenza Plant indicated that upcurrent of the discharge, the water tem-
perature did not vary appreciably with depth. Also, a temperature survey on
August 23, 1971, indicated that at an upstream location, X = -20, Y = 35 (see
.Table IV.G.2 for nomenclature), the temperature varied only 0.1 C° vertically
as the measurement depths varied from 0.25 to 2.80 m in steps of 0.4 m.

Fig. IV.G.la. Qualitative Configuration of a
Jet When mo > 1. (Adapted
[torn Cavanna and Folli.^)
ANL Neg. No. 190-1317.

Fig. IV.G.lb. Qualitative Configuration of a
Jet When m0 < 1. (Adapted
from Cavanna and Folli.4)
ANL Neg. No. 190-1317.

0

Fig. IV.G.lc

Qualitative Variation of Transverse Veloci-
ties for rr-o > 1 and mo < 1 (as simulated by
the Vanderbilt models7'11). (Adapted from
Cavanna and Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1317.
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[ | EMILIA INTAKE

Fig. IV.G.2. Plan View of the Po River in the Region of Condenser Discharge from the Piacenza Plant along with
the Measurement Cross Sections, the "Cold" Station A, and the "Hot11 Station B. (Adapted from
Rota and Zavatarelli.5) ANL Neg. No. 190-1346.

TABLE IV.G.I. Fixed and Mobile Platforms of Measurement

Fixed Platforms: The first station or "cold" station is position A of Fig. IV.G,Z, located 10 m
upstream of the discharge. It is equipped with a thermocouple and resistance ther-
mometer 0.25 m from the free surface. A continuous measurement of river ambient
is obtained.

The second station, or "hot" station B, is located in the discharge canal and is
equipped with a thermocouple and resistance thermometer 0.7 tn from the free sur-
face of the canal.

Signals from the temperature sensors are sent to a van, where a data-
acquisition system records the measurements.

River level is measured by a float in a small tank. Level variations are re-
corded continuously and are accurate to ±0.02 m.

Mobile Platforms: A 6-m motor boat propelled by a 20-hp Mercury outboard motor is used for
temperature and velocity measurements beyond 10 m from the shore. The boat is
equipped with a current meter and two resistance thermometers attached to a rigid
pole mounted on the bow. In addition, the boat is equipped with two winches that per-
mit anchoring to shore by means of cables to better stabilize the boat. This is par-
ticularly important in the measurements of velocity.

An automatic crane that moves along the shore measures velocities and tem-
peratures up to 10 m offshore and 100 m downcurrent. The crane was necessary due
to the difficulty in stabilizing the boat in the vicinity of the heated-water discharge
and for accurate positioning of the instruments in this zone, characterized by the
highest spatial gradients oi temperature and velocity. The measuring transducers
are stabilized by lowering a 350-kg balast into the river. An 8-mm steel cable is at-
tached to this weight and used to support the instrument package, consisting of a cur-
rent meter, a resistance thermometer, and a thermocouple. A 50-kg auxiliary ballast
is attached to the instrument head for stability. The crane has a 20-m arm with a
500-kg lift capacity; its arm can rotate 360" in a horizontal plane and 90° in a vertical
plane.
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TABLE IV.G. 2. Position Location on the Po River

The generic point P in the river is marked out by three coordinates X, Y, and Z defined
in the following way:

- - X is the longitudinal distance to a river cross section as measured along the right
river bank, from the midsection of the discharge channel. Each section has been chosen (see
Fig. IV.G.2), in the first approximation, perpendicular to the river current and, further, is iden-
tified by its distance X and by the angle cp which it forms with North.

- - Y is the lateral distance to the point P measured from the line of separation between J
the water and the right river bank. {

j
- - Z is the depth of the point of measurement from the surface of the water.

According to the adopted definitions, the coordinates Y-Z of the point P vary with the j
level of the river and the adopted system of reference is not Cartesian. j

i

The pole on the boat that carries the transducers is aligned with stakes previously fixed j
on both river shores for identifying the various sections of measurement. !

The field studies of 1971 included river cross sections at X = 16, 28, 38, 50, 64, 94, 112,
212, and 350 m downcurrent; in 1972, sections 147, 162, 178, 244, 265, 295, 500, 670, 985, 1690, :
and 2150 m were added. The choice of some of these latter sections was, in part, motivated by
the possibility of effecting a good anchoring. Along each vertical section, the Y measurements
are spaced typically at 2.0 m; the Z measurements are typically 0.4 m from one vertical loca- \
tion to another. '

TABLE IV.G.3. Equipment for Temperature and Velocity Measurements j

- - Platinum-resistance thermometers: Type BSE 71.2J4 5020-2 of the Rosemount Engi-
neering Company; nominal resistance at 0°C, 100.0 ±0.1 0; precision Type II, response time, !
<2 sec. |

i
- - Thermocouples: Chromel-Alumel type; thermocoax 2ABclO of Philips; response |

time, 0.05-0.1 sec. -
l
j

The platinum-resistance thermometers are used for the base temperature measure- j
ments, and the thermocouples are utilized for the measurement of temperature oscillations about
the base values determined. The measurement precision of the resistance thermometers is
considered to be ±0.01 C°.

The temperature sensors are protected in a tube of stainless steel; the rapidity of re-
sponse is claimed to be practically unaltered. The maximum error of the temperature mea-
surements is ±0.1 C°.

- - OTT current meter: (a) Type 10.002 with impeller 125 mm in diameter and 0.25 m
long; range of measurements, 0.25-2.50 rn/sec; (b) Type 10.002, with screw 125 mm in di-
ameter and 0.50 long; range of measurements, 0.5-5.00 m/sec.

- - SIAP current meter: Type 4001 with impeller 125 mm in diameter and 0.25 m lo;ig;
range of measurements, 0.35-3.5 m/sec.
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TABLE IV.G.4. Data-acquisition System

All measurement signals coming from the fixed "hot"
and "cold" stations and from the transducers mounted on the
automatic crane are sent to a single substation mounted on a
van that is equipped with the following instruments:

- - HP 3450 digital voltmeter: S\ digits with the possi-
bility of reading the resistance directly, having a precision
±(0.01% of the actual reading + 0.01% of full scale) and con-
nected to a printer with maximum printing speed of 10 mea-
surements per second.

- - Dynograph: Type R. S. Beckman galvanometer with
two channels having a maximum frequency of response of
80 Hz and connected to the thermocouples for recording the
rapid oscillations of temperature, which can occur in the ini-
tial phase of mixing of the plume and ambient currents.

- - Leeds and Northrup Speedomax XL: Type
AZAR chart recorder with two channels, connected to thermo-
couples installed upstream and in the discharge canal in order
to obtain a continuous recording of the "hot" and "cold" refer-
ence temperatures.

- - SIAP CE6010 rotation counter, connected to the
current meters with the possibility of resolution of up to one-
haif turn due to an incorporated electronic divisor; the mea-
surement time is determined by means of a chronometer with
a Type CE6012 synchronized interrupter.

The boat is equipped with the following instruments:

- - TE 350 digital voltmeter: 4j digits with a precision
of ±(0.01% of the actual reading + 0.01% of full scale)

- - A counter of identical characteristics to that used
in the velocity measurements carried out on the riverbank by
the crane.
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TABLE IV. G. 5. Summary of Data Acquisition from Ten Field Surveys Carried Out by CISE/ENEL
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Moreover, the upcurrent temperature varied little with upstream position.
Temperature measurements were taken at points C, D, E, and F (see
Fig. IV. G. 2) at depths of 0.25 and 1.0 m during the August 1972 tests. The
temperatures at these points matched that of position A to within the sensi-
tivity of the resistance thermometers a few hundredths of a degree Celsius.
This established the validity of position A chosen as the "cold" station.
Typically, the temperature at A (at 0.25-rn depth) varied less than 1 C* during
the 7-hr period typical of the field survey. Since each piume temperature was
taken at a different time, each comparison of temperatures is made to the
ambient temperature determined at A, denoted TAi at the same instant. This
was effected by an interpolation of various values measured at A with time.
The CISE authors justify their interpolation procedure by citing the small
amplitude and regularity of the variations of TA in the period of one day.

To further prove that conditions may be assumed constant for the
majority of multiday surveys, the authors of the project provide statistics of
some major parameter variations for the typical survey of August 23-25, 1972.
During these three days, the river level H varied 0.16 m, giving a variation
of about 7% in river discharge flow. The power output of the Piacenza plant
varied 10 MWe maximum, equivalent to a 1.5% variation. The excess tem-
perature AT between the "hot" and "cold" stations varied about 1%. The plant
flow rate was estimated to vary 4%. The authors assumed that the above vari-
ations were of modest importance, so that the entire survey can be considered
to have been carried out with constant reference conditions.

The outfall temperature is itself an important parameter in char-
acterizing the reference conditions and reflects the variation in power level
of the units. Since the measured canal temperatures vary less than about
±0.2 C* from each other or about 2.5% of the excess temperature (outfall minus
intake temperature), the CISE authors thus expected that a single location in
the discharge channel ("hot" station B) would suitably represent the outfall
temperature.

The temperature difference AT = T B - TA and the discharge flow
rate are representative of the power level of the plant. The flow rate is not
measured directly but deduced, with an inevitable margin of uncertainty from
nominal values of the circulating flow; this discharge flow is changed only in
the case of large power variations by the number of pumps in operation (one
or two per unit). An analysis of AT for numerous surveys disclosed that the
value of AT in a single day was about constant, which is in accord with a con-
stant power load. The small variations that did occur could be accounted for
by variations in discharge flow rate, power level, and/or pressure across the
condensers. The maximum difference in AT is related to variations of the
power-plant power level between different survey dates. The CISE authors
prove this through an example: September 1,1971, had a i T * 8.0 C" and a
power level of 380 MWe, and October 11,1971. had a AT °> 8.8 C* and a power
level of 415 MWe; a simple calculation reveals that these values of power
level are consistent.
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Variation in AT as well as power level for a particular survey are
generally very significant if the data are taken over a long period of time (more
than several hours and up to a few days). The actual assessment of variations
in ambient and outfall conditions as done here is very necessary when the data
are to be used for model verification and improvement.

Temperatures in the discharge canal were studied in some detail
on August 24, 1972. Figure IV.G. 3 gives a plan and section view of the Piacenza
discharge channel with the locations G, H, I, L, M, N, O, and B at which tem-
peratures were measured. Table IV.G.6 summarizes the recorded tempera-
tures. Note that "hot" station B is always higher by 0.2-0.4 C° than the
temperatures at any other point. The CISE authors speculate as to possible
reasons for this variation.

(1) The two units of the Levante Plant discharge separately into
the canal, and anytime the units operate with different power levels, the dis-
charge flows will be at different temperatures. A variation of 3 MWe is
translatable in the Levante case to ~0.16 C* temperature difference in the
cooling water. During the August 1972 field survey, these two units discharged
their condenser water with a temperature difference of 0.6-0.7 C.

(2) Also discharged from the Levante Station into the channel is
the service water, through a system of pipes that separates the collecting
tanks of the condenser water of the two Levante units. The temperature of
this water is unknown, yet can be considerably different than the water coming
from the condensers.

(3) The Emilia Central Station also discharges into the canal at
a temperature that can be quite different than the preceding discharges.

TABLE IV.G.6. Measured Temperatures in Piacenza Discharge Canal
on August 8, 1972 (from Rota and Zavatarelli5)
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Fig. IV.G.3. Plan and Section View of the Condenser-water Discharge Channel at Piacenza.
(Adapted from Rota and Zavatarelli.5) ANL Neg. No. 190-1357.
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The discharge canal therefore is the confluence of four discharges
of different temperatures. A certain mixing distance is required for complete
uniformity in temperature. Even for equilibrium power levels of the units in-
volved, that mixing distance can be larger than the length of the discharge
canal itself.

3. Analysis of River Plume Data

Table IV. G. 5 clearly indicates that considerable data have been col-
lected in the thermal-plume studies ?t Piacenza and Ostiglia.* The Piacenza
data show many similar characteristics from one date to the next, because
ambient and outfall conditions do not vary significantly. Most o£ the data were
taken during low flow conditions of the Po River to evaluate the most critical
conditions for the discharge into the river. The 1971 Piacenza plumes were
measured when the plant was operating at about the 300-400-MWe range; the
1972 data were taken when the plant was at a 680-690-MWe level.

A brief summary of the results of the August 23-25, 1972, survey
at Piacenza is instructive at this point to uncover the physics of rapid-river
plume dispersion and to show motives for the assumptions made in the mathe-
matical models for rapid-river plumes. This discussion is followed by some
general conclusions about the plumes measured on the Po River.

With the large ambient current present, the Piacenza plumes will,
after a few meters, be directed downstream and confined to the shoreline.

The CISE authors approximate this
situation for data-discussion pur-
poses using an identical jet directed
downcurrent and positioned at the
nearshore line (see Fig. IV. G.4).
(This is also the Abramovich simu-
lation12 for confined jets discussed
later.) From this approximation the
jet can be considered divided into
the following zones in the longitudinal

\

\

Fig. IV.G.4

Schematic Representation of a Jet against a
Wall (Shoreline). (Adapted from Cavanna
and Folll.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1306.

direction:

- - Initial zone: the part of the
jet in which there exists at least one
point characterized by a temperature
or velocity equal to that at the mouth
of the discharge.

— Main zone: the part of the jet in which the profiles of velocity
and temperature are similar and easily expressible in terms of analytical
functions.

•The Ostiglia data are not as suitable for model comparisons due to the presence of interfering piers of an overhead
railway within about 80 m of the outfall. The railroad pillars interfere with the plume flow field to some extent.
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Between the above two zones is distinguished a third one, called
the transition zone, in which the physical characteristics are not easily
de terminable.

Laterally, the initial zone is distinguished by:

- - Potential core: that part of the initial zone in which the same
temperature and velocities are found as in the discharge canal. The potential
core is limited to extend from the discharge to the end of the initial region.
By definition, it is characterized by zero temperature and velocity gradients.

- - Jet boundary layer: that portion of the initial zone between the
potential core and the ambient river water. This jet boundary layer is char-
acterized by strong gradients of temperature and velocity.

From the Piacenza measurements, it was easy to verify that the
initial and main regions did exist and that the Abramovich simulation (re-
ferred to above) of a rapid-river discharge does have merit. The latter is
discussed in more detail when the Abramovich model for rapid-river dis-
charges is reviewed.

Figure IV. G. 5 sketches the river-level variation above sea level
over July and August 1972. Only toward the middle and end of August was the
river level sufficiently near low water (H < 43 m) that near-critical conditions
were considered to be present; those conditions were significant enough for
the CISE field research. Figure IV.G.5 also represents the variation in river
discharge as a function of level. On the graph are reported experimental points
obtained during the 1971 and 1972 field surveys. Figure IV.G.6 reports the
variations in ambient temperature measured at A for the survey dates
August 23-25. During the first day, this temperature remained practically
constant at about 19-2°C; during the second day, an increase of about 0.8 C° was
observed from 18.4 to 19-2 C°; and for the third day, there was an increase of
about 1.1 C° from 18.8 to 19.9 C°. As stated above, each plume temperature
is taken with reference to the ambient temperature at that instant, for the pur-
pose of calculating the excess temperatures.

Figure IV.G. 7 reports measurements of ambient velocity and river
flow taken on August 8, 1972. Figure IV.G.7 also illustrates the bottom pro-
file, the values of ambient velocity measured to a depth equal to 0.6 of the
maximum depth for 16 vertical measurements, and curves of integration con-
structed to determine the river discharge. These measurements were made
on August 8, when the plant was on reduced power.

Figures IV. G. 8 and 9 sketch vertical isotherms in cross sections
at 16 ar J 64 in downcurrent respectively. Some lateral diffusion has clearly
taken place, as the width is greater at 64 m. However, since the plume is
nearly fully mixed from surface to bottom due to turbulence in the jet and en-
trained ambient water and as generated by the bottom, lateral density gradients
ave apparently unimportant and do not add additional lateral spreading. Fig-
ure IV.G.8 represents a cross section in the initial region (X S 40 m) of this
survey.
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Fig. IV.G.5a. Level of the ?o River for July-August 1972. (Adapted from
Rota and Zavatarelli.5) ANL Neg. No. 190-1349 Rev. 1.
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Fig. IV.G.5b. Variation of Flow in the Po River as a Function of Its
Level. (Adapted from Rota and Zavatarelli.5) ANL
Neg. No. 190-1349 Rev. 1.
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Fig. IV.G.9. Measured Excess Temperature AT and Variation of Some Isotherms
Obtained by Interpolation for the Section X = 6 4 m. (Adapted from
Rota and Zavatarelli.5) ANL Neg. No. 190-1350.
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Figures IV.G. 10-15 sketch lateral temperature decays at depths
of 0.25, 1.0, 1.8, and 2.2 m for numerous traverses across the plume. Cross
sections in che initial region show a region of constant temperature followed
by a rapid dropoff to ambient temperature. These decay curves tend to flatten
out further down current, with no apparent region of constant temperature
adjacent to the shore. Temperature curves with maximum points indicate
that the jet centerline is slightly displaced from the river bank.

Figures IV.G. 16-18 plot horizontal isotherms at depths 0.25, 1.80,
and 2.60 m; Fig. IV.G. 19 shows the lateral and downstream extent of the 1 C°
isotherm. Note that the isotherms vary little with depth and that the regions
of high temperatures, laterally and longitudinally, are close to the outfall.

Figures IV.G. 20-23 plot longitudinal temperature decays at dif-
ferent depths for fixed lateral distances of 4, 6, 8, 10, 14, 16, and 18 m. For
values of Y of 4-8 m, the variations of the curves AT as a function of X are
similar from one depth to another. The variation of these curves is in good
agreement with the turbulent-jet theory of Abramovich discussed below.
According to this theory, the discharge temperature is maintained in the po-
tential core portion of the initial region, and beyond that core into the boundary-
layer portion, a rapid decay of temperature is predicted. For Y = 8 m, the
discharge AT is conserved, for each depth analyzed, up to X * 40 m. For
Y > 8 m, the hypothesis of parallel jets visualized in Fig. IV.G.4 begins to
falter. For Y = 10 m, in fact, the curves begin to exhibit a maximum indi-
cating an off-riverbank centerline. That the axis of the potential core is
about 8 m from the right shoreline of the river is approximately affirmed.

Vertical velocity profiles are given in Figs. IV.G.24-26. Some of
these figures show somewhat irregular variations due to the considerable non-
uniformities of the river bottom. The presence of prominences that penetrate
from the shore into the river cause eddies and rotational vortices, 'which
produce local counter currents with respect tc the discharge and the river.
(See open circles at Y = 4 m in Fig. IV.G.25.)

Figures IV.G.27-29 report velocity and temperature variations as
a function of Y on the same graph, relative to sections X = 16, 28, 38, 50, 64,
94, and 112 m and for two depths: Z = 0.7 and 2.0 m. For Z = 2.0 m, curves
corresponding to sections X - 28 and 50 m are missing. These curves could
be used for a theoretical analysis in the light of calculational models presently
in existence.

A few of the general conclusions made by CISE upon studying the
totality of the Piacenza plumes can now be summarized.

(1) The configuration of the plume for all the surveys carried
out appears fairly similar.

(2) The plume tends to maintain itself on the surface in the sense
that the plume gets narrower and contracts considerably with distance from
the surface.
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Fig. IV.G.16. Variation of Horizontal Isotherms for X < 350 m at Depth of 0.25 m. (Adapted from Rota and Zavatarelli.5) ANL Neg. No. 190-1365.
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Fig. IV.G.18. Variation of Horizontal Isotherms for X < 350 m at Depth of 2.60 m. (Adapted from Rota and Zavatarelli.5) ANL Neg. No. 190-1366.
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Fig. IV.C.27. Comparison between Variations of Excess Temperature and Velocity
as a Function of Lateral Distance Y for Longitudinal Distances X =
16, 38, 64, and 94 m at Depth of 0.70 m. (Adapted from Rota and
Zavatarelli.5) ANLNeg, No. 190-1358.
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Fig. IV.G.28. Comparison between Variations of Excess Temperature and Velocity as a
Function of Lateral Distance Y for Longitudinal Distances X = 28, SO,
and 112 m at Depth of 0.70 m and for X = 112 m at Depth of 2.00 m.
(Adapted from Rota and Zavatarelli.5) ANL Neg. No. 190-1359.
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Fig. IV.G.29. Comparison between Variations of Excess Temperature and Velocity
as a Function of Lateral Distance Y for Longitudinal Distances X =
16, 38. 64, and 94 m at Depth of 2.00 m. (Adapted from Rota and
Zavatarelli.5) ANL Neg. No. 190-1353.

(3) The zone of interest for thermal perturbations, especially for
the highest excess temperatures, is rather restricted and concentrated in the
vicinity of the right-hand shore.

(4) The maximum thermal gradients on axes X and Y are in the
vicinity of the discharge.

(5) In the initial zone (X < 40 m for the August 1972 survey), the
variations in the velocity and temperature curves can be subdivided along the
Y axis in three parts, of which the central one has strong slope and the other
two have modest gradients (see Figs. IV.G.27-29).

(6) Different from the predictions of jet theory (seen later), the
three parts of the two curves do not always coincide.

(7) Generally, the velocity of the undisturbed river is reached
for values of Y at which the thermal disturbance is still appreciable. This
implies that heat is transported faster than momentum.

(8) The plume studies of 1971 and 1972 were done at differing
power levels; the 1971 surveys had Piacenza at ~400 MW, and during 1972,
the plant was operating at nearly 700 MW. Comparing horizontal isotherms
from the two years revealed that, once the power was increased, a notable
enlargement appeared in the longitudinal extent of the plume defined by the
AT = 7, 5, and 3 C° isotherms; on the other hand, the i f = 1 C" isotherm pre-
sented only modest variations. The enlargement of the plume, in the transverse
direction, is much more modest, being a few meters and becoming noticeable
only in the initial region of the jet in relation, presumably, to the greater
velocity of the discharge.



(9) The boundary-layer zone of the initial region of the jet had ,
an immediate separation from the bank for the 1972 survey, compared with
its protrusion in the 1971 survey. The boundary-layer zone of the jet can be
determined approximately by examining the recordings of the thermocouples,
because that region is characterized by strong turbulent mixing. This presents
ample oscillations in temperature, as happened for points in the August 1972 S
survey for Y = 8-10 m. I

4. Model-verification Work I

The model-verification work done by CISE involves three integral- |
type models for thermal discharges into rapid-river currents. The first is 1
the Vanderbilt University model developed by Benedict, Polk, Yandell, and ij
Parker.11 It is a modification of the Motz-Benedict model discussed in 1
Chapter II. The second model is meant to be a CISE improvement4 on the f
Vanderbilt model and circumvents the need for entrainment and drag coeffi- \
cients that are generally unknown. However, these models introduce a pa- |
rameter K that itself requires data for its determination. The third, and most 1
promising model evaluated was developed and presented by Abramovich in his
classic treatise. The Theory of Turbulent Jets.12 As additionally indicated,
all three models can be applied to surface thermal discharges into large
ambient currents. However, the Abramovich work has the advantage of allow- ]
ing a complete predictive calculation without additional empirical or experi- j
mental data as well as providing the best comparisons with Po River thermal- |
plume data. Each model formulation is discussed briefly with its associated f
data comparisons. j

i
a. The Vandfrrbilt Model f

t

The Vanderbilt simulation11 assumes a plume configuration j
and velocity field as sketched in Fig. IV.G.I for mo > 1. The model is two- !
dimensional, assuming no variation with depth and entrainment occurring only
at the sides of the jet. In this rapid-river case, the initial assumptions and
equations are modified, starting from the Motz-Benedict simulation, since the •
jet veloc-'ity is now less than the ambient velocity. This "velocity deficiency" |
below ambient is the quantity assumed to have a Gaussian shape and to be ji
similar section-to-section and is expressed as {

u H cos P - u = (UH cos p - U)exp(-T)2/b2), (1) |
I

where 1

u = total jet velocity at any point,

= ambient current (assumed uniform),

P = angle of jet axis to shoreline,

U = total centerline velocity,
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Tj = lateral distance from centerline,

and

b = width of jet.

The continuity equation is simulated as

KH-= CE(uH cos p - U), (2)

where

A = cross-sectional area of jet normal to centerline,

s = longitudinal distance from outfall,

C = circumference of jet in cross section exposed to ambient water,

and

E = entrainment coefficient.

Substituting Eq. 1 into Eq. 2 gives, with C = 2ZO (Zo being the depth of the
jet),

-^•[b(2uHcos P -y/vW)] = 2EU\ (3)

where

U' = uH cos p - U.

If x is along the direction of the ambient current, then the x-momentum
equation becomes

— J J u2 dA cos pj = CE(ufj cos P - U)uH + F p sin P.
S \ A /

(4)

with u from Eq. 1, C = 2ZO, and

cd"Hzo s i"2 P
FD = 1 ' '5'

Eq. 4 becomes

a i i •> , r- n. ,„ , , C/JU|J sin2

-r- 2b cos Plufj cosz P - U'uHyrr cosP + - r - /— Jl = 2EU'uH
i •£Ai-
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The y-momentum equation is

—/ / u2 sin P dA) = - F D COS P, (6)
dsl J I

\A I

• jb sin P fu|j cos2 P - U'ufj-v/rf cos P + — A / - J J

which, upon substitution of Eqs. 1 and 5 into Eq. 6, becomes

^[bsinp(u2
H

4

The heat-energy equation is

- p / / uT1 dA j = 0. (8)

Here surface heat loss is neglected due to the rapid dilution expected and the
small surface isotherm areas produced. The authors assume a Gaussian
distribution for T1 given by

(9)

Upon substitution for u and T1, this gives*

T. [(UH cos p " 7f)T b] =
All area integrals are converted to integrals from -b to +b at a cross section.
Whenever exponentials were being integrated over that range, however, the
authors replaced (-b, b) by(-»,«), since only minor differences occur and the
integrations become simpler.

The equations of jet geometry are unchanged from the mo < 1
simulation, being

~ = cos p, (lla)
ds

•There is a s'ight nomenclature change here. The x, y, and T in this section were written in the previous dis-
cussion of the data as X, Y. and AT. This reflects the nomenclature of the original reports MISTHl 1-6.
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and

-r^ = sin p. (lib)

Introducing

S = Es, X = Ex, Y = Ey,

and

M = (uf, cos2 P - U'UuVW cos P + •/nj8U'z)b, (12)

the equations become

equation of continuity:

^•[ (2u H cos P - v'ffU'Jb] = 2U"; (13)

conservation of momentum along x:

— (M cos P) = U'Ufj + TpCdulj sin2 p; (14)

conservation of momentum along y:

^ ( M sin P) = -TECduH s i n P C O S P ; (15^

equation of conservation of energy:

M u H
 c o s P - "TFWDI = 0; (16)- - ^ A T b J = 0;

and equations of jet geometry:

dX
= cos p

(17)
dY
dS
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The unknowns in the equations are U', AT, P, b, X, and Y.
Thus, there are six unknowns and six equations, all a function of jet distance S.
Additionally, there are two experimentally defined coefficients, E and C<},
required by the model.

Note the similarity between the above equations derived for
m o > 1 and the equations for m o < 1 (derived by Motz and Benedict):

equation of continuity:

~ ( U b ) = - £ | ( U - u H cos P); (18)

conservation of momentum along x:

JUU sin2 P
L ( u b c o sp) =

conservation of momentum along y:

C ,u|r sin P cos P

equation of energy conservation:

•T-(UATb) = 0; (21)

and equations of geometry:

dx
= cos p

(22)
di = COS

The Gaussian assumptions for velocity have, at least qualita-
tively, the variation presented in Fig. IV.G.I. Note that, for m o = 1, the two
variations in the model simulations are not symmetric in fact, while for
m o < 1, the jet velocity tends to zero when the transverse coordinate tends to
infinity. (In reality, the width of the jet is less than the thickness that would
render u and UJJ equal.) For m o > 1, the same velocity tends to UJJ. This fact
explains the nonsymmetry of the equations in the two cases.

Both systems have been solved by computer using Runge-
Kutta techniques. The codes are presently available from Benedict, who
is now at Tulane University.
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The major disadvantages of the Benedict et al. model lie in

(1) Application to practical cases is severely hampered since
the experimental values of £ and Cj are not at our disposal as they were
derived from laboratory and field tests for mo < 1.

(2) No information is available on the zone of flow establish-
ment. For mo

 < li the Motz-Benedict graphs, developed from physical-model
tests, are available.

(3) The Gaussian-velocity-distribution assumption of the
model for mo > 1 is conceptually incorrect. The jet for the rapid-river case
is thrust against the shore of the river after a short distance. Consequently,
the velocity difference is maximum against the wall (because here the velocity
of the jet is zero) and not on the geometrical axis of the jet as the Gaussian-
velocity assumption indicates.

b. Modification of the Vanderbilt Model

The next step taken by CISE was to modify the model of
Benedict et al. to the point that it no longer required E and C,j as input. The
authors* have introduced an experimental parameter K taken from the geo-
metrical structure of the jet, supposing that

| j = K, b = K(s - sN) + bN, (23)

| is valid in the region of established flow. Here s N and bN are the abscissa
| and half-width, respectively, at the end of the region of flow establishment
I (initial and transition regions). Introduction of the spreading parameter K
| sidesteps the need for an entrainment coefficient. However, experimental
| data are still needed to determine that parameter K. (As additionally indi-
| cated, the improvement of this model over the model of Benedict et al. is
| really only marginal, since the unknown entrainment coefficient E is essen-
| tially "renewed" as the spreading rate K, which is also unknown.)

i
I For mo > 1» the jet is immediately flattened against the shore
% and therefore the coefficient Cd has a rather small influence on the whole
| phenomenon. Even the angle P, which in this case coincides with K/2, has a
I very small effect and can be considered constant. A schematic representation
I of the jet appears in Fig. IV.G.30.

b(m)

21>o

Fig. IV.G.30

Geometrical Configuration o f the Jet, Hypothe-
s ized through the Application of the Vanderbilt

2bN University Model. (Adapted from Cavanna and
^. Fol l i . 4 ) ANL Neg . No . 1 9 0 - 1 3 0 9 .

Sim)
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Lack of knowledge of jet behavior in the initial and transition
regions of the jet does not permit a theoretical derivation of relationships for
determination of sjsj and bj^; such conditions must be introduced empirically,
as was done here.

The CISE version of the Benedict model uses only three dif-
ferential equations. The assumptions on temperature are also different, being

AT = ATm , -b < n < 0;

/ z > ( 2 4 )

AT = ATme-<n/2b> b > n > 0.

Here n refers to lateral distance measured from shore. The assumption of
a constant-temperature-region transverse to shore followed by a rather rapid
dropoff was deduced from the Po River thermal-plume data. Heat is dissipated
only at the region of the plume in which the jet and ambient currents come in
contact, the shore acting as a screen. Therefore the supposition is that, in the
first (transverse) half of the jet, the temperature is maintained constant and
only in the second half does it begin to decay according to a Gaussian variation
twice that of velocity, in agreement with the theory of Taylor. The transverse
velocity field is still expressed as

Au = Aume-<n/b>2, -b < n < b. (25)

The three equations used in the model are:

x-momentum equation:

MLh
 uZ cos 0 dA = £ r H /b

 u dA + FD sin P; (26)

rate of change of
x-momentum of
entrained fluid

the angle P is small, so it is assumed constant and cos p ** 1, sin (3 "̂  P;

y-momentum equation:

—If u2 sin P dA = - F D cos P; (27)

here,

,2 s i n & c d ,
T U H Z O P ; (28)
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y
pii conservation of energy:

E [ J C U'T'
 d n ] = °' ( 2 9 )

The resulting equations, after substitution for Au and AT are made, become:

|| conservation of momentum along x:

1 2 u f j f + I 2 | (bAum) - 4I ,u H -^ (bAum) = 2uH-^-[b(uH - IxAum)], (30)

%
% conservation of momentum along y:

I ^ ^ i m ) = -^-u^P, (31)

and conservat ion of energy:

, AT d

J = - M U H - I ^ ) Ts

The result of drag force on the jet is negligible because the
jet is against the wall and traveling with the current. Consequently, the C,j
term in the y-momentum equation can be dropped. In the above equations,
Ix and I2 are integrals of the transverse Gaussian velocity distribution:

Ii = 4 / f(n/b)d(n/b)

and

= ^ f ' f ( n / b ) d ( n / b ) ,

where

Au = Aumf(n/b).

,-<n/b>2
The function f was taken as e~tn'D) . The two momentum equa-

tions can be solved to yield

Aum = A - A2 - -/Auo(2A - Auo)bo/b, Auo < A, (33)
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and

Aum = A + -/A2 - &uo(2A - &uo)bo/b, Auo > A, (34)

where

A = nHlJl2. (35)

The heat equation can be solved to give the longitudinal tem-
perature variation in the established flow region

b o utr - IiAun

b uH - ItAum

This modified Vanderbilt model was compared to the October 1971 data
from the Piacenza plant. The results appear in Figs. IV.G. 31-33. From 1
Fig. IV.G.31a, which represents the variation of temperature in the longi- j
tudinal direction at a fixed 6-m distance from the river bank, a value of sj^
equal to about 45-50 m was determined. From Eqs. 33-34, with b o « j
5 m, a value of bj»j = 4.7 m can be deduced. From Fig. IV.G.31b, in which j
isotherms are given as functions of transverse and longitudinal coordinates j
at the same depth, a value of K is deduced whose value is about 0.037.

With these data, the results of the modified Vanderbilt model j
are reported in Figs. IV.G.32 and 33, together with experimental points. Con-
cerning Fig. IV.G. 31a, the analysis of the experimental data brought the
authors to use Eq. 34 for 0 < s < s^ and Eq. 33 for s > SJJ.

1
Although the results obtained with the above model were |

fairly good, the CISE authors felt that this model was not yet satisfactory for 1
the following reasons: ]

(a) The necessity of determining experimentally the abscissa ,
and the relative width of the jet at the transition section. s

(b) The assumption of a velocity profile that, for a jet against
the wall, is conceptually erroneous.

c. The Abramovich Model

The two models previously treated have, as already described,
several gaps in their conceptual developments. For that reason, the CISE
authors turned to the work of G. N. Abramovich,12 in which, among other
things, the Russian author treats in detail the case of the so-called "parallel
jets." Parallel jets, in this context, refers to jets in which the initial velocity 1,
is parallel to the velocity of the ambient current. Abramovich discusses the
theory of free parallel jets, that is, those not bound by a wall. This theory can,
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with excellent approximation, be reduced to the case oi rapid-river discharges
along a river bank. The connection lies in the fact that, after a very brief
transition region (of the order of 2-3 m for Piacenza), the discharged jet bends
to become completely pushed up against the wall, in keeping with the condition
of "parallel jets." Abramovich also discusses this application of the free-jet
theory to a discharge directed parallel and contiguous to a straight wall (shore-
line, in this case). The main results of the Abramovich "free-jet" theory will
be summarized, followed by the modifications of the theory required by the
presence of a solid wall. Abramovich discusses the two-dimensional theory
of free and confined jets for uH < uo- Only the latter case is reviewed here.

Fig. IV.G.31a

Longitudinal Variation of Maximum Temperature
of the Protruding Jet during the Experimental Field
Study of October 11-12, 1971. Used for the Deter-
mination of SJJ. (Adapted from Cavanna and Folli. )
ANL Neg. No. 190-1308.
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Fig. IV.G.31b. Plane Isotherms (of excess temperature) Measured October 11-12, 1971, Used tor the
Determination of K. (Adapted from Cavanna and Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1316.
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Fig. IV.G.32. Longitudinal Variation of Maximum Temperature According
to the Modified Vanderbilt Model in Relation to the Field
Data of Piacenza of October 1971. (Adapted from Cavanna
and Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1304.

= I FOR ) < 0

FM I > 0

Fig. 1V.G.33. Transverse Variation of Temperature According to the
Modified Vanderbilt Model in Relation to the Field Data
at Piacenza of October 1971. (The experimental points
are normalized by the theoretical A T m a x . ) (Adapted
from Cavanna and Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1307.
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Fig. IV.G.34

Qualitative Representation of the Longi-
tudinal Profile of Maximum Velocity in a
Jet. (Adapted from Cavanna and Folli. )
ANL Neg. No. 190-1311 Rev. 1.

As noted before, Abramovich divides a free jet into three
regions: initial, transition, and main (see Fig. IV.G.34). A sketch of the ini-
tial region appears in Fig. IV. G. 3 5. Numerous experiments have shown that
the velocity, temperature, and concentration profiles in the boundary layer be-
tween two currents is similar in each transverse section; on the basis of such
observations, one can determine the proper law of variation. A fundamental
point in the Abramovich theory consists of the determination of the law ac-
cording to which the width b of the boundary layer increases as a function of
longitudinal coordinate x of the jet between two (parallel) currents of infinite
extent. Abramovich argues, from similarity considerations, that

db _ [l - m|
dx 1 + m '

where m = ' t'l}, and u2 and Uj are the velocities of the jet and ambient cur-
rents, respectively. This formula is valid even if the two jets are not of in-
finite width, but then ut and u2 are not constant. In particular, it is valid even
for a jet of finite dimension in an infinite current; in such a case, in the initial
region, b represents the width of the two boundary layers while m = mo =
Ufj/uo; in the main region, b is the half-width of the jet and m = ufj/um, where
um is the velocity of the jet (centerline) axis. Since um is variable along the
axis, m varies with longitudinal coordinate x. Air-jet experiments (see
Fig. IV.G.36) have shown there is an interval of values of m within which

y
CURRENT 1

CURRENT 2

"t

u2

)

___2

CURRENT

CURRENT 2

CURRENT I

Fig. IV.G.35a

Schematic Representation of the Boundary
Layer between Two Parallel Currents.
(Adapted from Cavanna and Folli. ) ANL
Neg. No. 190-1342.

Fig. IV.G.35b

Schematic Representation of the Initial Re-
gion of the Jet. (Adapted from Cavanna and
Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1342.
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m = 0.179 m = 0.585

Fig. IV.G.36

Schematic of the Boundary Layer
between Two Plane Parallel Jets.
(Adapted from Cavanna and Folli.4)
ANL Neg. No. 190-1352.

db/dx depends scarcely at all on m, particularly for 0.3 ^ m £ 3. The result
here is

db
dx

U -
1 + m

along the whole jet, and means that it is an effectively linear growth of the jet
width with plume centerline distance for these values of m. This is similar
to the classical theory of jets discharging into stagnant environments.

Figure IV.G.36 shows six sketches from photographs of the
boundary layer between two plane air jets at Ta = 318°K and To = 462°K, ob-
tained by Zestkov et al.l2 The velocity of the heated jet was 100 m/sec, and
that of the cold jet varied from 0 to 60 m/sec; the corresponding values of m
are indicated in the figure. When m was increased from 0 to 0.34, the thick-
ness of the jet boundary layer diminished considerably, though the thickness
remained nearly unchanged when m was further increased to 3.0.

The formulas Abramovich derives for the geometry, velocity,
and temperature distribution for the free jet are summarized in Table IV. G. 7.
Uniform profiles of velocity and temperature were assumed at the orifice for
this theory. A more detailed discussion of the similarity considerations and
the momentum and continuity integral equations used appears in Refs. 4 and 12.

The calculational formulas derived by Abramovich referred
only to uniform-initial-velocity profiles; in actual cases, however, the effects
of initial nonuniformities ought to be treated as resulting from a nonuniform
discharge flux. In particular, the discharge channel velocity is zero at the
walls, which can notably influence the structure of the jet, as illustrated in
Fig. IV.G.41.

From the Abramovich theory, it follows that the major changes
•with respect to the uniform-velocity case occur in the values of XJJ and xĵ -
In regard to the initial region, everything proceeds as if the discharge point
had been moved backwards a quantity XQJJ; this distance is difficult to deter-
mine. For the extreme case of a turbulent flux, completely developed, XQJJ

has the variation reported in Fig. IV.G.42. The calculational procedure for
nonuniform discharge flux is summarized in Table IV.G.8.
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TABLE IV. G. 7. Free-jet Theory of Abramovich

Initial Region (see Figs. IV.G.34, 35, 37, and 38)

Geometry:

1. ^ = 0.416 + 0.134mo.

2. Zi = -0.584 + 0.134mo.

b = Yi + y2.

4. b H

bo 0.416 + 0.134mo

5. Figure IV.G.37 plots the graph of XJJ = Xpj/bQ. It also may be
calculated from

H 0.27(1 - mo)(0.4l6 + 0.134mo)

Velocity profile:

o , --= uo, --j- < y < y2;

- Uo

where

= f(Tl) = (1 - T|i-s)2, y2 < y < y,;

y ~ y
1 ~ , ,

b

u = uH, y > yv

Temperature profile:

AT = ATO. ~£-<Y< y2:



TABLE IV.G.7 (Contd.)

AT ^
i). yz < y <ATO

AT = 0, y > yt.

See Fig. IV.G. 38 for verification of temperature profile in the initial region
of the jet.

Transition Region (see Figs. IV. G. 34 and 39)

Geometry:

bN 1
bo A2 + mo(A!

At = 0.45, A2 = 0.316.

2. Figure IV.G.39 plots the graph of x^ = X]sj/bo for values of mo.
(Use two top curves only for uniform temperature and velocity profile at the
outfall.)

Velocity and temperature profiles:

Although Abramovich analyzes this region, the Italian authors prefer
to avoid the complexity and, as a first approximation, correct the first and
third zones as shown in Fig. IV.G.31a; this has been supported from the ap-
plication of the model.

Main Region (see Figs. IV.G.34 and 40)

The geometry, velocity, and temperature distributions are calculated
by choosing a value of centerline velocity u m , and then deriving a location x,
width b, and centerline temperature ATm associated with that u m . Then
lateral profiles for that centerline location are determined with the following
steps:

1. Aj = 0.45, A2 = 0.316, a = A7lAx = 0.7.

2. m = u H /u m .

3. pz =
 4 A zd - "")
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TABLE IV.G.7 (Contd.)

4. Solve for b in

J m - uH m A t

o " UH 2A2(1 - m)uo "

5. For m < 1,

±cfe " w = £ + ^pE[(? £ + V V F ^ ^ ( ? ^+ V

- In ( Ai
v v P2 bo

v ^ bj 4 \b

Here xo = 0, and c = 0.22. For m > 1,

/x xo\
\bo boy

, a
- b N + —-•

2 IT—

fi

6.

Here x o = xjjj, and c

Lateral velocity field:

= 0.22.

Au u - U H

L \hi

for y > 0.
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TABLE IV. G. 7 (Contd.)

7. Lateral temperature field:

AT
AT

m

See Fig. IV.G.40 for verification of above temperature profile in
the main region of the jet. The length yc in the figure is the distance from
the axis to the point at which the velocity equals half the sum of the extreme
values (Auc = 0.5Aum).

Alternatively, for centerline temperature decay:

A T m K n (&"m/Auo)Az(l - mQ) + A
ATO ~ Auo (Aum/Auo)B2(l - mQ)

where

T

(Aum/Auo)A2(l - mo) J Q
T (Aum/Auo)B2(l - mo) + B1mo '

Bx = 0.6,

and

B2 = 0.368.

Note: If (and whenever) 0.3 £ m s 3.0,

1. The initial and transition region formulas are valid.

Z. For the main region

(a) b - b N = 0.22 (x - x N ) ,

u o

and bj\j and xj\j a re as before.

,. . A u m u m " UH - - y •
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TABLE IV.G.7 (Contd.)

where

P2 =
4A2(1 - mo)

(c) Formulas for the transverse velocity and temperature profile
remain unchanged.

Apply these formulas from the critical point xj^ when the value 0.3 or 3.0 is
attained.
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Fig. 1V.G.37

Variation of the Length of the Initial Region of a Jet
(uniform flux) as a Function of the Ratio of Velocities
mo - Ufj/u0. (Adapted from Cavanna and Folli. )
ANL Neg. No. 190-1303 Rev. 1.

Fig. IV.G.38

Transverse Profile of Temperature in the Initial
Region of a Jet. (Adapted from Cavanna and
Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1315.

0 025 05 075 10 125
V

Fig. IV.G.39

Variation in the Position of the Transition Section due to an
Initial Nonuniformity of Flux. The curve on fop refers to an
initial uniform flux, the one below to an initul flux that is
turbulent and completely developed. (Adapted from Cavanna
and Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1312 Rev. 1.

Fig. IV.G.40

Transverse Profile of Temperature in the
Boundary Layer of the Main Region of the
Jet. (Adapted from Cavanna and Folli.4)
ANL Neg. No. 190-1301.
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AMBIENT
FLUID

DISCHARGE

m7
Fig. IV.G.41

Effect on the Boundary Layer of a Jet
of an Initial Nonuniformity of Flux

Fig. IV.G.42

Variation in the Length of the Initial Region
due to an Initial Nonuniformity of the Flux.
(Adapted from Cavanna and Folli.4) ANL
Neg. No. 190-1310 Rev. 1.

TABLE IV.G.8. Modification of Abramovich Free-jet Theory for
Initially Nonuniform Velocity and Temperature Profiles

The following coefficients are consequently introduced by Abramovich concerning the ini-
tial nonuniformity of the discharge:

fl uo dy
"'" "I ^ So"'

and

' _"o_ AT dy

" T *

The quantities with the index "o" are the average values in the initial section and the index "om"
refer to the maximum values (on the axis in the case of a true jet). Redefined are

P2 =
4A2(n2u - n iumo)

and

KT =
nT(l - mo)

- n m m o - mo) + B,mo '

N (1 - mo)[At + mo(A, - A2)\'

The new length of the initial zone is obtained from

XH = *H " XOH'

where x^ is the new value and xy is that calculated for unif6rm discharge. For turbulent dis-
charge flux, completely developed, XQH ' " Q H ^ O i s obtained from Fig. IV.G.42 and x^ is de-
termined from Fig. IV.G.37. The distance to the end of the transition region is determined
directly from Fig. IV.G.39.

The calculational procedure remains the same as for the uniform-flux case with the
formulas of Table IV.G.7.
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The above theoretical treatment has an extremely simple
application in the case of a jet against the wall. In this specific case, one has
the formation of two boundary layers: the first one at the wall, and the second
at the interface of the discharge and ambient current. The jet can, again, be
divided into three regions (see Fig. IV.G.4). The first region of flow, the length
of which is designated XH> ends at the section where the boundary layers of the
jet and the wall join. In this section, with coordinate x^, the region of flow be-
gins in which the axial velocity um is changed from the value uo to UJJ. This
region of flow, by analogy with the accompanying jet, is called the main region.
The region of flow contained between the sections, having the coordinates XJJ
and XĴ J, is the transition region. Along the length of this region the thicknesses
of the jet increase approximately according to the same law as in the first re-
gion. Also, the velocity profiles maintain themselves as similar in the differ-
ent sections of the main region of the jet.

It is immediately observed that with a jet not bound to the
wall, one can distinguish an axis of symmetry (the centerline of the jet) about
which the velocity profile is centered. This is really not possible for the non-
idealized rapid-river discharge. According to Abramovich, however, it is the
same wall that functions as an axis of symmetry: One can visualize a treat-
ment of a half-jet, centered in its complexity at the wall.

Table IV.G.9 summarizes the formulas used for predicting
jet dispersion parallel to a wall. Some minor simplifications of the Abramovich
formulas have been made by the Italian authors in their application to Piacenza.

In Table IV. G. 9, the formula for the lateral velocity profile
was derived by assuming that the velocity profile in each cross section con-
sists of segments of the velocity profiles in the jet boundary layer and the
wall's boundary layer, with those profiles merging at y = 8. The conditions
for the determination of 6 are that the values of the velocity and the values of
the derivatives of the velocity with respect to the y coordinate, calculated for
both profiles, are equal. The "one-seventh law" assumes that the wall boundary
layer is turbulent.

The velocity profile may be approximated in the manner de-
scribed in Table IV. G. 9 in the interval 1.22 < m < ». At m = 1.22, the ratio
of the velocities at y = 8 becomes

?L - ?L 5» - JL ̂ 1 - o 92
UH um UH m um

so that the velocity at the contact point of the two profiles differs from the
value of the undisturbed flow by only 8%, and thus the flow is almost completely
uniform. Thus the calculations are ended there.
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TABLE IV.G.9. Confined-jet Theory of Abramovich

Initial Region

Geometry:

1. y|/b = 0.416 + 0.134mo.

2- y2/b = -0.584 + 0.134mo.

3. b(x) = 0.27 +
 m ° x;

o

b = yi + y2-

XI

4.
bo 8H J 1 " m

o , J1
+ 0.27(0.416 + 0.134mo) ~xH 1 + m

o

6H 0.37
(relative thickness of turbulent boundary layer at

H XH ^ e shoreline);

pouoxH
R6xH = "IT-

The quantities XJJ and 6pj are calculated by successive approximations.
First, xfi/bo is found for 6JJ = 0, then 6j^/xfj is determined and the value
xjj/bo is more accurately defined. Usually two successive approximations
are sufficient to determine XJJ. The Italian authors have preferred to use the
free-jet method for calculating xu for the Piacenza case.

Velocity profile:

0 < y < 6, one assumes u/uo =

6 < y < yj, one assumes a constant velocity uo.

u r h - yzV-5!2

yj < y < y2> one assumes — = 1 - (1 - mo) 1 - I—r—•)

Temperature profile:

This is not addressed by Abramovich; the Italian investigators use
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TABLE IV. G.9 (Contd.)

j"; in all regions. The transverse temperature excess is not discussed by either
li Abramovich or the Italian authors. The free-jet relationship of TableIV.G.7
*' is expected to apply where the free jet simulated is of initial width 2bo.

Transition Region
i

Abramovich derives the formulas

and

xN b N /b o -

b r

l/moo \ o
. 0.134)

/

I for the abscissa and width of the transition regions, respectively. The Italian
I investigators use instead the free-jet formula and method described in
ij Table IV.G.7. The same procedure is used to smooth the approximate tern-
s' perature and velocity field in that region as discussed in Table IV.G.7.

Main Region

i Geometry:
s

I ^ 1 1
For H = — , n = ,

5 m ° m o

I
I 3T Xiyr
I IT " i T = 1 0 tHo(i - HO) + C 4 H O ] [F 7 (K) - F 7 ( H O ) ]
I ° °
f + 1.13no(l - H O ) [ F 8 ( K ) - F&{HO)],

I
2 1 1 0 . 2 5 H O ( 1 - H O )

where

6TT 1 - Hn

C4 = 0 . 0 9 7 ^ - 0.0435——2 F6(HO);
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TABLE IV. G. 9 (Contd.)

0
F6(no) = -1.4 tn(l - *o) - 0.6(HO + 0.425) + M Q +

K + o.425 (i _ n)2 ~ 1 - K * + 0.425 '

The Italian investigators use for b the free-jet formula, where the free-jet
initial width is 2bo. Figure IV.G.43 shows no significant difference between
the two methods.

Velocity profile:

The velocity in this region (x > XN) is expressed as a superposition of
profiles that one could have in a single boundary layer and in a free jet having
the wall as an axis of symmetry. The quantity 6 is calculated from

61-5 = 0.475 - «/(0.475)2 - - ^ r , m > 1.22.
m - 1

Once m is known from m = ufi/um, the calculation of the profile then fol-
lows from 0:

^ = (y/6)1'7, 0 < y < 6,

and

— = m + (1 - m)(l - I1'5)2, 6 < y < b,

where ut is the velocity at the edge of the wall boundary layer, the thickness
of which is equal to 6.

Temperature profile:

Abramovich does not discuss this; the Italian authors use the longi-
tudinal decay
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TABLE IV.G.9 (Contd.)

and for the lateral decay,

AT
ATm

- (y/b)1-5.

Note: For 0.3 ^ m £ 3, the Italian authors calculate the width b from

|mo l | ,
b = bN + 0.22 (x - xN), x a xN ,

mo T i

from analogy with the free-jet case.

Fig. IV.G.43

The Variation of the Dimensionless Thickness of a
Jet b/b0 with x/b0. (The dashed line corresponds
to the problem of the expansion of a free jet in an
accompanying flow.) (Adapted from Abramovich.12)
ANL Neg. No. 190-i347 Rev. 1.

Application of the above calculational method of Abramovich
for confined jets was made to the field data from Piacenza for October 1971
and October 1972. The October 1972 data are yet to be published by CISE.
The data used for the application of the model are those reported in
Tables IV.G.10 and 11.

For the 1971 data at Piacenza, the calculational method was
described in some detail. The velocity ratio mo is

U H 1.7
0.54 = 3.13.

With this value of mo and expecting that, in the discharge canal, turbulence is
completely developed (i.e., the effects of the entrance have been exhausted),

TABLE IV.G. 10. Data Used in the Application of the
Model to the Field Data of Piacenza 1971

Minimum width of discharge canal
Maximum width of discharge canal
Initial width of assumed jet
Average velocity of discharge
Average velocity of the river
Initial ratio of velocities
Excess temperature at discharge

bo =
uo =
u H =
Mo =

T =

7
9
8
0.
1.
3.
8.

m
m
m
54 m/sec
7 m/sec
13
8 Cc
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TABLE IV.G. 11. Data Used in the Application of the
Model to the Field Data of Piacenza 1972

Average discharge velocity uo = 0.88 m/sec
Average river velocity UJJ = 1.87 m/sec
Initial ratio of velocities mo = 2.12
Excess temperature at discharge To = 8.1 C°
Other data as in Table IV. G. 10

the values of XJJ (end of the initial region) and x^ (end of region of transition)
can be found, from the graphs of Figs. IV.G.37, 39, and 42, to be

XH =
4 2 m = XN - 54 m.

The jet, as is experimentally observed, moves against the wall within a very
short distance (2-3 m); it can be treated as a half-jet concentrated in its com-
plexity at the wall. The width of such a half-jet at its section of transition can,
with good approximation, be calculated by

bo o
bN = - = 2 =- 10.9 m.

A + m(A! - A2) 0.316 + 3.13(0.450 - 0.316)

As for the value of b in the main region (x 2 *N)> observe
that with mo = 3.13 one is already in the range of values of mo (0.3 < m « 3),
for which the considerations of the note on Table IV. G. 7 are valid. Then,

Imo - ll,
b = bN + 0.22 m + l(x - xN), x a xN;

that is,

b = 10.9 + 0.113(x - 54), x a x N .

The transverse profile of temperature AT/ATm as a function
of y/b can be determined now as well as the longitudinal T m as a function of x
from the formulas of Table IV.G.9. The temperature variation as a function
of x is repor^d in Fig. IV.G.44; the agreement with experimental values is
good. The transverse profile AT/ATm in the main region is given by

In Fig. IV.G.45, the quantity (1 - AT/ATm) is given (on a semilog plot, it is a
straight line) as a function of y/bo. Even on this graph, one can see the good
agreement of the model with experimental values; practically all results are
contained in a band of 20% around the theoretical value of AT/ATm.
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Fig. IV.G.44. Longitudinal Variation of Maximum Temperature Accord-
ing to the Abramovich Model in Relation to the Field Data
at Piacenza in October 1971. (Adapted from Cavanna and
Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1313.
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Fig. IV.G.45. Transverse Variation of Maximum Temperature According
to the Abramovich Model in Relation to the Field Data at
Piacenza of October 1971. (Adapted from Cavanna and
Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1300.

Along the shore for about 30-40 m from the discharge, a small
area is noticeable in which the water is practically stagnated. We can correct
for such a beach zone by considering the corresponding points (those in
Fig. IV.G.45 provided with arrows) to be much nearer the bank than they are.
Doing this, the said points will reenter the 20% band.

Figure IV.G.46 reports the variation of some isotherms. The
zone of transition has not been treated analytically, but the initial and main re-
gions have been linked together; the margin of error is sufficiently small to
be acceptable.
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Fig. IV.G.46. Variation of Some Isotherms According to the
Abiamovich Model in Relation to the Field Data
at Piacenza of October 1971. (Adapted from
Cavanna and Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1302.

Figures IV.G.47 and 48 show the results obtained in connec-
tion with the October 1972 field survey. In this second case, the value of mo

is assumed to be 2.12 (see Table IV.G. 10). As seen from Figs. IV.G.47 and
48, the rendering of the experimental data is decisively worse than in the
preceding case.

The reason for this difficulty lies in the fact that the assumed
value of mo, substantially important in the determination of the initial length
of transition, is very sensitive to the measurement of the velocity of the am-
bient and discharge currents comprising m. To illustrate the validity of the

10

05

I =
I I I 1 I I I

50 100 200 250 300

Xlnl

Fig. IV.G.47. Longitudinal Variation in Maximum Temperature
According to the Abramovich Model in Relation
to the Field Data for Piacenza of October 1971.
(Adapted from Cavanna and Folli.4) ANL Neg.
No. 190-1305.
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Fig. IV.G.48. Transverse Variation of Temperature According to the
Abramovich Model in Relation to the Field Data of
Piacenza of October 1972. (Adapted from Cavanna
and Folli.4) ANL Neg. No. 190-1314.

above statement, the theoretical variation that would result by modifying the
assumed value of mo by 10% is also plotted. Observe, in particular, that an
error of at least 10% in the measurement of river velocity, and of 10% addi-
tionally in the jet velocity, carries with it errors of about 25% in mo- Varia-
tions of this order probably cannot be such as to substantially modify the
variation of the physical phenomena. The CISE authors therefore conclude
that, for mo = 2.12, one is already in the range in which a jet model is no
longer in a position to describe, in a complete way, the dynamics of transport.

d. Conclusions

From the verification work done by CISE, some well-defined
conclusions and directions were drawn. Among them are:4

(1) The exact theoretical treatment of mixing in terms of the
nonbuoyant interaction of two fluids in coflow does not give a formulation of
the problem of significant practical use; yet it is valuable in shedding light on
the phenomena that govern the mixing as well as sensitizing the research to
the difficulties of the problem.

(2) Present analytical models* are based on hypotheses either
of diffusion alone (current and jet velocity equal vectorially) or of interaction
of jets (current and jet velocity very much different) alone.

(3) In general, diffusion models** are marginally important
for the study of the heated plume in the vicinity of the discharge. The difficulty

•The publication date of MISTER No. 4 is February 1973.
••Far-field (diffusion) models are discussed in MISTER No. 4, but were Dot reviewed here.



in the use of such models results from the scanty knowledge of the eddy dif-
fusivities. (The CISE evaluation of diffusion models was not extensive and
restricted only to the two- and three-dimensional Edinger-Polk models.13)

(4) The simple jet models for the coflowing discharge that
were studied by CISE are generally applicable shortly after the discharge and
are easy to use to calculate the velocity and temperature fields. However, as
the parameters that come into play increase, the correlations for them seem
to be less known. Among the jet models for coflowing jets, the Abramovich
model is preferable because it allows a complete predictive calculation without
additional empirical or experimental data. The data comparisons for such a
model have demonstrated that a good agreement exists for ratios of velocity
(river to discharge velocity) greater than 3 and only fair agreement for ratios
of velocity near 2. Even if this confirms the progressive lack of validity of the
jet model as the ratio of velocity decreases, it is still useful to be able to com-
pare with experimental data in a systematic way.

The CISE work has not made a systematic examination
of existing models in use by various groups working in this area of thermal
discharges. This will be done in their future research, even though they
foster some doubts on the utility of using such models for Italian conditions
characterized by velocity ratios greater than 1.

5. Critical Discussion

The major question that arises from the data-acquisition procedure
is whether the data have been taken in a synoptic fashion. Table IV.G. 5 indi-
cates that the temperature surveys were made for the Piacenza plant during a
2-day period in 1971 and a 3-day period in 1972. The reports on the 1971
surveys (MISTER 2A/B) indicate that a 0.5-1.0 C" difference in ambient tem-
perature was typical during the period of the survey. In one case, the Sep-
tember 9-10, 1971 survey, a 2.5 C° difference in ambient temperature existed
between the two days. For the 1972 survey at Piacenza during August 23-25,
the ambient temperature differed by as much as 1.5 C° at different times dur-
ing the measurements (see Fig. IV.G.6). In spite of these differences, data
from a survey encompassing 2 or 3 days was considered to be collected
synoptic ally.

To ease the difficulty caused by a varying ambient temperature,
the Italian investigators maintained a resistance thermometer and thermocouple
10 m upstream of the discharge to continuously monitor ambient temperature.
Each plume temperature was then taken with reference to the ambient tempera-
ture at that instant for the purpose of calculating the excess temperatures.
This technique aids in mitigating the effect of a nonconstant ambient tempera-
ture. This is not completely satisfactory, as comparisons of excess tempera-
tures measured at the same location on consecutive days of a survey reveal
up to 0.5 C° differences. Table IV.G. 12 lists excess temperatures measured
at the same location on consecutive days for the same survey. Although the
data available are limited to only two surveys, they indicate that differences
can often be nonnegligible.
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0.20
0.60
1.00
1.50
0.25
0.75
1.25
1.75
0.25
0.65
0.25
1.05
1.85
2.25
0.25
1.05
0.25
0.65
0.25
1.05
1.85

1.4
1.5
1.3
1.3

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

4.9
5.0
3.5
2.0
1.3
1.3
2 .5
1.0

4.7
5.0
3.8
2.5
1.1

TABLE IV.G. 12. Excess Temperatures Measured at Same
Location on Consecutive Days for the Same Survey

Survey Date X, m Y. m Z, m AT. C* T A
a T B

b

August 30, 1971 237 7 0.20 1.4 22.1 30.1

August 31, 1971 237 7 0.25 1.6 22.2 30.2
0.75 1.6
1.25 1.6
1.75 1.6

September 1, 1971 63 13 0.25 4.9 22.0 29.8

16

19

September 2, 1971 63 13 0.25 4.7 21.9 30.0

16

2.25 0.8
19 0.25 1.6

1.05 0.6

aTyY - ambient temperature.
1>T]3 = outfall temperature.

Plumes are obviously not fixed entities remaining in the same
location for days. Conceivably, ambient flow and discharge conditions are
continually changing, though probably not at a very considerable rate, causing
the plume to change position from one day to the next. The same longitudinal,
lateral, and vertical location in the plume is not at the same point on different
days. Ambient temperature changes affect the initial densimetric Froude num-
ber of the discharge; changing river-flow conditions affect plume entrainment
and bending. Changing plant power level and flow affect the excess tempera-
tures as well as the densimetric Froude number. The precine effect of the
densimetric Froude number is probably minimal due to the large currents
and the fully mixed conditions that result.

To be considered also in any evaluation of the synoptic character
of a plume survey is the difficulty in determining an average temperature at
a single location due to oscillations measured within the plume. This was
discussed in Chapter III for the CISE surveys. Suffice it to say that tempera-
ture oscillations of up to 3-4 C° were common in the boundary-layer region of
the plume. Core and near-ambient regions of the plume showed little tem-
perature oscillations. These oscillations seem to plague all boat measure-
ments of temperature and have to be considered as part of the measurement
error. Temperature measurements at a single location for one minute aided
in averaging out these oscillations. However, a more synoptic study could
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have been accomplished with reference to changing ambient conditions by a
moving-boat procedure, or by aerial infrared study, or by a large number of
anchored in situ thermographs and current meters, etc. Use of a radar-range
system would locate the boat at any instant in its motion. Velocity measure-
ments cannot be acquired in this manner, however. A combination of the
moving boat and profiling techniques would have provided the synoptic surveys
best used in model/data comparisons and the detailed plume studies required
for the basic physical understanding needed.

The temperature oscillations in the plume were treated in a more
thorough fashion in the last two surveys at Piacenza. First, in surveys 5-7,
oscillations were noted only by recording maximum and minimum tempera-
tures observed at a particular location. The temperature at that point was
determined by arithmetically averaging these numbers. In survey 8 and the
August 23-25, 1972, comprehensive survey, 30 temperature measurements
were recorded in 30 sec for the first survey and 30 measurements were made

in 60 sec for the latter survey. These
TABLE iv.G.n. Typical Peak-to-Peak recordings were manipulated to obtain
Amplitude of Temperature Oscillations , . ,

seen at Piacenza for Different Mean a mean and standard deviation that r e p r e -
Excess Temperatures (from Ref. 2) sented the measured temperatures . Con-

cerning the type of temperature variations
observed, Table IV.G. 13 repor ts the peak-
to-peak amplitude of oscillations observed
for different values of average excess
temperature AT. In the longitudinal di -
rection, the temperature-osci l lat ion
phenomenon strongly attenuated for X >

100 m. In the t ransverse direction, there is a f irs t zone of 6 m in width near
the r ive r bank in which the tempera tures are nearly stationary, an intermediate
zone of 6-12 m in which there are noticeable oscillations, and an outer zone
in which the oscillation phenomenon is attenuated. Velocity measurements in
that intermediate zone indicated that that zone corresponded to the maximum
intensity of mixing between the plume and ambient current. It is stated in
MISTER 5A/B5 that an additional 60 measurements will stabilize the mean
and standard deviation to ±1% of the values for the f i rs t 30 measurements .
Consequently, the profiling technique used will induce a greater e r r o r from
ambient temperature variation than by the averaging technique of the t empera -
ture oscillations, at least for the last two surveys done at Piacenza.

Concerning the analytical modeling work done by CISE, we agree
that, due to lack of knowledge of E and Cd, or S N and K, the Vanderbilt Uni-
vers i ty model and i ts modified version developed by CISE are inadequate for
future prototype predictions. Their determination as a function of input pa-
r a m e t e r s such as m o requires considerable data that do not exist, either as
prototype or hydraulic model data; correlation formulas for these parameters
will otherwise be inadequate. In any case, a comparison of these two models
with other Piacenza data would be useful in determining the variation expected
in the pa ramete r s E and Cd, or S N and K, at a single site as environmental
conditions change.

&T, C°

> 8

7-8

6 - 7

Peak-to-Peak
Amplitude

1.4

5.0

5.3

AT, C°

5-6

3 - 5

1-3

Peak-to-Peak
Amplitude

6.5

7.0

5.7
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It is interesting to compare the spreading rate K determined from
the modified Vanderbilt University model for a rapid river with the spreading
rate as predicted from the Motz-Benedict model7 (Sec. II. B) for a discharge
into a stagnant lake. From the CISE work, K = 0.037, while an equivalent K
using the Motz-Benedict model turns out to be 0.090 (using the analytical solu-
tion to the Motz-Benedict model for zero current, and E = 0.04). The 0.037
value is in the right ballpark and should be lower than the stagnant lake value
of the plume spreading rate, as the reduced shear in the rapid river plumes
causes less spreading due to entrainment. Spreading due to diffusion is ack-
knowledged to be quite slow.

From the two Abramovich model comparisons, the model appears
to be viable only for very large currents, where the assumption of two-
dimensionality is most valid. For smaller currents, with mo still larger
than 1, the plume is expected to be more three-dimensional near the outfall
with a greater influence of buoyancy on lateral spreading. For mo = 3.13,
temperature could apparently be treated as a tracer in two-dimensional con-
fined flow with negligible effects of density differences. The Abramovich model
does not treat the effect of ambient turbulence, which should be important in
determining plume dispersion for the region beyond the direct vicinity of the
outfall. There, the jet velocity has increased to near-ambient values and jet
entrainment due to shear has nearly ceased. This is another problem area in
the application of the Abramovich model to prototype rapid-river sites.

Since most rapid-river cases in the U. S. do not usually yield a
value of mo as large as 3, a different approach would more likely be required
to produce a useful and more general model for rapid rivers. Any of the three-
dimensional numerical models could be applied to this rapid-river case with
the hope that it would be general enough to treat any three-dimensionality of
the plume should it exist for lower values of mo. [The Till14 model, however,
needs some additional improvement before it can be applied with any confidence
even for rapid-river plumes (see Chapter II).] These models would also handle
the initial bending of the jet with its initial dilution before the plume turns
parallel to the shore and interacts with it. There is little experience in this
area of three-dimensional, numerical-model application, and many runs of the
computer code are likely to be needed before eddy diffusivities and boundary
conditions can best be determined.
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V. OBSERVATIONS ON THE STATE OF THE ART

This report summarizes the Argonne experience with mathematical
models for buoyant plumes resulting from heated surface discharges. The
goal was to determine the ability of idealized mathematical models to reliably
assess the size and character of prototype plumes. Since our direct experience
is limited, our work was heavily supplemented with a critical review of pub-
lished and unpublished material.

It is concluded that, of the models so far compared with prototype data,
none has been shown adequate over a wide range of conditions. Moreover,
available models were found useful for only generalized estimates of plume
characteristics; precise predictions are not currently possible.

This conclusion was reached through comparison of model predictions
with laboratory and field data. Comparisons with laboratory data enable one
to test the validity of the model within the geometry and conditions assumed
in model development. Comparisons with field data indicate the extent to
which prototype effects, not accounted for in model formulation, limit the
utility of the model.

A pertinent factor to be considered in making model-data comparisons
is the generally poor overall quality of the data. Existing field data come from
a few similar sites, with only a small range in outfall parameters covered.
Both hydraulic-model and prototype-field data often show order-of-magnitude
scatter, even for apparently similar conditions. Part of this scatter is certainly
attributable to stochastic errors of measurement, but a significant part is also
due to a failure to recognize all the factors that affect the data. A far more
consistent explanation of the data would be possible if all the contributing
factors could be accounted for. Data are often taken under different physical
scales without a knowledge of ambient turbulence levels or the effect of tran-
sient environmental conditions. The dearth of good quality data limits both
the ability to test models thoroughly and the basis from which to make good
assumptions in model development.

Despite the acknowledged limitations, the data, in aggregate, present
a good qualitative picture of prototype plumes. Therefore, in carrying out
model-data comparisons, one should place greatest emphasis on the trends
of the data and less emphasis on their numerical accuracy. Models that fail
to describe the qualitative trends in the data have been heavily criticized in
this report on that account. Another consideration in assessing the viability
of the models should be the degree of sophistication in their respective mathe-
matical techniques. However, subjective likes and dislikes for a model's
formulation should not weigh equally with its ability to predict the right trends
in the data.

The major reason for the generally poor performance of existing
models seems to be a limited understanding of plume physics. An important
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related reason is the inadequate assumption that plume characteristics are
controlled by discharge parameters alone. Experience has shown that proto-
type plumes are controlled partly by discharge parameters and partly by the
nature and history of the receiving waterbody. The effects of ambient turbu-
lence, boundary (bottom and shoreline) interference, and wind-induced shear
currents are often omitted in the formulation of mathematical models. These
effects are clearly not second order, for models that do not identify and cor-
rectly treat the key physical mechanisms cannot be expected to predict reli-
ably. Additional basic studies are needed to understand these phenomena and
their interrelationship with buoyancy and entrainment, and thereby provide a
more sound basis for model development.

Most of the verification work now completed concerns what might be
called first-generation, mathematical-plume models. These first-generation
models fall into two broad classes: integral and phenomenological, although
the dividing line between these two groups is rather diffuse. Phenomenological
models rely heavily on the direct use of data and on the formulator1 s ability
to glean important trends from the data. Integral models also use data through
empirically determined coefficients, but generally put greater reliance on a
conceptualization of the physics implemented through the use of mathematical
formulas.

The performance of the integral models has, in general, been disap-
pointing. These models neglect important phenomena in their development.
Even the phenomena that are included—entrainment, buoyancy, and ambient
turbulence (in some models)--aretreated by using functional forms that often
are arbitrary or are based upon intuitive guesswork. These forms are an
inherent part of the integral model simulation, yet cannot be adequately selected,
due to the aforesaid poor understanding of plume physics. One way to test the
adequacy of such intuitive treatments is through the comparison of model
predictions with data taken under conditions similar to those assumed in model
development. Comparisons with hydraulic-model data have shown that integral
models, often fail to correctly predict important trends in the data, even under
idealized conditions. When comparisons are poor, one is often at a loss to
identify which of the numerous assumptions made in developing the model
is at fault.

A marked deficiency of the integral models is that many of the phenom-
ena that are important in prototype plume dispersion destroy the flow simi-
larity upon which the integral models are founded. The models cannot be
extended to account for these effects, which are alien to the integral formulation.
More basic studies would be useful in understanding the effects and interaction
of entrainment, buoyancy, and ambient turbulence, but we feel that key prototype
effects such as wind effects, shear currents, and boundary interference are
beyond the capability of the integral approach.

Although the overall performance of the integral models has been
disappointing, their accuracy in a particular case depends upon how well the
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problem at hand matches the idealizations of the model. For example, the
integral models perform better for h*gh-initial-densimetric-Froude-number
discharges in deep water where buoyancy is a second-order effect and boundary
interference is nonexistent, reducing the problem to nearly nonbuoyant jet
theory.

The phenomenological models implicitly handle the complex mechanisms
of plume dilution and their interaction, provided that a sufficiently broad set
of experimental data can be first obtained and then synthesized into a useful
form. Well-constructed phenomenological models can generally be expected
to give reasonable predictions of dilution and other gross plume properties
when applied to situations similar to those included in the data base. Their
applicability outside the range of parameters covered in their development
can be assessed only through comparisons with data. At present, well-
developed phenomenological models are available for only a limited number
of applications. More good quality data, covering a broader range of conditions
and a greater understanding of existing data, are necessary to produce better
phenomenological models.

Among first-generation models, the Shirazi-Davis and Pritchard No. 1
simulations appear to be superior to the others reviewed in this report in the
limited prototype testing that has taken place. From comparisons with avail-
able field data, these models have been shown to be capable of predicting
correct trends with roughly factor-of-two accuracy in the centerline distance
to a given isotherm, factor-of-two accuracy in widths, and factor-of-five
accuracy in isotherm areas. Given the limitations of the data and the general
lack of understanding of plume physics, these types of predictions represent
the state of the art. We emphasize again that these statements are based on
limited testing; there is no guarantee that the two models will do as well in
other applications. Notably, these two models are the only ones that have
been extensively calibrated with data. An added convenience is that both
models are easy to use. The Shirazi-Davis model has a well-documented
computer code; a set of nomograms available in workbook form can be used
for determing predictions. The Pritchard No. 1 model can also be applied
without resorting to a computer calculation, although its algorithmic nature
makes it easy to program. We do not feel that ease of application is an impor-
tant criterion for evaluating models, but such an attribute is always welcome.
Although these models are perhaps the best available, they are nevertheless
limited in their ability to handle key prototype effects. The Shirazi-Davis
model, for example, is unable to handle boundary interference, and the
Pritchard No. 1 model considers none of the effects of ambient crossflow.
Neither model can treat transient effects.

The Stolzenbach-Harleman and Prych models gave reasonable predic-
tions for centerline-temperature decay for deep-water situations, but gave
inadequate predictions for jet width and isotherm areas in all cases. In fact,
the Prych model provided the best predictions for laboratory data (see
Sec. IV.C), and the Shirazi-Davis model performed second best. We may
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explain the Prych-model superiority in the laboratory comparisons as due
perhaps to the choice by Prych of experimental coefficients that were deter-
mined predominantly from previous experiments in the laboratory. The
Shirazi-Davis and Pritchard No. 1 models were calibrated by their authors to
both laboratory and field data on thermal plumes. fierce, the experimental
coefficients chosen by Shirazi-Davis and Pritchard undoubtedly reflect some
of the complicating features affecting prototype plumes that are nonexistent
or different for laboratory plumes (e.g., different scales of turbulence, in-
fluence of boundary interaction, wind effects, etc., that appear in the prototype
data but are not easily quantified). The differences that occur in experimental
data taken under apparently identical conditions in the field and laboratory
underscore the importance and usefulness of carrying out both types of data
comparisons of analytical-model predictions.

The second-generation, thermal-plume models attempt the numerical
solution of the generalized equations of flow. These models, -which make fewer
assumptions on the nature of plume dispersion and therefore offer the potential
of covering many more phenomena, are only now becoming available for testing
with prototype data. Unfortunately, the few existing applications of these models
have been generally inconclusive for various reasons, such as a poor schema-
tization, a poor choice of diffusivities, too small a computational grid, or an
incomplete or inadequate set of data for comparison. The poor results thus
far obtained are partly attributable to these facts. More information on the
choice of diffusivities and better schematizations are needed.

Despite the early developmental stage of available numerical models,
many prototype sites of current and future interest are too complicated to be
accommodated by the simplistic integral and phenomenological models. In
these complex situations, a numerical model may be the only alternative.

Several steps should be taken to clarify the issues surrounding the
numerical models. First, the simulation of turbulent mixing should be care- f:

fully investigated. This investigation should properly begin with a sensitivity
study of existing models to eddy diffusion coefficients and with a determination
of the amount of numerical dispersion inherent in each solution scheme.
Turbulent energy transport or other models of turbulent mixing should be
tried. Some efforts in these directions have already been made. Tank mea-
surements of thermal plumes including measurements of plume Reynolds
stresses would be helpful; in this way predictions can be tested with eddy
viscosities and diffusivities known. Various turbulence theories can thus be
tested also. Second, the model algorithms should be tested in simple problems
where established solutions (perhaps analytical) exist. A set of benchmark
problems of increasing difficulty would foster the comparison of various
techniques and the development of better models. Third, the role of the bound-
ary conditions should be established. These conditions are often arbitrarily
prescribed, and the effects of such specifications are not presently known.
Fourth, efforts should be made to reduce the computer requirements or,
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equivalently, to increase the scope of problems hat can be handled with
current computer time and memory requirements. Increased efficiency I
would make the numerical models more generally available and would speed
model development. Whether any significant reduction in computer require-
ments is achievable is presently uncertain.

Numerical modeling of thermal plumes holds perhaps the greatest
promise of the future and should therefore be pursued. If work on these
models continues at its present or, better yet, an accelerated rate and if the
physical and analytical investigations set forth above are carried out, then
numerical plume models should become a valuable licensing instrument in the
next few years.

To determine which model best suits his intended use, a potential
user should review all available material on the models under investigation.
The considerations involved in selecting a model for a particular application
are too numerous and subjective to be presented in short form. Therefore,
we make no recommendations or unqualified endorsements. To do this would
misrepresent our view of the state of the art.
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APPENDIX A

Sample Computer-code Output for Selected Models

Sample calculations have been prepared using the computer codes for
several of the integral and phenomenological surface-discharge plume models.
The models considered were those of Motz and Benedict, Prych, Shirazi and
Davis, and Pritchard (Nos. 1 and 2). Calculations have not been prepared for
the Stolzenbach-Harleman Model due to the ambiguity as to which version is
correct (see discussion in Sec. II.C). All calculations have been based on the
discharge and ambient conditions listed in Table A.I. These conditions are
the ones that prevailed at Point Beach Unit 1 on May 18, 1972 (1645-1751 hrs),
when Argonne National Laboratory conducted a plume-mapping survey.1

Point Beach Unit 1 is a 505-MWe unit located near Two Creeks, Wisconsin,
on the western shore of Lake Michigan. The unit employs once-through cool-
ing and discharges the heated water by means of a flume that extends about
46 m into the lake at an angle of 60° with respect to the shoreline.

TABLE A.I. Discharge Parameters and Ambient
Conditions Used in Preparing Model Predictions

Discharge Parameters:

Discharge flow rate
Width of discharge
Depth of discharge
Discharge velocity (mean)
Discharge temperature excess

Ambient Conditions:

Ambient current speed
Ambient temperature
Average relative humidity
Average wind speed
Average air temperature
Sky conditions

Additional Parameters:

Initial densimetric Froude number
Discharge aspect ratio (depth/width)
Current ratio (ambient current/

discharge velocity)
Surface heat-loss coefficient

24,
10,

4.
54,

8.

9.

11.

,7 m3/sec
.7 m
.2 m
.7 cm/sec
.5 C°

0
2°C

7 5%
5 m p h
5°C
Clear

2.57
0. 39

0
242 kcal'iir^-day-C)

1. Motz-Benedict Model

The model parameters used in preparing the Motz-Benedict model
predictions are given in Table A.2. The actual computer output is reproduced
in Fig. A.I, most of the initial output being self-explanatory, and integration
results along the jet centerline are tabulated. Some of the columns of interest
are labeled as follows:

S NondimensionaJ. distance along jet centerline

ARC(M) Distance along centerline (m)
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TEMP(C) Centerline temperature (°C)

EX TEMP(C) Centerline excess temperature (C°)

U(CM/S) Centerline velocity (cm/sec)

B(M) Width parameter (m)

X(M) x coordinate of centerline (in direction of ambient cur-
rent or parallel to shoreline) (m)

Y(M) y coordinate of centerline (perpendicular to direction

of ambient current or in offshore direction) (m)

BETA Angle centerline makes with x axis (degrees)

TIME(S) Time of travel along centerline from point of discharge
(sec).

Areas within isotherms of specific excess temperatures are then tabulated
along with coordinates of these isotherm lines, which are crudely plotted on
the line printer.

Computer-calculation results are plotted in Fig. A.2 in three graphs
as follows: The top graph is a plot of centerline excess-temperature ratio
6/6o (local excess temperature above ambient, divided by the outfall excess
temperature) as a function of s, the distance along the centerline measured
from the point of discharge. The centerline velocity ratio, u c /u o (local veloc-
ity in excess of component of ambient velocity parallel to jet centerline di-
vided by the mean outfall velocity) is also plotted and here coincides with the
excess-temperature-ratio curve. The center graph shows the temperature
and velocity half-widths as a function of centerline distance. The temperature
half-width WT is defined as the lateral distance from the centerline to the
point where the excess temperature has dropped to one-half its centerline
value. The velocity half-v/idth is defined in an analogous way. The bottom
graph is a plot of the half-depth of the temperature distribution as a function
of distance along the centerline. The half-depth D is defined as the depth at
which the local excess temperature reaches one-half its surface centerline
value. The contour of the actual lake bottom along the centerline of the dis-
charge is also shown on this plot. (The Motz-Benedict model is two-dimensional
in character and assumes that the depth remains constant at its initial value.

TABLE A.2. Model Parameters Used in Pre-
paring Motz-Benedict Model Predictions

Entrainment coefficient, E 0.05

Drag coefficient, CD 0.5

Length of flow establishment, L 5.2

Jet-width ratio, r 1.6

Jet-angle ratio, r1 1.0



MODEL

BF«CM, * * r I f f 1972. STANDARD PARAMETERS.

HAtF-WfOTN flF OJTSSLL.BOP« 5.4 METERS
IBOTrt nc 3«TF»l l ,zn» 4 .2 S€TF»'>
NOMINAL OUTFAIL VEIOCITY,UO« 54.7 CM/SEC
TF«pcB»Tij>>f EXCFSS AT THE nfjTF»iL,TO« 8.5 DEG.C

IF PUTFALl WITH CUR«fNT,BETAP» 60.D PEG.
FTOtf DISCHARGE *,ATE,0« 24.7 CU.M/SEC

»0«01TtONS AM) MCEL PAffAMFTFRS-

A«fl|F»ir V E l O t m . U A . 0 . 0 C/SEC
AMHIF.NT TEMI>FB»TUB?tT»H» «.? OEG.C

ESTABLISHMENT Z9MF,S£» S5.5 METERS
fnFFFICIENT,F» 0.050

l)»Ar, n e r p i n F N T . C W 0.900
HE4T LOSS CfJEFFKIENT.FK. 242.0 KCAl/OAY-SO.M-OEG.C
»«Trn r>« JFT ANSIF AT E^FE TO PUTFAtL ANGLE, BEPBFP« 1.000
BUtjri i t JET WIf<TH AT EOFE T1 PUTFALl WIDTH,BOOBOP* 1.6
RATIO OF TEMPFIATJOF MIOTH TO VHOCITV HIDTH* 1.0

Tfop n<= »;IM« 3 .0

TEHP(CI FX TFMPICI UICM/S1

0.766
0.376
0.386
0.^96
0.406
3.417
0.42ft
0.439
0.450
0.46?
0.474
0.4 86
0.40«

0.M1
0.524

0.564
0.5TT
0.511
O.A06
0.420
0.6J5
0.651
0.666
0.682
0.69*

56.«»e
55 .49
60.07
61.65
63.29
64.43
66.64
68.15
70.12
71.00
73.74
75.59
77.51
79.43
81.42
83.42
85.50
87.57
89.73
91.89
94.14
96.39
98.7?

101.06
103.49
105.92

17.70
17.62
17.53
17.45
17.37
17.29
17.21
17.14
17.06
16.98
16.91
16.83
16.76
16.68
16.61
I t .54
16.47
16.39
16.32
16.23
16.19
16.12
16.05
15.98
15.92
15.85
15.79

8.50
8.42
8.33
8.25
8.17
8.09
8,01
7.94
7.86
7.78
7.71
7.63
7.56
7.48
7.41
7.34
7.27
7.19
7.12
7.05
6.99
6.92
6.85
6.78
6.72
6.65
6.59

54.70
54.16
53.64
53.11
52.60
52.08
51.57
51.07
50.57
50.07
49.59
49.10
48.63
48.15
47.68
47.21
46.76
46.30
45.85
45.40
44.96
44.52
44.09
43.65
43.23
42.80
42.39

81**)

8.56
8.73
8.90
9.08
9.26
9.44
9.63
9.82

10.01
10.21
10.41
10.62
10.83
11.05
11.26
11.49
11.72
11.95
12.18
12.43
12.67
12.92
13.18
13.44
13.71
13.98
14.25

R1/2TINI B1/2UIM)

7.13
7.27
7.41
7.56
7.71
7.86
8.02
8.18
8.34
a . so
3.67
8.84
9.02
9.20
9.38
9.57
9.75
9o95

10.14
10.35
10.55
10.76
10.97
11.19
11.41
11.64
11.87

7.13
7.27
7.41
7.56
7.71
7.86
8.02
8.18
8.34
8.50
8.67
8»84
9.02
9.20
9.38
9.57
9.75
9.95

10.14
10.35
10.55
10.76
10.97
11.19
11.41
11.64
11.87

XIMI

27.73
28.49
29.25
30.04
30.83
31.65
32.47
33.32
34.17
35.06
35.95
36.87
37.79
38.75
39.71
40.71
41.71
42.75
43.79
44.87
45.95
47.07
48.19
49.36
50.53
51. 74
52.96

V(M|

48.03
49.34
50.66
52.02
53.39
54.81
56.23
57.71
59.19
60.73
62.26
63.86
65.46
67.12
68.79
70.52
72.25
74.04
75.84
77.71
79.58
81.53
83.47
85.50
87.52
89.62
91.73

BETA

60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

TIME (SI

101.39
104.18
106.99
109.95
112.93
116.07
119.24
122.56
125.92
129.45
133.01
136.75
140.53
144.30
148.50
152.71
156.96
161.42
165.93
170.66
175.45
180.47
185.54
190.86
196.24
201.89
2O7.5»

Fig. A.I. Computer Output of Motz-Benedict Code
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9 .
9 ,

1 0 .
1 0 .
1 0 .

A l *
8 0 *
010
211
422

10.632
10.
1 1 .
1 1 .
1 1 .
11 .
12.
1 2 .
12.
12.

M l
070
?99
527
765
002
?sa
498
T55

TIO'

».

1*58.63
14B8.0*
1518.68
15*9.31
1531.2?
1613.13
1646.?6
1679.60
1714.23
17*8.86
1784.9*
1821.02
1858.62
1*96.22
1935.40

r . .*»

0000
7.0000
6 .
5,
«

0000
0000

.0000
0000

2.0000
1 ,&4*7

11.11
11.09
11.07
11.05
11.03
11.02
11.00
10.98
10.96
10.9*
10.93
10.91
10.89
10.87.
10.86

T/TO

0.9*12
0. 8235
0.7059
0.5882
0.4706
0.3529
0.2353
0.1961

. 9 1
1.89
. 87
. 8 5

1.83
.82

1.80
1.78
1.76
1.7*
t.73
1.71
1.69
1.67
1.66

**EMS0.

6.19770
8.8756P
l.*1720
2.6514P
6.07070
1.85660
9.2023ft
1.88100

12.39
12.27
1 2 . 1 *
12.03
11,90
11.79
11.67
11.56
1 1 . * *
11.33
11.21
11.10
10.99
10.88
10.77

166.89
170.21
173.67
177.12
180.72
184.32
188.07
191.82
195.73
599.6*
203.71
207.78
212.02
216.27
220.69

Ml ARMMCFES)

02 1 .
02 2.

53150-01
19320-01

03 3.50190-01
03 6.
03 1.
0* *
0* 2.
05 *.

55170-01
50010 00

•58780 00
2739P 01
6*800 01

138.95 138.95
1*1.71 1*1.71
144.59 144.59
147.46 147.46
150.46 150.46
153.46 153.46
156.58 156.58
159.70 159.70
162.96 162.96
166.21 166.21
169.60 169.60
172.99 172.99
176.53 176.52
180.05. 180.05
183.74 183.74

AREMSO.KMI

6.19770-0*
8.87560-04
l.*172D-03
2.651*0-03
6.0707D-03
1.85660-02
9.20230-02
1.88100-01

729.31
7*4.02
759.3*
774.65
790.61
806.56
823.18
839.80
857.12
874.43
892.47
910.51
929.31
948.11
967.70

TIMEISEC)

119.83
174.45
271.71
462.72
894.21

2100.07
6970.68

11872.97

1263.21
1288.68
1315.21
1341.74
1369.37
1397.01
1425.79
1454.58
1484.57
1514.56
1545.81
1577.05
1609.61
1642.17
1676.11

60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

7968.
8206.
8457.
8711.
8977.
9247.
9530.
9816.

10117.
10422.
10742.
11065.
11406.
11749.
12111.

02
62
60
09
78
13
53
77
96
18
34
71
07
85
74

X
J7.19
39.03
40.94
42.92
4*.97
*7.11
•9.33
51.63
54.02
56.50
59.08
61.76
64.54
89.11

134.67
200. «1
296.52
434.31
630.*"'
89A.86

V
4?. 57
45.01
47.55
50.20
52.95
55.82
58.80
61.91
65.14
69.50
72.00
75.64
79.43

113.26
177.43
273. 29
416.78
632.33
958.39

1461.62

1.6667 OEG.C tSOTHEKH IN *E7e«S

X
19.27
19.47
20.71
22.02
23.37
24.79
26.26
27.80
29.40
31.07
32.81
34.63
36.52
53.53
86.32

136.27
212.68
330.46
514.75
817.37

Y
53.49
56.30
59.23
62.27
65.42
68.71
72.12
75.67
79.35
83.18
87.17
91.31
95.61

133.80
205.34
310.55
465.18
692.29

1025.20
1507.51

38.11
39.91
41.93
43.94
46.04
48.22
50.48
52.83
55.26
57.79
60.42
63.15
71.98

109.76
164.6*
244.28
359.21
523.97
755.53

Y
43.79
46.21
48.88
51.58
54.39
57.31
60.35
63.52
66.82
70.25
73.82
77.53
89.61

142.14
220.55
337.00
513.56
778.35

1181.50

X
18.87
20.09
21.37
22.69
24.08
25.52
27.03
28.60
30.23
31.94
33, 2
35.57
41.62
68.22

108.67
170.40
265.15
412.09
645.45

V
54.90
57.77
60.75
63.85
67.07
70.41
73.•*
77.51
81.27
85.lt
89.24
93.4*

107.15
166.13
252.89
380.45
567.17
842.95

1245.06

C0«DM*TES

X
36.65
3R.*6
40.3*

¥
42.88
45.34
47.90

2.0000 OEG.C IS07HEM IN ICTEKS

X
18.81
20.04
21.31

Y
53.18
55.98
58.88

X
37.55
39.40
41.31

Y
44.11
46.62
49.23

19
20
21

X
.42
.67
.98

54.
57.
60.

¥
.58
,43
.39

Fig. A.I (Contd.)
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COORDINATES OF 5.0000 OEG.C ISOTHERM IN METERS

X
33 . IS
34.76
46.44
38.19
40.00
41.88
43.82
45.83
47.91
50.07
52.29
54.60
54.98
77.45

¥
44.91
47.48
50.15
52.93
55.82

o 58.84
61.98
65.25
68.66
72.22
75.92
79.78
83.80

119.99

X
22.33
73.74
25.20
26.74
28.34
30.02
31.77
33.60
35.51
37.51
39.60
41.79
44.08
65.19

V
51.15
53.84
56.64
59.54
62.56
65.69
68.94
72.32
75.83
79.47
83.25
87.17
91.24

127.07

X
33.95
35.60
37.32
39.10
40.94
42.85
44.83
46.87
48.99
51.18
53.45
35.79
63.30
93.31

V
46.19
48.81
51.54
54.37
57.33
60.41
63.62
66.96
70.44
74.07
77.85
81.79
94.63

131.64

X
23.03
24.47
25.97
27.54
29.18
30.89
32.68
34.55
36.51
38.55
40.69
42.93
50.30
84.67

V
52.49
55.24
58.09
61.05
64.12
67.32
70.63
74.07
77.65
81.36
85.21
89.21

102.13
156.63

6.0000 OEG.C ISOTHERM IN METFRS

X
37.11
33.67
35.28
36.95
38.68
40.46
42.30
44.19
46.15
4ft.U
50.71
57.35
54.52

V
45.50
48.11
501.82
53.64
56.59
59.66
62.86
46.20
69.68
T3.?2
77.11
81.07
85.??

X
23.35
24.83
26.37
2T.98
29.67
31.44
33.29
35.23
37.27
39.41
41.67
44.04
46.54

Y
50.56
53.21
35.96
58.82
61.79
64.87
68.06
71.37
74.81
78.37
82.05
85.87
89.82

X
32.89
34.48
36.12
37.82
39.57
41.38
43.25
45.17
47.16
4". 20
' 1.29
'3.44
60.11

V
46.80
49.46
52.23
55.11
58.12
61.26
64.53
67.94
71.50
75.21
79.09
83.14
<?6.47

X
24.09
25.60
X7.17
28.62
30.55
32.36
34.26
36.25
38.34
40.54
42.85
45.29
53.49

V
51.88
54.59
57.39
60.31
63.33
66.47
69.72
73.09
76.59
80.21
83.97
87.85

100.79

COORDINATES 7.0000 OEC.r ISOTHERM |N .«S

X
31.00
32.47
33.98
35.53
37. 1?
38.74
40*39
42.04
43.67
45.1.9

Y
46.14
48.80
51.57
54.46
57.49
60.65
63.96
67.44
71.12
75.03

rowortMm OF
V

2«.56
30.81
37.00
32.82

V
46.98
49.76
52.71
56.03

X
24.46
26.03
27.67
2*.40
31.22
33.15
35.20
37.39
39.75
42.39

8.0000 OEG.C

25.'u
27.69
29.65
32.11

Y
49.92
52.52
55.21
5 8 . 0 ,
60 . ,9
63 88
• ' . 9 6
•0 .13
f3.3T
76.65

.SOTHERM |N

Y
49.08
51.56
34.07
56.44

X
31.73
33.23
34.76
36.33
37.94
39.57
41.22
42.87
44.46
45.81

METERS

X
30.19
31.42
32.52

Y
47.47
50.18
33.01
55.97
59.07
62.30
65.70
69.27
73.06
77.17

Y
48.36
51.22
54.31

X
25.24
26.85
28.53
30.31
32.18
34.17
36.29
38.56
41.04
43.92

X
26.79
28.65
30.77

Y
51.22
53.87
56.61
59.45
•2.39
63.42
68.55
71.76
75.03
78.26

V
30.33
52.82
55.32

Fig. A.I (Contd.)
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l\ Fig. A.2. Predictions of Motz-Benedict Model. ANL Neg. No. 190-1098.
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The areas within isotherms of specific excess temperature are tabu-
lated in Table A. 3.

TABLE A. 3. Isotherm Areas Predicted
by Motz-Benedict Model

Excess Temperature, C° Area, m2

8 620
7 888
6 1417
5 2651
4 6071
3 18566
2 92023

2. Prych Model

The model parameters used in preparing the Prych-modei predictions
are given in Table A.4. In Fig. A. 3 the actual computer output is reproduced
with the input parameters listed at the top of each page of output and labeled
as follows:

U outlet velocity (m/sec)

V ambient current velocity (m/sec)

2B width of outlet (m)

H depth of outlet (m)

Q discharge flow rate (m3/sec)

F initial densimetric Froude number

DR difference in density between ambient and discharge water
(kg/m3)

TH angle of discharge with respect to ambient current direction

(degrees)

1000*K 1000 times the atmospheric heat-transfer coefficient (m/sec)

E entrainment coefficient

TABLE A.4. Model Parameters Used in Preparing
Prych-model Prediction

Entrainment coefficient, E o 0.1
Drag coefficient, C D 0.2
Interfacial shear coefficient, C F 0.5
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eLn«TTNG **•«* — eRVCH CilCUUTlONS FO* POfNT BHCH IMIT NO. 1 MV 18t MT2

J> 3.5*70 ?R. 10.67 0« 24.7 OR. 1.12 1000*K« 0.00280 CO- 0.20 FM. 1.00 HS« 1.0/1.0

V 0.0 H« 4.24 F« 2.54 TH> 60.0 E« 0.1000 CF» 0.50 EV« 1.00 « » l.O/l.ti

u U»VCT HT RI IHLf

0.0
5.0

13.3
16.0
20.1
25.0
30.0
35.3
<«0.0
*5.o
50.3
55.0
60.0
63.0
TO.O
7S.0
90.0
»2.5
85.0
«7.5
°0.0
92.5
<?5.0
97.5

100.0
to?.s
105.0
107. I
110.O
UJ.5
115. IJ
117.5
120.0
122.5
125.0
127.5
130.0
132.5
135.0
137. 5
1*0.0
1*2.1
1*5.0
1*7.5
150.T
152.5
155.0
157.5
160.0
162.5

24.0
»6.5
?9.0
31.5
34.0
36.5
39.0
41.5
44.0
*f.5
*<>.(>
51.5
54.0
56.5
59.0
" . I . 1 !
1.2.7
•>*.o
65.?
A6.5
47.7
f>9.0
70.?
71.5
72.7
74.0
75.2
76.5
77.7
79.0
«0.2
11.5
82.7
14.3
S5.?
"6.5
S7.T
99. 0
•»0.2
91.5
«2.7
94.9
95.2
96.5
97.7
eo.o

100.7
101.5
102.7

•>7.2
41.5
45.6
50.2
54.5
5S.8
63.1
67.5
71.S
76. 1
80.5
S4.8
S9.1
93.5
97.8

102.1
106.4
108.6
110.8
112.9
115.1
117.3
119.4
121.6
123.S
125.9
128.1
130.3
132.4
134.6
136.8
138.9
141.1
14?.2
145.4
147.6
149.7
151.9
154.1
156.2
15B.4
1A0.6
162.7
164.9
167.1
169.2
171.4
173.6
175.7
177.9

60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0

8.500
T.088
6.250
5.692
5.291
4.9S5
4.740
4. 530
4.366
4.216
4.084
3.966
3.859
3.762
3.672
3.590
3.513
3.477
3.442
3.408
3.375
3.343
3.312
3.282
3.252
3.224
3.196
3.169
3.1*3
3.117
3.092
3.068
3.044
3.020
2.997
2.975
2.953
>.931
2.910
2.889
2.869
2.849
7.830
2.810
2.791
2.773
2.754
2.736
2.718
2.701

0:537
0.430
0.365
0.323
0.293
0.271
0.253
0.240
0.228
0.218
0.210
0.202
0.196
0.190
0.184
0.179
0.174
0.172
0.170
0.167
0.165
0.16?
0.162
0.160
0.158
0.156
0.154
0.153
0.151
0.150
0.148
0.147
0.145
0.144
0.142
0.141
0.140
0.138
0.137
0.136
0.135
0.133
0.132
0.131
0.130
0.129
0.128
0.127
0.126
0.125

0.537
0.430
0.365
0.323
0.293
0.271
0.253
0.240
0.228
0.218
0.210
0.202
0.196
0.190
0.184
0.179
0.174
0.172
0.170
0.167
0.165
0.163
0.162
0.160
0.158
0.156
0.154
0.153
0.151
0.150
0.148
0.147
0.145
0.144
0.142
0.141
0.140
0.138
0.137
0.136
0.135
0.133
0.13?
0.131
0.130
0.129
0.128
0.127
0.126
0.125

2.000
2.398
2.720
2.986
3.212
3.410
3.585
3.745
3.893
4.031
4.161
4.285
4.403
4.516
4.626
4.732
4.835
4.885
4.935
4.984
5.032
5.080
5.127
5.174
5.220
5.266
5.312
5.357
5.401
5.445
5.489
5.533
5.576
5.619
5.662
5.704
5.746
5.788
5.830
5.871
5.912
5.953
5.994
6.035
6.076
6.116
A.156
6.197
6.237
6.277

1.000
I.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.99S
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.997
0.997
0.997
0.997

2.08
2.40
2.58
2.65
2.67
2.66
2.62
2.57
2.53
2.48
2.43
2.39
2.34
2.30
2.26
2.23
2.19
2.17
2.16
2.14
2.12
2.11
2.09
2.08
2.06
2.05
2.03
2.02
2.00
1.99
1.98
1.96
1.95
1.93
1.92
1.91
1.90
1.88
1.87
1.86
1.85
1.83
1.82
1.81
1.80
1.79
1.77
1.76
1.T5
1.74

28.2
36.6
45.5
54.9
64.6
74.7
85.0
95.5

106.3
117.2
128.3
139. T
151.2
163.0
174.9
187.2
199.7
206.0
212.4
218.9
225.5
232.1
238.8
245.6
252.5
259.4
266.4
.273.6
280.8
288.0
295.4
3C2.9
310.5
318.1
325.9
333.7
341.7
349.8
358,0
366.2
374.6
383.2
391.8
400.6
409.5
418.5
4?7.6
436.9
446.4
456.0

2.374
1.934
1.690
1.541
1.444
1.380
1.334
1.301
1.275
1.254
1.237
1.221
1.208
1.196
1.184
1.174
M M
1.160
1.155
1.151
1.147
1.143
1.139
1.135
1.131
1.128
1.125
1.121
1.118
1.115
1.112
1.109
1.106
1.103
1.100
1.098
1.095
1.093
1.090
1.088
1.085
1.083
1.081
1.OT9
1.077
1.074
1.072
1.070
1.068
1.066

0.111
0.168
0.219
0.264
0.300
0.329
0.352
0.370
0.385
0.398
0.410
0.420
0.430
0.438
0.447
0.455
0.462
0.466
0.470
0.473
0.477
0.480
0.483
0.486
0.489
0.493
0.496
0.498
0.501
0.504
0.507
0.510
0.512
0.515
0.51?
0.520
0.522
0.525
0.527
0.530
0.531
0.534
0.536
0.539
0.541
0.543
0.545
0.547
0.549
0.551

0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Fig. A.3. Computer Output of Prych Code
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*L1»T!»I3 W»«M W»TF» JFTJ — PBYCH C*lCUt»T!ONS FOR POINT BMCH UMIT HO. 1 N»¥ 18. 1972

'.•« 0.5470 ?R« 10.17 0* 24.7 OB* 1.12 1000*K> 0.00260 CD- 0.70 FH» 1.00 MS- 1 . 0 / 1 . 0

V' 0 .0 H. 4.24 F* 2.54 TH* 60 .0 F.« 0.1000 CF- 0.50 EV> 1.00 VS» 1 .0 /1 .0

|| % X V TH T U U»VCT Q HT H B F RI IHLF

I
- 2?Z. 7 J57,6 273.3 60.0 2.069 0.089 0.08° 8.158 0.993 1.2S 1131.1 1.013 0.610 •
§ 272.7 157.8 273.4 60.0 2.068 0.089 0.089 8.159 0.993 1.28 1131.9 1.013 0.610 8
f: 277.8 157.9 273.4 60.0 2.068 0.Q89 0.089 8.161 0.993 1.28 1132.6 1.013 0.610 8
s 273.0 157.9 273.6 60.0 2.067 0.089 0.089 8.164 0.993 1.28 1134.2 1.013 0.611 7
f 273.1 158.3 273.7 60.0 2.066 0.069 0.089 8.167 0.993 1.28 1135.8 1.013 0.611 7
s 273.4 158.2 274.0 60.0 2.065 0.089 0.08° 8.174 0.993 1.28 1139.0 1.013 0.611 6
i 273.« 158.3 274.2 60.0 2.063 0.088 0.088 8.180 0.993 1.27 1142.2 1.013 0.611 6
d 274.1 158.5 274.5 60.0 2.061 0.088 0.088 8.186 0.993 1.27 U45.3 1.013 0.611 6
•:, 274.4 15A.6 274.8 1,0.0 2.060 0.088 0.088 8.193 0.993 1.27 1148.6 1.013 0.611 6
! 274.5 158.7 274.9 60.0 2.059 0.088 0.086 8.196 0.993 1.27 1150.2 1.013 0.611 7
; 2T4.7 158.1 275.0 60.0 2.058 0.088 0.088 8.199 0.993 1.27 US 1.8 1.013 0.611 7
I 274.8 158.9 275.2 60.0 2.057 0.088 0.088 6.202 0.993 1.27 1153.4 1.013 0.611 7

275.0 159.0 275.3 60.0 2.056 0.C88 0.088 8.206 0.993 1.27 1155.0 3.013 0.611 7
275.? 159.1 275.6 60.0 2.055 0.088 0.088 8.212 0.993 1.27 1158.2 1.013 0.611 6
275.6 15O.3 275.9 60.0 2.053 0.08B 0.088 8.219 0.993 1.27 1161.5 1.012 0.611 6

1 275.9 159.4 276.1 60.0 2.052 0.088 0.088 8.225 0.993 1.26 1164.8 1.013 0.612 6
{ 276.3 15C.6 276.4 60.0 2.050 0.088 0.088 C.232 0.993 1.26 1168.0 1.012 0.612 6
| 276.* 159.7 276.5 60.0 2.049 0.088 0.088 B.235 0.993 1.26 1169.7 1.012 0.612 7
I 776.6 159.7 276.7 60.0 2.0*3 0.088 0.088 8.238 8.993 1.26 1171.3 1.012 0.612 7
$ 276.7 159.8 276.8 60.0 2.0*7 0.088 0.088 8.241 0.993 1.26 1173.0 1.012 C.612 7

276.9 159.9 276.9 60.0 2.0*7 0,088 0.088 8.244 0.993 1.26 1174.7 1.012 0.612 7
277.7 1*0.0 277.2 60.0 2.045 0.068 0.088 8.251 0.993 1.26 1178.0 1.012 0.612 6
277.5 160.2 277.5 60.0 2.043 0.087 0.087 8.257 0.992 1.26 1191.3 1.012 0.612 6
777.7 ICO.3 277.6 60.0 2.0*2 0.087 0.OS7 9.261 0.992 1.26 1183.3 1.012 0.612 7
277.B 160.4 277.6 60.0 2.0*2 0.087 0.087 8.264 0.992 1.26 1184.7 1.012 0.612 7
278.0 ISO.* 277.9 60.0 2.041 0.087 0.087 8.267 0.992 1.26 1186.3 1.012 0.612 7
278.1 160.5 ?78.0 60.0 2.040 0.087 0.087 8.271 0.992 1.26 1188.0 1.012 <J«612 7
276.4 160.7 278.3 60.0 2.038 0.087 0.087 8,277 0.992 1.25 1191.4 1.012 0.61? 6
278.8 160.8 278.6 60.0 2.037 0.087 0.087 8.284 0.992 1.25 1194.8 1.012 0.612 *
278.9 160.9 778.7 60.0 2.036 0.087 0.087 9.287 0.992 1.25 1196.5 1.012 0.612 7
279.1 161.0 278.8 60.0 2.035 0.087 0.087 8.290 0.992 1.25 1198.2 1.012 0.612 7
2?°.2 161.1 779.0 60.0 2.034 0.087 0.087 8.294 0.992 1.25 1199.9 1.012 0.612 7
279.4 lAl.t 279.1 *0.0 7.033 0.087 0.087 8.297 0.992 1.25 1201.6 1.012 0.612 7
279.7 161.3 279.4 60.0 2.032 0.087 0.087 8.303 0.992 1.25 1205.0 1.011 0.613 6
280.0 161.5 779.6 60.0 2.030 0.087 0.0S7 8.310 0.992 1.25 1208.5 1.011 0.613 6
780.7 161.5 279.8 60.0 7.029 0.067 0.087 8.313 0.992 1.25 1210.2 1.011 0.613 7
299.3 161.6 279.9 60.0 2.028 0.087 0.087 8.317 0.992 'i.25 1211.9 1,011 0.613 7
280.5 161.7 280.1 60.0 2.028 0.087 0.087 8.320 0.992 1.25 1213.7 l.OU 0.613 7
2B0.6 161.8 260.2 60.0 2.027 0.087 0.087 8.323 0.992 1.25 1215.4 1.011 0.613 7
2)10.ft IM.g 280.3 60.0 7.026 0.087 0.087 8.327 0.992 1.24 1217.2 1.011 0.613 7
290.9 161.9 280.5 60.0 2.025 0.086 0.086 6.330 0.992 1.24 1218.9 1.011 0.613 7
261.1 162.0 240.6 60.0 2.024 0.086 0.086 8.333 0.992 1,2* 1220.7 1.011 0.613 7
261.'' 162.1 780.7 60.0 2.023 0.066 0.086 8.337 0.992 1.24 1222.4 1.011 0.613 7
281.6 162.2 7R1.0 60.0 2.022 0.086 C-086 8.343 0.992 1.24 1225.9 I.Otl 0.613 6
201.° 162.4 2X1.3 60.0 2.020 0.086 0.086 8.350 0.992 1.24 1229.5 1.011 0.614 6
282.0 162.4 281.3 60.0 2.020 0.086 0.086 6.352 0.992 1.24 1230.3 1.011 0.613 a
782.0 147.5 281.4 60.0 2.019 0.066 O.OBt, 8.353 0.992 1.2* 1231.2 1.011 0.613 8
232.t IS?.) 2X1.5 60.0 2.019 0.086 0.086 8.355 0.992 1.2* 1232.1 1.011 0.613 8
242.2 162.5 261.5 60.0 2.018 0.086 0.086 8.357 0.9° 2 1.7* 1233.0 I.Oil 0.613 8
282.3 162.6 761.7 60.0 7.018 0.0B6 0.086 8.360 0.992 1.2* 1234.8 I.Oil 0.613 7

Fig. A.3 (Contd.)
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J ' 3.5470 ?«» 1O.*7

V" 0.0 H« 4.24

24.7 DA« 1.12 1000*K« 0.00280 C0« 0.20 FH* 1.00 HS- 1.0/1.0

3.54 TH« 60.0 E» 0.1000 CF* 0.50 EV« 1.00 VS- 1.0/1.0

S X V TK T U UtVCT 0 HT H B F RI IHIF

242.5 162.7 ZBt.ft 60.0 2.017 0.086 0.08ft 8.364 0.992 1.24 1236.6 1.011 0.613 7

P E » S n F E X C E S S T E M H H U H F D R
:«L:ut«TroNS FOR POINT BMCH UNIT NO. I »i»v in, 1972

«EL. TFMP.

0.43
0.05
1.28
1.70
2.13
2.55
2.98
3.40
3.83
4.25
4.68
5.10
5.53
5.95
6.38
6.80
7.23
7.65
8.08
8.50

ARE*

0.3440 06
0.268D 06
0.2110 06
0.1580 06
0.8840 05
0.37BD 05
0.1760 05
O.422D 04
0.5420 04
0.3490 04
0.2510 04
9.1920 04
0.1S5D 04
0.1290 04
0.1070 114
0.9420 03
0.7740 03
0.6680 C3
0.5350 03
0.2290 03

Fig. A.3 (Contd.)
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CD form drag coefficient

CF interfacial shear-stress coefficient

EH multiplicative adjustment factor for ambient horizontal-diffusion
coefficient

EV multiplicative adjustment factor for ambient vertical-diffusion
coefficient

HS horizontal model scale

VS vertical model scale

Integration results along the jet centerline and areas within isotherms of
specific excess temperatures are then tabulated. Some of the columns of
interest are labeled as follows:

S coordinate along jet centerline (S = 0 at end of region of flow

establishment) (m)

X x coordinate of centerline (parallel to ambient current) (m)

Y y coordinate of centerline (perpendicular to ambient current,

offshore direction) (m)

TH angle between centerline and x direction (degrees)

T centerline excess temperature (C°)

U centerline excess velocity (m/sec)

U+VCT centerline velocity in direction of centeriine (m/sec)

H characteristic thickness of jet (m)

B characteristic width of jet (m)

F gross densimetric Froude number

RI Richardson number on jet centerline.

The results of the computer calculation, along with the results of the
Shirazi-Davis model for ease in comparing these two related models, are
pic tied in the next section.

3. Shirazi-Davis Model

The model parameters used in preparing the Shirazi-Davis-model
predictions are given in Table A. 5. In Fig. A.4 the actual computer output is
reproduced, with the input parameters listed at the top of each page of output
and labeled as follows:

FRO initial densimetric Froude number

2BO/HO aspect ratio of outfall
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V/UO ratio of ambient to outfall velocity

ANGLE angle of discharge with respect to shoreline or direction

of ambient current (degrees)

SURFACE H dimensionless surface-heat-loss parameter

E entrainment coefficient

CD drag coefficient

CF interfacial shear coefficient

RE Reynolds number of discharge

EV ratio of vertical to horizontal turbulent-exchange
coefficient

EH horizontal turbulent-exchange coefficient

Integration results along the jet centerline and areas within isotherms of
specific temperature ratios are then tabulated. Some of the columns of inter-
est are labeled as follows:

S distance along centerline, in units of the initial depth at the point
of discharge (hQ)

X x coordinate of centerline (parallel to shoreline or ambient cur-
rent), in units of ho

TH angle between jet centerline and x direction (degrees)

T centerline excess-temperature ratio

U centerline velocity ratio

H characteristic depth of jet, in units of ho

B characteristic width of jet, in units of ho

F gross densimetric Froude number

RI Richardson number on jet centerline.

The results of the computer calculation, along with the results from
the similar calculation based on the Prych model, are plotted in Fig. A.5.

TABLE A.5. Model Parameters Used in Pre-
paring Shirazi-Davis-model Predictions

Entrainment coefficient, Eo 0.05

Drag coefficient, C~ 1.0

Interfacial shear coefficient, Cp 0.0
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A R E A S C F E X C E S S T E M P E R A T U R E
PCI NT BEACH L N I T M.~. 1 1 8 M V 7 2
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AREA

0.256E 06
C.2C3E C6
0.164E 06
0.129E 06
C. 915(2 05
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C.151E 05
C.SCSE €4
0.163E 04
0.543E 03
C.248E C2
0.154E 03
C.1G3E C3
0.731E 02
C.552E 02
O.422E 02
0.330E 02
C.257E C2
0.194E 02
0.S17E 01

P/RTIAL
FAR1IAL
PARTIAL
PARTIAL
PARTIAL

AREA
AREA
AREA
AREA
AREA

CALCULATION VALIO TO T * 0 . 2 7 0
OLCULATICh VALIC TO T * 0 . 2 7 0
CALCULATICK VALIO TO T *0»270
CALCULATION VALIO TO 7 - C . 2 7 0
CALCIiLATICN VALIC TO T * 0 . 2 7 0

Fig. A.4 (Contd.)
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The same quantities that are defined and discussed in connection with the
Motz-Benedict model (Sec. 1 of this appendix) are plotted.

The areas within isotherms of specific excess temperatures are tabu-
lated in Table A.6 for both the Prych and Shirazi-Davis models.

TABLE A.6. Isotherm Areas Predicted by
Prych and Shirazi-Davis Models

Excess Temperature, C° Prych Area, m2 Shirazi-Davis Area, m2

8 569 360
7 858 665
6 1,270 1,246
5 2,070 3,098
4 4,740 19,970
3 1.7 x 104 2.5 x 105

2 1.1 x 105

4. Pritchard Model No. 1

The model parameters used in preparing the Pritchard (No. l) model
predictions are given in Table A. 7. The actual computer output is reproduced
in Fig. A.6, most of the initial output being self-explanatory, followed by three
pages of intermediate output. Final temperature distribution characteristics
are then tabulated. The output is self-explanatory: excess temperatures are
in C°, areas in square meters, and distances in meters. Centerline distances
to specific excess temperatures and half-widths of the temperature distribu-
tion are tabulated next, and, finally, the coordinates of specific excess tem-
perature isotherms are listed. The y coordinate is in the offshore direction
along the centerline of the plume, and the x coordinate is in a lateral direc-
tion, perpendicular to the plume centerline. These isotherms, and the half-
widths discussed above, are based on Pritchard1 s schematization of the
isotherms as "bullet-shaped."

TABLE A.7. Model Parameters Used in Preparing
Predictions Used in Pritchard Model No. 1

Inverse spreading rate, n 6.0
Critical mixing depth, D 4.2 m
Recirculation temperature excess, cp 0

• M t H T TE«» • «.?00 OEGMFS r
?1IM4t EXCESS rf<tP m 1.900 DEGREES C
OlStHMCE MIOTH > 10.670 tt.
OISCMMCI? QF»TH • 4.200 •>.
r>!SfH»»6F VEIPC • 94.700 CM./SIX Fig. A.6
»»TS 0= HE«T REJECTION • 0.1800000 06 KC«L/SEr
»IND S*EED > 1.400 « « . Computer Output of Code
tSSUNEO TF»W«TURE OF *FCI»rjl.*TfNG tl*Tf* • 0 .0 OFC»EFS C ^ m p » w r uuiputoi i-oae

for Pritchard Model No. 1
»*• t.OOO ** • 0.200 »l« 0.0
0" 4.200 »C« J.21S Al»H*> 1.000

CWUMNG OPTION • 0 M*F*> 0
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Results of the computer calculation are plotted in Fig. A.7, and the
same quantities that were defined and discussed in connection with the Motz-
Benedict model (Sec. 1 of this appendix) are plotted. Because the velocity
distribution is not dealt with in the Pritchard model, velocity half-widths are
not calculated. The areas within isotherms of specific excess temperatures
are tabulated in Table A.8.

5. Pritchard Model No. 2

The model parameters used in preparing the Pritchard (No. 2) model
predictions are given in Table A.9. The actual computer output is reproduced
in Fig. A.8, most of the output being self-explanatory. Final temperature

TABLE A.8. Isotherm Areas Predicted
by Pritchard Model No. 1

Excess Temperature, C°

8
7
6
5
4
3
2

Area, m*

1123
1915
3548
7356

17951
56659

285210

TABLE A.9. Model Parameters Used
in Preparing Predictions Used in

Pritchard Model No. 2

Depth of water, DWQ

Bottom slope, Sx

Critical mixing depth, hl/2

Velocity ratio, R

4.2 m

0.01

3.2 m
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PRITCHARO MODEL NO 2 — POINT BEACH UNIT NO. 1 10 NAY 72

INMJ? OATA-

OISCHARGE RATE 2 4 . 7 CMS
DEPTH OF DISCHARGE 4 . 2 METERS
WIDTH OF OISCHARGE 10 .7 METERS
HEAT REJECTION RATE 7.558E 08 KCAL/HR
INITIAL TEMPERATURE RISE 8 .5 DEG.C
OEPTH OF HATER 4 . 2 METERS
BOTTOM SLOPE 1 . 0 0 0 E - 0 2
AMBIENT CURRENT SPEED 0 . 0 HPS
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 9 . 2 OEG.C
INTAKE TEMPERATURE 9 . 2 OEG.C
MIND SPEED 4 . 3 MPH
SALT CONCENTRATION 0 . 0 PPM
RUN PARAMETER 2.0

CALCULATED PARAMETERS-

OISCHARGE VELOCITY 0.S5 MPS
INITIAL OENSIMETRIC FROUOE NUMBER 2.56
ASPECT RATIO 0 .39
RATE OF VERTICAL GROWTH 4.3918E-03
CRITICAL OEPTH 3 .2 METERS
BASIC LENGTH SCALE 6 . ? METERS
OELR HO/RHO 1.1174E-03
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Fig. A.8. Computer Output of Code for Pritchard Model No. 2. ANL Neg. No. 190-1326.
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distribution is specified by the columns labeled corrected distance (COR.DIST),
corrected width (COR.WIDTH), and corrected areas (COR.AREA). The dis-
tance is the distance to the end of a specific isotherm, the width is the maxi-
mum total width of the isotherm, and the area is the area within the isotherm.

The results of the computer calculation are plotted in Fig. A.9, in
three graphs as follows: The top graph is a plot of centerline excess tem-
perature ratio as a function of distance along the centerline of the plume; the
center graph shows the maximum total width of the isotherms of specific ex-
'.ess temperatures plotted at the centerline distance at which that specific
excess temperature is reached; and the bottom graph is a plot of the depth of
the plume, which, in this case, is simply the critical depth defined by Pritchard.
Areas within isotherms of specific excess temperatures are tabulated in
Table A. 10.

TABLE A.10. Isotherm Areas Predicted
by Pritchard Model No. 2

Excess Temperature, C° Area, m2

8 430

7 742

6 13P,5

5 2900

4 7240

3 23830

2 129200
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Fig. A.9. Predictions of Ptitchard Model No. 2. ANL Neg. No. 190-1335.

Reference

1. A. A. Frigo, D. E. Frye, and J. V. Tokar, Field Investigations of Heated
Discharges from Nuclear Power Plants on Lake Michigan; 1972, ANL/
ES-32 (Mar 1974).
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APPENDIX B

Summary of Model Predictions Prepared under
Subcontract to Argonne National Laboratory

1. Introduction

Given the failure of the popular integral models to predict thermal
plumes accurately, we sought to test the capabilities of other techniques such
as differential-numerical modeling and subchannel-balancing methods. The
most expedient way to complete the testing of these complex models, with the
personnel available to us, was to sponsor the individual authors of the models
in the preparation of predictions for several cases where complete sets of
field data existed.

In early 1974, when this matter was being considered, there were two
published models directly applicable to thermal plumes in Lakes. One was
the model of Paul and Lick developed at Case Western Reserve under the spon-
sorship of the Environmental Protection Agency. The other was the model of
Waldrop and Farmer developed under Navy sponsorship at Louisiana State Uni-
versity. Additionally, Till at the University of Missouri at Columbia was com-
pleting work on his model for river plumes using the subchannel-balancing
technique and Science Applications, Inc., was working on a general three-
dimensional hydrodynamics code that could be adapted to thermal-plume ap-
plications. We therefore contacted the individuals involved in each of these
efforts. Waldrop and Farmer declined our invitation because their model was
not sufficiently developed for such competition. The cost of modifying and
running the Science Applications, Inc., model was prohibitive. However, nego-
tiations were successful with Paul and Lick and with Till, and contracts were
let for these authors to prepare model predictions for the Point Beach Nuclear
Power Station. We provided each group with all the information necessary
for them to prepare model predictions, but did not provide the measured
thermal-plume maps themselves.

This appendix contains the material supplied to us to fulfill these con-
tracts, edited to conform to our publication requirements. Some repetition of
earlier sections is unavoidable, since we wanted the appendix to be complete
in itself to avoid burdening the reader with having to continually refer to
earlier sections.

2. Application of Till Model to Point Beach

a. Introduction

The immediate objective of this investigation is to develop a nu-
merical method for the accurate prediction oi isotherms resulting from the
discharge of the Point Beach Power Plant condenser cooling water into Lake
Michigan. The ultimate objective is the development of a mathematical model
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for predicting thermal discharges into a lake. Most of the significant physical
features associated with the heated discharge and the dispersing-dissipating
medium are considered. The proposed model reflects five primary processes
that lead to the dispersion and dissipation of the heated effluent. These pro-
cesses are: the initial spreading caused by the momentum difference of the
heated discharge, buoyancy, convection in the direction of the discharge, dis-
persion due to natural eddy turbulence, and heat loss to the atmosphere.

Only a single-port discharge is considered. However, a multiple-
port discharge, if parallel, and surface as well as subsurface discharges also
can be considered. Other pertinent factors are that (l) the natural body of
water may be stratified or unstratified; and (2) the temperature distribution
is determined as a function of the initial temperature excess, mass flow rate,
method of release, turbulence, and atmospheric conditions.

Included in this report are single-port discharge studies for stag-
nant lake (Case l) and single-port discharge studies for conditions of lake
current and wind shear (Case 2), the results being produced as numerical and
plotted data. Also included are discussions of the changes made to the original
river model to adapt it for the lake situation, advantages and disadvantages of
the model as it now exists, and possible improvements for both a lake and a
river situation. The Case 1 and Case 2 work was performed at the University
of Missouri-Rolla.

Henceforth and throughout this report, the code used to make the
determinations of the heated effluent dispersion will be called TEMPL (Thermal
Enrichment Modeling Program for Lake) for the lake application model and
TEMPR (Thermal Enrichment Modeling Program for River) for the river-
application model.

b. List of Symbols

Ax Longitudinal cross-sectional area (L2)

Ay Lateral cross-sectional area (L2)

Az Vertical cross-sectional area (L2)

F Force

g Gravitational acceleration

gc Gravitational constant (ML/FT2)

H Energy

h Enthalpy (H/M)

k von Karman constant

L Length
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M Mass

m Mass flow rate (M/t)

p Pressure (F/L2)

Q Heat-rate addition or loss per unit time

R̂  Richardson number (dimensionless)

T Temperature

t Time

ux Longitudinal velocity (L/t)

Uy Lateral velocity (L/t)

uz Vertical velocity (L/t)

w Convective crossflow between adjacent subchannels (M/tL)

w' Turbulent crossflow between adjacent subchannels (M/tL)

x Longitudinal space variable (L)

y Lateral space variable (L)

z Vertical space variable (L)

e m Eddy diffusivity of momentum (L2/t)

cp Slope of river (deg)

p Density

TW Wind shear (F/L2)

TX Friction shear (F/L2)

c. Theoretical Considerations

The model in this investigation is developed to simulate the dis-
persion and dissipation of heated effluent from the Point Beach Power Plant
into Lake Michigan, A nodal representation is created by developing longi-
tudinal sections in the direction of the outfall and subdividing each section
laterally and vertically into subchannels.

The conservation equations are applied at each subchannel with
turbulent and convective crossflow connections between subchannels. These
connections are the paths by which mass, momentum, and energy are exchanged
between adjacent subchannels and provide necessary coupling for the equations.
The solution procedure consists of achieving a mass, momentum, and energy
balance between the subchannels at each section in sequence until the desired
number of sections has been investigated.
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{1) Conservation Equations. The equations are developed in a
manner similar to those developed in H. Till's dissertation1 for use in the
river case, except that wind shear and tidal-induced crosscurrent have been
added. The equations are derived by performing a balance on a subchannel.

A subdivision of a section, known as a subchannel, has ad-
jacent to it one to four similar subchannels. These adjacent subchannels are
situated laterally and vertically and are coupled by the mass, momentum, and
energy mixing between them. There are two forms of mixing, one due to
pressure differences and the other due to natural turbulence. Balancing the
pressure between adjacent subchannels enables differences to be diminished
by a subchannel donating or accepting mass, momentum, and energy through
convective and turbulent mixing. Turbulent mixing exchanges only momentum
and energy between subchannels, subchannels containing the greater amount
donating to those with the lesser amount. Turbulent mixing is not considered
for the mass balance, because the time average of mass transfer due to tur-
bulent conditions is zero. Figure B.I illustrates interconnected subchannels
with convective and turbulent crossflows, which are superimposed to produce
net crossflows. By use of these basic assumptions, the steady-state conser-
vation equations take the following form:

Continuity Equation

drh; M
Vdrh; Mdx "" kw

J=l
i J ' i = 1. 2, 3, N,

where N is the maximum number of subchannels, and M is the maximum
number of subchannels adjacent to the subchannel of interest. These are

Fig. B.I. Subchannels with Convective and Turbulent Crossflows
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usually the four subchannels that surround the subchannel being considered.
This will be the situation unless otherwise stated. The subchannel denoted i
is the one under consideration, and subchannels j , k, 1, and m, are the sub-
channels interconnected with i by convective crossflows. The continuity con
dition states that the rate of flow change in a subchannel is equal to the net
transport of mass into or from the subchannel.

Energy Equation

X iJ X i
J=i J=i LwiJ<hi " V ' i f w i J

The energy equation is composed of the energy-transport
mechanisms to and from the subchannel. The first term on the right side of
the equation is the heat energy gained or lost by the subchannel from exterior
causes, such as the addition of heated effluent at a power plant discharge and
the surface heat loss to the atmosphere. The second term is the turbulent
transport of energy between subchannel i and interconnected adjacent sub-
channels j , k, 1, and m. Energy is always transported by turbulence from the
subchannel with the greater amount to the one with the lesser amount. The
third term is the convective crossflow of the energy by pressure differences
between subchannel i and interconnected subchannels j , k, 1, and m. When
energy is leaving the subchannel under consideration, it produces no change
in that subchannel's energy; therefore, only the transport into the subchannel
is considered.

Equations of Motion

The equations of motion are solved for the pressure terms so
that these equations can be used conveniently to determine the convective cross-
flows. The component pressures referred to may be only a small fraction of the
actual hydrostatic pressures. The reference hydrostatic pressures are re-
moved from the calculated values. Part of the exchange of mass, energy, and
momentum between a subchannel and those subchannels immediately adjacent
and interconnected is based on the pressure differences between the subchan-
nels. Since the magnitude of the pressure terms at a nodal point should be the
same for the three equations of motion, equating respective longitudinal and
transverse equations through their own pressure terms generates the required
new set of equations needed to solve for the convective crossflows. This set
contains as many simultaneous equations as there are subchannel interconnec-
tions and as many unknown convective crossflows.

Calculations for convective crossflows, vertical and lateral,
are made as follows: To determine the vertical convective crossflows, the
difference between the pressures for two vertically adjacent subchannels, based
on values obtained from their x equations of motion, is equated to the derivative
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of the z equation of motion. This allows vertical motion to be included in the
determination of the vertical convective crossflows. To determine the lateral
convective crossflows, the difference between the pressures for two laterally
adjacent subchannels, based on values obtained from their x equations of mo-
tion, is equated to the derivative of the y equation of motion. This allows
lateral motion to be included in the determination of the lateral convective
crossflows.

(T

dx

x Equation of Motion

Axlc d x gc
xi uxi d p i , V
x gc dx Z^

J=i
"A

A x g c

J=i

uxi, if

wiJ
Axg,

0;

u x J , if Wij < 0.

The first and second terms on the right side of the equation
are shearing-stress terms due to the viscosity and the wind at the surface.
The third and fourth terms are developed by the differentiation of the momen-
tum acceleration term. The fifth term is the turbulent crossflow between sub-
channel i and interconnected adjacent subchannels j , k, 1, and m. Momentum
is always transported by turbulence from the subchannel with the greater
amount to the one with the lesser amount. The sixth term is the convective
crossflow between subchannel i and interconnected adjacent subchannels j , k,
1, and m. The sign of a convective crossflow depends on whether the cross-
flow is entering or leaving a particular subchannel.

y Equation of Motion

The y equation of motion is significant if large flows in the
lateral direction occur, wind shear develops, or a crosscurrent is present.
The y equation of motion is expressed as

2rhyi duyi Uyi dpi pu x duy ~̂> Wij
A îc" "dy" " i 7 d? " "dx" dx" + 2-, A^ic (<V ~ V*

' J=i,m '

J=i,m

i, if 0;

wiJ— uy J , i f W i J < 0 .
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dpi
dy = Pi cos <p

^mzi

" Az8c

duzi
dz

The first term on the right side of the equation is the wind-
shear term, the second and third are acceleration terms, the fourth term is
a convection in the longitudinal direction, and the fifth and sixth terms are
turbulent and convective transport terms. Convection by the usual process is
considered only in the vertical direction.

z Equation of Motion

The z equation of motion is significant for the buoyancy of
the heated water and is expressed as

gc dz " gc dx

— ; u z i , i f w . ; * 0 ;

The first term on the right side of the equation is the gravitational term, the
second and third are acceleration terms, the fourth term is a convection com-
ponent in the longitudinal direction, and the fifth and sixth terms are for tur-
bulent and convective transport. Convection by the usual procedure is
considered only in the lateral direction.

(2) Turbulent Model. The turbulent model follows that used by
A. Wada,2 which was based on O. I. Mamayev's work for diffusion in the sea.
The vertical eddy diffusivity of momentum is assumed to be of the form

e m = A, + Aoe'0™11*,

where Aj, AQ, and C m are empirical coefficients for momentum in the trans-
verse directions and Rj is the local Richardson number. This approach is
assumed to be a rough approximation because better information was not
available. The coefficients are considered to be spatially constant. Typical
values of the coefficients are C m = 0.4, AQ = 38.736 lbm/hr-ft, and Ai =
387.36 lbm/hr-ft. These are for the z direction. The Richardson number
is taken to be

g(Po-P)

The lateral eddy diffusivity in Lake Michigan near Point Beach has been mea-
sured to be about 500 cm2/sec, and this is the constant vaiae used.3
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(3) Heat Loss to Atmosphere. A heated body of water cools pri-
marily by losing heat to the atmosphere. All heated water bodies lose heat to
the atmosphere by long-wave back radiation and evaporation, and receive heat
primarily through short-wave solar radiation and long-wave atmospheric ra-
diation. Depending on the relative temperatures, heat conduction can go either
way. The heat-exchange mechanisms, along with their range in magnitude of
monthly average values for northern latitudes, are illustrated in Fig. B.2.4

Hs = S. V. Solar Rad. (400-2800 Btu ft"2 Day"1)

H a = L. W. Atmos. Rad. (2400-3200 Btu ft"2 Day"1)

= L. W. Back Rad. (2400-3600 Btu ft"2 Day"1)

H = Evap. Heat Loss (2000-8000 Btu ft"2 Day"1)

H * Cond. Heat Loss, or Gain , .
(-320-+400 Btu ft"*1 Day"1)

= Refl. Solar
"1)(40-200 Btu ft"* Day"1)

H = Atmos. Refl. , .
ar (70-120 Btu ft"-2 Day"1)

Fig. B.2. Mechanisms of Heat Transfer across a Water Surface. (Adapted from Edinger and Geyer.4)

The net rate at which heat crosses the water surface is

AH = (Hs + H a - H s r - H a r ) - (H b r + H e ± H c) .

When there is no transfer of energy across the water surface, an equilibrium
condition is said to be established. The heated discharge, superimposed upon
the natural conditions, unbalances this equilibrium and dissipates heat to the
atmosphere. The equation used to express the net rate of heat exchange is

AH = -K(TS - E),
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where K is the heat-exchange coefficient, T s is the water-surface tempera-
ture, and E is the equilibrium temperature. The heat-exchange coefficient
is determined using the equation

K = 15.7 + (0.26 +p)(a + bW).

Values from the Lake Hefner Studies were used for the empirical coefficients
for evaporation, which ai.'e a = 0.0 and b = 11.4.5'6 The proportionality co-
efficient, P, for the temperature vapor-pressure approximation is known once
the temperature range is established. The equilibrium temperature is calcu-
lated by the method established by Edinger and Geyer.4

(4) Surface Wind Shear. For the wind-shear model, the classical
relationship between wind speed and shear s t ress on a body was applied:

where

T W = surface wind s t ress ,

P a = density of overlaying air ,

CJ-J = drag coefficient (initial guess, 0.5),

and

W = wind speed (measured 10 ft above surface).

For application to the x equation of motion,

Twx = Tw s i n c P-

and application to the y equation of motion,

Twy = Tw c o s Vi

where cp is the angle of wind direction with the shore. For inclusion in the
dp/dx and the dp/dy equations the te rms are

TwxAx T^Ay
+ —r and + —-£•—.

A x Ay

(5) Mass, Energy, and Pressu re Integration Method. The longi-
tudinal integration of motion is performed as an initial-value problem using
finite differences. The necessary initial conditions of lake and outfall mass
flow rate, temperature, and pressure for the first spatial step are known, as
are the characteristics of the discharge. In the first spatial section, perpen-
dicular or oblique transport is handled by controlling the convective cross flows.
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Boundary conditions, primarily the meteorological ones, are applied at each
spatial section. Integration is accomplished by the implicit Euler predictor-
corrector method. The conservation equations in their iterative form are:

Continuity

. fk+i) . . Ax / . , . w f . (k)
mi,n+i = m i ,n + ~ | f m l x n - m n ' + fm[xn+>. m

Ene rgy

. (k+0 , _,_ Ax/
h = hi.n + T"

Pressure

Derivative values for the mass, energy, antl pressure in these equations arc
denoted by fm, ffc, and fp; k and k + 1 denote the iteration counter and n and
n + 1, which is the same as x and x + Ax, the longitudinal spatial step. The
above three equations require predictor forms to start at each r.ew spatia!
step, for which the Euler explicit form is used. These equations are:

Continuity

(k)

Energy

= hi,n + Axfh(xn- V -

Pressure

(k) ^ . . , V
p. ,, + p. + Axf_(x_, p_).ri,n+i ri,n p n' "n

Convergence to withi. an established tolerance for values
produced by the corrector equations is followed by a step forward to the next
spatial step. A final solution for the corrector form of the conservation equa-
tions at each spatial step is achieved by iteration, and the derivatives developed
for these equations are used as the initial conditions for the succeeding pre-
dictor step.
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For Sake seetienii other than »..;•*«*« at, which a thermal dis-
charge occurs, eanvftciive er©#sfi«ws are determined by pressure differences
created between adjacent subchannel*. The pressure differences from the
x equation* erf motion fer tw© adjacent subchannels art? set equal to the pres-
sure differential* derived from the y #«d « equations of motion. Pressure*
subtracted from two laterally i*«IJa.ce«? *Mliith«nrieJ* are ««t «(fu*i to the pros-
*wr« *lcrjv,-»Hv« *jfb«.'»in«i!i fr«»m the Jstwrsl equation c»f motietn s«d from twa ver-
tically a«lj«i€R(it *ubi:i4-*«ncJ* to ihts vmtticstl fHUMkm of motion. The equation*
r«5S«hiok' for th^ i&t«;r&$ sn*S v«rlic«tt «lir«tflt«o* »ur«t similar t«* She Eu!er eq«a-
iton* <*«*! ;>r<»vi«i@ a. imtafl* for integralt«n *« the transverse dJireetiQit* &* well
a* th« a«l«litt0iially «ece*«ary «fq*tati»fK# fer solving for the diversion
flow*.

where $»j represent* the j»t"««sure at the previous lateral subchannel, as pro-
gression proceeds imm left tut right for successive layer*. F«»r the vertical
case,

dp

jtr«rstsj«:*n jn-acrtJtJtls from t#p l& bet.!in«, This ;*r**c«5»lyir»: produces an «<juatian
for tsach wKiitinu ;»:tth of cro*«f!wv within a system of equations, which is then
solved iterative!? f»r the diversion crossflow*.

tof.a! iteration-ioop calculation starts by determining
values for mass, energy, and pressure at spatial step x * 4x. With these re-
sults, the pressure equation* are applied as described above, and convective
cross flows are obtained. The next procedural steps concern testing for con-
vergence to acceptable tolerances, which include the values for the conserva-
tion equations. (For ease of expressing which iteration loop is being discussed,
the iteration for the conservation equations is called the outer iteration loop,
and the iteration for the diversion crossflows is called the inner iteration
loop.) If such convergence is achieved for the outer loop, similar testing is
applied to the convectkv«% cro^i'flows, resulting in the respective convergence
of the y- and /.-pressure equations. Both the inner and outer iteration loops
must converge to within an acceptable tolerance before the calculation can
advance to the next section.

Further explanation of the numerical solution appears in
Appendix B of H. Till's thesis.'
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d. Problems Encountered and Improvements in Computing

(1) Computing Probler s. The original approach to the solution
of a lake discharge was to view it as a discharge into a river with no current.
Two difficulties were encountered. The first was the inability of the river
model to handle low or zero flows. Such situations produced large differential
changes in the energy equation and, hence, problems in determining water-
property conditions. (Subroutine PROP could not establish water temperature,
density, viscosity, and conditions for saturated water vapor.) These changes
arise because, in the turbulent and convective transport terms of the energy
equation, the flow appears in the denominator, and both the turbulent-mixing,
or eddy-diffusivity, term and the convective-cross flow term appear in the
numerator. Therefore, if the lateral movement of heated water is large com-
pared to the longitudinal flow, large energy differentials ensue and subroutine
PROP fails. It was assumed that lateral movement would not be the primary
mode of flow and that, for small longitudinal flow, there would be an accom-
panying small movement laterally and vertically. In a lake discharge, such
need not be the case. This problem was originally circumvented by not ap-
plying the terms for turbulent and convective mixing unless the flow met some
minimum criteria; for example, m* 10* lbm/hr. This condition proved to be
not totally acceptable because it would not allow energy to be transported
transversely unless a minimum flow was achieved. For a river this would
not be the case, because the transverse movement of energy is directly related
to the forward flow of water in both the turbulent and the convective crossflows.

The second and most notable difficulty was the inability of the
model to maintain for an extended longitudinal distance the transverse move-
ment of the water. Stagnant cases were set up, and the transverse movement
of the water was insufficient. Terms that were assumed insignificant when
the model was applied to the river became very significant when applied to the
lake. The discharge, starting out in the original 60° angle, would soon tend to
move longitudinally; i.e., the correct direction would not be maintained, and
the water would begin moving out into the lake. The equations were made more
complete by the addition of more terms, and the actual flows in the lateral and
vertical directions were considered by including rhy, m z , and Uy, uz terms.

The transverse-momentum equations were developed in a more
complete way and applied in subroutine CRECTR instead of DXFLO. In this
fashion the transverse pressures and flows were put into the iteration scheme
as they should be. Because of these difficulties, the straight-out-into-the-lake
marching technique was abandoned and a marching technique in the direction
of flow was applied.

To adapt the original river model to a lake situation, zero di-
agonal elements had to be removed from the solution matrix. Such a situation
prevailed when the flow in two adjacent subchannels was zero, resulting in a
zero mass and momentum crossflow. To leave these terms in the matrix solu-
tion would result in a singular matrix and therefore no solution. Hence, they
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were removed and the solution matrix was assembled to include only subchan-
nel connections with crossflows. After the solution was completed for each
iteration, it was reassembled so that the solution crossflows applied to the
actual locations. This total mechanism was accomplished by applying a sub-
routine called MATSET.

(2) Solution Technique. The original technique for a solution for
the crossflows was not effective in the lake situation because diagonal domi-
nance, a necessary condition for solution-by the successive-displacement tech-
nique, was not consistently achieved. Another solution approach was applied
that was successful. This technique is described as follows:

where

and

where

and

where

Aw = B,

A is the coefficient matrix,

w is the crossflow solutions,

B is the pressure-difference terms;

A = (A* + D),

D is the diagonal of the coefficient matrix

A* is all of the off diagonal terms;

(A* + D)w = B,

Dw = B - A*w,

w = D"'(B - A*wi),

wi+1 ^ D-MB - A*wi),

i is the iteration number.

(3) List-pointer Processing Technique. Application of the model
to a lake required many subchannels. To make the model more accommodating
to this situation, variable subchannel dimensions were applied, instead of the
constant subchannel dimensions as in the river case. Because the use of a
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great number of subchannels requires targe amounts of computer core space,
a solution technique had to be applied that would reduce this storage require-
ment. A list-pointer processing technique was applied that reduced both core
requirements and run time. In this technique, all uero elements are excluded
and two elements are required in order to establish a coefficient-matrix
element.

The diagonal coefficient matrix in subroutine DXFLO was
dimensioned number of channels by number of connectio»«s. Since each chan-
nel has at most four connections, the matrix can be dimensioned number of
channels by eight: four locations for the \ alues and four locations for pointers
to the connection associated with the value. For a set of 100 channels and
200 connections, the storage requirements conventionally would be 80,000 bytes.
Using list processing, the matrix requires 3200 bytes, a saving of over
75,000 bytes.

By similar reasoning, the off-diagonal matrix can be reduced
in dimension from number of connections by number of connections, to number
of connections by 15 for a set of 200 connections. The matrix is reduced from
160,000 to 12,000 bytes. The subchannel connection matrix was reduced from
160,000 to 800 bytes. For a system of 100 channels and 200 connections, mem-
ory requirements were reduced by 320,000 bytes.

Before these changes were made, the program could model
the outfall to a distance of about 200 ft at a cost of $56. After these changes
were made, the code could model 1000 ft for about $10. Both run time and
memory requirements have been reduced significantly.

(4) Data-input Improvements. The program input has been sim-
plified by making the code locate and number subchannels and subchannel con-
nections. Also, the system can be changed during the forward-marching
process. This alteration was used in the determination of isotherms in the
lake situation because of the slope of the lake bed. The subchannel system
was consistently made larger. Since the input-card quantity was unnecessarily
large in the original river case, the simplified program setup and reduced
input-card volume has been an improvement.

e. Subchannel Arrangement and Input Data

The longitudinal direction was made the direction of the discharge.
A top view of the approximate arrangement of subchannels is illustrated in
Fig. B.3. The subchannels increase 1.52 m per width step as they approach
the sides. The three center subchannels are 10.7 m in width, and the outer
subchannels approach 25 m in width. The length of the subchannels is in-
creased from 6.1 to 15.2 m per step. Figure B.4, an elevated view of the sub-
channel arrangement, shows the variation in subchannel depths. Also indicated
are the subchannels receiving the discharge. The temperatures of the dis-
charges are 16.7°C with a lake ambient temperature of 9.6°C for Case 1, and
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20.2°C with a lake ambient temperature of 13.5°C for Case 2. The discharge
flow rates were 24.7 m'/sec or 0.53 m/sec for Case 1 and 25.1 mVsec or
0.56 m/sec for Case 2.
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Fig. lt.3. Top View of Subchannel Arrangement
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Fig. B.4. Elevated View of First Region Subchannel Arrangement

f. D i scuss ion of Results

The results indicate that the heated effluent moves pr imari ly out
into the lake at a 60° angle. There is relatively l itt le lateral d i spers ion . No
effects of the wind and current in Case 2 were perceived. The wind speed was
0-2 m / s e c at 135° from north, and the lake current was 2.2 c m / s e c at 245°
from north. Case 1 was a stagnant case , and no wind or lake current was con-
sidered. Isotherms created in Case 1, at the surface and at depths of 0.5, 1,
and 3 m are i l lustrated in F i g s . B .5 -8 . Isotherms for Case 2 and the s a m e
positions are i l lustrated in F i g s . B .9 -12 .
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Fig. B.S

Surface Isotherms for Case 1

SHORELINE

Fig. B.6

Case 1 with Isotherms at 0.5-m Depth

SHORELINE

SHORELINE

Fig. B.7

Case 1 with Isotherms at 1.0-m Depth
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Fig. B.8

Case 1 with Isotherms at 3.0-m Depili

Fig. P.9

Surface Isotherms for Case 2
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Fig. B.10

Case 2 with Isothetms at 0.5-m Depth
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SHORELINE

Fig. B.ll. Case 2 with Isotherms at l.O-m Depth

SHORELINE

Fig. B.12. Case 2 with Isotherms at 3.0-m Depth
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g. Suggestions for Future Work

The results in general indicate that the model has the potential for
lake use, but more work is required to bring it up to an acceptable degree of
accuracy.

The relative magnitudes of the equations of motion must be ana-
lyzed thoroughly. The normal interaction between the terms does not appear
to be correct. Pressure grows in subchannels that are transporting fluid out
and tends to decrease when fluid is transported in. The opposite result is
sought and does occur, but in a lethargic manner. This situation allows the
code to work, but not in a totally correct fashion. To be operationally cor-
rect, the crossflows for each steD should be sufficient to bring the pressures
toward zero. The terms in the equations of motion seem to be analytically
correct. In the formula translation to the computer, however, a thorough un-
derstanding of the computer's handling of them was not investigated, and it is
here that some problems may lie. One suggestion for relieving the small terms
dealing with pressures is to multiply the respective equations through by Axgc,
Aygc, and Azhc. This produces numbers much larger in magnitude, and re-
sults have indicated that these numbers are handled more accurately by the
computer. However, because of the cross-sectional areas involved, difficulties
may arise in equating the longitudinal-momentum equation to the transverse-
momentum equation.

Because the code is directional, the straight-out-into-the-lake
marching technique with the oblique discharge was not completely successful.
Since the code is not totally three-dimensional, work must be done to bring it
closer to that state. As the code now stands, it cannot handle the especially
important lake-situation case in which the transverse flow is greater than the
longitudinal flow. True three-dimensionality most likely can be achieved with-
in the framework of the existing technique. With the improvements that have
been made, the river case will be improved. A more appropriate turbulent
model must be applied to both the river case and the lake case.

The correction to the model for low flow conditions would include
molecular diffusion that would allow for energy exchange between two adjacent
subchannels when either one or both contained water in a stagnant or a very-
slow-moving condition.

Investigations should be performed treating the model variously
as either a near-field, an intermediate-field, or a far-field model. In the near
field, the turrmlent mixing could be ignored due to the dominance of the con-
vective transport; in the intermediate region, they could both be applied; and
in the far field, the turbulent mixing will dominate and the convective trans-
port will have been essentially completed and can be ignored. These applica-
tions should help achieve solutions more easily and possibly more accurately.



3. Application of Paul-Lick. Model to Point Beach

a. Introduction

The work of Paul and Lick1'2 is extended to provide a more realis-
tic model for thermal outfalls and river discharges. In particular, previous
restrictions to constant-depth basins, symmetric outfalls and rivers, stagnant
outer flows, and constant vertical eddy coefficients are relaxed. The model
is applied to the Point Beach Power Plant outfall on Lake Michigan where the j
actual lake bottom topography is used, wind stress is permitted to interact |
with the water, the flow in the lake and the Coriolis force are permitted to act \
on the plume, and the vertical eddy coefficient is assumed dependent on the |
local vertical temperature gradient. j

b. List of Symbols

AJJ Horizontal eddy-diffusion coefficient of momentum

Ay Vertical eddy-diffusion coefficient of momentum

bo Full width of outfall

Bfj Horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient of heat

By Vertical eddy diffusion coefficient of heat

Fr Froude number, Uo / >/gho

F(z) Similarity profile

f(AT) Equation of state

g Acceleration of gravity

Si> %z> 83 Specific temperature and velocity profiles

h Variable depth of receiving basin

ho Initial depth of outfall

k Coriolis parameter

K Heat-exchange coefficient
p o -

P Nondimensional pressure, P = •••;

PoghoFr2

P1 Depth-averaged pressure

Pr Turbulent Prandtl number,

P s Nondimensional surface pressure

Re Turbulent Reynolds number, uobo/Aji
kb2

Ro Nondimensional Coriolis parameter, Ro = ——°-
AH
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t Nondimensional time, t =
t A H

bo

T Nondimensional temperature from AT =

Tg Equilibrium temperature

U Vertically averaged u velocity

u Nondimensional velocity in x direction, u = —
uo

Uo Outfall velocity (at x = 0, y = 0, z = 0)

u u/F(z)

V Vertically averaged v velocity
v

v Nondimensional velocity in y direction, v = —
uo

v v/F(z)

w Nondimensional velocity in z direction, w =
w b o

x y
x, y, z Nondimensional Car t e s i an coordinates , x = —> y = r—•

t»o b o

a Inclination

P By/Bjj, also similarity constant

AT Nondimensional temperature difference,
AT = (T - TE) /TE

Ap Nondimensional density difference, Ap = —=-:
P -P(T E )

P(TE)

C Surface elevation

Y AV /AH

p Density

p (TE) Density at equilibrium temperature

a Reduced vertical coordinate, z/h

T X Wind stress at surface in x direction

Ty Wind stress at surface in y direction

T° Bottom stress in x direction

iSEWja^waWsaeswaa**
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n
N

.B Bottom stress in y direction

c.

( ) Refers to dimensional quantity

Numerical Model

The basic equations for the numerical model are derived from the
time-dependent, three-dimensional equations of motion for a viscous, heat-
conducting fluid. The geometry of the problem is as shown in Fig. B.13. The
following assumptions are made:

(l) The pressure is assumed to vary hydrostatically: i.e.,

9 P

(2) The rigid-lid approximation is made; i.e., w(z = 0) =0 .

(3) The Boussinesq approximation is made; the density variations
are small and can be neglected, except in the gravity term.

(4) Heat sources and sinks in the fluid are neglected.

(5) Eddy coefficients account for the turbulent and molecular dif-
fusion effects in both the momentum and energy equations. The horizontal co-
efficient is constant, but the vertical coefficient depends on the local vertical
temperature gradient.

(6) The variations in the bottom topography are gradual.

Fig. B.13

Geometry for Three-dimensional Jet
GRAVITY

The following discussion gives reasons for the use of various ap-
proximations. The hydrostatic approximation is made because, for the cases
in which the model will be used, variations in the vertical velocity are small
enough so that the neglected terms in the vertical-momentum equation are
second order, compared to the gravity terms. This approximation has been
used extensively in the modeling of oceanic basins and lakes,9"14 and it has
been shown to be valid in the modeling of river discharges.8 An important
consequence of its use is that the order of the system of equations, and thus
the computational effort required for solution, is reduced.
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The rigid-lid approximation is used to damp out surface gravity
waves that would otherwise be present. Time scales associated with the gravity
waves are small compared with other relevant time scales in the problem.
Including these smaller time scales would greatly increase the computational
time required for a solution. For example, for the discharge of the Cuyahoga
River into Lake Erie, inclusion of surface gravity waves in the numerical model
has been estimated8 to increase the computational time by at least two orders
of magnitude. Only the surface variations associated with gravity waves are
neglected in this approximation.

The Boussinesq approximation allows the fluid to be treated as in-
compressible. The density differences encountered in the application of the
model being small, the approximation is valid; and the coupling between the
momentum and energy equations is retained. A consequence of the Boussinesq
approximation is that the energy equation reduces to a balance between con-
vection and diffusion.

All heat inputs and outputs to the model are assumed to occur at
the boundaries of the solution domain, and heat transfer by radiation is con-
sequently treated as a surface heat flux.

Turbulence is important in most large-scale geophysical, fluid-
mechanical problems. Due mainly to a lack of understanding of the fundamen-
tal mechanisms involved, the means of incorporating turbulence into numerical
models has so far remained relatively simple, particularly through the use of
constant eddy coefficients.7"14 Because vertical temperature variation has
been found to affect the effective vertical-eddy-coefficient value,15"17 the co-
efficient is not taken to be constant but to be a function of the local vertical
temperature gradient.

The present numerical model allows for variations in the depth of
the basin into which the discharges are made. A standard numerical procedure
to fit the variable depth into a model is to vary the number of vertical points
in the computational mesh according to the local depth.18 A seemingly more
complicated procedure, although simpler in many respects, is to stretch the
vertical coordinate to the local depth. The equations are transformer] ac-
cording to

x •*-*• x ,

and

z ~~ z/h(x, y).

Although the equations to be solved appear more complicated, they
are solved over a constant-depth basin in the transformed system. This greatly
reduces programming complexities and in the long run makes the inclusion of
depth variation simpler.
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The assumption of gradual variations in the depth allows the use
of a reduced form of transformed diffusion terms. Because the transforma-
tion used is nonconformal, these terms involve cross-derivatives of the spatial
coordinates. The terms containing derivatives of the depth are neglected with
respect to those terms containing only the depth. This approximation is used
in meteorological problems when topographic variations are included.l9'20

form, is
The resulting system of transformed equations, in nondimensional

and

i 1 (hv) £2.
h 3x h 3y 3a

Ap da - aAp

3v „ h
3? + R e [h

a(huv)

h / V"

Jo 8y

Ty

a(hv2)

A ah
d t J - S~

3
ay

i a(huAT)

/boV i ^_ / aT

\ W ?aa lB a7

where

Ap =

_1_3P
h 3a

f(4T),

— (1
Fr2 + A p ) ,

apK ° u = " a7

da -
, \1aAf/J

i ("s / 9AT\ a /, SAT
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-• - f. h f x . y ) .

and

1 f / bh dh\] da
— W - 3 U T - + v:— - - —h [ \ ^x oy/J dt

The conservative form of the convcctive terms is used, as
Arakawa21 has found this to be advantageous for numerical computations.
Density is taken as a Junction of tempt?rature on-ly, and for applications to
thermal outfalls,8 pressure effects on density are not important. The energy
equation is written in terms of temperature differences. (The effect of round-
off error will be less in the evaluation of the derivatives if the differences
are used )

The rigid-lid condition is difficult to apply in a numerical solution
of the above system of equations. To alleviate this difficulty, we can derive
an additional equation (a Poisson equation for the surface pressure), which
contains the rigid-lid condition. This derivation is accomplished by taking
the divergence of the vertically integrated, horizontal-momentum equations
and using the vertically integrated continuity and hydrostatic-pressure equa-
tions. The Poisson equation is

o-p & rl d fl a
t- £ = . _ _ / A do - - B d c - T - [ W ( C = 0 ) 1

d v dx / 3y / St
y jo 'Jo

B

o

where

_, l\ Shu2 1 3huv bQu\ D R e [ T a SAP
A - Re — —— + — — — + - — + Rov + : h / T— dc

\h dx h Sy da / ° Fr2 J S "

3y/ \ h o / h2 *v \ d<V
-T-I / Ap da - aip

ox/ h

n D A 9huv ^ 1 Shv2 SvQ\ D Re \ f° *&P
B = Re ; r + r + T 1 - ROU + rlh / "T—

\h ox h oy oa j ° Fr2 J 3y
da

, A \ 1 1 8 / . M I S A d v \ / o \ 1 3

Apda-aApjj . - _ ̂ h - j . - - ^ h _j . ̂  - -
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A1 = -A - dx

and

B' = -B - a y •

The term P s is the integration constant resulting from the vertical
integration of the hydrostatic-pressure equation and is the surface pressure,
i.e., the pressure at the surface z =0 . It is a function of both x and y. This
surface pressure can be interpreted in terms of the equivalent hydrostatic
height of water above or below the surface z =0 .

In this way, surface displacements neglecting gravity waves can
be compared between this rigid-lid model and the equivalent free-surface
model.

To eliminate accumulative error in the satisfaction of the conti-
nuity equation, a corrective procedure8 is used in the numerical solution.
Therefore the vertical velocity at the surface z = 0 has not been set to zero
in the right-hand side of the Poisson equation for the surface pressure.

The following boundary conditions are used:

u = gi(y. z);

Inlet: <

Shore: «

Bottom: -

V

AT

u

V

3AT
"an"

u

V

w

SAT

= gz(y.

= g3(y.

= 0;

= 0;

= 0.

= 0;

= 0;

= 0;

z);

z) .

= 0.
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Surface:

3ju
Sz

3v

3AT

V

= KAT;
dz

w = 0.

Outer boundary,
no outer flow:

Outer boundary,
outer flow:

P r e s s u r e Conditions:

du

Sn

Sn

= 0;

= 0.

same as above, except flow is specified along
one boundary.

dP
—— = integrated x- or y-momentum equation,
o n

specify pressure level at one point.

The functional forms gj, g2, and g3 are the specified velocity and
temperature profiles across the outfall inlet. The bottom and shore are taken
as no-slip, impermeable, insulated surfaces. A heat-transfer condition pro-
portional to the temperature difference8 and a wind-dependent stress are im-
posed at the surface. Normal-derivative pressure-boundary conditions are
derived from the appropriate vertically integrated momentum equation. For
the numerical problem, open-water boundaries must be taken at some finite
distance. How the boundary conditions are specified at these boundaries de-
pends somewhat on the whim of the investigator. Roache22 discusses the outer-
boundary conditions for incompressible flow. His main conclusion is that the
actual boundary conditions used are important only in that they do not severely
restrict the flow. The boundary conditions used are that the normal deriva-
tives of the velocities and the temperature are zero. The only variation to
this occurs when there is an assumed flow in the lake. For these situations,
the actual flow is specified along one of the boundaries.

d. The Two-dimensional, Depth-averaged Model

Once the three-dimensional version is understood, the development
of the two-dimensional, time-dependent model is conceptually simple. In this
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model, the three-dimensional equations are reduced to two-dimensional equa-
tions by an integration or averaging over depth. The vertical structure and
the effects of buoyancy are lost, yet the gross features of the flow may be
generally indicated. Vertical averaging in the two-dimensional model greatly
simplifies the equations and reduces computer time considerably.

The dispersion oi heat in the model is calculated, approximately,
from the integrated energy equation. In this two-dimensional model, the mo-
mentum and continuity equations are uncoupled from the energy equation and
must be solved first at each time step; the resulting velocities are used as in-
put to the energy equation.

Paul and Lick assume a similarity profile, F, for velocity in the
vertical direction. In this way,

u(x,y,z) = u(x,y)F(z),

v(x,y,z) = v(x, y)F(z), f]

and

w(x, y.z) s 0.

Vertically averaged velocities are defined by

U = \ u dz =» f° u dz
-h

and

V =

The nonlinear terms may be integrated from the bottom z = -h to the surface
z = C. For example,

a— dz = û — / F2(z)dzdx 3x J_h

When integrated from z = -h to z = Q, the basic three-dimensional
equations of the Paul-Lick model become:
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Continuity: ^ + — + — = 0 ;

a
ay / ° p ax

au a /au2 auv\ _ „ 1 ap
momentum: -r— + p l-r— + -r—J - R nv = —-at \ax ay / ° p

av Q/auv av2\ „ „ 1 ap
y momentum: -r— + pI—— + ——I + ROU = - — T —
' dt \ dx dy / ° p oy

where

P(x,y,t) = J^ P(x,y, z,t)dz

and

IX
p =

X
[IXF(z)dz]2

An estimate or reasonable guess is made for the function F(z) to evaluate the
p integral.

To reduce computer time, Paul and Lick again make the rigid-lid
approximation. In this two-dimensional model, the rigid-lid approximation is
included by setting aC/3t = 0 in the continuity equation. The continuity, x-
momentum, and y-momentum equations are solved explicitly as was done in
the three-dimensional version of the model. Paul and Lick have also gener-
alized this model to treat variable-bottom topography in which the two-
dimensional nature of the model is kept, each resulting velocity component
representing an average over the local depth. The same coordinate stretching
procedure that was used in the three-dimensional model (see Sec. II.K) was
also used in the two-dimensional case for treating variable-bottom topography.

e. Numerical Procedure

The general arrangement of variables in the grid system is almost
identical to that used by Paul and Lick.8 Horizontal velocities are defined at
integral nodal points, temperature is defined at half-integral nodal points in
the horizontal and integral nodal points in the vertical, and surface pressure
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is defined at half-integral nodal points in the horizontal. Figure B.I4 shows
typical horizontal and vertical grid sections and the relative positions of the
variables.

A
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A

A

A

A

A

A
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HORIZONTAL PLANE

A - T./>.P$
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o - »
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,—*—|
a

D

—*—1

1—*—1
•

a

—*—'

• A |
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o

VERTICAL PLANE AT HALF-NODAL SECTION

Fig. B.14. Arrangement of Variables in Grid Sections

For the derivation of the finite-difference equations, variables are
sometimes required at points where they are not defined. In these circum-
stances, the undefined quantity is taken as the simple average of the neighbor-
ing values.

The finite-difference approximations to the equations are derived
by integrating the equations over nodal cells. Either the midpoint or the
trapezoidal-integration rule is used to evaluate these integrals. Typical nodal
cells are indicated in Fig. B.I 5. Part of the rationale behind the arrangement
of the variables is to provide cells that lend themselves to easy use of the
integration rules.

TYPICAL NODAL CELL FOR u TYPICAL NODAL CELL FOR T

Fig. B.15. Typical Nodal Cells for Grid System
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The Euler explicit-time scheme is used exclusively in the present
model. In this scheme, the time derivative is written as a simple forward time
difference and the rest of the equation is evaluated with the previously calcu-
lated values. The three-time-level explicit-time scheme used by Paul and
Lick8 has been found not as stable as the Euler explicit scheme. Even the
filtering procedure suggested by Bryan10 for the three-time-level scheme did
not provide enough stability when iiiertially dominated flows are calculated.

The following scheme is used for solving the difference equations:

(1) Values from the previous time step are assumed to be
available.

(2) Surface pressure is calculated with the right-hand side of the
equation evaluated from the previous time-step values.

(3) Temperature is calculated by the explicit time scheme.

(4) Density is calculated from the equation of state.

(5) Horizontal velocities are calculated by the explicit time
scheme.

(6) Vertical velocity is calculated by vertically integrating the
continuity equation from the bottom.

(7) The present time step is now complete.

At each time step the Poisson equation for the surface pressure is
solved by the alternating-direction-implicit (ADI) method,23>24 a method that
has been particularly efficient in previous calculations.8

The forcing term in the Poisson equation for the surface pressure
involves a time derivative of the vertical velocity at the surface. Under the
rigid-lid condition, this velocity and its vertical derivatives are zero; however,
the numerical vertical integration of the continuity equation can yield some
nonzero value for the vertical velocity at the surface. Deviation from zero
indicates that the continuity equation is not satisfied exactly by the difference
solution. If not accounted for, this error in the satisfaction of the continuity
equation can grow in time.

To correct for this error, we used a procedure devised by Hirt
and Harlow,25 in which the term (b/bt)[Q(z = 0)] is first written as a simple
backward time difference. The value of ft at the present time step is then set
to zero, and the one from the previous time step is set to the value calculated
by integration of the continuity equation. This corrective procedure was ef-
fective in river-discharge problems.7'8

After the temperatures are calculated by the explicit time scheme,
they are checked to see if static stability is satisfied, i.e., if the temperatures

*̂ ^ _
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decrease monotonically downward (assuming that density increases with de-
creasing temperature). When a static instability is encountered, an infinite
mixing procedure is used;8 i.e., the temperature is arithmetically averaged
over any unstable region.

f. Applications of the Numerical Model to Point Beach

The grid layout used for the Point Beach Power Plant thermal out-
fall is shown in Fig. B.16. Near the outfall the grid spacing is constant, but
it increases away from the outfall. Finally, the grid spacing becomes constant
in each direction. Such a grid system is used to pick up details of the flow
near the inlet where quantities change rapidly, and to avoid an excessive num-
ber of points away from the inlet where quantities are changing a great deal
more slowly. Constant spacing is used in the vertical direction.
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Fig. B.16. Horizontal Grid Layout for Point Beach Outfal l

The shoreline, where the water depth becomes about 1 m, is the
one used, not the one where the water depth goes to zero. Extremely small
depths are avoided because the coordinate stretching transformation is singu-
lar for zero depths. The bottom depths used in the model were determined by
overlaying the grid system on a map of the lake-bottom topography and reading
the appropriate values.

Actually, the Point Beach discharge canal extends out into the
water at 60°. This geometry is approximated in the model by a rectangular
channel, perpendicular to the shore, with outflow velocity at 60° to the shore.
Figure B.I7 compares the discharge configuration of the actual outfall and that
used in the model. A check of this discharge used in the model was run on a
two-dimensional, constant-density, constant-depth version of the model to see
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if the outfall would continue to go at 60° to the shore; results indicated
that this schematization did not change the direction of the flow.

J/L

ACTUAL DISCHARGE MODEL DISCHARGE

Fig. B.17. Comparison of Discharge Configurations

The extremely large difference between the minimum and maxi-
mum grid spacing for this application can create problems in the solution of
the equations because the allowable step size in the time integration is limited
by the smallest grid spacing. This difficulty is overcome by dividing the grid
into two regions. One region is near the inlet, where the grid spacing is small;
the other region includes the rest of the grid, where the spacings are much larger.
Thus, different time steps can be used in different regions. For example,
where the wind is zero, the ratio between the largest and smallest grid spacing
is about 26, so that, for every 26 time steps in the inner region, only one time
step is required in the outer region.

The vertical eddy coefficient is taken as dependent on the local
vertical temperature. The actual form used is similar to that used in an ap-
plication of the numerical model to the wind-driven and thermally driven
circulation in a small pond. It is

Av =
ST

where a and b are constants.

The constant a is chosen so that in the absence of temperature
gradients, the eddy coefficient is equal to that which would be used in a
constant-eddy-coefficient model.

The s t ress acting on the water surface due to the wind is calcu-
lated by the formulas developed by Wilson.27 These formulas have been used
successfully in numerical calculations of wind-driven circulations in lakes
and small ponds . n ' 2 6 ' 2 8

The values used for the horizontal and the vertical eddy-coefficient
expressions were partially determined by a t r i a l - and-e r ro r procedure. A
general behavior for the outfall is determined, i.e., how fast the velocity de-
cays. Based upon previous experience, values for the coefficients a re selected.
These values are then run in a two-dimensional, constant-density (butvariable-
depth) version of the model.



(1) Application No. 1. The model is applied to Point Beach Power
Plant outfall on Lake Michigan. The outfall extends out into the lake approxi-
mately 60° to the shore. For this calculation, the actual lake-bottom topog-
raphy (see Fig. B.I8) is used and the vertical eddy coefficient is taken as a
function of the local vertical temperature gradient. Plant and environmental
conditions submitted by Argonne29 for this run are described in Table B.I.
These physical parameters were acquired during a field survey on May 18,
1972. Table B.2 summarizes the relevant parameters for input into the Paul-
Lick model.

Parameters used in these calculations were considered and
adapted as discussed here. The outfall-velocity profile was a smoothed aver-
age of the measured, with temperature taken as constant. The equilibrium
temperature of the water body was taken as the measured temperature of the
lake surface. The turbulent Prandtl number was taken as unity. The values
for the eddy coefficients were chosen as follows: From outfall measurements,
the distance required for the velocity to decay to one-half of the outfall value
was determined. A reasonable value for the horizontal coefficient was picked
based on previous experience. The ratio of the horizontal to vertical coeffi-
cient was then chosen so that it gave the same velocity decay as a two-
dimensional boundary-layer jet with bottom friction. The functional form for
the vertical eddy coefficient (see Table B.2) is the same as discussed by
Sundaram et al.30'31 The surface heat-transfer coefficient is calculated from
the work of Edinger and Geyer.32 The equation of state is obtained by a least-
squares fit of density-versus-temperature data.

The results are shown in Figs. B. 19-32. Horizontal veloci-
ties at the surface and at the 2.1-m depth are shown in Figs. B.19 and 22.

50

DISCHARGE
BOUNDARY OF MODEL

Fig. B.18. Bottom Topography at Point Beach Unit 1 as
Simulated in the Model for May 18, 1972
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TABLE B.I. Measured Parameters Acquired during Field Survey
of Poijit Beach Unit 1 Discharge of May IS, 1972

Outfall Dimensions: Depth * 4.2 meters
Width • 10.78 maters

TQ « 18.08C

Tj •> 7.2°C

Tjg - 10.0°C

Q - 24.7 m3/sec

Plant Load - 495 W e

Ambient Current = 0 - 0

Kind « 0 - 0

Lake Surface Conditions • Calm

Cloud Cover » Clear

Relative Humidity » 758

Depth (M)

0
.5

1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

TA ,"C)

9.5
9.2
6.5
8.3
7.7
7.6
7.5

Definition of Terns:

Ambient Temperature C Centigrade)

Outfall Temperature (" Centigrade)

Intake Temperature (° Centigrade)

Dry Bulb Temperature (• Centigrade)

Discharge Flow Rate (meters3/sec)

Ambient Velocity (an/sec) measured at 1 m depth

Not Available - Not Measured

Current Dimensions: Clockwise angle from north towards the
direction the current is flowing

Nind Direction: Clockwise angle from north from the direction
the wind is coming from

Distribution of Outfall Velocities
within the Channel:

Outfall Velocities (m/sec)

.75

1.2S

1.75

2.25

2.75

3.25

3.75

4.2

.633

.511

.602

.482

.482

.511

.333

.347

.572

.663

.753

.602

.602

.542

.511

.421

.903

.723

.663

.723

.693

.633

.602

.4B2

.572

.663

.753

.602

.602

.542

.511

.421

.633

.511

.602

.482

.482

.511

.333

.347

.75

1.25

1.75

2.25

2.75

3.25

3.75

4.2

Q - 25.09 m'/sec
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TABLE B.2. Physical Parameters for Input to Paul-
Lick Model for Point Beach Outfall Application No. 1:

Zero Current and Wind

Flow rate

Outfall width

Outfall depth

Equilibrium temperature

Turbulent Prandtl number

Vertical eddy coefficient

Horizontal eddy coefficient

Surface heat-transfer coefficient

Wind stress

Temperature variation

Maximum velocity

Turbulent Reynolds number

Froude number

Densimetric Froude number

Equation of state

24.7 m3/sec

10.8 m

4.2 m

9.5°C

1.0

(50 + 200 ~ j cm2/sec

1000 cmz/sec

30 W/m2-°C

0

8.5°C

0.9 m/sec

110

0.14

4.2

Ap = -1.25 x 10'3AT

%.
n

9m/sec

Fig. B.19

Horizontal Velocities at Surface as
Predicted by Paul-Lick Model for
Foint Beach Unit 1, May 18, 1972

Fig. B.20

Horizontal Velocities at 0.5-m Depth
as Predicted by Paul-Lick Model for
Point Beach Unit 1, May 18. 1972

V

n
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9m/i«

Fig. B.21

Horizontal Velocities at 1.0-m Depth
as Predicted by Paul-Lick Model for
Point Beach Unit 1, May 18, 1972

n
Fig. B.22

Horizontal Velocities at 2.1-m Depth
as Predicted by Paul-Lick Model for
Point Beach Unit 1. May 18, 1972

BOTTOM
0 25 50

' METERS '

in/uc

Fig. B.23

Horizontal Velocities at 3.0-m Depth
as Predicted by Paul-Lick Model for
Point Beach Unit 1, May 18, 1972

34* 2 5*

Fig. B.24

Horizontal Isotherms at the Surface
as Predicted by Paul-Lick Model for
Point Beach Unit 1. May 18, 1972

8S*C ABOVE AMBIENT
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35°

Fig. B.25

Horizontal Velocities at Surface as Predicted for Point
Beach Unit 1, May 18. 1972: Constant-temperature,
Constant-depth, Two-dimensional Version of Paul-
Uck Model, Re = 11, = 0.3, a = 35°

30°

Fig. B.26

Horizontal Velocities at Surface as Predicted for Point
Beach Unit 1, May 18, 1972: Constant-temperature,
Constant-depth, Two-dimensional Version of Paul-
Lick Model. Re = 11, TB = T8, = 0.3, a = 30°

20°

Fig. B.27

Horizontal Velocities at Surface as Predicted for Point
Beach Unit 1, May 18, 1972: Constant-temperature,
Constant-depth, Two-dimensional Version of Paul-
tick Model, Re = 11, r f = r5 = 0.3, « = 20"
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Fig. B.28

Horizontal Velocities at Surface as Predicted for Point
Beach Unit 1, May 18. 1972: Constant-temperature,
Constant-depth, Two-dimensional Version of Paul-
Lick Model. Re = 11, T% = r* = 0.3, a = 25°

20"

Fig. B.29

Horizontal Velocities at the Surface as Pre-
dicted for Point Beach Unit 1, May 18, 1972:
Constant-temperature, Variable-depth, Two-
dimensional Version of Paul-Lick Model,
Re = 11. T® = Ty* = 0.3. a = 20°

25°

Fig. B.30

Horizontal Velocities at the Surface as Pre-
dicted for Point Beach Unit 1. May 18,1972:
Constant-temperature, Variable-depth, Two-
dimensional Version of Paul-Lick Model,
Re = 11. r!? = TS - 0.3. a = 25°
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30°

Fig. B.31

Horizontal Velocities at the Surface as Pre-
dicted for Point Beach Unit 1. May 18, 1972:
Constant-temperature, Variable-depth, Two-
dimensional Version of Paul-lick Model,
Re = 11. T§ = T£ = 0.3, a = 30°

35C

Fig. B.32

Horizontal Velocities at the Surface as Pre-
dicted for Point Beach Unit 1, May 18, 1972:
Constant-temperature, Variable-depth, Two-
dimensional Version of Paul-Lick Model,
Re = 11, rj! = r® = 0.3, a = 35°

The increased surface velocities to the left of the outfall centerline are prob-
ably the results of a changing bottom topography. Figure B.18 indicates that
the water shallows more quickly on the left side of the outfall, forcing fluid to
rise and resulting in larger velocities. The surface isotherms, shown in
Fig. B.24, indicate a more jet-like behavior than did the earlier Cuyahoga
River applications.7 Because of the somewhat larger initial densimetric Froude
number, buoyancy is less important. The plume is fairly well mixed vertically
near the outfall, resulting in a vertical eddy coefficient that is almost constant.
The general pattern of the results is similar to that observed in the field.

(2) Discussion of Results of Application No. 1. The above simu-
lation is made assuming zero wind and no ambient stratification. Ambient
stratification was originally simulated in the run, but the time required to
reach a solution would have been too long to be practicable.

Only the surface isotherms are presented, since the lower
isotherms were similar.

Internal oscillations in the velocities were noted as time pro-
gressed for the region near the outfall. The period of these oscillations was
close to that of an internal gravity wave traveling across the outfall.
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The velocity vectors are not plotted at grid points, but are
interpolated from grid points.

To indicate that the curving of the jet to the left (looking off-
shore) is due to the bottom topography, the constant-temperature, two-
dimensional version of the model was run. (See Figs. B.25-28 compared to
B.29-32.) The angle a refers to the inclination of the plotted profiles. The
constant-depth case gives a symmetric jet; the variable-depth jet does curve
to the left. The angle at which the results are plotted has much to do with how
good or bad the results appear.

A nonsymmetric inlet profile was run to check the sensitivity
of the trajectory of the jet to the distribution of outfall velocities. The constant-
temperature 2-D model predicted profiles that were fuller on one side of the
jet, yet the trajectory of this case remained nearly the same as the trajectory
of the jet with symmetric outfall velocities. The two-dimensional results in-
cluded were for Re = 11, but cases were run up to Re = 110 with the same
relative bottom friction; the results indicated no change in trajectory.

(3) Application No. 2. Table B.3 describes plant and environ-
mental conditions submitted by Argonne29 for this run. A moderate current
and wind were present. The physical parameters were acquired during a field
survey on that date. Table B.4 summarizes the relevant parameters for input
into the Paul-Lick model. Unless otherwise stated, the input conditions such
as diffusivities and surface heat-transfer formulas are identical to the first
case run. The results are shown in Figs. B.33-42.

(4) Discussion of Results of Application No. 2. Internal gravity
waves generated in this case when the program was started up took an ex-
tremely long time to die out. The movement of isotherms back and forth as
time progresses is observable. Near the outfall, the oscillations were re-
stricted, but far from the outfall, these oscillations were larger.

Some averaged (eyeball) surface-isotherm patterns are plotted.
The actual isotherm pattern is typical; however, the sharpening of the 6 and
7 C° isotherms back to the right (looking offshore) is due to a recirculation
cell (see Figs. B.38 and 40). Due to the averaging required, meaningful hori-
zontal isotherm plots were difficult to present at other levels. Instantaneous
plots did indicate decreasing isotherm areas with depth.

Velocity plots at three different inclinations were included so
that a more general picture could be presented.

(5) Rerun of Application No. 1 .* In the hope that a better compari-
son would result, Paul and Lick decided to rerun27 their model for Case 1, since
the first run did not reach steady state. This second run made in March 1975
used 3 hr CPU time. Although Paul and Lick call this run a steady-state run.

*The text below was written by the present authors, not by Paul and Lick.
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TABU: B.3. Measured Paraneters Acquired during Field Survey
of Point Beach Unit 1 Discharge of May 20, 1971

Outfall Dinensions: Depth • 4.2 meters
Width - 10,78 meters

T. - 8.3°C

TQ - 17.S°C

Q - 2 5 . 1 nrVsec

Plant Load • 478 M«e

Anfcient Current - 9.1 ov'sec -125'

Wind - 4 . . 6.7 m/sec -270°

Lake Surface Conditions: 0- .3 a wares

Cloud Cover: N.A.

Relative Hmidity: N.A.

Depth CM)

0
.3
.9

1.8
2.7

TA

8.
8.
8.

8.
8.

CC)

3
3
3
2

2

TDB
Q

UA
N.A.

Definition of T^nns:

Ambient Teaperature (• Centigrade)

Outfall Temperature (° Centigrade)

Intake Temperature (° Centigrade)

Dry Bulb Temperature (• Centigrade)

Discharge Flow Rate (meters3/sec)

Ambient Velocity (an/sec) measured at 1 m depth

Not Available - Not Measured

Current Dinensions: Clockwise angle fron north towards the
direction the current is flowing

Kind Direction: Clockwise angle froa north froa the direction
the Kind is coning fra»

Distribution of Outfall Velocities
within the Channel:

Outfall Velocities (m/sec)

-2.67- -1.78- -1.78- • "S-1.78- -2.67

.75

1.25

1.75

2.2S

2.75

3.25

3.75

4.2

.633

.511

.602

.482

.4)2

.511

.33!

.347

.572

.663

.753

.602

.602

.S42

.511

.421

.903

.723

.663

.723

.693

.633

.602

.482

.572

.663

.753

.602

.602

.542

.511

.421

.633

.511

.602

.482

.482

.511

.333

.347

.75

1.25

1.7S

2.25

2.7S

3.25

3.75

4.2

Q - 25.09 m3/sec

-10.78-
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TABLE B.4. Physical Parameters
for Point Beach Application No. 2:

for Input to Paul-Lick Model
Moderate Current and Wind

Flow rate

Maximum outfall velocity

Outfall width

Outfall depth

Outfall temperature

Wind

Ambient lake temperature
(lake unstratified)

Ambient lake current

Vertical eddy coefficient

Horizontal eddy coefficient

Surface heat-transfer coefficient

Wind stress

Equation of state

Turbulent Prandtl number

Turbulent Reynolds number

Froude number

Densimetric Froude number

24.7 m3/sec

0.9 m/sec

10.8 m

4.2 m

17.5°C

4.5-6.7 m/sec, 270°

8.3°C

9.1 cm/sec, 125°

50 cm2/sec

1000 cmz/sec

30 W/m2-°C

1.0 dyne/cm2, 270°

Ap = -1.25 x 103AT

1.0

110

0.14

3.7

9n/wc

9 25 50
METERS

Fig. B.33

Horizontal Velocities at Surface as Predicted by Paul-Lick
Model for Point Beach Unit 1, May 20, 1971. a = 30°

Fig. B.34

Horizontal Velocities at 0.5-m Depth as Predicted by Paul-
Lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1, May 20, 1971. a = 30* Sm/ik

o a so
HfTEDS
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S 9m/stc

? 9 V
METERS

Fig. B.35

Horizontal Velocities at 1.0-m Depth as Predicted by Paul-
Lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1, May 20, 1971, a = 30°

Fig. B.36

Horizontal Velocities at 2.0-mDepth as Predicted by Paul-
Lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1, May 20, 1971, a = 30° 9m/SK

BOTTOM

Fig. B.37

Horizontal Velocities at 3.0-mDepth as Predicted by Paul-
Lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1, May 20, 1971, a = 30"

Fig, B.38

Horizontal Velocities at Surface as Predicted by Paul-Lick
Model for Point Beach Unit 1, May 20, 1971, a = 0*

tf?///f//fs***,,..rr.

n :: 9(n/sec

9m/«c

0 25 50

' METERS '

Fig. B.39

Horizontal Velocities at 2.0-m Depth as Predicted by Paul-
Lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1, May 20, 1971, n - 0°
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? r

;

' 9m/sec

0 25 50

METERS

Fig. B.40

Horizontal Velocities at Surface as Predicted by Paul-Lick
Model for Point Beach Unit 1, May 20. 1971, a = 90°

Fig. B.41

Horizontal Velocities at 2.0-mDepth as Predicted by Paul-
Lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1, May 20, 1971, a = 90°

9m/sec

«*C U0VE AMIIEKI

Fig. B.42

Horizontal Isotherms at the Surface as Predicted by
Paul-lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1. May 20, 1971

the region beyond 200 m from the outfall was still contaminated with internal
gravity waves. The problem still remains as to how to suppress those waves
and/or how much additional computer time would be necessary for the plume
to reach steady state. Apparently, the longer the run time, the larger the
region that reaches steady state.

Figures B.43-46 show the results of this run which were dis-
cussed in Sec. U.K. Figure B.43 is a plot of the surface isotherms; Figs. B.44-
46 are plots of the horizontal velocity distribution at 0.5-, 1.0-, and 2.0-m
depths, respectively.

(6) Application of the Two-Dimensional Model to Point Beach.
Figures B.47 and 48 illustrate the time development of the integrated two-
dimensional velocity field at Point Beach, assuming a constant bottom depth
for the receiving lake. The conditions for the run are the same as those of
the zero-wind and -current simulation of May 18, 1972 (Case l). The flow was
initiated by assuming an impulsive start for the discharge and steady-discharge
conditions thereafter. The vortices generated on each side of the discharge as
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the simulation begins are eventually swept out to infinity as the simulation
continues in time. The vortices on the right side of the discharge (looking off-
shore) are affected by the presence of the (right-hand) outfall corner; the left
vortices are not. This is due solely to the Paul-Lick method of simulating the
60° angle of discharge by the presence of a 90° outfall discharging its effluent
at a 60° angle. Paul and Lick note the same kind of phenomenon occurring in
their three-dimensional variable-density simulation (Chapter II). This small
distortion of the flow field near the outfall does not occur in the field, of course,
since the flume as well as the discharge are directed at 60° to shore.

'Zl / \

Fig. B.43

Surface 1st therm Predictions of the
Paul-Lick iviidel for Point Beach Unit 1.
May 18. i.97'2. (Second computer run.)

Fig, B.44

Horizontal Velocity Predictions at 0.5-m Depth
for the Paul-Lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1,
May 18, 1972. (Second computer run.) ? 1 0 25 50

SCALE-METERS

0.5 METER DEPTH

: : :

' " V % •••••
fig. B.45

Horizontal Velocity Predictions at 1.0-m Depth
for the Paul-Lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1,
May 18, 1972. (Second computer run.)

I 0 METER DEPTH
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Fig. B.46

Horizontal Velocity Predictions at 2.0-m Depth
for the Paul-Lick Model for Point Beach Unit 1,
May 18, 1972. (Second computer run.)

2 0 DETER DEPTH

""• " '

Fig. B.47. Paul-Lick Two-dimensional Constant-
depth Model Application to Point Beach
Unit 1, May 18, 1972, Showing Surface
Velocities at t = 87.5 sec (Top diagram)
and 262.5 sec (Bottom diagram)

Fig. B.48. Paul-Lick Two-dimensional Constant-
depth Model Application to Point Beach
Unit 1, May 18, 1972, Showing Surface
Velocities at t = 937.5 sec (Top diagram)
and 1575.0 sec (Bottom diagram)
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APPENDIX C

Reprint of Published Paper on
Differential-Numerical Models for

Surface Thermal Plumes

The following article was presented and will be published in the pro-
ceedings of the International Seminar on Future Energy Production: Heat and
Mass Transfer Problems held August 25-30, 1975, in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia.
It is reprinted here with the permission of the publishers, Hemisphere Pub-
lishing Corporation of Washington, D.C.
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APPLICATION, VERIFICATION, AND IMPROVEMENT
OF NUMERICAL MODELS FOR SURFACE THERMAL

DISCHARGES FROM POWER-PLANT OUTFALLS

ANTHONY POLICASTRO, WILLIAM DUNN, and ROBERT PADDOCK

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates seven numerical models for the prediction of surface

thermal plumes from power-plant outfalls in terms of their present and potential
capability for environmental-impact evaluation. Two of the models discussed
are not presently competitive, yet represent interesting approaches. Two other
models are from related problem areas and have formulations sufficiently general
for future application to surface-discharge problems. The final three models
are promising and have already been tested to a limited extent with prototype
data.

Unfortunately, the comparisons of models to data attempted so far are few
in number and have, in general, been poorly executed. The difficulties have
typically involved the use of too small a computational grid, the poor choice
of turbulence parameters, and the comparison to either incomplete or poor-quality
data. The models discussed are currently in what might be called the germination
stage. Therefore, the above-noted comparisons of model predictions with proto-
type data, although not sufficient for final judgments on the models, have aided
in identifying major areas of needed work.. Finally, recommendations are made
for the general improvement of numerical models for surface thermal discharges.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

AJJ., Ay- Longitudinal and lateral coefficients of eddy viscosity, respectively

Ay Vertical coefficient of eddy viscosity
BH1' B H ? Longitudinal and lateral coefficients of eddy thermal diffusivity,

respectively

Bv Vertical coefficient of eddy thermal diffusivity

D Molecular thermal-diffusion coefficient

E Local turbulent kinetic energy

f Function relating temperature to density in the equation of state

g Acceleration due to gravity

J Function of the spatial variables defined by integrating S2, its
spatial derivative W, and a weighting function

P Local pressure

Q Boussinesq parameter - Ap/p_

Ri Local (gradient) Richardson number

T Local temperature

Copyright© 1975 by Hemisphere Publishing Corporation
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u,v,w Components of velocity in x, y, and z directions, respectively

v Tentative vector-velocity field

x,y Horizontal coordinates

z Vertical coordinate

a,$,Y Slowly varying functions determined from data

AT Excess temperature; reference temperature usually taken as the
ambient temperature

ATC Local excess temperature of plume at its centerline

ATO Excess temperature of plume at the outfall

Ap Density deficiency « p - p_

X Macroscale of turbulent fluctuations

V Molecular kinematic viscosity

p Local density

p_ Reference density usually taken as ambient density

V Velocity-corrector potential

Q Generalized strain rate

INTRODUCTION

Waste-heat disposal from steam-electric generating facilities is a critical
aspect of power-plant siting in the United States. According to U.S. law, waste
heat discharged into navigable waters should be considered a pollutant, and as
such must be controlled. Specifically, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972 forbid most thermal discharges after 1983. Variances will
be granted, however, if it is determined that the mandates of the Act are more
stringent than necessary to ensure the propagation of a balanced, indigenous
population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife. In implementing the provisions
of the Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will issue variances for
thermal discharges on a case-by-case basis.

In a variance request, the onus of proof lies with the utility that is
either using or proposing to use once-through cooling. A detailed analysis of
thermal-plume characteristics, both temporally and spatially, is required. For
operating plants, field measurements can be made, but for proposed plants or
those under construction, the only recourse is theoretical and/or hydraulic-
model studies to seek out the necessary information. This paper summarizes part
of an effort carried out under the sponsorship of the U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration (formally the USAEC) to determine the reliability
with which mathematical models can predict prototype plumes. A more detailed
discussion of these efforts is given by Dunn, Policastro, and Paddock.1

Available mathematical models for heated surface-discharge plumes fall into
three large classes: integral, phenomenological, and differential-numerical.

The integral approach assumes a free jet and flow similarity and is there-
fore very limited in its applicability. Integral models can provide only general
estimates of plume characteristics because they are too idealized for most proto-
type applications. Shoreline and bottom restrictions, wind effects, and transient
environmental conditions complicate the problem beyond the capability of integral
models.

Phenomenological models rely more heavily on the direct use of data and
have been no more successful than integral models since the quantity of good-
quality laboratory and field data amenable to the development of phenomenological
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models is small. As a result, well-developed phenomenological models exist for
only a narrow range of situations.

The past few years have seen an upsurge of interest in modeling thermal
plumes using advanced numerical techniques such as finite-difference methods
of solving the generalized equations of flow and heat transport. Numerical
modeling of thermal plumes holds great promise, since such models require fewer
assumptions on the nature of plume dispersion and simultaneously enable additional
physical mechanisms to be included, at least in concept. Treatment of shoreline
and bottom interference, wind, ambient stratification, spatially variable outfall
conditions, and ambient currents can all be incorporated into the model formula-
tion. This paper discusses seven numerical models, existing applications to
prototype surface thermal-plume situations for three of the most promising models,
and the areas of needed improvement.

NUMERICAL MODEL FORMULATIONS

The discussion begins with two models that are, at present, not suitable
for prototype applications, but have interesting approaches.

The model developed by Brady and Geyer2 represents an early attempt at nu-
merical modeling of thermal plumes. These authors sought to numerically solve
the coupled, time-dependent equations of flow, heat conservation, and salt con-
servation. The hydrostatic approximation (pressure at a given point is due only
to the weight of water above that point) was made, but the equation of vertical
momentum conservation was retained. Since model development was stopped in 1972
before any concrete results were obtained, the model should be considered of
historical interest only. Furthermore, the model does not use current state-
of-the-art differencing schenns. The developers speculate that at least one
additional year of effort is needed to make the model competitive.

Till3 attempted to numerically model thermal plumes using a concept that
avoids the difficult Navier-Stokes equations in their usual form. The technique,
which we will call subchannel balancing, consists of laying out rectangular
parallelepiped subchannels in the direction of flow. At each location within
the subchannel, the net mass, momentum, and heat-energy inflows are balanced
against the time rate of change of the corresponding physical variable within
the subchannel. This procedure leads to a set of several hundred coupled, non-
linear ordinary differential equations, which are solved as an initial-value
problem in a single independent spatial variable. The technique has not yet
been shown adequate for problems where the flow is other than principally one-
dimensional. In fact, the current formulation of the model has been disappoint-
ing, even foi rivers, a situation apparently well suited to the subchannel
balancing method. The technique is promising, since it is fairly easy to imple-
ment numerically and since it is considerably faster computationally than the
other methods to be discussed. Further use of the model, however, would require
a much improved formulation.

We will now discuss two other models, which, because of the generality of
their approach, appear promising for application to surface thermal-plume prob-
lems, but which have not yet been so applied.

The Chien-Schetz model'* was developed to treat shallow and deep-water sub-
merged discharges, typically in rivers. This model solves the three-dimensional,
steady-state governing equations written in terms of vorticity, velocity, and
temperature, with the Boussinesq approximation (density variations considered
only insofar as they produce buoyancy) made. The introduction of vorticity re-
moves pressure from the governing equations and further allows all the equations
to be written in Poisson form. To do this, various terms are collected on the
right-hand side of the equation and regarded as a known source. The hydrostatic
approximation is not made, but the rigid-lid condition (zero surface-height ele-
vations) is imposed. Because the governing equations are all written in Foisson
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form, standard central differencing and the SOR (successive-overrelaxation)
method can be used. In evaluating the forcing function of the Poisson-type
equations, the advectlon terms are upwind differenced. The computer code per-
mits both uniform and variable grid spacing. Computer simulations have been
published for a submerged turbulent jet in a crossflow (deep water) and for the
laminar flow in the entrance region of a square channel. In both cases, agree-
ment with experimental data was obtained. Continuing work involving model
improvements as well as applications to submerged shallow-water heated discharges
is about to be published. A user's manual is being prepared. Application to
heated surface discharges involves only a change in boundary conditions and tur-
bulence coefficients. Such a change in the model (computer code) is not considered
to be a major one.

Wnek &t_ al_.5 has described a compressible three-dimensional thermal-
hydraulics code (SCORE-EVET) for use in the design and analysis of nuclear reac-
tors. The original development of the model was done at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory with further work done by Science Applications, Inc., of LaJolla,
California, and the Aerojet Nuclear Corp., of Idaho Falls, Idaho. The model
exisLo in several versions, but the one most suitable for application to thermal-
plume problems is a code for incompressible flow known as VARMINT. The time-
dependent, three-dimensional Navier-Stokes and heat-transport equations are
solved using the MAC (marker and cell) method.6 Briefly, the MAC method is a
finite-difference scheme in which pressure is defined at the nodes of the grid
system and the velocities are defined at the face centers of the grid cells.
Also, in the MAC method a set of massless marker particles is followed through
the grid system by time-integrating the velocity field through which the parti-
cles move. The code is written to accept either no-slip, free-slip, inflow,
outflow, or specified pressure boundary conditions. No attempts have been made
to modify the VARMINT code for thermal-plume problems, although the code and
its compressible version (SCORE-EVET) have been used for reactor analysis. Such
modifications are not considered to be major.

We turn now to the formulation of three numerical models that have been
tested with prototype field data from existing surface-discharge sites. The
three models to be discussed below solve the traditional form of the three-
dimensional, time-dependent equations of turbulent, incompressible (in the
Boussinesq sense) flow and heat transport. The generic form of these equations
is given in Table 1.

FORMULATION OF THE PAUL-LICK MODEL78

The Paul-Lick model uses the hydrostatic form of the verti 'al-momentum equa-
tion; i.e., only the gravity and vertical pressure-gradient terms are retained.
Variable bottom is handled through a local stretching transformation that maps
an irregular bottom onto one of constant depth. The more complicated equations
thus obtained are not shown.

Figure 1 illustrates boundary conditions typically imposed on the solution
domain when executing finite-difference solutions. In particular, Paul and Lick
used no-slip and adlabatic conditions at the shore and bottom grid boundaries,
wind-stress and surface-heat-loss conditions on the free surface, and zero
second-order normal derivatives at the open-water boundaries. In addition, they
used the rigid-lid condition (zero surface-height elevations). Such an assump-
tion is desirable since it artificially damps out unwanted oscillations of the
free surface and allows larger tiro" steps to be used. To compensate for the
restrictions of the rigid-lid condition, the authors introduced the surface
pressure, which ostensibly corresponds to the pressure distribution that would
have existed at the rigid-lid plane had surface elevations been allowed. An
auxiliary two-dimensional Poisson-type equation is developed for the surface
pressure distribution by taking the divergence of the Navier-Stokes equations
and then integrating vertically over the domain of flow.
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Table 1. Generalized Governing Equations for Surface Thermal-Plume Problems

Conservation of Mass

3u . 3v . 3w „
Sx*Sy*Si' °

Conservation of longitudinal Momentum

3u 3u 3u 3u 1 IP 1 / . 3u\ 3 / , 3u\ . i (. 3u\
W * u £ * V f * W 3? " • P TS * 15" (jltt to) * 3y (̂H2 3yJ * 3T ̂ \ S j

Conservation of Lateral Momentum

3v . , 3v ^ i v . 3v I I P . ) L 3v\ „ 3 (. Zv\ . 3 / . 3v\
•5t * u"53c * V 1y * W 1 ? " • p " 5 T * - S fyl Sx^ * ly (*H2 3y j * 3 l \ \ Sz)

Conservation of Vertical Momentum

Conservation of Heat Energy

3AT _ 3AT „ 3iT ^ 3AT . 3 /^ 34l \ . 3 £ 3AlN . 3
3T * U 3T- * v ^T * w W ' ?x ( J l i r j * 3y Ĥ2 37-y * 3T

Equation of State

P - f(T)

Notes: (1) The Paul-Lick and Waldrop-Fanner models make the hydrostatic approximation;
consequently, terms in braces in the vertical momentum equation are eliminated.

(2) In the present form of the Paul-Lick and Waldrop-Farmer models, Am * f<H2 * const.
"Hi ' "H2 * const. The vertical viscosity and eddy diffusivity are variable.

(3) In the Pritchett-England-Taft model, the turbulent energy equation i s solved for
the local turbulent kinetic energy at each tine step using

f t (E) • I J <UE) * Jy- (vE) • | j - (WE) - oX^E" fi2 - B(2E)7/6 J 1 / 3

From this solution at each tine step, the diffusion terms in the momentum and
heat energy equations are written as

and

respectively.
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Fig. 1. Typical Boundary Conditions Specified in the Formulation
of Numerical Models of Surface Thermal Plumes.

The six equations of Table 1, specialized to the Paul-Lick formulation,
and the Foisson-type equation for surface pressure are solved numerically using
finite-difference methods. Simple forward differencing in time and central dif-
ferencing in space are used. The finite-difference form of the advection terms
is conservative, but the generally preferred upwind differencing is not used.
Moreover, the time-dependent equations are written in a completely explicit form,
which allows them to be solved as an initial-value problem. The procedure of
solving the time-dependent equations for the steady-state solution is sometimes
referred to as the asymptotic-time technique. The numerical solution is executed
through the following five-step algorithm:

1) The two-dimensional Poisson-type equation is used to
calculate the surface pressure from existing values of
the nodal velocities. The alternating-direction-implicit
method is used for this purpose.

2) Using existing nodal velocities, the nodal temperatures
are computed using an explicit finite-difference form
of the time-dependent energy equation.

3) Densities are calculated from the equation of state, and
then, starting with the surface pressures from Step 1
above, the pressure is calculated by integrating the
density field vertically downward.

A) With updated values of the pressure and present nodal
velocities, the time-dependent x- and y-momentun equations
are solved for the u and v velocities, respectively, by
an explicit finite-difference expression.

5) The vertical velocities are computed by vertical integration
of the continuity equation.

A typical run of the model to steady-state solution takes about 3 hr of CPU
time on an IBM 360 computer.

FORMULATION OF THE WALDROP-FARMER MODEL912

The Waldrop-Farmer model is similar to the Paul-Lick model in that it too
solves the generalized equations of Table 1 using an explicit finite-difference
analog of the continuous system. Both models use the hydrostatic form of the
vertical momentum equation for thermal-plume problems, although the Waldrop-
Farmer model has also been formulated9 to solve the full three-dimensional
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equations of flow. Even for thermal-plume problems, there are several important
differences between the Paul-Lick and Waldrop-Farmer models in the boundary con-
ditions and in the finite-difference solution.

The boundary conditions imposed in the Waldrop-Farmer model are the same
as those of the Paul-Lick model on the bottom and at the shoreline. At the free
surface, approximate free-surface boundary conditions are used instead of the
rigid-lid conditions. During execution, a mass balance is performed on the top-
most level of grid cells to obtain a distribution of equivalent free-surface
elevations.

An interesting facet of the open-water boundary conditions used by Waldrop
and Farmer is that only the upcurrent boundary conditions are ever enfort ed.
Because the equations are cast in the form of a sequence of explicit inteb: tion
steps, the offshore and downcurrent boundary conditions are relaxed. Thus
Waldrop and Farmer are not solving the boundary-value problem at each time ttep
and no backwater effects from the region exterior to the grid can be predicted.
Moreover, the physical meaning of the transient solution may be affected by the
fact that boundary conditions are imposed on only two of the four vertical sides
of the grid system.

In setting up the finite-difference grid, Waldrop and Farmer use a stretch-
ing transformation, which maps a constant cell dimension in the transformed
domain into a variable cell dimension in the natural domain. The computational
grid is small near the outfall and 1)6000163 larger and larger as one moves avay from
the discharge. The model developers argue that the use of a stretching trans-
formation lessens the importance of the far boundary conditions and, in this
sense, mitigates the omission of open-water boundary conditions.

By dropping the acceleration term from the vertical-momentum equation,
Waldrop and Farmer cast the problem into a sequence of first-order integrations,
each of which can be written in explicit finite-difference form using simple
forward differencing of the first-order terms. Waldrop and Farmer used conserva-
tive upwind differencing of the advection terms instead of the central differ-
encing used by Paul and Lick. When only steady-state values are sought, an
overrelaxed iteration scheme is used.

The finite-difference expressions for the continuity, momentum, and heat-
energy equations are solved in the following order:

1) The x-momentum equation is solved for the u-velocity
component (x direction offshore, u velocity in direction
of x axis).

2) The y-momentum equation is solved for the v-\relocity
component (y direction shore-parallel, v velocity in
direction of y axis).

3) The conservation-of-energy equation is jolved for the
temperature at each node.

4) The continuity equation (time-dependent) is integrated
from the bottom to the surface for the w-velocity component
(w velocity in vertical or z direction).

5) The free-surface elevation is computed by performing a
mass balance on the topmost layer of grid cells.

6) The z-momentum equation is solved in space (time-dependent)
for the pressure field. The integration is carried out
vertically downwards from the free surface. This
integration and determination of pressure at each grid
row becomes simpler when the hydrostatic approximation
is made.

Only Steps 1-3 involve time integrations. The remaining steps are spatial
integrations. A run to steady state for a typical thermal-plume problem takes
about 3 hr of CPU time on an IBM 360 computer.
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FORMULATION OF THE PRITCHETT-ENGLAND-TAFT MODEL13"15

The Pritehett-England-Taft model (entitled STUFF) solves the Navier-Stokes
and heat-energy equations shown in Table 1 without making the hydrostatic approx-
imation. A major component of the model in its present form is the Gawain-
Pritchett heuristic turbulence model15 from which eddy viscosities and eddy ther-
mal diffusivities are calculated based on the local velocity field. As part
of this turbulent-transport model, an equation of turbulent-energy conservation
is developed. This equation, given in the notes of Table 1, is solved by
Pritchett, England, and Taft along with the other governing equations.

The Navier-Stokes equations are solved in two steps using a combination
of the Chorin16 and SMAC (simplified marker and cell) methods. In the first
step, tentative values of the velocity components are computed using a finite-
difference form of the equations with only the diffusion and advection terms
included. The procedure here follows the treatment of Crowley18 in which the
advection terms are forward-differenced for each cell; then a diffusion-like
term is added to correct for the truncation error, which, if left uncorrected,
would produce artificial diffusion of momentum. Once the tentative velocities
are determined, the following Foisson-type equation is solved for the sealer
velocity-corrector potential ¥:

V21< - -Vv,

where v represents the tentative velocity field determined in the first step.
This solution is accomplished by means of an overrelaxed Gauss-Seidel iteration
procedure. The final values of the velocity are then found by adding the gradi-
ent of 1/ to the tentative velocity field. The advantage of using the velocity-
corrector potential is that direct calculation of pressure is avoided.

Once the hydrodynamic equations are solved, the equations rar the scalar
variables — fluid density, heat, and turbulent energy — are tackled. The same
procedure is used for each equation since all three have the same general form.
The STUFF model uses a combination Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme to solve these
scalar transport equations following the SMAC method.1 In this approach, a
set of Lagrangian particles is followed through the Eulerian grid system thereby
avoiding numerical diffusion. Derivatives are evaluated in the Eulerian grid
based upon the average of the scalar variables held by all the Lagrangian parti-
cles in a given finite-difference cell at a given time step. Marker particles
are not used for the solution for the velocity components from the hydrodynamic
equations, since spatial gradients and hence numerical diffusion were thought
to be less important in these equations.

Steady-state run times for surface thermal-plume problems are about 4 hr
of CPU time on a Univac 1108.

COMPARISONS OF MODEL PREDICTIONS WITH PROTOTYPE FIELD DATA
Considered below are several comparisons of numerical model predictions

with field data taken at existing surface-discharge sites. These few comparisons
comprise essentially all the testing completed so far with prototype data. The
models were also run by their developers for other prototype situations, but
only as modeling exercises. For example, the Paul-Lick model was run for the
Cuyahoga River entering Lake Erie, and the Waldrop-Farmer model was run for the
Mississippi River entering the Gulf of Mexico. No data existed for either of
these cases, so only the comparison of multiple runs as a sensitivity study was
possible. The STUFF model was also run for other, not thermal plume, problems.
Reference 1 discusses these modeling exercises and gives a more detailed descrip-
tion of the model-data comparisons cited below.
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PAUL-LICK MODEL

Argonne National Laboratory sponsored the preparation of Paul-Lick model
calculations by the model developers for comparison with field data taken on
two dates at the Point Beach Nuclear Power Station, located on the Western shore
of Lake Michigan near Two Creeks, Wisconsin. Stagnant lake conditions prevailed
on May 18, 1972;19 a moderate wind and current were present on May 20, 1971.20

Predicted and measured isotherms for these dates are compared in Figs. 2 and 3.
In the model calculations, the solution domain was divided into two regions.
In the region near the outfall, a fine-grid mesh was used; in the rest of the
solution domain, a somewhat coarser mesh was used. The ratio of the largest
to the smallest grid-cell dimensions was 26. Since the largest stable time in-
cremenc depends on the grid spacing, different time steps were used in the two
regions of the grid system to improve the efficiency with which the time integra-
tions could be carried out. For every 26 time steps taken is the inner region,
one time step was taken in the outer region.

The comparison of model predictions with the field data as carried out by
Argonne National Laboratory1 was based on trajectory, centerline temperature
decay, plume widths, and isotherm areas. Our comments on these comparisons are
given below.

<O53:
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Fig. 2. Comparison ef Surface Isotherms from Measurements and Predictions
of Paul-Lick Model: Point Beach Power Plant, May 18. 1972.
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Fig. 3. Compwison of Surface Isotherire from Measurements and Predictions
of Paul-lick Model: Point Beach Power Plant. May 20.1971.
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1. The comparison of predicted and measured centerline temperature decay,
width, and isotherm area was good for the first 200 m from the outfall. The
major disappointment with these comparisons is that, after 3 hr of calculation
on an IBM 360 computer, only this very small area near the outfall reached steady
state. The solution at points farther out in the grid was contaminated by inter-
nal gravity waves, which are apparently slowly damped out as computation time
is increased. The Paul-Lick model is not presently well suited to environmental
impact work or even mixing-zone analyses, since excessively long computer runs
are needed to bring the entire solution to steady state. More testing and analy-
sis of the model are necessary to change this situation.

2. The turbulence parameters used in model calculations ware poorly chosen.
A value of the horizontal eddy viscosity was first selected from open-channel
flow data. The ratio of horizontal to vertical eddy viscosities was then chosen
so that centerline velocity predictions made with a two-dimensional, constant-
temperature, depth-averaged version of the model matched the velocity decay of
a previously measured Point Beach plume. The thermal eddy diffusivities were
obtained by assuming a turbulent Prandtl number of one. The partial fitting
of model predictions to earlier data from the same site lessens the objectivity
of the comparisons. Despite this fitting, the turbulence parameters used in
model calculations may be too large (in fact, by about an ordar of magnitude
for the vertical ones), based on values generally cited in the literature.

3. The computational grid in both comparisons contains only a portion of
the total plume. An 800-m distance to the far boundary is too small. The de-
finable region of the plume is about 2500 m along the plume trajectory, and a
grid of approximately this size would have been more realistic. The small grid
dimensions no doubt increase the effects of the arbitrarily specified open-water
boundary conditions and, therefore, cause us to question whether the conditions
used are adequate.

4. The calculations for May 20, 1971 (nonzero-current case), do not show
the compacting of isotherms and the resulting sharp edge on the upcurrent side
of the plume seen in the data.

The comparison of Paul-Lick model predictions with prototype data is gen-
erally encouraging, but reveals that more work is needed to improve model
formulation and application.

WALDROP-FARIWER MODEL

The Wai drop-Farmer model was run by the model developers for comparison
with two Point Beach plumes taken September 1, 197I.20 An ambient current was
present on that date, but was not measured. Waldrop and Farmer inadvertently
misread the tabulation of plant and environmental data and consequently made
model calculations using a zero ambient current and a condenser discharge rate
of 771 cfs, although the flow rate was actually 885 cfs. Predicted and measured
surface isotherms are compared in Fig. 4. However, because of the errors made
in schematization, the comparisons should be considered solely on a trend or
order-of-magnitude basis. The run in this case required about 3 hr of CPU time
on an IBM 360 computer using a grid with 29 cells in the shore-parallel direction,
17 cells in the offshore direction, and 15 cells in the vertical direction.

The comparison is obviously poor in this case, with the predicted plume
considerably smaller than the actual plume. For example, at AT/ATO » 0.4, the
predicted isotherm area is too small by about a factor of seven. Also, given
the assumption of stagnant ambient conditions, the predicted trajectory should
not turn offshore as it does, but rather should remain straight at a 60° angle
with the shore. (The Paul-Lick model also predicts a slight bending for the
stagnant case.) This bending is perhaps due to the solid-wall boundary condi-
tions imposed at the shoreline. The simulation of the nearshore as a solid wall,
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Surface Isotherms from Measurements and Predictions of Waldrop-Farmer Model,
Point Beach Power Plant: Field Data Taken September 1, 1971. at 0950-1130 and 1445-1727 Hrs.

coupled with the oblique angle of discharge, might cause water to artificially
pile up on the lee side of the plume thereby pushing the trajectory offshore.

Other factors possibly contributing to the poor comparison are:

1. The vertical diffusivities were arbitrarily chosen to be 20% of the
horizontal diffusivities. This assumption overemphasized vertical mixing and
may be partly responsible for the extremely rapid decay of temperature and
velocity that is predicted.

2. As with the Paul-Lick comparison, too small a grid was used. The model
developers now realize this and recommend that further runs be made with a grid
large enough so that the physical variables are at least slowly changing at the
grid boundaries.

3. The compactness o'c the lower isotherms in the model predictions is not
physically realistic and Is, in fact, directly opposite to the trend seen in
the data. This qualitatively incorrect behavior may be due to the small grid
as noted above or is perhaps an indication that the model was not run to steady
state.

A rerun of model calculations with more realistic parameters and conditions
would aid greatly in identifying the sources of model-data discrepancies.

A more recent application12 of the model was more encouraging. This time
the model was applied to the John Sevier Staam Plant located on the Holston River
in Eastern Tennessee. Predicted and measured surface and vertical isotherms
for a date in July of 1973 are compared in Fig. 5. The code was run for four
different values of horizontal diffusivity — 20, 40, 60, and 100 cm2/sec — with
vertical diffusivity assumed to be given by21
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BH2 " B H1'

where Ri is the local gradient Richardson number. These values are more realis-
tic than the ones used for the Point Beach case since vertical stratification
is, at least, considered. The best comparison was obtained for 60 cm2/sec, and
this is the one presented by Waldrop and Farmer12 and shown in Fig. 5.

A comparison under winter conditions, again run with different diffusivities,
yielded, at best, only reasonable plume predictions. The measured plume, for
example, penetrated deeper into the river; i.e., it moved offshore some distance
before bending downcurrent. The predicted plume bent quickly downcurrent and
appeared to hug the shore much more than the actual plume did.

In both the summer and winter comparisons, model predictions within 800 m
of the discharge were relatively insensitive to the choice of turbulence para-
meters used. At 800-1600 m, however, the model predictions did exhibit noticeable
sensitivity to eddy viscosity. Near the outfall, turbulent diffusion may be
dominated by inertial and buoyancy forces.

The Holston River comparisons are reasonably good and encourage the testing
of the model with smaller ambient currents to determine if equally satisfactory
results can be obtained. The success of the model in these applications is some-
what clouded by the "fitting" of the model to the data by varying the horizontal
diffusion coefficients, but the results imply that good comparisons may be possibl:
if diffusivities are properly chosen. How diffusivities should be selected
a priori will probably always remain a major issue.

PRITCHETT-ENGLAND-TAFT MODEL
The Pritchett-England-Taft or STUFF model has been twice compared with

prototype field data for surface thermal plumes. In one case, the authors ran
their model for the May 20, 1971, data taken at the Point Beach Nuclear "ower
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Fig. S. Comparison of Field Data and Predictions of Waldrop-Farmer Model
for the John Sevier Steam Plant on the Holston River, July 1973.
Isotherms at the Sutface and Through a Venical Cross Section.
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Station.20 Our subsequent comparison of model predictions with the data showed
that the predicted plume was much smaller than the observed plume. However,
that verification effort is invalid since it was later discovered that the model
was inadvertently run with the thermal-expansion coefficient of air instead of
water.

The other presently available model-data comparison was sponsored by the
Boston Edison Company for the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station located on the tidally
influenced Cape Cod Bay. The data selected for comparison were a set of aerial
infrared measurements made at 1302 hr on December 29, 1972, by Coastal Research
Corporation.22 Model predictions are compared with there data in Fig. 6. The
computer simulation was carried out using a grid of 50 me.->h intervals along the
shore and 25 mesh intervals in the offshore direction, each 20 m long, and two
mesh intervals in the vertical direction, 3 m long. Because of computer limita-
tions, only two vertical cells were used. The salient features of this compari-
son are discussed here. More details are presented in Ref, 1. For reasons cited
below, we do not feel that the comparison of STUFF model predictions with the
Pilgrim data is a fair test of the model.

1. The aerial infrared data are of poor quality. The data selected for
comparison are from one of 11 overflights reported for December 29, 1972, by
the Coastal Research Corporation. Data taken only 17 min later than those chosen
for comparison showed a twofold to fivefold increase in isotherm areas. This
variation is virtually impossible, given the environmental conditions on that
date.

2. Ambient currents were not measured on the date of the infrared over-
flights. Model predictions were made using an estimate of wind-induced and
tidally induced currents. Moreover, the computation of wind-induced current
is based on a probably invalid correlation of wind and current speeds. The best
available information suggests that the wind-induced current was probably four
times the value assumed for model calculations.
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3. The model simulated the outfall at. 3 n In depth (the depth of one grid
celT.). At low tide, when the data used for comparison were taken, the depth
Is less than 1 m. A calculation of initial densimetric Froude number shows that
the simulation was really carried out for high-tide conditions.

4. As with the Paul-Lick and Waldrop-Farmer comparisons previously presented,
the computational grid was too small. Again, the boundary conditions used would
be somewhat in error, although their effect cannot be assessed until a sensitiv-
ity analysis of the model is performed.

5. The infrared technique used for making temperature measurements senses
only the top millimeter of the surface. In contrast, the STUFF model calcula-
tions gave temperatures averaged over the top 3 m (one grid cell). It is diffi-
cult to interpret a comparison of these physically different quantities.

In spite of all these problems with the simulation, the STUFF model per-
formed surprisingly well in terms of isotherm area, centerline temperature decay,
and width. The model deserves further testing.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Numerical models for surface thermal plumes are essentially in a germination
stage of development. The Brady-Geyer and Till models have interesting ideas
in their development, but require more work before the models become competitive.
The Chien-Schetz model and the VARMINT code have formulations that appear promis-
ing; yet these models need some modification before they may be applied directly
to surface thermal-plume problems.

The Paul-Lick, Waldrop-Farmer, and Pritchett-England-Taft models already
have experience in predicting prototype surface plumes. Unfortunately, the com-
parisons of models to data attempted so far are few in number and have, in
general, been poorly executed. The difficulties have typically involved the
use of too small a computational grid, a poor choice of turbulence parameters,
and the use of either incomplete or poor-quality data. The comparisons described
in this paper are not sufficient to make final judgments on the models, yet have
aided in identifying major areas of needed work in model development and model
application.

Our recommendations for future improvement of the available models are:

1. Compare the models to prototype data that are complete with outfall
and ambient parameters carefully measured. Each comparison to prototype data
should involve several runs of the model for sensitivity studies to ascertain °
the cause of discrepancies between the models and the data.

,, 2. Evaluate different theories of turbulence in these models to determine
which one(s) appear to represent plume dispersion best.

3. Determine the role of the boundary conditions in affecting plume predic-
tions. Boundary conditions are often arbitrarily prescribed, with the effects
of such specifications not presently known. Testing the sensitivity of the models
to their boundary conditions, especially at the free-surface and open-water
boundaries would be useful. A related matter is the sensitivity of the models
to the size of the computational grid; an important issue is to determine a size
that minimizes unnatural effects from the grid boundaries, yet avoids wasting
computer time r'th unnecessary computational effort.

4. Study the finite-difference scheme itself for its conservative and
transportive properties and for numerical dispersion.

5. Study the effect of boundary-condition relaxation, typically at the
open-water snds of the computational region. A major question to be answered
is whether the relaxation of one or more boundary conditions implies that the
thermal-plume problem is no longer well posed. If the problem is ludeed not
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well posed, the transient calculations with the model would have no physical
meaning.

6. Test the predictions of the models with laboratory data under controlled
conditions. Laboratory conditions would limit the number of phenomena affecting
the plume and allow specific phenomena to be studied. Laboratory studies includ-
ing the measurement of Reynolds stresses would be helpful; in this way, predic-
tions can be tested with viscosities and diffusivities known.

7. Test the formulations of the models on simple problems for which estab-
lished (perhaps analytical) solutions are available. Establishing a set of
benchmark problems of increasing difficulty and encompassing a wide range of
conditions for which good-quality laboratory or field data exist would foster
the comparison of various numerical techniques and the development of better
plume models. These benchmark problems would be helpful, although not completely
satisfactory, since there is no guarantee that a model solving those test prob-
lems well would necessarily be as successful in a new case, principally because
of new complexities that may arise.

8. Develop methods to increase the efficiency of the numerical schemes.
Efforts should be made to reduce the computer requirements or equivalently to
increase the scope of problems that can be handled with current computer time
and memory resources. This would make the numerical models more generally avail-
able and would speed model development. At present, it is uncertain whether
any significant reduction in computer requirements is achievable.

Mathematical modeling of thermal plumes by numerical means holds the great-
est promise for the future and should therefore be pursued. If work on these
models continues at its present or, better yet, an accelerated rate, and if the
physical and analytical investigations set forth here are carried out, then nu-
merical models should become a valuable licensing instrument in the next few years.

*
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